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IntroducUon and Background

Introduction and Back oround
This final report documents the research findings of Contract NAS3-22822
performed by Science Applications International Corporation, entitled "Effects of
Buoyancy on Gas Jet Diffusion Flames". The work was performed in two
phases, as follows:
(a) Phase I, from October 1981 through October 1987; this phase
consisted of a modest effort involving only a fundamental investigation of
combustion in gas jet diffusion flames, a feasibility study for a space
experiment and preparation of the associated Science Requirements
Document (SRD) and Conceptual Design Review (CoDR);
(b) Phase II, from October 1987 through April 1992; this phase consisted
of a comprehensive effort involving experiments in the 2.2-Second Drop
Tower and the 5.18-Second Zero-Gravity Facility of NASA Lewis
Research center, and preliminary tests in the KC-135 research aircraft, in
addition to the associated theoretical modeling and data analyses.
The principal objective of the effort was to gain a better understanding of the
fundamental phenomena involved in laminar gas jet diffusion flames in the
absence of buoyancy by studying the transient phenomena of ignition and flame
development, steady-state flame characteristics, soot effects, radiation, and, if
any, extinction phenomena. This involved measurements of the flame size and
development, as well as temperature, radiation, and (the originally planned)
species concentration. Additionally, flame behavior, color, and luminosity were
observed and recorded. The test quantified the effects of Reynolds number,
nozzle size, fuel reactivity and type, oxygen concentration, pressure, and jet
momentum on flame characteristics. Analytical and numerical modeling efforts
were also performed.
During Phase I (in 1986) a space experiment was proposed and presented to
NASA Headquarters at a Conceptual Design Review (CoDR). In 1987, NASA
Headquarters recommended that a comprehensive series of ground-based tests
in the drop towers and tests using a research aircraft be conducted prior to a
second CoDR. This led to the initiation of the second phase of the effort. In
December 1991, the Phase II results were presented at a CoDR. NASA
Headquarters recommended that a space experiment be re-proposed following
the 1993 NASA Research Announcement (NRA).
This final report contains the 1986/87 Science Requirements and Conceptual
Design documents, journal publications and meetings presentations resulting
from the second phase of the effort, and the 1991 SRD/CoDR documents. It
should be noted that the data and associated modeling results (only a
representative set is presented in this document) are currently in the final phase
of compilation, reduction and documentation. This will result in a substantial
number of publications (a few preliminary versions of which are presented in this
report) to be submitted to archival journals during the remaining months of 1992.
This effort will be carried out while a new effort (Contract NAS3-25982), entitled
"Effects of Buoyancy on Transitional and Turbulent Gas Jet Diffusion Flames" is
underway. This new effort was initiated in November 1991. Due to the overlap
between the two programs, the last meeting presentation of this report contains
some preliminary results from the new effort.
The remainder of this section contains an overview of the major findings of the
2.2-second tests, the 5.18-second tests, the (preliminary) KC-135 tests, and the
theoretical modeling effort.
(al The 2.2-Second Droo-Tower Tests
These tests were conducted in order to characterize the behavior of flames, and
to define the matrix for the 5.18-Second tests. Methane and propane flames
were tested in quiescent oxidizing environments using different nozzle sizes
(0.051 to 0.0825 cm in radius) and fuel flow rates (0.3 to 1.5 cc/sec for propane
and 1.0 to 5.0 cc/sec for methane). In these experiments, the Reynolds number
was varied from approximately 20 to 200, pressure from 0.5 to 1.5 atm, and
oxygen volume fraction from 18% to 50% (using nitrogen as diluent). The flames
were also ignited in microgravity, which demonstrated for the first time the ability
to ignite and sustain a gas jet diffusion flame in a low-gravity environment.
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The results showed that the 2.2 seconds of microgravity testing was not sufficient
for the flame development to approach its near-steady state behavior. In
addition, propane flames in high-oxygen-concentration/high-pressure
environments showed significant soot formation resulting in flame-tip opening
with a column of soot emerging from the tip of the flame. Low-pressure/low-
oxygen-concentration flames were found to be extremely weak, blue in color with
no visible soot emission, and had an open tip. The results also showed that
microgravity flames are taller, wider, more diffuse, and have no flicker compared
to the corresponding normal-gravity flames. These microgravity flames take
much longer time to reach a near-steady state. The tests also quantified the
effects of pressure, oxygen concentration, nozzle size, Reynolds number, and
fuel type on the characteristics of microgravity hydrocarbon diffusion flames.
The observations and associated measurements on global flame characteristics
provided a database for the 2.2-second microgravity flames, and were used to
develop the test matrix for the longer-duration microgravity experiments
described below.
The 5.18-Second Microaravitv tests
These tests were conducted to study the behavior of flames under longer-
duration microgravity conditions, and to quantify both flame temperature and
flame radiation. Global flame radiation was measured using a thermopile
detector, which was the first demonstration of the ability to measure radiation
from a flame in a microgravity environment. Temperatures were measured
simultaneously at nine different locations (using a 3x3 rake of thermocouples)
which provided time-resolved temperature data both inside and outside the
flame. The results showed significant effects of microgravity on radiative losses
and temperature field outside the flame, in addition to the global characteristics of
the flame such as tip-opening in propane flames, and flame size, color and
luminosity for the 5-second pedod. In addition, it was shown that although the
flames appear to reach their near-steady state behavior towards the end of the
drop, quantitative measurements point to a transient behavior, and that flames
need to be tested at times longer than 5 seconds to fully quantify their steady-
state characteristics.
=IQ
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Methane and propane flames were studied with one nozzle size (0.0825 cm in
radius), with flow rates of 1.0 and 3.0 cc/sec for methane and 0.5 and 1.5 cc/sec
for propane (when converted to the standard conditions). Oxygen concentration
in a nitrogen diluent was also varied from 18% to 30%, while the environmental
pressure was varied from 0.5 to 1.5 atm.
The results showed, for example, that flame far field experiences noticeable
temperature rise in the absence of buoyancy; this dse in temperature dose not
reach its steady state value at the end of the drop. In addition, continuous
change in the color and luminosity of the flame was observed due to the transient
response of the field surrounding the flame. Also, radiation measurements
showed that microgravity flames can have radiative losses of up to an order of
magnitude higher than their normal-gravity counterparts. This has a significant
implication on radiative losses and radiative ignition in a microgravity
environment. Two flames were studied at 1 atm (for propane) and 0.5 atm (for
methane) with 15% oxygen concentration in a nitrogen environment. These
flames were found to be entirely blue, extremely diffuse, and open-tipped. Yet
the radiation levels were quiet significant compared to those in normal-gravity.
This indicates that although soot formation and subsequent emission were
reduced, contributions from the gas-phase species were quiet significant due to
the absence of buoyancy; radiation, although lower, was of the same order of
magnitude in blue flames compared to the luminous flames in microgravity.
The test matrix was not completed due to the closure of the Zero-Gravity Facility
for renovation. However, a major part of the matrix was completed (except the
intermediate flow rates of 2 cc/sec for methane and 1 cc/sec for propane). The
original plan was to conduct gas-sampling measurements at mirror-image
locations of the thermocouples with respect to the flame centerline. The
experimental chamber had provisions for performing this task. However, this
effort was not conducted due to the shut-down of the facility.
A substantial amount of data on flame size, color, tip characteristics,
development, radiation, and temperature as a function of fuel type, Reynolds
number, pressure, and oxygen concentration were obtained. Representative
data are presented in different parts of this report. Data reduction and associated
documentation are currently in progress, and the results will be published in the
open literature, in the near future.
(c) The KC-135 Tests
These preliminary flight tests were conducted to study the effects of longer
durations of low-gravity environment on flame behavior. The intent was to
conduct measurements to quantify flame radiation, temperature, species, and
global characteristics, and to determine the effects of acceleration and g-gitter.
Tests were conducted for methane and propane flames with one nozzle size.
Observations on flame behavior were not conclusive, but showed that the overall
characteristics of flames can be obtained for the attached (10-2g) and free-float
(10-3g) configurations of the test package, that flames are strongly influenced by
the g-level and g-jitter, and that an average time in the order of 5 seconds in the
free-float case and 10 seconds in the bolted-down case may be obtained,
although g-jitter affects the flame. No quantitative measurements were
performed in these tests.
(d) Theoretical Modelina
During the course of the second phase of the program, various analytical models
were developed. These included a transient model for the laminar diffusion
flames, a model for the transient filling process in an evacuated or partially
evacuated gas sampling bottle, and a model for the effects of g-jitter and partial
gravity on the flame response.
A comprehensive numerical model which incorporates the effects of gravity,
diffusion, inertia, viscosity, and combustion was modified to include gas-phase
and soot radiation and multi-component diffusion. Work was also completed on
the formulation of soot processes, thermophoresis, and finite-rate quasi-global
kinetics. These submodels were not incorporated into the model by the end of
the contract. The developed model is two-dimensional (cylindrical or rectangular)
and solves the conservation equations for mass, momentum, energy, and
species in their boundary-layer form. An explicit finite-difference scheme is used
to solve these governing equations, using the yon Mises transformation.
V
Selected predictions from the analytical and numerical models are presented in
various sections of this report, and the findings are currently in the process of
being submitted for journal publications.
The following sections present the SRD/CoDR documents, and associated
publications and meeting presentations of the entire effort in a chronological
order.
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I. Introduction
Although diffusion flames have been the sub,iect of research for
many years they are not well understood and, while the effects of gravity
on the burning process have been observed, the basic mechanisms respon-
sible for these changes have yet to be determined. The goal of this re-
search is to develop an improved understanding of gas jet diffusion
flames. The laminar gas jet diffusion flame was selected for study
because it embodies mechanisms important in all diffusion flames such
as occur in fires and practical combustion systems. Furthermore, due
to its relative simplicity and ease of control, it lends itself to
direct theoretical and experimental studies. However, existing theore-
tical models are deficient and improved models are required because
they are essential to the interpretation of data, providing a means of
theoretically isolating mechanisms influencing the observed behavior.
The complexity of these mechanisms and their coupling establish the re-
quirement for data with which to verify assumptions inherent in the
theoretical analyses. If gravity is eliminated, then its effect can
be isolated and the complication of buoyancy-induced convection would
be removed from the problem. The combination of zero-gravity and normal-
gravity data would provide the information, both theoretical and experi-
mental, to improve our understanding of diffusion flames in general and
the effects of gravity on the burning process in particular. Although
earthbound experiments under reauced-g conditions have shown signifi-
cant differences in flame behavior relative to normal-g conditions, the
data is severely limited and incomplete. The existing data is confined
to semi-quantitative visual observations on flames, many of which were
in a state of transient adjustment at the end of the 2.2-sec. drop-
tower test time.
This document describes the requirements of an experiment that if
performed in other low-gravity environments, would help to eliminate
current deficiencies in our understanding of gas jet diffusion flames.
II. Background
The problem of fire safety has received the attention of research-
ers for many years which has resulted in a continuous effort to under-
stand the complicated processes occuring in fires. Recently, interest
in the fire problem has been expanded to include aerospace applications
due to the concern over fires aboard spacecraft. The primary conclusion
drawn from the existing base of information on fires is that a more
fundamental understanding of diffusion flames is needed in order to pre-
dict their behavior and to control them. Although the effects of gravity
on a specific burning process have been observed, the mechanisms respon-
sible for these cha,,ges have yet to be determined. A critical limitation
of the existing earthbound experimental data obtained in the 2.2-sec.
drop tower is that only limited elapsed time is available to fully charac-
terize the flame behavior under reduced-gravity conditions.
Diffusion flames involve convective and diffusive effects and fires
are a complicated type of this class of combustion process. Regardless
of the type of fuel involved (i.e., liquid, solid or gaseous), the basic
mechanisms which control the fires are the same. These include the proc-
esse_ of mixing, radiation, chemical kinetics, soot formation, diffusion,
and buoyancy-induced convection. The laminar gas jet diffusion flame
embodies these mechanisms while representing a basic element of more
complex, convectively induced turbulent flames.
In order to understand the mechanisms controlling a fire, labora-
tory-scale turbulent gas jet diffusion flames have been extensively
studied. These small-scale flames provide important information in
relation to the processes occuring in practical combustion sysLems as
well. However, turbulent flames are not fully understood and their
understanding would benefit from more fundamental studies of laminar
diffusion flames in which, under normal-g conditions, the complication
of convection-induced turbulence is eliminated and the interplay of
transport phenomena and chemical kinetics becomes more tractable. But
even this basic flame is not completely characterized in relation to
soot formation, radiation, diffusion, and kinetics. Therefore, gain-
ing an understanding of laminar flames is essential to the understand-
ing of fires in which the same basic pheonomena occur. By working
under microgravity conditions, the effects of buoyancy can be isolated
and the results would form a basis to address, in logical order, the
fundamental processes occuring in diffusion flames (see Edelman and
Bahadori, 1986).
In the remainder of this section, we describe a cross-section of
past experimental and theoretical efforts in relation to laminar dif-
fusion flames under both normal-gravity and reduced-g conditions.
Laminar gas jet diffusion flames (Fig. I) have been a subject of
extensive analytical, numerical and experimental research since the
appearance of the classical work of Burke and Schumann (1928). Most
of the analytical studies to date deal with the mathematical represen-
tations of flame shapes based on the Burke-Schumann methodology which
neglects almost all of the phenomena critical to understanding the
structure of these flames. These include transient effects, soot
formation, non-uniform flow parameters, variable transport properties,
coupling between the conservation equations, and finite-rate chemical
kinetics. In all of the analytical approaches, the effect of buoyancy
had to be neglected (i.e., high-momentum flows) in order to enable one
to obtain a closed-form mathematical representation of flame shape,
mass-fraction distribution and temperature distribution. In addition,
the assumptions cited above render the theory of little value in under-
standing the structure of diffusion flames. Applications of this theory
to laboratory-scale gas jet diffusion flames (Burke and Schumann, 1928;
Astavin and Ryazantsev, 1979; Penner, Bahadori and Kennedy, 1984) and to
the flamelets of composite solid propellants (Beckstead, 1981) have shown
only qualitative agreement between the theoretical and experimental
flame shapes. Table l(a) describes a selected number of analytical
works performed on laminar gas jet diffusion flames. Few numerical
investigations of these types of flames under normal-g and microgravity
conditions have been attempted. The results of numerical calculations
of the set of conservation equations for normal-g (Mitchell, Sarofim
and Clomburg, 1980) and zero-g flames (Edelman et al. 1973) have shown
that improved understanding is needed in relation to the mechanisms
occuring under these conditions. The mechanisms include radiation,
soot formation, chemical kinetics and transient phenomena. Table l(b)
shows a selected number of numerical modeling approaches. Experi-
mental investigations of normal-g flames have provided a large amount
of information which is not obtainable from the theoretical studies
cited above, i.e., flame structure, soot mass fraction and number
density, and temperature, species and velocity distributions (see,
for example, MitChell, Sarofim and Clomburg, 1980, and Flower and
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Fig. ]. Schematic diagram of a confined laminar gas jet diffusionf]ame.
Table l(a). Selected Analytical Studies on Laminar Gas Jet Diffusion Flames.
AUTHORIs)
i
Burke and
Schumann
(192B)
Astavin and
Ryazantsev
(1979)
Penner,
Bahadori and
Kennedy (19B4)
Beckstead
(1981)
Edelman and
Bahadori (see
the present
!document)
METHOD
Analytical _eprese_t-
ations of the shapes of
laminar, cylindrically-
symmetric, co-a_al gas-
jet dif%sion flames
under steady-state
conditions.
Same aS Burke and
Schmann (192B) but for
fuel and oxidizer sep-
arated by a flow of an
inert gas (aS from each
other and (b) from the
wall for both cylindrica
and rectangular burners.
Same as Burke and
Schumann (192B),
Analytical representatior
of the heights of
laminar, cylindrically-
symmetric flamelets of
Composite solid propel-
lants under steady-state
conditions.
Analytical representatior
of the shapes of laminar
cylindrically-symmetric,
transient, CO-axial gas-
jet diffusion flames.
CHARACTERISTICS
ASsumptions of equal an¢
constant velocities,
transport coefficients,
and physical properties
of the two gas streams;
flame-sheet approxi-
motion; Lewis number of
unity (which decouples
the energy and species-
conservation equations);)
constant pressure (wh+ch I
eliminates the momentum
equation); absence of
buoyancy; no axial
diffusion.
Same as Burke and
Schumann (1928).
DATA USED
l
Piethane, city gas,
and CO flames are
used. Air flow
rate:B-42 ft3/hr,
fuel fl_w rate:
2-25 ftJ/hr.
Inside radius,
I/4-5/16 in.
Outside radius,
I/2-5/8 in.
Parametric values
of velocities,
DEFICIENCIES
INo accourt of the
formation of prO-
ducts of combust-
ion;lack of
finite-rate kin-
etics and soot-
formation mech-
anism; no effects
of radiation; no
axial diffusion;
assumption of de-
Coupled COnServat-
ion equations; no
transient effects.
Same as Burke and
Schumann (]928).
COMMENTS
Theoretical
flame he;qWts
are comparfd
with the ex-
perlmental
results
under normal-
g; qualita-
tive agreemer
is obtained
between ex.
periment and
theory.
Fam_l_es of
flame Shapes
diffusion coef-
ficients and tube
diameters are used
for methane/alr
_lames.
and temper-
ature Contour!
are obtained
_;o comparison
w_h data.
Same as Burke and
Schumann (192B) but for
constant arbitrary flow
velocities, transport
parameters and physical
properties in the pro-
sence of axial diffusion
with unimolecular decom-
position reactions of
fuel and oxidizer.
Same as Burke and
Schumann (1928) but in
the presence of axial
diffusion.
Same as Burke and
Schumann (lg2B) but in
the presence of axial
diffusion.
The data of Burke
and Schumamn (lg28)
and Mitchell et al
(]980) are used.
+ypical coeffic-
ients of diffusion
and velocities for
evaporating solid
propellant species
are used.
Same aS Burke and
Schumann (Ig28)
except for the
effect of axial
diffusion.
Same as Burke
and Schumann
{Ig2B) except for
the effects of
axial diffusion.
The data of Cochrar
(1972) and Cochran
and Masica (1970)
are used, e.g.,
nozzle radius,O.IB6
cm, methane velo-
city-ZS.B cm/sec,
etc.
Same is Burke and
Schumann (1928)
except for the
leffects of a, ial
diffusion and
transient pheno-
mena.
The results
are in qua!-
itative agree-
merit with ez-
)erimental
data.
Flame stand-
off distances
are obtained.
_0 data avail.
able.
Flame devel-
'oPment with
Itime is ob-
tained. The
results in-
dicate that
Itimes greater
than 2.2 sec
are needed for
flame to
reach steady
state under
zero-g
conditions.
Table lib). Selected Numerical Studies on Laminar Gas Jet Diffusion Flames.
AUTHOR(S)
Mitchell,
Saroflm and
Clomburg
{IgBO)
Klajn and
Oppen_eim
(IgB2)
Edelman,
Fortune,
weilerstein,
Cochran, and
Haggard alga3)
Numerical solution of
governlng conservation
equations for mass,
momentum, Species, and
energy, using a global
chemical reaction at
the flame boundary with
infinite rate. A steady-
state normal-g methane/
air flame was studied
which was laminar,
confined, and axisy-
metric.
The numerical model
treats the effects of
exotherrnicity on the
contours of gaseous,
unconfined jet diffusion
flames with negligible
buoyancy effects.
Numerical solution of
conservation equations.
It is shown that kinetic
effects are of primary
importance in flames
under reduced gravity.
Other controlling fact-
ors are axial diffusion, I
radiation and transient
effects.
CHARACTERISTICS
Flame-sheet concept for
locating the stoichio-
metric fuel-oxygen
interface and hence, the
points of heat release.
Natural convection
effects and variable
thermodynamic and trans-
DATA USED
_EFIC)ENCIES
port properties are
allowed. Both axial
and radial convection
and diffusion are in-
cluded.
Simplifying assumptions
of flame*sheet approxi-
mation, Schmidt and
Prandtl numbers of unity
and constant specific
heats. Solutions are oh-
rained in closed alge-
braic forml Axial
diffusion is not included
The model includes the
Coupled effects of
inertia, viscosity,
diffusion, gravity, and
combustion in a boundary-
layer type formulation.
Axial and radial con-
vection and axial dif-
fusion are considered.
Inner tube dia-
meter,I.27 cm;
outer tube dia-
meter=511B cm.
methane flOW rate,
5m7 cmJ/sec; air
fl_w rate-187.7
cm_/se¢.
Nondimensionalized
values of diameter_,
stoichiometric
)ratiOS, velocities
etc. are used in
a parametric form.
Comparison with
drop-tower data of
Cochran and Masica
(1970) and Cochran
(lg72); see
Table l{c).
No detailed
chemical kin-
etics, soot
formation or
radiation.
Lewis and Prandtl
numbers of unity;
infinite-rate
global chemical
reaction; no rad-
iation or SOOt
formationl
No detailed kin-
etics, soot form-
ation, axial dif-
fusion, and tad-
iation.
CC),UE).-S
"_oe?atures,
spec:es con-
centrations
and ve_oclt -
les are ob-
taine_ "he
results ShOw
the ,mportant
effect of
buoyancy, by
_hich, the
velOClty _n-
creases by a
factor of _C
inside an
overvent_lat-
ed CHa-a!r
flame. Good
COmparison
wlth e,per_-
mental data
IS obtained
Cair agree-
ment when
co_pared w_t _
the exper'-
mental data
under zero-_
cond+tlo_s
of Cochran
_aggar_ a_
Cochran
619"3)
GOod agree-
ment for
no,mal-g
flames amd
fair agree-
• ent fOr
steady-state
Iow-_e. zero-
g flames of
NASA-Le_w_S
drop-tower
experiments.
oRIGINALpAGE IS
of pOOR QUALITY
f
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Bowman, 1983). Efforts to isolate the buoyancy effects in laminar
flames have so far been limited to the 2.2-sec. NASA-Lewis Research
Center drop-tower (gravity levels_ lO-5g) experiments (Cochran and
Masica, 1970; Cochran, 1972; Haggard and Cochran, 1973; Haggard, 1981)
and accompanying numerical modeling (Edelman, Fortune and Weilerstein,
1973; Edelman et al. 1973). The drop-tower experiments comprise of a
self-contained gas jet diffusion flame apparatus which is allowed to
fall inside a falling drag shield. Once establishing and recording
the steady-state normal-g flame, the apparatus is dropped and the flame
is observed throughout the duration of the fall, providing time-resolved
data on the development of the flame shape for the near-zero-g condition
achieved during the drop. Attempts have also been made to study the
gas jet diffusion flames under elevated gravity conditions achieved in
a centrifuge (Altenkirch et al. 1976) and under negative-g conditions
by inverting the flame using a downward-flow configuration (Kimura and
Ukawa, 1961; Haggard, 1981; SAIC's recent inverted flame data). Studies
have been conducted on soot formation from laminar diffusion flames under
normal-g conditions in the pressure range of 1.0-2.5 atm (Flower and
Bowman, 1983); there is no study to date which quantitatively determines
the effect of pressure on soot formation in the absence of buoyancy.
Results of selected experimental works on laminar flames are presented in
Table l(c). We see that while the effects of buoyancy are apparent in
all of the studies presented in Tables l(a)-l(c), it has not been strict-
ly isolated (except for the flames of drop-tower experiments), and a
large gap in the data base exists in this context.
On the basis of the research cited above, we have identified those
mechanisms in diffusion flames which are in need of further understand-
ing from both theoretical and experimental points of view. These mech-
anisms include chemical kinetics, radiation, transient effects, soot
formation, and axial diffusion.
Kinetic effects are probably the most complicated phenomena when
combined with soot generation. Hydrocarbon diffusion flames show sig-
nificant amounts of soot formation and agglomeration under normal-g
conditions and atmospheric pressure. Increase in soot yield has been
observed (Flower and Bowman, 1983) under elevated pressures. In the
Table I(c). Selected Experimental Studies on Laminar Gas Jet Diffusion Flames.
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AUTHOr(s)
Mitchell,
Sarofim
and Clomburg
(1980}
Flower and
Bowman (]983)
Cothran and
Masica (1970)
Cochran
(1972)
METHOD
Con_ined, axis y_nmetric,
la_nar methane-alr
diffusion flames.
Structure_ of 2-D, lam-
inar ethylene-air flames
under normal.g and
elevated-preSsure cond-
itions are studied.
NASA/Lewis drop-tower
experiments Isee the
text fo? qetai3s}.
CHARACTERISTICS
Distributions of temper-
ature, velocity and
sDecie5 were measured.
The effects OF buoyancy
have not been _solated.
Soot mass fraction and
number density is ob-
tained. No s_gnificant
effect of pressure on
the size of soot parti-
cles is observed.
Flame behavior is ob-
served during the 2.2-
sec drop of the test
chamber, Quiescent air
for all of the drop-
tower experiments ex-
cept those of Haggard
(Ig81) which were stud-
ied for inverted flames
(under norilsal-g cond-
itions) and zero-g
flames in the presence
of forced-air velocities
see the text for details.
DATA USED
Inner tube dia..
1,27 cm; outer
tube dia.-S.IB cm;
methane flow rate:
5.7 cm3/sec, a)n
flow rate.lRT.7
cm3/sec.
Pressure range,
I.O - 2.5 ate.
A rectangular
burner was used
with air velocity
• 22 cm/sec and
fuel velocity-
7 cm/secl
CH4/air flames;
nozzle radius.
0.186 - 0.442 cm;
methane Flow rate-
.2 - 5,3 cm3/sec.
CH4/air flames;
nozzle radius-
0.051 - 0.113
cm; fuel flow
rate.O./ - iZ.2
cm3/sec.
DEFICIENCIES
NO kinetics, soot
formation or tad-
_at_on effects,
0nly gas temper-
ature and soot
data are obtained
Only flame
lengths and be-
haviors are ob-
served. No
measurements on
quantitative
data was possible:
due to the short
periods of drop.
CO_'E','S
Importance of
buoyamc/ _S
demomstrBted
by which, the
velocity _m.
cre_<ns by a
FaCtOr of &D
nslde an
ove_vent_late,
CH4-alr flame
The data are
In good agree-
:merit with the
?eSults of
model_ng.
Increase in
soot yield
!ma_s of
SOOt/maSS O f
fuel) as t_e
pressure to
the power
0.5- 1.0
was observed
_ntegrated
SOOt vo_._e
fract+ors
i_crease_
as the _es-
sure to a
power be-
tween 1 . 5 -
Sufden }ncre-
ase in gray,t,
level resu7t-
ed in imrned,-
ate reduction
In flame len-
gth followed
by flame ex-
panding away
fro_ the
burner and
Final exting-
u_s_ent.
Steady-state
translent and
eltinguished
flames exist-
ed in zero
gravity.
Flames were
,w50% Iong-
er and wider
in zero-g
than in
normal-g.
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Table l(c). Continued.
AUTHOR{s)
Wa_gard and
Cochran
(1972)
Haggard
(IgBl)
Altenkrich,
Eichhorn, _su
Brancic, and
Cerallos
(Ig76)
Kimura and
Ukawa (Ig61)
METHOD CHARACTERISTICS DATA USED
Hydrogen, methane,
ethane and propane are
used.
Ethylene and pro-
pylene d_ffusion
flames; nozzle
?adius=O.051 -
0.083 cm; fuel flow;
rate,O.4 - 3.6
cm31sec.
DEFICIENCIES
Gas-jet diffusion flames
under elevated gravity
conditions achieved in a
centrifuge.
Gas-jet diffusion flames
under neg4tlve-g condi-
tions by inverting the
flame using a downward-
flow configuration.
Data are obtained for
both normal-g and in-
vented flames.
OHm/air flames_
fuel-nozzle radius
0.05 - 0_30 cm;
coaxial, convergent
elf-nozzle radius:
1.4 fm at exit
plane; fuel flow
rate=l.55 - I0.3
cm3/sec; air flow
rate=O-Sg7 cm3/sec.
).83-m diame,er
centrifuge; burner
inside diameter-
0,05 - 0.21 ca;
rotational speed-
200 rpm.
City gas flames
are used. Fuel
nozzle dla,-1.5, 3
and 6 mm; air duct
die -52 and g8 mm;
air flOw rate
10 m/sec, fuel flow
rate S 40 m/see.
Only photographs
are obtained and
flame lengths are
measured,
Only flame
lengths are ob-
served.
CO'_ENTS
Flame le_qtn
is described
in ter"S Of
flow para-
meters a_d
fuel orop-
ert_es.
Stab)e zero-
g lengths
were observe _
Experlme_tal
and comp_ted
flame lengths
for nor'_,a_-g
have shown
good agree-
ment. Flame
extlngu_$h-
ment upon
entry into
ZerO-g was
studied.
Relatively
low forced-
a,r ve_oc_t -
sec) -e_e
sufK_c'e_t
tO s_sta'r
com_st_on
in ze?o
gravlty.
The results
indicate
that flame
length and
carbon lum-
inosity de-
crease wlth
_ncreaslng
buoyancy.
Also, flame
lift-off
and ewtlng-
uishment
were obser-
ved as the
g-level
increased.
Flame length
Is proport-
ional tO the
fuel flow
rate and in-
versely pro-
portional to
the diffus-
ion coeff-
icient.
Table l(c). Continued.
AUThOR(s)
li
SAIC's
inverted
flame
IBonne (]g71}
METHOD
A downward-flow configur.
atlon is used to study
coaxial gas-jet diffusior
flames.
Two-dimensional hydro-
carbon-air diffusion
flames at normal gravity.
CHARAC'ERISTICS
Temperature, flame ShaD(
etc. are obtained. Stag-
nation points are pre-
dicted indicating that
unattached recirculat-
ion zones exist above
the centerline down-
stream of these flames,
Strong convective effects
were present, comolicat-
ing the data interpret-
ation.
_ATA USED
Air inlet velocity
:6.4 ft/sec; met-
hane injection vel-
ocity-O.17 - 1.2
ft/sec; fuel-tube
dlameter-O.|9 in ;
duct diameter-6.0
in.
Methane and pro-
pane were used.
Rectangular
burners were
employed.
DEFICIENCIES
NO quantitative
information on
Soot, velocity,
species, radiation
etc.
The study did not
reveal quantit¢-
tive understandin,
of the phenomena
of e_tinguish_nent
from the point of
view of the Coupl-
ing between klnet-
ICS, SOOt fori_la-
tion, and radia-
tion,
C?_UEN'S
Importance
of reclrcul-
atlon in
_nverted
flames IS
dt_'ro_strated,
The tlp of
t_e fla_e
$preaC out
and t_e
flame was
capped wlth
a concave
upward
surface, see
Fig 2.
The resu)t$
show that
radiative
extlmg_s _-
merit Occurs
pr10r tO
depletion o fI
t_e avail-
able fuel
ard OxlC'ze_
_ad'at_ve
transfe_
WaS res_c--
s_ble for
C0311ng
these flames
tO t_e ;o_t
of vis)ble
flame _is-
appearamce.
O - _l S_J'• -
0_
10
LJ
g
ca
._J
iJ_
\
\
Inveded Flame
I
O-g Frame
_1 Reclrcui_{;an
2 4
Fuel Flow Rale (ml/sec)
Da_a
A [_] (+I g)
° _ (-I g)
-t...... Pr ediclions
Fig. 2. Flame height vs. fuel flow rate for a confined gas jet
diffusion flame. Air inlet velocity = 6.4 ft/sec,
methane injection velocity = 0.17 - 1.2 ft/sec, fuel
tube diameter = 0.19 in, and duct diameter = 6 in;
from SAIC's results. The results show the predicted
characteristics of normal-g, zero-g and negative-g flames
along with the experimental data, recirculation, and
lift-off.
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presence of buoyancy, the coupling between combustion kinetics and
soot formation is strong and the present models are not quite capable
of predicting the effect of buoyancy on the formation of particulates.
Flame radiation is mainly due to the presence of soot particles and the
interaction between kinetics and radiation is directly influenced by
their generation. These mechanisms are accentuated in the absence of
buoyancy. The orange-reddish appearance of the near-zero-g flames is
an indication of pyrolysis in the hot fuel-rich portions of the flame
which results in appreciable amounts of solid carbon (Cochran and
Masica, 1970; Cochran, 1972; Edelman et al. 1973). These studies have
shown that flame temperature is reduced due to the large globular flame
surface and continuum radiation from soot. Thermal radiation can re-
sult in an energy loss of up to 40% of the heat input which augments the
kinetic effects that can contribute to flame extinguishment. The
studies also suggest that pyrolysis and soot formation are of poten-
tial importance in terms of their effect upon the local molecular weight
(buoyant force). Experimental results have revealed the non-uniform
heat-release mechanism throughout the flow field; partial combustion and
soot formation dominate in the near-jet region, while the soot burn-
off process is facilitated downstream due to the increased residence
time and continued heatir:. The kinetics of the combustion process
under microgravity conditions significantly influence the accuracy of
the predictions as can be seen in Fig. 3, which shows the effect of heat
release on flame shape and its comparison with the experimental data.
The partial oxidation analysis shows smaller flame radii and shorter
flame lengths, a behavior observed even for the steady-state predictions
of flames that were actually quenched during the drop-test sequence.
Further results using the partial oxidation analysis models (Edelman
et al. 1973) are compared with the experimental data of Cochran (1972)
in Fig. 4; they show substantially improved agreement with respect to
the results obtained assuming complete combustion model. This tends
to confirm the potential role of chemical kinetics in microgravity
flames.
Ignition, flame stabilization and flame propagation are directly
related to kinetic effects and are transient in nature. Existing data
12
2.0 ..,,,_,--,_ Experiment
1.6 _-__ Frozen flow, CH/air only
I
"_x 0.8 --/_' I.....I_H20 and CO only
0.4
0 0,4 0.8 1.2 1.6 2.0 2.4 2.8
r(cm)
Data
Q = 1.08 cm3/sec
Reo= 40.9
To= 294 K
P= latin
ro : 0.051 cm
Fig. 3. Effect of chemistry model upon analytical prediction of a
steady-state zero-gravity methane-air flame; reproduced from
Edelman et al. (1973). The experimental data were obtained
from Cochran (1972).
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Complete combustion model;
H20, CO2, CO formed__
- /
°f
o e " tt
f TI! I z ,}l _ J Ill
10 100 I000
Reo
Partial oxidation _ (cm)
theory
H20, CO H20, C(s)
0 '0 o.051
0.0825
Solid symbols denote
experimental data
Fig. 4. Comparison of theoretical mode] with experimental zero-gravity
flame widths in ambient methane-air flames, as a function of
fuel Reynolds number; reproduced from Edelman et al. (1973).
The experimental data were obtained from Cochran (]972).
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is insufficient to determine how the combined effects of chemical
kinetics, soot formation and radiation affect .nese phenomena under
both normal-g and near-zero-g conditions. As a matter of fact, most
of the steady, normal-gravity flames of the drop-tower experiments
were extinguished during the drop (Cochran and Masica, 1970; Cochran,
1972), suggesting that a combination of chemical kinetics, radiation
and transient phenomena are responsible for extinction. The major
role of transient effects is demonstrated in Table 2. There exists a
certain range of fuel velocity in which a transient period occurs be-
tween steady state and flame extinguishment, it can be seen that ex-
tinguished, transient and steady-state flames contribute equally to
the construction of this table. The parameter characterizing the
relative importance of transient effects is the Strouhal number
(rm/Um_c), i.e., the ratio of the residence time to the time associat-
ed with the drop sequence (see Edelman et al. 1973). Here, r m = max-
imum flame radius, um = axial velocity at maximum flame width and _c =
time required for the flame to attain its minimum length upon the re-
lease of the test cell. Comparisons between zero-g and normal-g flames
have shown that the residence times are 5 to I0 times longer under zero-
g condition. Also, for residence times of the order of I00 msec, sus-
tained combustion under zero-g conditions has not been observed. The
methane-air flame data show that when quenching occurs it is generally
preceded by the attainment of a minimum flame length in times on the
order of 50-100 msec, which is a characteristic time associated with
the drop sequence, i.e., the Strouhal number is of the order of unity
or greater. The hot products of normal-g combustion are retained with-
in the zero-g flames because of the reduction in convective transport.
The flame zone is then shielded from fresh oxygen due to the retention
of the hot combustion gases. This promotes pyrolysis of the constantly
flowing fresh fuel through the flame. A critical reduction in temper-
ature due to radiation occurs before the flame is given enough time to
adjust to a steady-state configuration with convective transport match-
ing diffusive transport. The result.is a reduced heat release rate
probably due to the change in the oxidation kinetics which ultimately
results in flame quenching. Figure 5 shows an extinguished flame under
14
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Fig. 5. Flame length as a function of time for CH4/air f]ames under
zero gravity. Normal-gravity length = 2.78 cm, methane flow
rate = 2.8 cm3/seco nozzle radius = 0.186 cm, velocity =
25.44 cm/sec, zero-gravity minimum length = 1.86 cm, and
extinguishment length = 2.93 cm; reproduced from Cochran and
Masica (Ig70).
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zero-g conditions (Cochran and Masica, 1970). A flame which (apparently)
reaches steady state in the 2.2-sec. drop-tower experiment is shown in
Fig. 6 (Cochran, 1972); whether the oscillations persist given suffic-
ient time is unknown. The reported steady-state flames may, in fact,
be in transition from a transient state to extinguishment. However,
Haggard (1981) has shown that relatively low forced-air velocities
(= I0 cm/sec) are sufficient to sustain methane flame combustion in
zero gravity. This experimental result shows the sensitivity of the
extinguishment process to convective transport in these low-momentum
diffusion flames.
We have recently developed an analytical model for the shapes
and heights of zero-g, laminar, cylindrically symmetric, transient
diffusion flames which incorporates the effects of axial diffusion
(see Sec. IV). The assumptions are: (i) flame-sheet approximation,
(ii) equal and constant properties, flow velocities and diffusion
coefficients in the two gas streams, and (iii) negligible buoyancy
effects, i.e., zero gravity. The only adjustable parameter in this
analysis is the diffusion coefficient. The results of the mathemati-
cal representation of flame height as a function of time are in good
agreement with those of the drop-tower experiments for the early por-
tion of extinguished flames and steady-state zero-gravi.ty fiames (see
Sec. IV). This analysis shows that the theoretical steady-state flame
lengths are approached slowly. Since the theory does not include the
effects of radiation and chemical kinetics, quenching can not be pre-
dicted by this analysis and the predicted approach to steady state may,
in fact, be faster than would be the case if these effects were taken
into account.
The importance of axial diffusion for short flames has been re-
alized since 1928 (Burke and Schumann). It has been included in the
analytical solutions for laboratory-scale diffusion flames (Penner,
Bahadori and Kennedy, 1984) and in the flame height calculations of
composite solid propellants (Beckstead, Ig81) because of the compar-
able sizes of physical dimensions and flame heights. Observations in
the drop-tower experiments have shown the existence of much more
globular-flames compared with those at normal-g with flame height/
17
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Fig. 6. Flame length as a function of time in zero gravity for Run 3 of
Table 2; reproduced from Cochran (1972). For this CH4/air
flame, average normal-gravity length = 2.48 cm, nozzle
radius = O.OSl cm, zero-gravity minimum length = 2.1 cm,
steady-state zero-gravity length = 3.8 cm, fuel velocity =
291.2 cm/sec, maximum normal-gravity radius = 0.37 cm, flow
rate = 2.1 cm3/sec, and steady-state zero-gravity maximum
radius = 0.72 cm.
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maximum flame radius "-_I (see Edelman eta!. 1973). In addition, signi-
ficant deviation between theory and experiment is reported for low-
Reynolds number flames (i.e., fuel-jet Re--_lO0) in the drop-tower
experiments. These results suggest that axial diffusion in flames
under micregravity conditions is as significant as radial diffusion
especially during the transient development of the flame toward a
possible steady state and in late-time flame extinguishment. Figure
7 shows the effect of axial diffusion on both transient and steady-
state behavior of a methane-air diffusion flame obtained from the
analytical derivation for unsteady, laminar diffusion flames with
cylindrical symmetry in the presence of axial diffusion (see Sec. IV).
This result shows that axial diffusion has a significant effect on
the development of the flame under zero-g conditions.
III. Objectives
The overall objective of the experiment is to gain a better
fundamental understanding of laminar gas jet diffusion flames in gen-
eral, and the effect of buoyancy in particular.
This overall objective will be achieved by meeting a set of speci-
fic objectives that involve obtaining new data for elimination of the
inadequacies in the existing data and theory. This will be accomplished
by studying the following phenomena:
a) Unsteady phenomena associated with ignition and flam_ development;
b) Steady-state structure;
c) Soot generation and radiation;
d) Quenching phenomena.
Specific collateral objectives involve measurements that include:
l) Flame shape development and flame extinction;
2) Color and luminosity;
3) Temperature distributions;
4) Species concentrations;
5) Radiation nteasurements.
Thus, by eliminating buoyancy-induced convective effects, this
microgravity experiment will clarify the existing fundamental uncertain-
ties by:
19
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Fig. 7. Comparison between the shapes of laminar diffusion flames in
both absence and presence of axial diffusion using the analytical
so|ution for transient flames (see Sec. IV); D = binary
diffusion coefficient of CH4 in N2 (evaluated at T = 1800 K),
U = equal and constant velocities of the two streams, RI(R 2) =
inner(outer) tube radius, r = radial coordinate and z = axial
coordinate.
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iii)
i) Obtaining as much data as possible from reduced-gravity
earthbound experiments;
ii) Contributing to the development and validation of reiiable
theoretical analyses that form a basis for encapsulating and,
thereby, interpreting the experimental observations;
Providing insight into the unsteady phenomena of ignition,
flame propagation and extinction under microgravity conditions
with direct applications to fires in space;
iv) Obtaining required data for future microgravity studies of
laminar flames, transition from laminar to turbulent flames
and, consequently, the behavior of fully developed turbulent
flames by eliminating the complex phenomena of buoyancy-
Qenerated turbulence.
iV. Current Modelin 9 Status
In this section, we present results of the application of two
theoretical analyses, each developed to examine certain aspects of the
mechanisms controlling diffusion flame behavior. The first analysis
accounts for inertia, diffusion, viscosity, thermal conductivity, and
arbitrary g-levels for fuel jets issuing into a coaxial air stream of
arbitrary velocity under steady flow conditions. The second analysis
accounts for transient and axial diffusion effects under the special-
ized conditions of constant and uniform velocity and physical proper-
ties. In addition, an advanced transient, two-dimensional analysis
and finite-difference methodology which would be adopted for applica-
tion in the future work is described.
I.. Steady Flow Jet Diffusion Flame Analysis
The mathematical model of Edelman et al. (1973) has been used,
with modifications, to obtain solutions for laminar jet diffusion
flames. The approach involves a finite-difference solution of the
partial differential equations for mass, momentum, elements, and energy,
which are in their boundary-layer form. The effects included are dif-
fusion, viscosity, inertia, combustion, gravity, and radiation. The
chemistry assumed is that of shifting equilibrium.
Figure 8 shows the flow field of an axisymmetric, steady-state,
vertical laminar jet. The fuel is injected at a finite velocity into
21
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the quiescent surroundings. The effects upon the velocity field are
shear or molecular diffusion of momentum, pressure gradient and grav-
ity. The buoyant force is a combination of gravity and pressure
gradient. Ir_ th_ vertical jet problem, convection of energy, heat
release rate, heat conduction, and the energy transported due to dif-
fusion of species affect the temperature field through the velocity
field and the concentration field. The concentration field is, in
turn, affected by the convection of species through the flow and
therefore by the velocity field. Chemical production rate and diffu-
sion are the mechanisms which directly cause changes in the species
field. The diffusional gradients produce an air/fuel ratio distribu-
tion ranging from fuel rich to fuel lean in the mixing region (see Fig.
8). The surface upon which the equivalence ratio is unity is referred
to as the "flame front" which corresponds to the maximum temperature.
The assumptions made are: (a) diffusive processes are important only
in the radial direction, (b) combustion is diffusion controlled, and
(c) flow is steady and axisymmetric. The equations of continuity, mom-
entum, diffusion of elements, and energy are nondimensionalized with
respect to the state of the flow at the maximum flame width point (see
Edelman et al., 1973). The equations of state are used to complete the
set of equations. Multicomponent diffusion has been employed in the
analysis and radiation is currently accounted for in terms of water and
CO2 radiation in the simple form:
q o( a((H2oXH20 • (c02Xco2)T 4 • (I)
where q = radiative heat loss, o = Stefan-Boltzmann constant, c =
emissivity, X = mole fraction, and T = gas temperature.
The governing flow field conservation equations are transformed,
into the von Mises plane, and then solved numerically by employing an
explicit finite-difference technique. The details of the flow field,
i.e., velicity, temperature and species fields along with the gross
characteristics including combustion lengths and flow deflections have
been obtained by the solution of the system of conservation equations.
The global continuity equation has been eliminated from the system of
differential equations by introducing the yon Mises coordinates as the
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independent variables, i.e., the transformation x, r-_ x, _ is defined
according to the relations
N N
pur :_ dr'
N N
-pvr :_ _/x'
(2
where N : 0 (for plane 2-D flow) or 1 (for axisymmetric flow), p =
density, u = axial velocity, v = radial velocity, r = radial coordin-
ate, and subscripts r and x denote differentiation with respect tn
these variables. Figure 9 shows a generic point (n+l,M) in the
x - _ grid network. The finite-difference formulation for the calcu-
lation of the flow at the point (n+l,M) is obtained by using the
following explicit difference relations where P is only one of the
three pertinent variables axial velocity, element mass fraction or
mixture stagnation enthalpy:
_ Pn,-I,M-Pn,M
Ax
, (3
aP , Pn,M.I-Pn.M_I
, (4
-_-_[b B_]: bn, M._ [Pn, M'I" Pn,M]- bn, M-_ [Pn, M-I]
z_g, 2
, (5
where
b : p ur2NF/¢N (6)
bn' I : I [bn,M. ]M±i _ bn,M-_] , (7)
@ : M(A@), (8)
and u is the viscosity. Thus, for example, the momentum equation at an
arbitrary point in the field takes on the following form:
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Fig. 9. Schematic of the grid network used in the explicit finite-
difference technique. The arrows indicate the calculation of
the flow field at point (n+l, M) from data at station n;
reproduced from Edelman, Fortune and Weilerstein (1972).
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Un • I,M =Un,M ÷
Ax
MN(z_) 2÷N I (b)n,"" Un,." I - [bn,""
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The remaining conservation equations are described in a similar manner
in Edelman, Fortune and Weilerstein (1972). However, the inclusion of
radiation and modified boundary conditions represent modifications of
the original formulation. Radiation is included via the approximation
of optically thin medium. The modified boundary conditions provide for
the presence of confinement to account for pressure field that develops
in the case of the ducted flow. The effect of flow confinement has
been included by using (a) skin friction coefficient for shear stress
calculations at the wall, (b) displacement thickness for effective
area variations in the viscous layer, and (c) inviscid flow calculations
for the region bounded by the mixing region and the boundary layer which
provides the effects of pressure variation due to confinement.
The present model incorporates the effect of radiation, which is
an improvement over the previous models. However, other moGifications
(e.g., soot radiation, detailed kinetics and elliptic effects) still
need to be included. An interesting result of the model is presented
in Fig. I0 which shows that in order to eliminate the take-over of
convective effects under reduced-g conditions, the gravitational ac-
celeration must be less than IO-3g.
2. Analytical Solution for Transient Jet Diffusion Flames
In this section, we present analytical solutions for the shapes
of laminar, transient diffusion flames with cylindrical symmetry in the
presence of axial diffusion. The solution is based on, and is an exten-
sion of, the previous steady-state analyses (see Burke and Schumann, 1928,
Penner, Bahadori and Kennedy, 1985, and Bahadori, Li and Penner, 1986).
The assumptions used in the formulation of the problem are: (i)
constant pressure, which eliminates the momentum-conservation equation,
(ii) Lewis number of unity, which decouples the energy- and species-
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Fig. 10. Results of the numerical calculations (using the modified model
of Edelman and co-workers, 1973) for normalized velocity along the
jet centerline vs. normalized vertical distance for different
g-levels. These calculations are carried out for a steady-state
methane-air flame. The jet velocity is Uo = 93.5 cm/sec and the
nozzle radius is 0.0825 cm. The axial distance is normalized
using a value of L = 50 cm. Note the increase in velocity beyond
the axial location of z = 4 cm for lO-2g (which is a result of the
the take-over of convective effects).
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conservation equations, and thereby, reduces the problem to one govern-
ing equation, (iii) equal and constant flow velocities, transport para-
meters and physical properties in the two gas streams, (iv) flame-sheet
approximation, which defines the flame location as a boundary at which
the fuel and oxidizer have vanishingly small mass fractions and arrive
in stoichiometric mass flux ratios, (v) no buoyancy effects, and (vi)
inclusion of both axial and radial diffusion. The assumption of equal
(and constant) velocities might seem to be the most limiting one. This
assumption greatly simplifies the analysis because of the elimination
of the momentum equation. But the effect of velocity on shape is rel-
atively small as shown in the previous numerical calculations; in fact,
the velocity drops to the ambient velocity in distances (from the center-
line) of approximately 2-3 radii of the inner cylinder under normal-g
conditions. This implies the domination of diffusion in regions where
the flame is present. The assumption of constant diffusion coefficient
is more restrictive. However, application of the present model in a
parametric way has allowed us to extrapolate the transient drop-tower
data of Cochran and Masica (1970) and Cochran (1972), and obtain esti-
mates of the time to reach an apparent steady state. The drop-tower
data have shown that upon the release of the test cell and removal of
the convective velocity due to the drop in the g-level, the flame
height drops to a minimum which is an indication of a tendency to quench.
But since the fuel is constantly flowing into the products of combustion,
the flame starts to develop from the new position and (in some cases)
reaches an apparent steady state. The analysis approximates this event
by characterizing the turning on of the fuel valve and igniting the
flame at the same time and recording the flame development.
For the cylindrically symmetric flow of gases, we consider the model
of Fig. II with an inert gas entering along the inner of two concentric
cylinders (with radius d/2) for times t<O. The oxidizer flows in the
outer cylindrical shell (bounded by the radii d/2 and d'/2) at all times.
The flow of the inert gas is replaced by the fuel flow of the same vel-
ocity at times t)O, i.e., the interface between the fuel and the inert
gas arrives at the port at t = O, and ignition occurs when this interface
is at the burner port. This model enables us to mathematically formulate
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Fig. II. Schematic diagram of concentric cylinders with inert I entering
at z = 0 for O_r<d/2 during the times t<O [see (a)] which is
replaced by fuel F during the times t)O at the burner port.
The oxidizer 0 is entering at z = 0 for d/2<r<d'/2 at all
times [(a) and (b)]. The flame development is shown in (b) for
two different times. Here, d/2 is the radius of the inner cy-
linder, d'/2 is the radius of the outer cylindrical shell, z is
the axial coordinate, r is the radial coordinate, and rf(z,t)
is the flame radius.
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the problem and obtain an analytical representation of flame-shape
development as a function of time.
The species-conservation equations with both radial and axial dif-
fusion (and no radial or tangential velocity components) for fuel and
oxidizer above the burner port at times t>O become, respectively,
at ÷ uF-_z--: C_ ar "_+ c_z2/
(IO)
_Yo _Yo (l_Yo _'Yo _Yol
_t "UO-_z -: DO ¥_---r-+_+_)z2 ) f°rrf<r<d'/2"z>O't>O' (!'_
where Y = mass fraction, u = velocity, D = diffusion coefficient, t =
time, z = axial coordinate, r : radial coordinate, rf = flame radius, and
subscripts F and 0 denote the fuel and oxidizer, respectively. Equations
(I0) and (II) reduce to a single differential equation
--+u--=D + + for O<r<d'/2, z>O,t>O, (12)
_t _z -_ _- _-_ -
which is valid over the entire region O_r<d'/2 once we impose the
conditions of u0 = u F : u = constant and DO: DF = D : constant and
introduce the single variable
I YF for O_r<rf, z>O, t>O,Y(r,z,t): .uy Oforrf<r<d,/2, z>O,t>O,
where _ is the stoichiometric ratio of grams of fuel consumed per
gram of oxidizer at a flame front. In view of Eq. (13), the initial
conditions are
(13)
0 forO_r<d/2, z>O, t:O,
Y (r,z,O) = l-pYo,ofor d/2 < r<d'/2, z>O, t=O,
(14)
I YF,o for 0--<r < d/2, z : O, t>O,
Y(r,O,t)_ (_vyo,6 for d/2<r<d'/2, z:O,t_,
(15)
3O
where the subscript o denotes the initial conditions. The szvmmetry
condition is
_Y (0, z,t)/_r :0, (16)
and the boundary condition is
Y (d _/2, z,t)//_)r=0, (17)
which corresponds to the absence of oxidizer flow through the wall. The
flame-sheet approximation then defines the location of the flame bound-
ary using
Y(rf,z,t)=0 (_8)
which then gives an analytical experssion for flame shape in the form
rf(z,t) = O.
The method of separation of variables when applied to EQs, (12)-
(18) gives the flame location at any time t as
J=2
2 (YF,o + vY0,o)(_)Jl (_j _-)Jo (_j rf)
x exp D i - I
4Dt
+
 Yo,o
2 (t+
= "[(YF,o +_Yo,o)(d,)2- _Y0,o]
x exp
F
4Dr _n H "
L
÷
2
U
YF, 0 (d/d')2 1
v 0,o [I -'(d/d') 2
z , (19)
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where Jo and Jl are Bessel functions of the first kind of orders
zero and one, respectively, and the eigenvalues _. are the roots of
J
Jl(_jd'/2)= 0 with _i_ _ O. For large times (i.e., t _ _), Eq. (19)
reduces to the following solution for steady-state flame shape"
_ 2 (YF,o + _Yo,o)(_-)Jl (_j _)JO (),jrf)
{) •exp 2-_ 1 - + u2
(20)
In the absence of axial diffusion, Eq. (20) reduces to the classical
solution of Burke and Schumann (1928) for steady-state, cylindrically
symmetric laminar diffusion flames with no buoyancy (see Penner,
Bahadori and Kennedy, 1986), viz.
2 (_)_-_ Jl(_ _-) Jo (_j rf)exp (-D_,_
+ VYo,YF,o 0
(21)
Equation (19) was solved numerically by using polynomial expres-
sions for Bessel functions. The input to the problem consists of the
values for YF,o' _' YO,o' d/2, d'/2, u, D, and a selected number of
times ranging from 0.05 sec. to I00 sec. The radial distance d'/2 was
divided into 40 intervals which were not necessarily equal due to the
steep variations in mass fractions. The number of eigenvalues calcu-
lated in the program was 2000; these were obtained by finding the roots
of Jl(_jd'/2) : O. A large number of eigenvalues were needed (espec-
ially at smaller times) due to the slow decay of the exponential terms.
Calculation of the terms in the summations were stopped once the expon-
ential terms became smaller than lO°6 since the coefficients in front of
the exponentials are always of the order of l or smaller. Once all the _,i
were calculated, Jo(_jd'/2) and Jl(_jd/2) were obtained. Provisions were
made to calculate Jo(_jr) at the beginning of the program for any sel-
ected radial distance r. The steady-state flame height calculations were
perfo_led by setting r = 0 in Eq. (20) and obtaining a value of z for
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which this equation was satisfied (using marching in the axial direc-
tion from the burner port for specified step sizes.) The steady-state
flame height served as an upper limit for the axial locations along
the flame boundary in the calculation of steady-state flame shape,
transient flame heights and transient flame shapes. For each select-
ed axial location, one point in the radial direction was obtained at
which a sign change in mass fraction occured; this is an indication of
going from fuel region to oxidizer region, i.e., location of the flame.
The time-dependent flame heights and shapes were then obtained by fol-
lowing the procedure for calculating the steady-state flame shapes but
using Eq. (19) for any selected time.
The results of the present model are compared with the data ob-
tained from the droo-tower tests in Figs. 12 and 13. Although the as-
sumptions used in the development of the model are somewhat extensive,
the results are a useful tool for extrapolating the drop-tower data
and helping us to estimate the time required to reach steady state
under reduced-g conditions.
3. Transient, Navier-Stokes Based Model
The model which will be used in the future work consists of the
modification of an existing SAIC transient, axisymmetric Navier-Stokes
based model and code that will predict flame ignition and development
to steady state, include both axial and radial diffusion, include soot
formation and disposition chemistry, account for radiation from soot,
CO2 and H20, predict flame extinction, and obtain temperature, veloc-
ity and species fields. The modified model will be in transient, axisym-
metric, full Navier-Stokes form, which includes two-dimensional conser-
vation equations for mass, momentum, energy, and species, with arbitrary
g-levels and both Fickian and multicomponent diffusion. A radiation
model such as the discrete ordinates model will properly take into
account the effect of soot, CO2 and H20, and sub-global kinetics with
finite reaction rates will be included. Postulated detailed reactions
involving many active species are available. However, to try to under-
stand the essential features of diffusion flames, simpler chemistry is
more appropriate, e.g., two-, three-or four'step global models which
33
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Fig. 12. Comparison between the analytical and experimental flame height-
time variations under micro-gravity conditions. Here, D = binary
diffusion coefficient of methane in nitrogen, U = fuel velocity,
Ro= nozzle radius, and h = steady-state flame height The value
• SS "
of D = l cm2/sec corresponds to a temperature of 750 K. The
experimental results show the flame extinguishment at approximately
0.6 sec (see Fig. 5).
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Fig. 13. Comparison between the analytical and experimental flame height-
time variations under micro-gravity conditions. The symbols are
defined in Fig. 12. The value of D = 0.85 cm2/sec corresponds to
a temperature of 650 K. The experimental result was reported as
having reached steady state in 0.4 sec (see Fig. 6). However, note
the oscil]atory behavior in the data and the theory that shows
steady state has not been reached.
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are capable of delineating the major regions of the reaction process,
and also lend themselves to the prediction of ignition and stabiliza-
tion characteristics in detailed numerical computations.
The numerical technique involves a control volume differencing
scheme, i.e., the governing equations are expressed in integral form
for a finite-difference grid element. A generalized coordinate system
is used to resolve irregular and moving boundaries. This consists of
general quadrilateral cells which allows grid points to move with the
fluid (Lagrangian), be held fixed (Eulerian) or be moved in any pre-
scribed manner. An acoustically implicit solution for pressure is
employed to relax the Courant condition on the time step (i.e., a
semi-implicit method); this is especially suitable for low-speed flows
which are indeed of interest in the present problem. The staggered
gria system consists of cell-centered scalar Quantities and node-
centered flow velocities. The stress terms in the governing equations
are obtained through explicit time differencing and centered spatial
differencing. Forall but the pure Lagrangian solution, the spatial
advective derivatives are written such that a purely centered to full
donor cell differencing may be employed. This allows the use of numer-
ical stabilization without the addition of an explicit artificial vis-
coslty.
Within the framework of this model, phenomena including ignition,
flame stabilization, flame development as a fuction of gravitational
acceleration, radiation, and environmental conditions can be analyzed.
Specific attention will be given to the modeling of finite-rate oxida-
tion, soot formation and combustion processes utilizing global reactions.
The results of this analysis will provide fundamental information on
conditions relevant to flame development and flame extinction phenomena
for which no comprehensive theoretical analysis of the type described
here currently exists.
V. Data Necessar X to Validate/Improve Model(s)
The reduced gravity data that is required to validate and improve
the existing theoretical models consists of temperature distribution,
species concentrations, velocity distribution, flame development from
ignition, flame spread, luminosity, color, soot formation, and radiation.
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In Sec. II the current understanding of diffusion flames was
shown to be incomplete. The strong convective effects induced by
buoyancy under normal-g conditions complicate achieving the basic
understanding needed to predict the behavior of diffusion flames
under arbitrary g-levels.
The NASA-Lewis drop-tower observations show that significant
changes in flame structure occur during the drop. In many cases,
the transient associated with the transition from a normal-g flame
to the near-zero-g condition persists throughout the available test
time of 2.2 secs. In some cases, the flame quenches during the drop.
This may be due to the sudden loss of the buoyancy-driven convective
flow followed by the accumulation of hot products of combustion
which results in enhanced soot formation, radiation cooling and the
onset of a chemical kinetic limitation on the heat release process.
Such an occurence could lead to quenching or possibly a slow readjust-
ment to an "apparent" steady-state zero-g flame as construed from the
drop-tower observations. Longer test times than 2.2 sec. would elim-
inate the uncertainty as to whether, in fact, a steady state is achiev-
able under microgravity conditions. Igniting the gas jet once it is in
a microgravity environment would not only address the limitation of the
available drop-tower data but would also provide a new fundamental in-
formation on ignition under microgravity conditions.
The results of measurements of temperature, species concentrations
and flame behavior, shape and luminosity when compared with the numer-
ical models will enable us to obtain the velocity field, kinetics infor-
mation, radiation and soot formation. As we will discuss later, new
data on ignition is more than desirable; preliminary studies on flame
ignition after the release of the test cell in the 2.2-sec. drop tower
must be conducted before studying laminar diffusion flames for longer
test times. These experiments will also provide information on post-
ignition flame behavior that will be used to finalize the test matrix
and measurement program for the low-gravity experiments, as discussed
in the next section. Quantitative data (e.g., temperature and species)
will be obtained as part of these experiments. If test time limita-
tions still remain a problem in meeting the critical science require-
ments, a plan for a space experiment will be developed to obtain these
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data.
In general, the data obtained from the experiments will be used
in the development and validation of the theoretical analyses. Table
3 and Fig. 14 show the relationship between the various data obtained
from the experiments and the theoretical modeling.
VI. Identification of Experiments
A total program of experiments for laminar gas jet diffusion
flames is given in Tables 4 and 5. The experimental techniques that
may be applied are cinematography, sampling, temperature and pres-
sure measurements, accelerometry (if accelerometers are available),
and radiometry. The parameters that can be varied during the entire
program are: chamber pressure, type of fuel, nozzle diameter, fuel-
flow rate, and chamber oxidizer (i.e., 02/N 2 ratio). The fundamental
effects that can be studied are: transient behavior, igniton, chemis-
try, soot yield, radiation, fuel reactivity, and diffusivities.
A matrix of tests has been selected based on the requirements
summarized in Table 4. This matrix consists of 48 flames which in-
clude three flow rates, two nozzle radii, two fuels, two chamber ox-
idizers, and two chamber pressures. Three flow rates are selected
because the flow rate is an important parameter governing the struc-
ture of the gas jet diffusion flames. Two nozzle diameters are selec-
ted to provide independent variation in Reynolds number for a given
flow rate where the Reynolds number is shown to be important with
respect to the degree of the transient behavior observed in the flame.
The combination of two pressure levels and two environmental composi-
tions is sufficient to define the effect of oxygen partial pressure
on flame chemistry. Methane is selected to be the primary fuel be-
cause of the available background data and theory. Velocities will be
determined from the theoretical analyses while radiation measurements
will orovide an indirect measure of soot formation.
Upon completion of preliminary testing including ignitor develop-
ment in the 2.2-sec. drop tower, the complete matrix outlined above
will be carried out utilizing both the 5-sec. drop tower and the
specially outfitted KC-135.
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Table 3. Relationship Between Data and Modeling.
COUPLEDEFFECTS: IIIERTIA,CONVECTION,DIFFUSION,VISCOSITY,
CONDUCTIVITY,RADIATION,CHEMISTRY,GRAVITY
FUIIDAMENTAL
UNCERTAINTIES
EXTINCTION
FLN_E
DEVELOPMENT
OSCILLATORY
BE:IAVIOR
SOOTFORMATION
AND DISPOSITION"
KEY
MECHANISMS
KINETICS,RADIATION
KINETICS,CONDUCTION
KINETICS,DIFFUSION,
CONVECTION
TRANSIENT,INERTIA
KINETICS
DATA"
SPECIES,TEMPERATURE,
VISUAL,RADIATION
VISUAL
TEMPERATURE,SPECIES
VISUAL,RADIATION
VISUAL
TEMPERATURE,SPECIES,
SOOT,VISUAL,RADIATION
MODELING"
TRANSIE_IT,2-D
NAVIER-STOKES
IrICLUDINGCHEM-
ICAL KINETICS
AND RADIATIO_I
"CONNECTIONBETWEENDATA AND MODELING: PREDICTTEMPERATURE,SPECIES,VELOCITY,FLAr;E-SI(APE
DEVELOPMENT,ETC. AND COMPAREWITH MEASUREDRESULTS(EXCLUDINGVELOCITY)TO VALIDATEAtID
IMPROVEMODELING.
USE SIMPLISTICMODELING/ADD RESULTSTO THE DATABASE.
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Fig. 14. Relationship between data and modeling.
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Table 4. Operating Conditions, Ranges of Variables and Applications to
Model Development for Defining the Total Program of Experiments.
OPERATING
CONDITIONS
Fuel Flow Rate
Nozzle Radius
Fuel
Chamber
Pressure
Chamber
Oxidizer
RANGES OR
TYPES
QCH4: l.O, 2.0 and3.0 cc/sec
QC3Hs; 0.5, 1.0 and1.5 cc/sec
R • O.OSl ando
0.0825 cm
Methane; Propane
IL
{02/N2)-0.21/
O.7g a_ an
oxygen-defi-
cient 02/N2
mixture (com-
pared to air)
APPLICATIONS TO MODEL
DEVELOPMENT
Effect of injection velocity
on flame characteristics
(for a given nozzle radius)
tO help sort out the effects
of diffusion processes.
Effect of nozzle size on
Flame characteristics (for
a given fuel-flow rate) to
help sort out the effects of
diffusion proCesses.
Effect of fuel reactivity,
stoichiometry and diffusivity
on f'lame structure and be-
havior, kinetics, and soot
formation.
Effects of pressure on soot
formation, quenching, rad-
iation, kinetics, and ign-
ition.
Effects on the kinetics, soot
formation and ignition be-
havior.
DISCUSSION
Effect of Reynolds number
on steady state, transient
and quenching phenomena can
be studied.
CH4 is selected because of
the base of data that al-
ready exists. C3H B is sel-
ected to examine a heavier-
than-air fuel, and because
it is representative of a
wide range of higher-mole-
cular weight hydrocarbons.
Reduced pressure is used to
enhance, kinetic effects. It
indirectly clarifies the
effects of lower O2/N 2 ratio I
(compared to air) via partial
pressure.
To stuBy ambtent composit-
ional effects on flame
structure. Air (02/N2-0.21/
0.79) is selected as a base-
line. Reduced levels of 02
are selected to enhance
kinetics.
NUMBER OF
EXPERIMENTS
FOR TOTAL
PROGRAM
2
m
2
_. 6.8
4O
Table 5. Measurement Techniques, their Rationale and
Applications to Model Development.
c
MEASUREMENTS RATIONALE/APPLICATIONS TO MODEL DEVELOPMENT
Cinematography Obtaining time-resolved visualization data on
(using High-speed ignition, flame development, color, luminosity,
movie cameras) and quenching. Flame shapes can be compared
directly with model predictions.
Thermocouples Obtaining temperature distributions in the flow
{using rakes) field aoove the flame. These temperature
distributions can be compared direct}y with the model
predictions of thermal field.
Smapling Qrobes Obtaining species distributions above the flame
(using sampling which can be compared with the model predictions
bottles) of species field.
Pressure Measurement of the increase in chamber pressure
Transducer due to the burning process yields estimates of the
overall heat release rate.
Velocity Measurements for the scale of this experiment require
Measurement a laser-based diagnostics, which is not feasible at
this time. This requires a compro_nise in which
predictions and other measurements will be used to
provide the velocity.
Radiometery
Accelerometer
(if available)
Isolation of thermal radiation, and as a result,
determination of the effect of radiation on reduction
in temperature within the flame. Potential exists
for determination of soot concentration and genera-
tion. Evidence shows that radiation from soot is not
dominated by CO 2 and H_O. Therefore, calculations for
CO 2 and H20 combined w_th measured radiation yield the
contribution from soot, and hence, soot concentration.
Measurements of the gravitational acceleration
enables us to interpret the data that could be 3
affected by gravitational levels greater than lO" g.
ORIGI_AL pAGE IS
OF pOOT{ QUALITY
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The present program focuses on laminar flames. Turbulent dif-
fusion flames will be deferred for the future.
VII. Apparatus and Conditions
Experimental conditions, components of apparatus, ranges, reQuire-
ments, and specifications are presented in Table 6. A generic chamber
design is shown in Fig. 15.
Ground-based testing of the experimental chamber, camera, ignition
system, thermocouples, pressure transducers, fuel tank, linings, valves,
radiometer, sampling probes, and sampling bottles should be conducted in
order to ensure that:
a) The equipment operates reliably;
b) Reproducible results can be obtained;
c) Calibration of the flow system is accurate
d) The ignitor functions properly, that flames can indeed be
ignited and ignition duration is defined (using the drop-
tower facility);
e) Tubes, valves, fuel tank, camera, thermocouples, sampling
probes, sampling bottles, radiometer, and the experimental
chamber can withstand the impact in the zero-gravity facil-
ity and KC-135 flight conditions;
f) There is no leakage from the experimental chamber, tubes,
valves, and fuel;
g) Stress analysis on the chamber, tubes, and fuel tank have
been done, especially for the chamber to withstand the
highest temperatures and pressures reached.
VIII. Data Analysis
The films will be developed and analyzed using a motion picture
analyzer to observe arrd measure the flame development and other pro-
cesses. The thermocouples' output is analyzed along with the records
of the chamber pressure. Acceleration records (if available) during
the experiment will be analyzed, and observations related to micro-
gravity pertrubations will be explained in the analysis and interpre-
tation of data and flame behavior. The gas environment in the chamber
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Table 6, Apparatus and Conditions.
COMPOA_ENT
Fue ]
Exper Imental
Chamber
Chamber
Environment
Nozzles
Ignltion
Fuel Tank
REQUIREMENTS
i._ I - 3 cml/sec for methane; 0 - O.S -
cml/sec for propane; pure, high quality
rules.
Closed, sealed, either cylindrlcal or rectang-
ular. Mlnlmu_ helght/diameter • l.S. Must
withstand pressureS of up to 3 atm, gas temp-
eratures of up to 400x and metal temperatures
up to 3IOK,
TwO compositions [21% 0Z - lg% Nz (air) and
oxygen-deficient 02/N2 mixtures {compared tO
air)] and two pressures [1 atm (14.7 psla) and
0.5 atm] for different flames. Before each
test, the gas temperature should be 29S _ 5K.
Pressure tolerance (:O.l psla); OZ tolerance
(zO.1 mole % at the beginning of the test set),
Specifics will be determined from the final
design of the experiment including &he input
from S-sac drop-tower studies.
Radius • 0.0S1 and 0.0825 cm; distance from
the tip to the chiu_ber ceiling 230 cm;
d_stance between nozzles • 5 - 10 cm (if more
than one nozzle per chamber), equally distant
From the centerline of the chamber and tn
line with the camera(s) with the smaller-size
nozzle closer to the camera; minimum distance
from wall for nozzle positioning • 10 cm.
Each nozzle {If more then one nozzle is used
in the chamber) needs one ignitor. Spark
ignition i$ preferred. The details of the
tgnttion system will be worked out after the
test results of the 2.2-sac drop tower become
avallable.
Internal pressure: TBD for drop tower and
XC-135.
SPECIFICATIONS AND DISCUSSION
The amount of fuel required for a
single test Is based on the fuel flow
rate and an estimated time of the
experiment for each flame.
The chlm_Der must be able to withstand
the specified conditions for the
required period of time. Provisions
for thermocouples, ignitors, trans-
ducers and viewing ports must be made
in the chamber. Fig. IS shows a
generic Chamber design.
FI_Ns Ire going to be selected in such
awey that the maximum amount of oxygen
burned at the end of the flight does
not exceed 101 of the original nomi_er uf
moles of oxygen. Chamber pressure should
be rKorded before, during and after
the experiment. Chamber temperature
must be monitored over the entire experl-
ment.
This nozzle arrangement ensures that
temperatures <350K and negligible gas
velocities exist at the top of the
chamber, which prevents both extensive
heating of the chamber ceiling and
significant reclrculation which wOUld
otherwise be a source of flame disturb-
ance. Since the maximum flame radii is
-'O.S - 1,0 cm, proximity of the nozzles
will not cause flame disturbance.
Nozzles must be secured inside the
cheer to avoid misallgnment or loosen-
ing due to vibrations in KC-13S or im-
pact in drop tower.
Ignition is the most crucial factor in
the experiment. Tests should be con-
ducted in the 2.2-see drop tower for
all of the flanwts to be studied to
ensure that reliable and reproducible
ignition occurs for each flame. The
procedure is to drop the test cell, and
then simultaneously open the fuel valve
and ignite the flow under the near-zero-
g condition.
The tank must contain enough fuel in
order to avoid large pressure drops st
the end of e series of tests per flight
tn the KC-135.
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COMPONENT
Viewing
Fuel-Tubing
System
ChamOer Coollng
Acceleration
Career a
REQUIREMENTS
The field of view must be S-cm horizontal by 8-cm
vertical at the plane passing through the flame
centerline and perpendicular to the axts of the
camera. Besides viewing port for camera, a
vlewlng section must be provided for the radl-
ometer and the experimenter.
The tubes can be made frOm stainless steel. The
accuracy of flow control should be within • 0.01
cm_/sec. Flow valves, explosion-proof solenoid
valves, and regulators should be provided and
tested. Pre-calibrated precision valves might be
required to maintain specific flow rates.
Tin_$ of up to 5-10 minutes are required for the
chamber environment to cool down tO the aulblent
temperature after each flame measurement. The
mawimum gas-temperature rlse inside the chamber
_ill be less than 80"6 (assumir_j no heat transfer
to the container) during each test. This maxi-
mum gas-temperature rise wil_ raise the tempera-
ture of the container by <2_C if all of the
heat release is transferred to the metal.
The acceleration should be recorded at intervals
during the KC-135 flights if the capability
existS. (he acceptable g-levels are in the
range lO'J9 - lO'Og. The results of the g-
jitter analysis sho_ that frequencies >1
are acceptable,
Since the fl_ development at the early stages
of ignition is quite rapld, the movie camera
should be capable of operating at a framing
rate of approximately 400 frames per second.
Color, 1@,m film will be adequate for the
experiment. A timing system should be
provided to record accurate tlme intervals (of
the order of 0.1 sac) on the film.
SPECIFICATIONS AND DISCUSSION
Two viewing ports might be required.
FIOW recording during the tests wll) be
helpful in ensuring that the required
flow rates are maintained.
Cooling can be facilitated by provldlng
an internal fan for forced convection
inside the Chamber.
The ecce_eratlon should not be greater
then lO'ag, because (a) the velocity of
the burned gas starts to increase down-
stream after reaching a m_n_mum (see
Fig. I0) for 9ra4itatlonal accelerations
greater than lO')g, and (b) the gas
temperature decays more slowly for
gravitational accelerations greater than
lO'Jg (see Fig. 16). Burning will be
affected by g-level (Figs. lO and 16)
but measurements will not be adversely
affected by various g-levels.
F1)mlng begins prior to the opening
of the fuel valve and the ignltlon pro-
cess which are synchronized.
ORifilNAL PAGE IS
OF pOOR oUALITY
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Table 6 (Cont.).
i
COMPONENT
Sampling
Scaling
Thermocouples
Recording
Radiometer
REQUIREMENTS
Quenching quartz microprobes may be used for Samp-
ling. They are inserted at 5-10 cm above the burner
port, and at a specified time during the test will
remove gas samples from the flow field by suction
into a vacuum teflon-lined sampling tank of--30_m 3
volume and final pressure of _ 5-7 psia,
A scale should be located inside the chamber and be
recorded on the film for flame height measur_ents.
A rake of thermocouples will be used to measure
temperature distributions in the flow field. The
thermocouples can be type "S" Pt/Pt-IOTPh (1650 °C
upper limit, I760 °C melting point), with wire dia-
meter=O.]) mm and bead size-D.4 mm. The output
voltages (16 ¢ O.I mY) should provide t_perature
measvr_nents with _ IOK, A sampling rate of |O-IO0
sac "L (depending on the capabilities of th_ data
collection system) will be adequate. The beads can
be exposed.
The data collection will be Comprised of film
(color, 16 mm) history of the combustion process
_see the discussion on Camera), thermocouple(s)
output at a rate of once every lO-lO0 msec, chamber
pressure (once every I0 msec), and acceleration
(if the capability exists }.
A radiometer will be designed to record flame
radiation.
SPECIFICATIONS AND DISCUSSION
I I
Perturbations due to sample r(N_val
do not cause major fla_ disturbances
as long as suction is controlled over
a short period of time and is not
sudden.
Gas-temperature measurements will be Con-
ducted at fixed locations above the flame
at 5-IS cm above the nozzle(s). Since
corrections for heat conduction, radiation,
etc. are available for large probes,
accuracy will not pose a major problem.
The rake with 6-9 thermocouples will pro-
vide t_perature distributions
Other Specifics are described in the in-
dividual sections in this table.
Specifics will be determined From final
design of the experiment, complexity of
the experimental package and test reou_re-
merits.
?oO 
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NOTE: Mounting
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_Cylindrical
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Viewing
Ports
Fig. 15. Generic experimental chamber design for gas jet diffusion-flame
experiment. The chamber can be either cylindrical or rectangular.
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Fig. 16. Results of numerical calculations for normalized temperatures along
the jet centerline vs. normalized vertical distance for different
g-levels. Here, Tmax is the maximum temperature reached at the
centerline and To : 300 K is the initial gas temperature. Other
symbols and conditions are defined in Fig. I0.
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will be analyzed to obtain information in relation to H20, 02 , CO,
C02, H2, formaldehyde, and hydrocarbon concentrations.
Theoretical predictions will be used to support the analysis and
interpretation of the data base developed from these experiments. The
results of temperature and species measurements combined with the
global characteristics of the flame (e.g., shape and luminosity) pro-
vide both quantitative and qualitative information for improving the
theoretical models. The information on thermal and chemical fields
will help to gain insight into the chemistry and fluid dynamics of the
process. When experimental data is used in conjunction with the pre-
dictions, model validation is facilitated in relation to ignition,
flame propagation, kinetics, and radiation effects. Also flame-scaling
criteria will be put on a firmer fundamental basis.
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BACKGROUNDSU/VI_4RY
LAMINAR GAS JET DIFFUSION FL/UwJES:
I BUOYANCY SIGNIFICANTLY ALTERS FLAJ_I_STRUCTURE
| CHEMICId.KINETICS-RADIATION-II_ANSIENTINTERACTIONS
ARE IMPORTANT UNDER REDUCED-GRAVITY ENVIRON_NT
I ADDITIONAL MICROGRAVITY DATA IS REOUIRED TO
OBTAIN SUFFICIENT QUANTITATI_ UNDERSTANDING OF
LA/'IIN_GAS _T DIFFUSION FL/UWES
-- _,4_O/_om _ _,_,_ .
PROPOSEDPROGRAM
-- Sckm_ Ao_tk_m _eem_ C_
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
OVERALL:
GAIN A BETTER FUNDA/"_NTALUNDERSTANDING
OF LAMINAR GAS-JET DIFFUSION FLAMESIN
GENERAL,AND EFFECTOF BUOYANCYIN PARTICULAR,
SPECIFIC:
OBTAIN_W DATAFOR ELIMINATION OF INADEOUACIES
]N THE EXISTING DATAAND THEORY. THIS WILL BE
ACCOMPLISHEDBY STUDYING:
• UNSTEADYPHENOMENAOF [GNIT]ON
AND FLARE DEVELOPMENT
e STEADY-STATEFLARE STRUCTURE
e RADIATION ANO KINETICS
• OUENCH]NGPHENOMENA
_ Sc_neeA_om _m_ek_'_ Cemomtk_n
SUMMARY OF
RESE4RCH REQUIREMENTS
The research requirements are detaaed in the Science Requiremals Document
m _,_op/icatk_s Inm.rmtkxJaiComo'ation
TOTALPROGRAM AND MINIMUMMATRIXOr TESTS
OPERATINGCONDITONS
AND RANGES
FUELFLOWRATE : <15 CM3/SEC
NOZZLERADIUS= O.OS-O.qSCM
FUEL:METHANE,PROPAME
CHAMBERPRESSURE" I/2 AND i ATM
CHAMBEROXIDIZER:AIR (O_/N_"
L _
0.21/0.79),AND AN OXYGEN-
DEFICIENT02/N2 MIXTURE(02/N2 -
O.10/0.90)
TOTALNO. OF FLAMES:
NUMBEROF EXPERIMENTS
FOR TOTALPROGRAM
q8
MINIMUMMATRIX
OF TESTS
1 (METHANE)
1 (AIR)
12
_ ,ec_icaf_r_IneemaOo_l
RATIONALE FOR TEST MATRIX SEtECTION
COMBINATIONOF THEEFFECTSOF INJECTIONVELOCITYANDNOZZLESIZE ONFLAME
CHARACTERISTICSHELPSORTOUTTHEEFFECTSOF DIFFUSIONPROCESSES,
EFFECTOF REYNOLDSNUP,BERONSTEADY-STATE,TRANSIENTANDOUENCHINGPHENOMENA
CANBE STUDIED,
EFFECTOF FUELREACTIVITY,STOICHIOMETRYANDOlFFUSIVtTYONFLAI_ STRUCTURE
ANDBEHAVIORCANBESTUDIEDUSINGDIFFERENTFUELS,
CHqIS SELECTEDBECAUSEOF THEBASEOF DATATHATALREADYEXISTS. C3H$ IS
SELECTEDTOEXAMINEA HEAVIER-THAN-AIRFUEL, ANDBECAUSEIT IS REPRESENTATIVE
OF A WIDERANGEOF HIGHER-PIOLECULAR-kI_IGHTHYDROCARBONS.
EFFECTSOF PRESSUREONSOOTFORlqATION,QUENCHING,RADIATION.KINETICS. AND
IGNITIONCANBE STUDIED. REDUCEDPRESSUREIS USEDTOENHANCEKINETICEFFECTS.
AMBIENTCO_OSITIONALEFFECTSONFL/P[ STRUCTDRE,KINETICS, SOOTFORPATION,
ANDIGNITIONCANBE STUDIEDUSINGDIFFERENTCHAM_ROXIDIZERS. REDUCEDLEVELS
OF 02 ARESELECTEDTO ENHANCEKINETICS.
-- 5cizn_ .oOplk_st_m It,t_rmt_t_l C.o'_o'etiot_
RESEARCH REQUIREMENTS
FUEL
EXPERIMENTTIME
FUELTANK
EXPERIMENTALCH_BER
PURE,HIGH-QUALITYMETHANE:PROPANEWILLBE CONSIDERED
FOR LATERFLIGHTS:METHANEVOLUMEFLOWRATE = O-ISCM_/SEC:
PROPANEVOLUMEFLOWRATE = O-ScM3/SEC.
UP TO 40 SEC FOR EACHFLAME.
INTERNALPRESSURE= TBD (BASEDON THE NUMBERAND
CHARACTERISTICSOF FLAII_STUDIEDDURINGEACH TEST);
5-15ATM.
EITHERCYLINDRICALOR RECTANGULAR:MIN.HEIGHTIDIA.(ORWIDTH)
" 1.5.VOLU_ (IF IN MID-DECK)= O.Oq M3 (MUSTFIT INTOTWO
LOCKERS):VOLUME(IF INMSL)> o.oq M 3 (TBD BASEDON THE
NUMBEROF FLAMESPER FLIGHT;LESSSEVERERESTRICTIONON
OCCUPIEDSPACECOMPAREDTO MID-DECK)j VOLUME(IF IN
SPACELAB)> 0,0qM3.
INITIALCHAMBERPRESSURE I/2ATM AND I ATM.
Sll).AIR (21%02 ,19%N2),ALSO,10% 02, 90% N2 FOR
CHAMBERENVIRONMENT LATERFLIGHTS.
RESE,CRCtt REQUIREMENTS I'CONT.J
_lOI AT THEENDOF THEFLIGHT_PREFERABLYlI -
02 CONSUMED 3%AT THEENDOFEACHFLA/qEMEASUREMENT.
NOZZLES RADIUS- 0.05 - o.qs cM, LENGTH=15 c_
FLOWCONTROLACCURACY - 0.01 cM3/sec.
ACCELERATIONENVIRONI'ENT <10-3G.
OPERAT_ INVOLVEMENT
TOLERANCES
| FLAMEIGNITION
| MOTIONPICTUREPHOTOGRAPHYOF FLAJ_
| VISUALOBSERVATION
| TEMPERATURE,PRESSUREANDACCELERATIONMEASUREMENTS
| SAMPLEREMOVAL
| RADIATION_ASUREMENTS.
GAS /',T BEFOREACHlEST - +_51( (21")t
GAS_P BEFOREACHTEST- + 0.3 PSIA (_)s
L_O2 AT THEBEGINNINGOF THETESTSET - +_O,1MOLE%.
RE$ ARCXR QUlRE  NTS(CONT.)
IGNITION
C/dVERAFRAMINGRATE
VIEWING(RESOLUTION)
DATARECORDINGRATES
EITHERSPARKORHEATEDWIRE(SPARKPREFERRED)_POWER
SUPPLIEDBY SHUI-TLEzFINAL DETAILSOF SUBSYSTEMTBD
FROMTHE5-SEe DROP-TOWERTESTS.
qo0 FRAMES/SECFORTHEFIRST 5 SEC. OF MEASUREMENTS
(TO STUDYIGNITION) AND100 FRAMES/SECFORTHERESTOF THE
PERIOD: i.E.. TWO-SPEEDCAMERAIS PREFERRED.
FIELD OF VIEWMUSTBE 5-cM HORIZONTALBY IO-cM VERTICAL
AT THEPLANEPASSINGTHROUGHTHEFLAIt_CENTERLINEAND
PERPENDICULARTO THEAXIS OF THECAMERA.
THER_CODPLESAI_°LINGRATE- 20/SECAND
TRANSDUCERSAI'IPLINGRATE= 20/SEC (PREFERRED).
m s_m_ _ mnmmmme_n_comonwm
ACCELERATION
ACCELERATIONSGREATERTHAN]O'3s RESULTIN (A) INCREASEIN VELOCITYOF THE
BURNEDGASAFTERREACHINGA IqlRIRUIqAT DOWNSTREA/I(TAKE-OVEROF CONVECTIVE
EFFECTS).AND(u) SLOWERDECAYOF GASTERPERATIJAEDOWNSTREk/!OF THENOZZLE.
BURNINGWILL BE AFFECTEDBY s-LEVEL. BUT_ASURE_IITS WILL NOTBE ADVERSELY
AFFECTEDBYVARIOUSs-LEVELS.
SEETHEFOLLOWINGAIIALYS[SFOIl THEEFFECTOF RESIDUALACCELERATIONS(G-JITTER).
EFFECTSOF GRAVITATIONAlACCELERATION
l.Ot
O.I
i O.l
I
w
i4
J_'II e.z
lt l I I'lI I |}l7
j /"
e.il' O._ 0.4 O.II e_i i.o "_-
s/t.
lOll, Viii.| ? ]1[
I I_: I I
i,i II_I I.o
,.a L, Z./I.
Uo = Jet velocity. 93.5 crn/sec
Nozzle racli_l, 0.0825 cm
L, 50cm
Trnax • maximum temperature reached It llw (:l_ll,t/_
To • Iri'tlal gas temperature. 30OK
-- Scin_ A_c_wSo.B i_'wn_n_ _
EFFECTOF RESIDUAL 4CCELERATION$
ORDER-OF-MAGNITUDE ANALYSIS
CONTHUITY:
+ 1" r (i)
ASSUMPTIONS:
_-/, u. e , .v..1,.+ve .
SUBSTITTIJION IN THE CONTINUITY EQUATION YIELDS THE FOLLOWING TWO EQUATIONS FOR THE
STEADY-STATE AND TIME-DEPENDENT COMPONENTS:
r -_
+. ,-
FLAME RADIUS, WE THEN OBTAIN
(2)
(3)
• WHERE L - FLAME LENGTH AND R - MAXIMUM
"it _.u .v- 2u
R 3L "R. 3L
(4)
_ A_ir._mns _e,'r_kr, WCom(nt_
"_x + "mr r )r v )rJ t"_
ASSUMPTIONS:?-7, e-_÷_ . _-.,._ • _-_._ ,
CONSTANT VISCOSITY, AND NEGLIGIBLE HIGHER-ORDER PERTURBATION TERMS, I.E.,
e21°JtTERMS.
SUBSTITUTION IN THE MOMENTUM EQUATION YIELDS
_ _,- "_'F =
USING "_ , • • --,
L T R L arzJ Rz
(7) YIELD, RESPECTIVELY
WHERE WE HAVE USED EQS. (h_ v
_EQS. (6_ AND
(5)
(6)
(7)
EFFECT OF RE$1DUdLIICCEIEAh¢TION$ I'CONIINUE_P)
ENERGY:
Le - i (I.E., PD = X/Cp = CONST.), NEGLIGIBLE KINETIC ENERGY,AND
NEGLIGIBLE SECOND-ORDER PERTURBATION TERMS. THE ASSUMPTION OF Le - 1
DECOUPLES THE ENERGY-AND ELEMENT-CONSERVATION EQUATIONS,
THE FOLLOWING EQUATIONS ARE THEN OBTAINED FROM EQ. (9):
(9)
(i0}
(Ii)
" T ;T' :T AND ; ---_,
EQS. (10) AND (11) YIELD
[,.,,,
WHEREWEHAVE USEDEQS. (_1), SUBSTITUTIONOF EO. (8) IN '(12) YIELDS
= | m
EFFECTOF RESIDUALACCELERATIONS/CONT./ 1
CALCULATIONS FOR F1.AME A
CH41AIR FLAME, Uo=291.2 cm/s, ro=0.051 cm. NUMERICAL SOLUTION BASED ON Le--Pr--1HAVE SHOWN
THAT FOR O-G: Lf=O.209 ft=6.37 cm, Rmox=O.033 ft=1 cm, AND TflcInetID=1620K. SINCE Sc=I, D= _=q.
cm2/sec AT T=I620K FOR DIFFUSION OF CH4 IN AIR. THE FOLLOWING PLOT OF hvs. Lf FOR DIFFERENT
r_DIATION COEFFICIENTS (RF) SHOWS THAT _,h=2.3xlO4ALf (WITH_,Lf IN ft.). ALSO, NUMERICAL RESULTS
SHOW THE TAKE-OVER OF CONVECTIVE EFFECTS FOR ACCELERATIONS GREATER THAN I0"3G (SEE BELOW). AT
I0"3G, Lf=0.206 ft=6.28 cm. WE DO NOT ALLOW I_ORETHAN 33% VARIATION IN DIFFERENCE IN FLAME HEIGHTS
BETWEEN O-G AND 10-3G. THEREFORE _=(2.3x10q)xO.33(0.209-O.206)=23. NUMERICAL RESULTS SHOW THAT
h=550 AT THE FLAME TIP. HENCE I_I/h=23/550=0.042.
1.0
O.B
I
=_o.s
0.4
0.2
H=50 cm
ro=O.051 cm
Uo=291.2 cm/s
lO'2g lO-3g 10-4g
Og
r -200
eL
-400
"' -600
-BOO
O 0,2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1,0 0.19
x/H--
"_ RF=O.O ro=0.051 cmUo=291.2 cnv's
........'-._0.5. Le=Pr=l
i _.--- 1,0 1.5
......... !................. .-:.o_
: 4_1" ',, j_;. 2. xlO f _ ,
0.20 0.21 0.22 0.23
Lf(ft)-
EFFECTOFRED_/. 4CCELER4T/ON$/'CONTINUED/
CALO.tA_ FOR F'LANE A (_)
SUBSTITUTION OF Lf=6.37 cm, Rmox=1 cm, _=1/2 Uo-"145 cm/sec, D-u=4.0 cm21sec, go.980 cm/sec2,
(Pe/P)=(_/Te)=1620/300=5.4 (ASSUMING AIR), AND I_I/R " 0.042 IN THE EXPRESSION FOR _/go GIVES
I
0
 ,Oo-ooo,, • •
THE FOLLOWING DIAGRAM SHOWS THE ALLOWABLE FREQUENCIES.
i0-I
i0-2
i0-3
10-4 ,
10-5
-6
Uo-291.2 cm/s
ro=0.051 cm
Lf=O.209 ft - 6.37 cm
(_xl-)oliowed_f=0,5%
THRESHOLD FOR TAKEOVER
OF CON_/ECTIVEEFFECTSz. !
I
:DAMPING IS REOUIREI)
-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 ÷1 ÷2
LOG_ ""
÷3
'
EFFECT OF RESIDUALACCELERATIONS{CONK)
CALCULATIONS FOR FLNvIE B
CH4/AIR FLAME, Uo=93,5 ¢rn/sec, ro-0.0825 cm. NUMERICALSOLUTIONSBASEDON Le=Pr=l HAVE SHOWN
THAT FOR O-G. Lf=0.191 ft=5.82 ¢m, R_x=O.04 ft=1.22 cm, AND Tflam e tlP-=1120K. SINCE Sc=I,
D= v =2.0 cm2/s AT 1"=1120 K FOR DIFFUSION OF CH4 IN AIR. THE FOLLOWINGPLOT OF h vs. LF FOR
DIFFERENT RADIATION COEFFICIENTS(RF) SHOWSTHAT Ah=lxlO 4 ALl (WITHALf IN ft )o ALSO, NUMERICAL
RESULTSSHOWTHE TAKE-OVEROF CONVECTIVEEFFECTSFOR ACCELERATIONSGREATERTHAN 10-3G (SEE BELOWI
AT IO-3G, Lf=0,173 F_=5,27cm, WE DO NOT ALLOW MORE THAN 331 VARIATION IN DIFFERENCE IN FLAME
HEIGHTS BETWEEN O-G AND 10-3G, THEREFORE _h=(lxIO4)xO,33x(O,Igl-O,173)=60,NU_IERICALRESULTS
SHOW THAT h=850 AT THE FLAME TIP, HENCE I_I_ = 60/850=0.07,
|.0
If.|
!
0.|
O.i
0.0
-I00
-300
f -H=5Ocm E-
-500
ro=0.0825 cm "'
"_ -700
Uo=93.5 cm/s B"
_._-z, _" -900
• #
'o.'z- o_, o.'| o', ,_o_
x/H
4_" RF =0,0
ro=O,0825 cm
i U0=93.5 on/s
_5 Le=Pr=1
,h=ZxZO"_Lfi %_ 20
...:..,. '.,.
0.13 0,17 0.21 0,25
Lf(ft)--
-- SconceAop#r,a_ons_rr=mr_n_C(=I)onwion
EFFECTOF, EShPO, l/ICCEIE, 4T/ON.¢[CONT.)
CALCULATIONS FOR FLAME B (CONTD)
SUBSTITUTION OF Lf = 5.82 cm, _ - 1/2 uo " 45 cm/sec, Rmox - 1.22 crn,
D • ,= 2.0 cm2/sec, go = 980 cm/sec2, (pe/#} - (T'/T e) - 11201300 - 3.73
(ASSUMINGAIR), AND I_'1/h = 0.07 IN THE EXPRESSIONFOR_'/go 61VES
_'/go = O,O00q6_u 2 + 0.01) C_ 2 + 6,09),
!
0
THE FOLLOWING DIAGRAM SHOWS THE ALLOWABLE FREOUENCIES,
10-i
10-2
i0-3
10-4
10-5
-6
Uo-93,5 cm/s
ro=0.0825 cm
Lf=0.191 ft - 5.82 on
/Lf - 3%
_-)ollowed
Thresold for tokeover
of convectl_eeffe__7,
I I I I I
-5 -4 -3 -2 -i
tO6 _-
,mml
' t---
!
Damping Is reaulred
i i i
0 +1 +2 +3
DATA ACQUISITION
RECORDFLAME IGNITIONAND DEVELOPMENTDURINGCOMBUSTION
RECORDGAS TEMPERATURESAT DIFFERENTLOCATIONSABOVETHE FLAME
CONTINUOUSLYRECORDCHAMBERPRESSUREAND TEMPERATURE
RECORDACCELERATION_
GAS-SAMPLEREMOVAL
RADIATIONMEASUREMENTS
_-J
--,._c_nc_A_icetiomlmem_C,o_
ME,CSUREMENT TECtlNI#UE$ AND /IPPLIChTION$
TO MODEL vPEVELOPMENT
_ASUREMENTS
CINEMATOGRAPHY
(USINGHIGH-SPEED
MOVIE CAMERAS)
THER_COUPLES
(USINGR_ES)
SAMPLINGPROBES
(USINGSAMPLING
BOTTLES)
PRESSURE
TRANSDUCER
RATIONALE/APPLICATIONSTO MODELDEVELOPMENT
I
OBTAININGTIME-RESOLVEDVISUALIZATIONDATAON
IGNITION, FLAMEDEVELOPMENT,COLOR,LUMINOSITY,
ANDQUENCHING.FLAMESHAPESCANBE COMPARED
DIRECTLYWITH_DEL PREDICTIONS.
OBTAININGTEMPERATUREDISTRIBUTIONSIN THEFLOW
FIELD ABOVETHEFLAME.THESETEMPERATUREDISTRI-
BOTIONSCANBECOMPAREDDIRECTLYWITHTHEIqODEL
PREDICTIONSOFTHERMA_I.FIELD.
OBTAININGSPECIESDISTRIBUTIONABOVETHEFLAJI_
WHICHCAMBECORPAREDWITHTHEROBELPREDICTIONS
OF SPECIESFIELD.
• ASURE_NTOF THE INCREASEIN CHAMBERPRESSURE
DUETOTHEBURNINGPROCESSYIELDSESTIMATESOF
THEOVERALL.HEATRELEASERATE,
TOTAL
PROGRAM
I
YES
YES
YES
YES
MINIMUM
MATRIXOF
TEST
YES
YES
YES
YES
--.._cYenam/kopJic,m_o__on_wYormlC,_;
ME4$UR EMENT TECIINIQUE$ ,¢ND ,4PP(.IC/ITION$
TO MODEL DEVELOPMENT (CONT./
MEASUREMENTS RATIONALE/APPLICATIONSTOMODELDEVELOPMENT TOTAL
PROGRAM
VELOCITY MEASUREMENTSFOR THE SCALEOF THISEXPERIMENT NO
MEASUREMENT REQUIREA LASER-BASEDDIAGNOSTICS,WHICHIS NOT
FEASIBLEAT THISTIME.THISREQUIRESA COMPROMISE
INWHICHPREDICTIONSAND OTHERMEASUREMENTSWILL
BE USEDTO PROVIDETHE VELOCITY.
RADIOMETRY(TBD) ISOLATIONOF THERMALRADIATION,ANDAS A RESULT, YES" YES"
DETERMINATIONOF THEEFFECTOF RADIATIONON
REDUCTIONIN TEMPERATUREWITHINTHEF_.
POTENTIALEXISTSFORDETERMINATIONOF SOOTCON-
CENTRATIONANDGENERATION.EVIDENCESHOWSTHAT
RADIATIONFROMSOOTIS NOTDOMINATEDBYCO2 AND
H20. THEREFORE,CALCULATIONSFORCO2 ANDH20
COMBINEDWITHMEASUREDRADIATIONYIELDTHE CON-
TRIBUTIONFROMSOOT,AND HENCE,SOOTCONCENT-
RATION.
"IF EARTHBOUNDEXPERIMENTSSHOW THATRADIATIONMEASUREMENTSARE REDUNDANT,COMBINATION
OF THEORETICALANALYSESAND EARTHBOUNDRESULTSWILL BE USEDTO DELETETHOSEMEASUREMENTS
FROM THE SPACEPROGRAM.
MINIMUM
MATRIXOF
TESTS
NO
_--J
ME,CSUREMENT TECtlNIOUE..e ,¢NvP,¢PPUC,_T/ONS
TO MODELDEVELOPMENT(CONT)
MEASUREMENTS
ACCELEROMETER
(IF AVAILABLE)
RATIONALE/APPLICATIONSTO MODELDEVELOPMENT
MEASUREMENTSOF THEGRAVITATIONALACCELERATION
ENABLESUS TO INTERPRETHEDATATHATCOULD
AFFECTEDBY GRAVITATIONALLEVELSGREATER
THAN10-3 s,
TOTAL
PROGRAM
YES
L
MINIMUM
MATRIXOF
TESTS
YES
(IF AVAIL-
ABLE)
_-.J
RATIONALE FOR OBSERVINGTHE COLOROF FLAACE$
THE WOLFHARD-PARKER SLOT-BURNER HAS CLEARLY IDENTIFIED DIFFERENT REGIONS AND COLORS IN A
DIFFUSION FLAME.
Combustlon products (H20,CO,CO2)
exist In the entire region.
Highly luminous zone (bright__.,,.., _ _ Darker central region; OH
yellow); continuous spectrum "l.x\_:i'_:, IJ....'-emlsslon and absorption In
due to thermal emission of hot J _."_._'.; J_'l the UV and vJb.-rot, bonds
carbon oartlcles on the fuel ! :."_':._" _(", t In the IR, but little
slde; visible radiation is I .'\_"|" I I visible emission
Increased due to soot. ; % [.'CI_" I I '
I • r.'.1" | I Lumlnous zone (blue flame);
R I ", "'_:" spectrum of burning CO andHYD OCARBON FUEL DECOMPOSES . • I: .I'. J"T- .......
• ,',.= l{SOP_tllX_S DOngSO? t_e
TO SIMPLER PRODUCTS "-_-------J--_m.-" t" "I" I _. _
_" $cnumonn-Runge sYstem of 02
(ESPECIALLY HYDROGEN)AND I :'_::_ // "
Thebrlght ye!Iow region Is ? ! ;_ ueVIoIet outer reglon show
eageo at the Dose or the flame ' _"'-._=t._ _// lng the spectrum of burnlnq CO
bY this bluish green region I , %_lf
I • l_g/ A
showing C2 and CH emissions, C2 , T " f []
bonds oooeor green (shaded toward j | _ | _1 |
violet) and CH bands aooear violet-_ uwDnr^=_n_tJ n _
blue to the eye. [ ....FUEZ....'_ _ _ "2
BURNER
WALL
-j
R4T/ON4IE FOR OBIERVINO THE COLOROF FMI E$ [CONTD/
| FLAMES EMIT DISCRETE BAND SPECTRA,
| SPECTRA IN VISIBLE AND UV REGIONS ARE DUE TO CHANGES OF ELECTRONIC ENERGY,IN
NEAR IR ARE DUE TO CHANGES OF VIBRATIONAL AND ROTATIONAL ENERGY, AND IN EXTREME
IR ARE DUE TO CHANGES IN ROTATIONAL ENERGY ONLY.
| NONE OF THE STABLE PRODUCTS OF COMBUSTION (I.E., H20, CO2, CO, 02 OR N2) GIVE
SPECTRA OF APPRECIABLE STRENGTH IN THE VISIBLE OR UV REGIONS.
| ONLY OH GIVES A BAND SYSTEM IN THE UV,
| FOR HOT FLA_IES,THE BULK OF THE ENERGY IS RADIATED IN THE CO2 BANDS AT 2.7
AND4,4_ AND FORWATERVAPORAT 2,8_,
I OTHER VIBRATIONAL BANDS OF INTEREST ARE CO AT 2.3 AND 4.5_ , NO AT 2.6 AND
5,2#, AND THE ON VIBRATIONAL BANDS THAT COVER THE NEAR IR AREA TO ABOUT _=,
O AT FLAME TEMPERATURES, THE MAXIMUM EMISSION TENDS TO BE IN THE NEAR IR
BETWEEN ABOOT 2_ AND 1_ ACCORDING TO THE TEMPERATURE OF THE FLAME.
| FOR CLEAR FLAMES, THE RADIATION IN THE VISIBLE AND UV ACCOUNTS FOR LESS
THAN 0.4% OF THE HEAT OF COMBUSTION. THIS VISIBLE RADIATION COMES MAINLY
FROM THE INNER CONE, WHILE THE IR RADIATION COMES FROM THE MAIN BODY OF THE
GASES, BOTH THE INTERCONAL GASES AND THE BURNT PRODUCTS.
| USING BLUE, GREEN OR YELLOW LIGHT, THE PHOTOGRAPHS OF BUNSEN FLAMES MAVE
SHOWN ONLY THE INNER CONE CLEARLY, BUT USING INFRARED LIGHT OF WAVELENGTH
8,500 OR 10,050 °A, THE INNER CONE IS INVISIBLE BUT THE INTERCONAL GASES
SHOW UP.
RADIATION
I FOR LUMINOUS FLAMES, RAt)tATION FROM SOOT PARTICLES INCREASES THEIN THE VISIBLE. =___
dU_IFICATIONFOR A SPACE EXPERIMENT
< 10-3g is required
g-jitter at f < 1 Hz is required
Test times = 40 sec
--Sc_n_ ,a._otP_._k_ns_m_kTnel Comomam
ROLE OF ADDITIONALGROUND-BASEDEXPERIMENI_
l OPTIRIE THEFINAL SPACEEXPERIENTEST _TRIX
R1N1RIZETIE SPACE XPERIRENTCORPLEXITYBYREDUCINGTHEI_ASURE_NT
REGUIRERENTS
I ASSIST IN THEDEVELOPI_NTOF TECHNOLOGYFORTHESPACEEXPERIRENT
_ Ao_ic, at, o_ k_o,_tk_rwt Corporation
OVERAllP_OGRAMAPPROACH
_ Sckenoe_ica_ons h_mmek_n_ C_
OVerAlL P_OGRAm
CODR
I_ CODR_PRR (2
I
Ji ,,,,,,,,-,,-,,, |
I O-= TESTS:
i I 0 ESTABLISHDOUNOS
i OFFEREDBY OnOPTO_D
i I e ODTAfliP_OTOgA/_IC DATA
I L e _vi_ =-z_ TESTS
I
I
II1tELIglNKqY_ -.l._0-1 1lASTS:
I I [$TAILI_O_RED BY I[C-13S
i I OITAID PHOTOGItAPHICDATA
,II
I
I
YEARS)
ADDITIONAl.5-gEC
O-s TESTS(VITH
DIAGNOSTICS)
l DATA F_ SCIENCE
DEOUIREHE_S
I (_TlAf71r KC-135 AJm
SPACETESTS
D TESTIII6 OF DIAGNOSTICS
AJ)OlTiOflALKC-135
0-6 TESTS(VITH
DIAGNOSTICS)
O OBTAINDATA
| DEFILE TESTSFOIl SPACE
PRR
r!
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
_ SckmceA_llmxw l+le,+wek_n_C_
,OCT/WIlESAFTER CODRAND BEFOREPRR
INITIATETHE DETAILEDPLANFOR EXPERIMENTSIN THE 5-SEC.DROP-TOWERFACILITY,
DESIGNTHE EXPERIMENTALCHAMBERAND IGNITOR,AND CONDUCTDROP-TOWEREXPERIMENTS
TO DEVELOPTHE IGNITOR,VERIFYIGNITION,AND OBTAININITIALLYONLY PHOTOGRAPHIC
AND THENCOMPLETEDATA.
INITIATETHE DETAILEDPLANFOR KC-135TESTING,DESIGNTHE EXPERI_NTALCHAMBER
AND CONDUCTKC-135AIRCRAFTFLIGHTTESTINGFOR NOMINALO-G TESTTIMESOF
10-15SECONDS,ASSESSTHE PERFORMANCEOF THE EXPERIMENTALHARDWAREAND ANALYZE
THE TESTDATARESULTS.
FINALIZETHE SPACEEXPERIMENTTESTMATRIXBASEDON THE RESULTSOF GROUND-BASED
EXPERIMENTS.
INITIATETHE NUMERICALANALYSISFOR TRANSIENTIGNITIONAND STEADY-STATE
COMBUSTIONUNDERMICRO-GRAVITYCONDITIONSWHICHDIRECTLYSIMULATESTHE
CONDITIONSUNDERWHICHTHE EXPERIMENTSARE GOINGTO BE CONDUCTEDBY USING
ELLIPITICEQUATIONSIN CONJUNCTIONWITHFINITE-RATEKINETICS,SQOTFORMATION
AND RADIATIDN.
GROUN#-BASE_EXPERIMENTS
GROUND-BASED EXP£RIMENT COhlPONENTS
I EXPERII_NTAL CHAMBER
I CA_RA
I IGNITION SYSTEM
I THER_COUPLES
I PRESSURETRANSDUCER
| FUEL TANK
I FUEL LINES
| VALVES AND FITTINGS
0 RADIOMETER
I SAMPLINGPROBES
I SAMPLINGBOTTLES
m Soar¢__ _ _
RE.,_TY OFGROUND-BASEDTE.,_TNC
• Improve theoretical model
• Develop exper_nental technique
• Optimize space experiment
-SAI J
REQUIREMENTS:
EXPERIMENTS
WILLSTUDY:
;MEASUREMENT
TECHNIQUESTO
BE USED:
EARTHBOUNDAND SPACE PROGRAhI$
<I0"3G: G-JITTERAT F< IHz;TESTTIMES= qO SEC.
EARTHBOUNDPROGRAM
DROPTOWER: KC-135:
T=S SEC, T=I0-15 SEC,
G=0(I0-5), G-1021FFREEFLOATING,
G-JITTERNEGL. CABLEMAY CAUSEJITTER.
I IGNITION
I TRANSIENTFLAME DEVELOPMENT
I STEADY-STATEFLAMES
I PHOTOGRAPHY
| TEMPERATUREMEASUREMENTS
| RAI)IOMEI'RY
I COMBUSTIONPRODUCTSSAMPLING
SPACEPROGRAM
SHUTTLE:
T > qO SEC,
G= <10-3 AVAILABLE,
TESTDURING"QUIET
TIMES'.
| IGNITION
| TRANSIENTFLAME
DEVELOPMENT
I STEADY-STATE
FLAMES
| PHOTOGRAPHY
| TEMPERATURE
MEASUREMENTS
| RADIOMETRY"
| COMBUSTION
PRODUCTS
SAMPLING
"IF EARTHBOUNDEXPERIMENTSHOW THATRADIATIONMEASUREMENTSARE REDUNDANT,COMB[NATION
o_TH_O_T,_,_,, 'YS_S,_0,_TH_O_._S S,__S_O0_T_T,OS_,_,_,_,S
_F=.
CONCEPTDESIGN
--gck_ A_icJt_ns_tion_ _
P,_OCEDUI_EFOR Pi_ELIMINhRYSTUDIES
IN THES-$EC D,_OPrOWER
I STARTTHE CAFERAAND DROPTHE TEST CELL
I STARTTHE FUEL FLOWAND IGNITION SYSTEMFROM1/2
TO 1 SEC AFTER RELEASEOF THE TEST CELL
| DURATIONOF SPARK IGNITION TO BE OPTIMIZED WITH TESTING
II SEQUENCEOF OPERATIONSCONTROLLEDBY BATTERY-PONEREDTIMER SWITCH
II _VIE CAMERARECORDSBOTH THE IGNITION PROCESSANDFLAI_ DEVELOPMENT
II THESERESULTSgILL BE USED IN FINALIZING THE KC-I3S FLIGHT TESTS
_Scm.m_m_trwt_r_C_ovf_
P_OGRAMSU_MhRY
-- Science AocVcatk_r__ternatk_al Cor,yx)ratio_
COhlPARI$ON$ BETWEEN hlID-DECK, $PACELAB ,4ND MATERI, CL$
SCIENCE LAB FOR CONDUCTING THE EXPERItI,IENT
I MID-DECK
I
I
I
I
I
I SPACELAB
I
I
I
|
I
I MATERIALS
I
|
I
I
VOLUMEAND WEIGHTCONSTRAINTS(-)
DIRECTASTRONAUTINVOLVEMENT(+)
LESSCOMPLEXITY(÷)
LESSAUTOMATION(+)
VENTING(-)
MOREAVAILABLEVOLUME(+)
DIRECTASTRONAUTINVOLVEMENT(+)
LESSCOMPLEXITY(+)
LESSAUTOMATION(+)
VENTING(+)
SCIENCELAB
MOREAVAILABLEVOLUME(+)
INDIRECTASTRONAUTINVOLVEMENT(-)
MORECOMPLEXITYDUE TO FULLAUTOMATION(-)
EXPOSUREOR LACKOF EXPOSURETO SUN MAY CAUSE PROBLEMSIN RELATION
TO COOLINGOR HEATINGOF THE CHAMBER(-)
VENTING(+)
COt6PARISONS BETWEEN A//ID-_PECK,SP,4CEldlB hND
/6 ITEM/IllS SCIENCE lAB FOR CON_PUCTINGTIlE EXPERIMENT
VOLUMECONSTRAINT
WEIGHTCONSTRAINT
DIRECTASTRONAUTINVOLVE_NT
COMPLEXITYDUETOAUTOMATION
COMPLEXITYDUETODESIGN
VENTING
P,,SL
+1
+1
-I
0
-I
÷1
MID-DECK
0
0
÷I
÷I
+I
-1
SPACELAB
÷1
÷1
÷1
+1
+I
÷1
_: ÷1 ÷2 ÷6
EXPER ENTDESCRIPTION
COMPONENTS".
NOZZLES.EXPERIMENTALCHAMBER,FUEL TANK,FUELVALVES,
THERMOCOUPLES.TRANSDUCER,SAMPLINGPROBES.SAMPLING
BOTTLES,IGNITOR.HEATMANAGEMENTSYSTEM,CAMERA(S),
DATAACQUISITIONSYSTEM.
FUEL:
METHANE-PROPANE
 C-J
_ .4_dicationsInten'w_lmnaIC,(rp_ion
EXPERIMENTAlCHAIffBER
SEALEDCHAMBER,EITHERCYLINDRICALORRECTANGULAR,ALUMINUM
MUSTBE ABLETO WITHSTANDTHESPECIFIEDCONDITIONSFORTHEREQUIREDPERIOD
OF TIRE FROMCOMPLETIONOF ASSEMBLYTO POST-FLIGHTDATAANALYSIS
MINIMUMHEIGHT/DIAJ'FTER(OR WIDTH)- 1.5
VOLUME(>O.Oq x3)
TWOWINDOWS(ONEFORCAFERA.ONEFOROBSERVATION)
PORT(S)FORTNERNOCOUPLES,SAMPLINGPROBES.IGNITORS,ANDTRANSDUCER
NUMBEROF NOZZLESENTERINGTHECHAMBER:TWO
CHAMBER_ST WITHSTANDPRESSURESOFUP TO _5ATE. 6AS TEMPERATURESOF UP
TO (195)(,AND_TAL TEIqPERATURESOF UP TO 310K (CONSERVATIVEESTIMATESFOR
UPPERLIMITS)
VIEWINC
THE FIELDOF VIEWRUSTBE 5 - CM HORIZONTALBY 10 - CM VERTICALAT
THE PLANEPASSINGTHROUGHTHE FLAMECENTERLINEAND PERPENDICULARTO
THE AXISOF THE CAMERA
BESIDESVIEWINGPORTFOR CAMERA,A VERTICALVIEWINGSECTIONMUST BE
PROYlDEDFOR OBSERVATION(EITHERDIRECTOR VIA A TV CAMERA)
--Scm,_ceAp_W_atk_,_h'em_4_o,weComoneion
WINBOW$
EXPERIMENTIN SPACELAB
TOTALNO, OF WINDOWS 2
VIEWINGPORT(S) 1_ USEDFORHIGH-SPEEOCAMERA_
SRALLERTHANOBSERVATIONWINDOW.
OBSERVATIONWINDOW
1_ LARGERTHAN(AND90o APARTFROM)
THEVIEWINGPORTFORNIGH-SPEED
CAIt_RA_USEDFORASTRONAUT'SOBSERVATIOI
Sconce Ao_Wcatpomenremmk_nal_ion
GAS CO PO$1TION/N THE EXPERImENTaLCNA BE 
I STANDARDAIR (21%02. 79% N2). ALSO,10% 02-90%N2.
| OXYGENDEPLETION:<10%AT THE END OF THE EXPERIeENT.
I USE PREFILLEDCHAMBERMIXTURE.
| 02 TOLERANCEAT THE BEGINNINGOF THE TESTSET: ±0.1MOLE%.
| INITIALPRESSURESFOR EACHFLAME= I ATM AND i/2 ATM.
l GAS TEMPERATUREBEFOREEACH TEST- 295 ± 5K.
I PRESSURETOLERANCE- ±0.3 PSIABEFOREEACH TEST.
l CHAMBERPRESSURESHOULDBE RECORDEDBEFORE,DURINGAND AFTERTHE
EXPERIMENT(ATLEASTEVERY50 MILLISEC.,I.E.,20 SAMPLES/SEC.).
I CHAMBERTEMPERATUREMUSTBE MONITOREDDURINGTHE ENTIREEXPERIMENT
(AT LEASTEVERY50 BILLISEC.,_.e.,20 SAMPLES/SEC.).
| ADVANTAGES
I
|
!
I
t
1
|
VENT NO
MANYFLAGS CANBE STUDIEDIN ONEFLI6HT
SMALLERCHAMBER
WEIGHTREDUCTION
CONTROLOVERTHEI 02 BURNED
FLARESWITHDIFFERENTCHAMBERPRESSURESCANBE STUDIED
NOCHAMBERCOOLINGAFTEREACHFLAME
IF FUELIS ACCIDENTALLYRELEASEDIN THECHAMBER,EVA£UAT]ONIS EASY
DISADVANTAGES
| AIR RUSTBE CARRIEDABOARD
| VALVESFOREVACUATINGANDRE-FILLING THECHAMBER
t ACCURATECOMTROLOVERCHAMBERPRESSURE
| WEIGHTADDITIONDUETO AIR TANK
FUEL-TUBING SVSTEA4
| STAINLESSSTEELTUBES
| FLOgCONTROLACCURACY= _ 0.01 CM3/SEC
| FLOW VALVES,EXPLOSION-PROOF SOLENOIDVALVES,
AND REGULATORS
| PRE-CALIBRATEDPRECISIONVALVES
NOZZLES
J: 'A
-T.J_;"| a_,, -
RADIUS= 0.05- O.q5CM
DISTANCEFROMPORT TO CHAMBERCEILING _30 CM
DISTANCEBETWEENNOZZLES(IF MORETHANONE NOZZLEPER CHAMBER)- 5-10CM
NOZZLE(S)EQUALLYDISTANTFR_ CHAMBERCENTERLINE
NOZZLE(S)IN LINEWITHTHE CAMERA
MINIMUMDISTANCEFROMWALLFOR NOZZLEPOSITIONING- 10 CM
THISNOZZLEARRAMGE_flTENSURESTHAT TEMPERATURES_3501(AND NEGLIGIBLE
GAS VELOCITIESEXISTAT THE CHAMBERCEILING(m.e.,PREVENTIONOF EXTENSIVE
HEATINGOFCHAMBERCEILINGANDSIGNIFICANTRECIRCULATION)
PROXIMITYOF THENOZZLESDOESNOTCAUSEFLAJ_DISTURBANCEBECAUSEMAXIRUM
FLAMERADII =0.5 - ].0 CM
NOZZLESRUSTBE SECUREDINSIDE THECHAMBERTOAVOIDMISALIGNI_NTOR LOOSENING
DUETO VIBRATIONSORDURINGLIFT-OFF
MINIMUMNOZZLELENGTHIN THECHAMBER- 15 CM
Sr.3enc_A_,r.aNiom _tem'meio_ C_ion
FUEL.
PURE,HIGH-QUALITYMETHANE
PROPANEWILLBE CONSIDEREDFOR LATERFLIGHTS
METHANEVOLUMEFLOW RATE- 0 - 15 CM3/SEC
PROPANEVOLUBEFLOW RATE= 0 - 5 CM3/SEC
AMOUNTOF FUELCARRIEDWILLBE SUFFICIENTTO PERFORMTHE
ENTIRETESTMATRIX
FUELTANK VOLUME- TBD BASEDON
II NUMBEROF FLAF_S
O VOLUMEFLOWRATEOF EACHFLAME
O qO-SECBURNINGTIMEPER FLAME
II PRESSUREIN THE FUELTANK
-- ,._:JenoeJI_{_cW_..a_onsmternmJonaeca_oorm_
u
ru tTaNK[S/
INITIAL PRESSURE- 5 - 15 ATM
NOFUEL(S) LEFTAT THEENDOF THEEXPERIMENT
STAINLESS TEELTANKS
DUALSYSTEMFORPRESSURECONTROL
FUELPRESSUREREMAINSFAIRLYCONSTANTTHROUGHOUTTHEEXPERI_NT
ONEFUELTANKIF ONLYCH4, TWOFUELTANKSIF BOTHCHqANDC3Htl
.,.- :_:T.,, :- :--.
v.
BEledlllllE EX]PEItlMENT
.%
IGNITION
MINIMUM DISTURBANCE TO FLAME
EITHER SPARK OR HEATED-WIRE IGNITION (SPARK PREFERRED)
POWER IS SUPPLIED BY SHUTTLE POWER
IGNITION AND FUEL INJECTION MUST BE SYNCHRONIZED
FINAL DETAILS OF THE IGNITION SUBSYSTEM TBD FROM THE
5-SEC DROP-TOWER TESTS
--_mFIlr-" III _-
-- Scmnc_AAo#cat_m International_ion
IGNITIONSYSTEMOPTIONS
SPARK IGNITION*
•Nozzle is treated
as an electrode.
ab
• E}ectrodes are fixed. _:_"
• Power is supplied
by idluttle ,_,,_
• Provisions must be made for
appropriate coils to Increase
the spark voltage.
• Interference with other Shuttle
operations must be addressed.
HEATED-WIRE IGNITION
• One ignitor Is sufficient for both nozzles if
the ignitor arm Is
rotatable.
• Ignitor can have only
two positions (Le_
vicinity of the two
nozzles),
• Once ignition occurs,
, itlillrll \_
the arm is rotated and the Ignitor is moved
to the other nozzle location.
• Ignitor Is coiled 0.33--cm-dlameter nlchrome
wire.
• Power Is supplied by dMtle
• Ignition and fuel injection must be synchronized.
• Final details of Ignition subsystem "rBD from the dlrop tower tests.
*Preferred
HEAT RELEASE PER FLAME
WHERE Q - ENTHALPY OF COMBUSTION OF FUEL AT 2S°C WITH WATER VAPOR IN THE PRODUCTS,
MF = MASS OF FUEL, T = EXPERIMENT TIME, VF = VOLUME FLOW RATE OF FUEL, TO = INITIAL
TEMPERATURE, PO = INITIAL PRESSURE, MF " FUEL MOLECULAR WEIGHT, AND _ = UNIVERSAL
GAS CONSTANT.
FOR CHq: O = 50,010 KJ/KG, M = 16 KG/KGMOLE
FOR C3H8: e = 46.353 KJ/KG. N = qq KG/KGMOLE
A
USING To = 30OK, R = 8.3143 KJ/K6MOLE-K AND T = qO SEC, WE OBTAIN THE FOLLOWING
DIAGRAM:
-- Sc_noeAc_l_,aekx_sWeermt_n__
//EAT RELEASE PER FLAME [CONT.)
(Qrei_)CHq = 0.0128PVF" (o_]eclse)C3_= 0'0"_J26F_F wl_
Q releaseinkJ, P InkPoQr(lVF inem3/sec.
!
§ I,
2 F.,,@erlm_-rctlme - 40 sac
0 2 14 6 8 10 _ lq 16
Fuel Flow _te, GF (o_]/sec)--,
5AIG"
SrJenc_A_V_.atiom)_erna#ot_ _Yon
CHAMBER TEMPERATURE
TEST CELL TEMPERATURESET POINT FOREACH FLARE = 295
+ 5K
TEMPERATURERISE AT THE END OF EACHFLAME _ASUREHENT
= TBD (TYPICAL 20 - 200K HAXIMUR) "
COOLINGBY FAN (IN SPACELAB)
• GAS TEMPERATURE WITH ADIABATIC WALLS
_ Sc_nceA_.m_ns km_atk_nalComoratk_
TEMPERATURERISE /N THE EXPERIMENTALCHAMBER
AS._t/4PT](_S:]deoIgos
All of _ beot reIeoseIsct)sort_-_Jby the.qosonly
_ loss
Constontspecificheot
Burninghos negllglbleffecton no,of molesofolr
Fro_theist Ic_of thernzx@yn_Ics,
)¢lere)wehoveusedtheorevlously=derl_a_d exz3resslm forVdl' (see_Ix),
Eo.xttl_ thls relotlon )_IUz the prevlously-_rl,a_ _¢)resslol (see/_r_lx)
,,e,= T-r. - +0'
Inthlsclerlvotlon,u - specificInternoleer_ on_cv - oonstont-voitmespecificl_ot.
_Sr,Rnc__Onts, nmt_Co'now_
TEMPE ATV E  ISE IN TIlE EXPERIMENTALCttA BE  COMT I
Using (Cv)ol r : 0,718 kJ/kg - K, (cv)90%N2" 10%02 : 0.732 kJ/kg - K,
M_ir : _8._ kg/kgmole, %crzR2. z_ o2 : m.4o m/kgmole,
olso
forCH4: _F = 16 kg/kgmole, I = 2, oF = 50,010kJlkg,
forC_: _F : _ _/kg mole,I : 5,oF = 46,353kJ/kg,
we cOtolntMegos-tenl_eroturerlseos o functlonof % oxygenburned,
I000 I P-l/2o_orlo1_
800 Ex_,time- 40 sec
I _ c3Hs/olr
-400
200
0 0,_ 0,_ 0,06 0,_ 0,i0
X--no2' burrec_02,Inltlol--
C#IIA4BER PRE$$61RE
TEST CELL PRESSURE SET POINT FOR EACH FLAME - 14.7 + 0.3
PSIA - 101 ± 2 KPA - I ± 0.02 ATM; ALSO, 0.5 t 0.01 ATM FOR
SOME FLAMES
FOR ALL TESTS, TOLERANCE ON PRESSURE SET POINT IS + 2%, WHETHER
P - 0.5 ATE OR 1.0 ATM
PRESSURE RISE DURING COMBUSTION:
I STRONGLY DEPENDENT ON CHAMBER VOLUME
I TED
II TYPICAL: 5% (HIN.) TO 80% (MAX.)
TRANSDUCER MEASUREMENT PRECISION - +_0.15 PSIA (i.E., I%)
PRESSURERISE IN THE EXPERIMENTAL CHAMBER
USINGTHE RELATIONDERIVEDFOR &T.
2,0
1.5
I
B
1.0
<I
0,5
Po- 1/2o1_n;ExI). time- 40 sec
A: C3HB/alr
B:c3HE_N2- 10X02
C:_4/olr
D:CHq_OZN2-io,oz
o o.o2 0.o4 o.o6 o.o8 o.lo
X=no2,burr_/no2,I itial--
-- Sc_nc_o_._ims _rr_ienW _
PRESSURERISE IN TIlE EXPERIh'/ENTAI.CHAMBER/'CONT./
4.0
3.0
!
B
2.0
O.
<I
1.0
Po- i o_ Ext),tlme-qOsec
A:C31_/olr
B:c_E_ N2- zc_oz
C: CH_/olr
D:c_ NZ-lC_0z
0.(2 0._ 0.06
X- no2"burned/n02' lnltlol--
0.08 0,10
COOIlNCOF THE CHAMBER
TIMES OF THE ORDER OF 5 MIN. ARE REQUIRED FOR THE CHAMBER ENVIRONMENT TO COOL
DOWN TO THE AMBIENT TEMPERATURE AFTER EACH FLAME MEASUREENT (IF IN MIDDECK
OR SPACELAB).
THE MAXIMUM GAS-TEMPERATURE RISE IN THE CHAMBER WILL BE =100 K FORTHE CASE
OF 2% 02 DEPLETION AND C3Hs/AIR FLAME, ASSUMING NO HEAT TRANSFER TO THE ALUMINUM
VESSEL.
THIS MAXIMUM GAS-TEI_°ERATURERISE WILL RAISE THE CONTAI_R TEMPERATURE BY
<IK IF ALL OF THE HEAT RELEASE IS TRANSFERRED TO METAL.
COOLING CAN BE FACILITATED BY PROVIDING AN INTERNAL FAN FOR FORCED CONVECTION
INSIDE THE CHAMBER.
SPECIFICS OF COOLING: TBD.
L
-- _ Ropl_iom Intur_t_twl C,w_n_t_n
W4TEA - V4PO, CONDEN$4110N
We ore solving for on amount of fuel that when
converted Into CO2 and H20, results In condensotlon
(relative humidity, ¢ = Ow/Og = 1) at a chamber
pressure of 1 aim and the lowest allowable chamber
temperature of 2gOK,
CHq + 202-, CO2 + 2H20 ; C3H8 + 502 -" 3C02 + 4H20 .
At the end of the exPeriment, assuming that mCH4 and mc3H8
gr(]lllSof fuels ore burned, the total number of moles In the chamber Is
,T
nt,f " nN2,1 + (no2,1 - ZnO2,b) + Znco 2 ÷ ZnH20
• nN2,1 + (no2,1 - 2nCH4 - 5nc3Hs) +(nCH 4 + 3nC3H8) + (2nCH4
= hair,I +ncH 4 + 2nC3H8
where subscripts t - total, f - final, 1 • initial, and b • burned,
+ 4nc3H8)
• But
,° m
OH20 " nH20 . 2nCH4 + 4nC3HB
P nt, f natr, I nCH4 ++ 2nC3H8
natr, l/P - (2/OH2 0 - I/P)(nCH q + 2nC3H8)
_ A_tiom _mtion_ C_am#on
TER- V4PORCONDEN$,¢lION (CONTINUED,/
• Therefore
A
Ych' = R T (21PH20 - i/P) (mCH41ffCH4+ 2mC3H81Mc3H8)
• Using T = 290K, P = 101.325 kPa, PH20 ; Pg = 2.0855 kPa (from saturated H20 tobies
A
for T = 290 K), MCH4 = 16, MC3H8= 44 kg/kgmole, end R = 8.3143 kJ/kgmole-K, we
obtain
Vch' = 143 mCH4 + 104 mC3H8 ( m In kg, V In m3 )
• This equation gives the maximum allowable mosses of fuels burned as a function
of the chamber volume that result In no condensQtton on.the wlpdows of the
chamber for o chamber envlror_ent of P = i otm and T - 290 K.
MEASUREMENTS
• Flame Shape Development and Rame Extinction
• Color and Luminosity
• Temperature Profiles
• Species Concentrations
• Radiation Measurements
• Chamber Pressure
• Acceleration Envkorment
R AN/E-DIN/EN$10N NIEASUI ENT
A SCALE FACTOR FOR THE FLAME-LENGTH MEASUREMENTS CAN BE OBTAINED
FROM THE BURNER DIAMETER.
-J
PtlOTOGRAPt/Y
II
|
|
|
• TWO
ONE CAMERA PREFERRED"
COLOR, 16mm FILM
MUST HOLD ENOUGH FILM FOR UP TO I¢0SEC
FRAMING RATE = 400 FRAMES/SEC FOR THE FIRST 5 SEC. OF MEASURE-
MENTS (TO STUDY IGNITION) AND I00 FRAMES/SEC FOR THE REST OF
THE PERIOD
A TWO-SPEED CAMERA IS PREFERRED
CAJ4ERASTARTS BEFORE FUEL STARTUP AND IGNITION
LENS-TO-NO_LE DISTANCE - _D
IF TWO NOZZLES ARE USED, LENS-TO-NOZZLE DISTANCE MUST BE
ADJUSTED
FILM CHANGE AFTER EACH FLAME MEASUREMENT
TIMING SYSTEM SHOULD BE PROVIDED TO RECORD ACCURATE TIME
INTERVALS (-0.I SEC) ON THE FILM
CAMERAS IF LIMITATION ON FILM LENGTH OR DIFFICULTIES WITH TWO-SPEED CAMERA.
ScienceA_ns k_enwtk_al_n
THERM OCOUPIES
RAKEOF THERMOCOUPLESFOR MEASUREMENTSOF TEMPERATUREDISTRIBUTIONS:
MINIMUM:6 THERMOCOUPLES,PREFERRED: 9 THERMOCOUPLESPER NOZZLE.
GAS TEMPERATUREMEASUREMENTSCONDUCTEDAT FIXEDLOCATIONS
ABOVETHE FLAME (5-15cM ABOVETHE NOZZLES).
EXAMPtE:TYPE"S" PT/PT-10%RH (16500CUPPERLIMIT,1760°C
MELTINGPOINT),WIRE DIAMETER= 0.13MM, BEADSIZE - o.qqMMI BEADSCAN
BE EXPOSED,OUTPUTVOLTAGES(16 Z 0,1 _) SHOULDPROVIDETEMPERATURE
MEASUREMENTSWITH± 101(.
MEASUREMENTACCURACYWILLNOT POSEA _JOR PROBLEMSINCECORRECTIONS
FOR HEATCONDUCTION,RADIATION,ETC.ARE AVAILABLE.
S_PLING RATE= 20/SEC,
,Scierg_,a4o_icat_nsItwemat_
SOenceAoplCatk_s _erwr_'_ _r_,_ --
THERAfOCOUPIE$ [C,¢SE B]*
or _tmmut
DIr_4SIONNOTTOSCAL_
SEPARATIONDISTANCEx= TED;
(_E_ IS_.
* Preferred
VteWlngPort1
z/# "C_mro i
_.Scia,'_,_o_,c_r_nsInternmtian__
GAS SMmPZlNG
II OUENCHINGgUARTZRICROPROBES
II 5-10 c. ABOVETHEBURNERPORT(-0-5 cMA_VE THEFLAMETIP)
I SUCTION(CONTROLLEDDURATION)AT A SPECIFIEDTIRE INTOSAMPLINGTANKS(VACCUUR
TEFLON-LIN_)
I THREEPROBESFOREACHBURNER(RAKEOF PROBES)
II ONETANKPERPROBEPERFLARE(VOLU_ OF TA_ -30 ce_3)
I S_PLIN6 BOTTLEINITIALLY EVACUATED
I FINAL PRESSUREIN THESARPLINGTANK:-5- 7 PSiA
II DETAILSTED
II SAPiPLINGCONDUCTEDWHENFLAREREACHES_ADY STATE
II PERTURBATIONSDUETOSARPLERE_VAL DONOTCAUSEFLAI_ D[STURBANCESA LONG
AS SUCTIONIS NOTSUDDEN
R4 DIOMETER"{CONT.J
RECTANGULAR APERTURE = 14.5 CM HEIGHT x i CM WIDTH
BACKGROUND IS PROVIDED BY THE LIGHT TRAP (WEDGE ANGLE = 12°)
THE INTERNAL APERTURES AND ADJUSTABLE EXTERNAL RECTANGULAR APERTURE PREVENT
ERRONEOUS READINGS DUE TO INTERNAL REFLECTIONS OR UNWANTED STRAY RADIATION.
THE SHUTTER PROVIDES ZERO-OFFSET READINGS THAT CAN BE SUBTRACTED FROM THE
OPEN-SHUTTER OUTPUTS.
THE TOTAL RADIANT POWER QRADCAN BE CO_UTED FROM THE MEASURED IRRADIANCE H
UNDER THE ASSUMPTION OF SPHERICALLY-ISOTROPICEMISSION AS QRAO " 4_'S2H
WHERE S IS THE DISTANCE BETWEEN THE RADIOMETER SENSOR AND FLAME AXIS,
DISTANCE FROM NOZZLE CENTERLINE TO THE SENSOR - 30 cM.
THERMOPILE SENSOR: E.G. SENSORS INC. MODEL CI WITH INTRAN 2 WINDOW, SENSITIVE
AREA I MM DIA.
A PROGRAM/SABLECALCULATOR CAN BE USED FOR DIGITAL RECORDING OF THE
ELECTRICALLY-FILTEREDRADIANCE OUTPUT.
DETAILS TBD BASED ON FURTHER STUDIES, ANALYSES AND ENGINEERING CONSTRAINTS.
"BASED ON THE DESIGN OF MARKSTEIN_ 20TH SYMPOSIUM (INT'L) ON COMBUSTION, PP. 1055-1061.
POWER REOUIRED FOR EliCit FL4/Y/E h'/E4$URE/V/ENT
(CONSERVATIVE ESTIMATES)
SPACELAB AVAILABLE POWER: > POWER IN MSL.
COMPONENT POWER (WATTS) TIME (SEC) SOURCE
60 40 SEC PER FLAME ORBITER16ramCAMERA
IGNITER: NICHROME WIRE (OR
SPARK)
SOLE_ID VALVE FOR FUEL
EXPERIMENT CONTROLLER
6-9 DIGITIZE])THERMOCOUPLES
FAN (CHN4BER)
CONTROL PANEL
TEMP, & PRESSURE CONTROLLER
3 VALVES FOR SAMPLE REMOVAL
,,n
50 (OR NEGL.)
I0
I0
20
30
tO
10
15
165-215
2-5 SEC TBD (OR NEGL.)
40 SEC
ALL THE TIME
> 40 SEC
TED
ALL THE TIME
ALL THE TIME
<5 SECJ TBD
"RADIOMETER AND ACCELEROMETER POWER REQUIREMENTS NOT INCLUDED.
ORBITER
ORBITER
ORBITER
ORBITER
ORBITER
ORBITER
ORBITER
ORBITER
,--_ ,_,;x3a_..a_Ind ,rnmionalC rlJwni_on
GAS-$41 PLINCONFIGUR4TION
i ¢t1,cf_..lt
gUA_TZ c_r / w_c
OPE N
Separallon distance (t): TBD
R4D/OMETER"
Wide-angle racll_eter
/
Shutter __. Themopile Sensor
ExPerimental ChO_er _
_._'-'---'_ / / "_-_-Clrculor Apertures
/ /\_._,/(_ Rectangular Aperture
/ . t wC "------'-- Rodlometer SuPport
._____°metal ' ! /// _ __ "Camera%
l J.
Window for Comero Yj _ _ Window for Camera
Wedge-Shoped ----_. _',.,_. _/ _ Nozzles
Light Trot) _ _ %
Observation Wtnd(_
• BASE3)ON THE DESIGN OF RXRKSTEIN; 20TN SYMPOSIUM;(INT'L) ON COIIBUSTIOM,PP.1055-1061.
t ere _ IS _.
-J
_ Sc_nceA_ica_ns lnmmab_'mlComomfk_
200
180
160
140
120
:z
zoo
o
=- 80
60
4O
2O
0
A,B,C,D,E,G,H (170W)
A#C,D,E,G,H (120W)
A,C,D,E,G,H,I (135W)
F
D,E,F,G,H (80W)
/
"--D,G,H (30W)
,,, l I I , = t t I I I _ u I I
0 10 20 30 40 50 60
Tlme (see)
ELECTRICALSYSTEM REt UIREM£NT$
MEASUREMENT DEVICES:
t ENVIRONMENTALTEMPERATURE: 1 TEMPERATURESENSOROUTSIDE THE CHAMBER
I COMBUSTIONTEI'IPERATURE:9 THERNOCOUPLESABOVEEACH NOZZLE IS PREFERRED
| CHAMBERTEIqPERATURE:1TEI_°ERATURESENSORFASTENEDTO THE CHARIER
| CHAMDERPRESSURE:1 PRESSURETRANSDUCERINSIDE THE CHAMBER
| RADIOMETER:TaD AND ITS REQUIREFENTSTBD
CONTROLS:
I
I
IGNITOR: TaD
ROTATING-ARRIGNITOR IF THE 2-NOZZLE CONFIGURATIONIS USEDWITH
NICHROI'E-WIREIGNITOR
| ROTATING-ARMTHERROCOUPLESIF THIS OPTION IS USED
| CAR_RA(S): TURN POWERON ANDOFF
I ALL VALES, I,qQ.UDJ_ FUEL VALVES, SMFCING-BOTI'I.£ VALVF.S, AI_
VENTING VALVE (IF APPLICABLE)
| INTERFACES=START, STOP, INDICATORS, ETC.
DATACOLLECTION:
I RECOROERS
EXPERIMENT TIMELINE AND SEQUENCE*
_IINITIATIONOFMEASUREMENTS1CAMERASTARTEDAT T = 0
i
IFUELVALVEOPENEDAT SPECIFIEDIFLOW RATE (I=0.5SEC) J
IGNITIONFAILS I
TO LIGHTUP THE
FLAME IN 5 SEC.
!MEASUREMENTIS STOPPEDBY TURNING
THE FUEL VALVEOFF, CAMERA,THERe-
COUPLEAND TRANSDUCERARE STOPPED
WITHA TIMELAG. THE FILR IS
CHANGEDDURINGCOOLING(IF COOLINGIS
REQUIRED).AFTERPROPERCOOLINGTIME
(CONFIRMEDBY A THERMOCOUPLEREADING
IN THE CH_BER), THE NEXTFLAME
MEASUREMENTIS STARTED.
i
IGNITIONSYSTEM,THERMOCOUPLES 1
AND TRANSDUCERMEASUREMENTS
ARE AUTO_TICALLYSTARTED(T=] SEC) IGNITIONIS
SUCCESSFUL
t
I
THE FLAMEEXTINGUISHES(CONFIR_D
BOTHVISUALLYAND FROM THERMOCOUPLE
MEASURE_NTS)AFTERSOU TI_ _FORE
REACHINGSTEADYSTATE
.,.__SAMPLE L....___]MEASUREMENTSARE IRE_VALF |CONTINUEDFOR|THE REQUIREDTIME
l
THE
FLAME
REACHES
STEADY
STATE
I
BULKOF THEOPERATIONSAREBY PUSHBUTTONS.
m ._,,,c_ _ en_mm_r,wComomeon
4$TRON,4UTINTERFACES
DISPLAY
CI'BD)
POWER
ON/OFF
ASTRONAUT
OBSERVATION
CONTROL BLrFTON TO INMATE
EXPERIMENTAL SEQUENCE
m Sc_ ,aW_c.v_ hwrw_l _
SAFETY ISSUES
FUEL CARRIED ON BOARD
I TRIPLE CONTAINMENTIS REOUIRED
(PRESSUREVESSELS)
II AMOUNTCARRIED: TBD
II ]F RELEASE])IN SPkC.ELABOR IN
COP,BUSTIONCHA/__R. RUST BE BELO_
LOWERFLA/eqAB[LiTY LIMIT EVEN UNDER
EXTREIqECONDITIONSOF HIGHEST
TEIqPERATURE.EMERGENCYLANI]IN6.
ETC,
II FLAI_ IN THE EXPERIPENT CHMIBER
II Elq INTERFERENCE_ITH SHUTTLE
OPERATIONIF SPARKIGNITION
II PORTSFORTHERRUCOUPLES.
IGNITOR(S). PROBES
II FUEL TUBING SYSTERANDVALVES
0 DOUBLECORTAINRENT
II VIBRATION IS CRITICAL
II OTHERFL.4J_qABLERATERI ALS
(E.G,. F]LR)
0 RATERIALS OF CONSTRUCTION
I SARPLINGBOTTLES (RUST BE
EVACUATEDBEFOREEXPERI_NT)
-- Scm.ce.e_.a_r,6 _,nrn_k_rmlC_
CREWOPERATIONS*
| EXPERIIENT IN SPACELAB
| EXPERIMENTON
I FUEL FLOW, EAPERA(S). IGNITION.
THERROCOUPLES.TRANSDUCERON
| CONFIRR IGNITION
t OBSERVECORBUSTION
| RE/_OVESAMPLES
I FUEL FLOW AND C/U_ERAOFF
I EXPERIMENT OFF
l CONTINUE TO RECORD TERP, AND PRESSURE
I APPLY COOLING (FAN)
t EXCHANGEFILM CASSETTES
t REPEATFOR NEWFLARE
*BULK OF THESE OPERATIONS ARE BY PUSH BUTTON.
4UTOiffAFlOW
THE FOLLOWINGOPERATIONSCANBE FULLY AUTORATEDIN SPACELAB:
I
I
I
EXPERINEMTON
FUEL FLOW. CAERA(S). IGNITION. THERROCOUPLES.
TRANSDUCERON
OPENANDSHUT SANPLE-REROVALVALVES
FUEL FLOWAND CARERAOFF
COOLINGFAN ONAND OFF
I THE FOLLOWINGNEEDDIRECT ASTRONAUTINVOLVEI_NT:
I CONFIRM IGNITION
I OBSERVECOMBUSTIONDIRECTLY
I CHANGEFILM CASSETTES
--Sc_n._A_aca_o_We._wwm,wlC_
FUEl.SAFETYCON$1DER,fTIOH$
THEFOLLOWINGREALISTICANDHYPOTHETICALSITUATIONSHAVEBEENSTUDIEDIN DETAIL:
PRESSURERISE IN THE EXPERIMENTALCHAMBERIF ALL OF THE FUEL IS RELEASEDIN THE CHAMBER
AND THE MIXTUREIS ACCIDENTALLYIGNITED.
THE ABOVESITUATIONWILLNOT HAPPENIF THE AMOUNTOF FUELCARRIEDIS NOT SUFFICIENTTO
_KE A FLAMMABLEMIXTUREIN THE EXPERIMENTALCHAMBER(:.e.,BELOWLOWER
FLAMMABILITYLIMIT,BASEDON THE AMOUNTOF AIR IN CHAMBER).
ASSUMINGTHAT INCOMPLETECOMBUSTIONOF CH4 + 1.502----C0+ 2H20OCCURSDURINGALL OF THE
FLAMEEXPERIMENTS,THE MIXTUREOF N2, CO AND H20 RE_INEO IN THE EXPERIMENTALCHAMBER
SHOULDNOT BE FLAMMABLE.
ALL OF THE ABOVESITUATIONSHAVEBEENSTUDIEDASSUMINGTHATTHE MIXTUREIS NOW RELEASED
IN THE ENVIRONMENTFROM THE POINTOF VIEWOF CONTAMINATION,A TABLEOF CONTAMINANTSAND
THEIRMAXIMUMALLOWEDCONCENTRATIONSIS FOLLOWING.
It THECONCLUSIONOF THESESTUDIESIS THATBASICALLYTHEFLAJ51ABILITY
IS NOTA PROBLERUNDERTHEUNLIKELYOCCURRENCEOF THEEVENTS
OUTLINEDABOVE,
CONi'RMIN,#710N
HoxlmumAllowable Concentrations (MACs) of AtmosphericContaminants In HonnedSoace-
croft(both SDoceloband Mld-dec_ Ref; NHB8060, I B and SPAH(APP,C)
_RIAL
_L. _.
CH4 I G.04
C3H8 qq. 09
CO 28,01
NO 30.0]
NO_ _6.0 I
*" For missions up to 7 cloys,
MACs/7-DAY
ppm
2700
5O0
25
5
0,5
177l
901.q
28,6
6.1
0,_
e The concentration of each contaminant In the spocecrQft
atmospheremust.not exceed Its MACvalue,
e Group limit concept for o group of contaminants:
_ cl/MAC1 - T<I
where cI ,,concentration of contomlrmnt I.
In addition, the Interaction of contaminant groups that
hove Potential additive effects must satisfy the relation
_T<I,
-- scw,_ _ _ c,omow*_
RELEASEOF CONT4#IN4NF$IN SPIICEI,CB
IF THE EXPERIMENT IS CONDUCTED IN THE SPACELAB, THE FOLLOWING
AMOUNT(S) OF FUEL(S) ARE THE ALLOWABLE MASSES TO BE CARRIED
ABOARD THE SPACECRAFT BASED ON THE RELEASE IN ONLY IO-m3 OF
THE SPACECRAFT ENVIRONMENT" (ASSUMING I aim AND 29BK) USING
THE CONTAMINATION TABLE FOR MACs/7-DAY:
i
mCH4 17.71 gr,
mC3H8 - 9.01 gr,
CH4 ONLY:
C3H8 ONLY:
BOTH CH4 AND C3H8 CARRIED ABOARD:
17,71 9,01
*PRESSURIZED VOLUMES IN SPACELAB: SHORT MODULE (WITH
SHORTEST TUNNEL - 38.1I m3, LONG MODULE (WITH LONGEST
TUNNEL) - 77.82 m3,
% v/v - 0.27% (NOT FLAMMABLE)
% v/v - 0.05% (NOT FLAMMABLE)
_ Sci_,c_Ao_k:._ons_ _
MAXIMUM COPRODUCtiON
ASSUMPTION:
CH4 + 1.5 02--- CO + 2H20
C3H8 + 3.5 02-'3C0 + _H20
nC3H8 " mC3HB/Mc3H8riCH4 " _H411_H4,
n co'nCN4 + 3_3H 8' nH2 O- 2nCH4
n 02,b " 1.5nCH 4 + 3.5nC3H8
n total, !=nolr" n total, f =hair -nO2,b +n CO +nH20
ntotoi, f -nol r - (1.5nCHq ÷ 3.SnC3H8 ) + (riCHq + 3nC3H8) + (2riCH 4
-hair + 1.SnCH 4 + 3.5nc3H8
+ qnC3H8
°/o V/v CO- Vc° - nc° " (riCH4 + 3rlC3H8) x 100
Vtota I ntotal, f hal r + 1.SncH 4 ÷ $.5nc3H8
POST-FMGHTDATA ANALYSIS
-- Sc_n_ ,4oprr._Vom_wm_oW ComomUm
POST-FlIGHT _PAT4 ANALYSIS
EXPER!MENTAL
I FILl'IS WILL BE DEVELOPEDANDANALYZEDTOEASUREFLAJq_DEVELOPENT
ANDOTHERPROCESSES
I TEI'iPERATURESWILL BE DEDUCEDFROMTHERNDCOUPLEOUTPUTRECORDS
I RECORDSOF CHA/IBERPRESSUREWILL BEEVALUATED
I SPACECRAFTACCELERATIONRECORDSAND6-JITTER DURINGTHEFLIEHT WILL
BE STIJDIEDzPERTURBATIONSWILL BEEXPLAINEDBY THEANALYSISAND
INTERPRETATIONOF FLIGHTDATAANDF_ BEHAVIOR
II RE_VEDSAP.°LESWILL BEANALYZEDTO OBTAININFOR_TiON IN RELATION
TO DISTRIBUTIONSOF H20, 02. CO, CO2, N2. HYDROCARBONS,ETC.
II RESULTSOF RADIOllI'TRYWILL BERELATEDTO SOOTFORRATIONANDFLAJq_
TEI_ERATURE
THEORETICAL
| THEORETICALPREDICTIONSWILL BE USEDTO SUPPORTTHE ANALYSISAND
INTERPRETATIONOF THE DATA BASEDEVELOPMENTFROMTHESEEXPERIMENTS
| THEORETICALMODELSWILL BE IMPROVEDUSINGTHE RESULTSOF
I TEMPERATUREMEASUREMENTS
I SPECIESMEASUREMENTS
II CHAMBERPRESSURERECORDS
I ACCELERATIONRECORDS
I GLOBALCHA,qACTERISTICS(E.6.,FLAMESHAPEAND LUMINOSITY)
I CHEMISTRYAND FLUIDDYN/UqICS(X:THE PROCESSWILL BENEFITFROM THE
INFORMATIONON THERMALAND CHEMICALFIELDS
| COMBINATIONOF EXPERIMENTALDATAAND PREDICTIONSFACILITATESMODEL
VALIDATIONIN RELATIONTO 16NITION,FLAMEPROPAGATION,KINETICS,
RADIATION,AND SCALINGCRITERIA
m sc_,,_Ao_k_eon_Ir,merme_nw_,
-- Scimc_J,o_ma_ml)m,rmUond_
VOLUMEOFTIlE EXPERIMENT,4ICtMMBER
"r " ,,,,IM,.. %tiM, - #_ _1_,, - _._ t/lT.
F , iO ---,,_p_._'p"
HERE, n= NO. OF MOLES,m - MASS FLOWRATE,m - MASS,t = EXPERIMENTTIME,M = MOLECULARWEIGHT,
P - DENSITY,V = VOLUMEFLOW_TE, P - PRESSURE,_ - UNIVERSALGAS CONSTANT,T - TEMPERATURE,
F - FUEL,O = OXIDIZER,P' - CO2, P" - H20,AND 1,J.and k - STOICHIOMETRICOEFFICINETSFOR
COMPLETECOMBUSTION;SUBSCRIPTS:F - FUEL,O=OXIDIZER,o AND I - INITIALCONDITION,f - FIlL
CONDITION,b = BURNED,AND I - INERT(NITROGEN).
ASSUMPTIONS:
A) BURNINGOF FUEL HAS NEGLIGIBLEEFFECTON TOTALNO. OF MOLES.
B) CONSTANTT AND P INTHE CHAMBERDURING_URNING.
VOLtlafEOF TtI££XP£R/_ ENT_ILCtt,¢_B£R (CON_,I
(hll_r Envlrorm_t. 001N2o-(Ii0102 (i=9), T-29_
P- U2 at_ or 1am
X • no. of molesof 02 burned/Initial no. of molesof 02
Ex_erlmmttl_ = _0 _c
Fuel - C$H8 (1 - 5) X-O,m
1.5
2 _ 6 8 10 /2 lq 16
Fuel FlOilRote,VF (l_l}/sec)--
VOLUMEOFTIlE PER/MLrNTAI C#,¢MBER/CONTD}
Ch3d_" EmlrmTmt =A]r (79%N2 crd 21%02, _ " 3,76), T ,,
P = 1/2 o'o'nor 1 c_n
X = no, of_les of 02 bun-ed/Inlttolno, ofmolesof02
0.6
0,2
0.1
X - 0,01
2 q 6 8 10 12 lq 16 18
Fuel FlowRote, VF (°n3/sec)-
_---J
VOLUMEOFTHEEXPERIMENTAl.CHAMBER('CONT"DJ
Ch(lFoerE/wlrorlT_t: 9{_ N2 o1:111_ 02 (¢- g), T - LX38K,
P- 1/2 _ or 1 o_
X -=no. of moles of 02 burrwEEVlnltlO| no. of ITIO|eSof 02
l
X= 0.01
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 i_ 16
FuelFlow_me,¢'F(o_/_c)-
0,07
3,10
VOlUMEOFTHEEXPER ENTAICHAMBER[CON
(TECoerEnvtronT_t = Air (79%N2 _cl 2I% 02, ¢ = 3,76), T = 298K
P = 1/2 o_ or i o_
X =-no.of molesof 02 _rrw_/Inltlolno.ofmolesof
1.2
1.0
| 0.8
>_ 0.6
0.o,
0,2
Ex_rimenttime= _ sec
Fuel C3_ CI= 5):=I
.X = 0.01
0,02
0.i0
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 lq 16
FueLFLOWRote, VF Co_/se¢)---
18
fiRST FUGHT
I SiX FLAMES,
I CHAMBER PRESSURE - i Dim,
I CHq/AIR FLAMES.
I TWO NOZZLES.
| 40 SECONDS PER FLAME EXPERIMENT TIME,
| EXPERIMENT CONDUCTED IN SPACELAB OR MSL,
--Sc_mce_olalP.a#or_mUonsl_Pon
CONDITIONS/F/Ra'TFLIGHT
FL_S A _ B
A1 A2 _J Ill B2 _
FUEL CH4 CH4 CH4 CH4 CH4 CH4 --
OXIDIZER AIR AIR AIR AIR AIR AIR --
NOZZLE RADIUS (cm) 0.051 0,051 0,051 0.0825 0.08251 0,0825 " '
INITIAL CHAMBER
PRESSURE (arm) 1 1 i I 1 i --
INITIAL CHAMBER
TEMPERATURE (K) 295 295 295 295 295 295
EXPERIMENT TIME (SEC) 40 40 40 40 40 40 u
FUEL FLOW RATE
0,75 1,60 2,80 1,00 2.90 4,55
(cm3/sec)
FUEL VELOCITY
(cm/sec) 91,8 195.8 )42.1 46.8 135.6 212.8
COMMENTS
FUEL REYNOLJ)SNUMBER 28.4 60.6 106.0 23.4 67.9 106,5
-- _ _We.awk_r,s_werr,e_an__
CONDITIONS/FIRSTFLIOtlT/'CONTD}
CHAMBER VOLUME (m3)
FLAMES A FLAMES B
AI A2 A3 B1 B2 B3
O.058 O. 058 O.058 O. 058 O,058 O.058
CO/'9_ENTS
SELECTED BASD
DN = 10% 02
CONSI.g_PTION
_T THE END OF
rTHEEXPERIMEN"
% 02 BURNED.,X 0,5 1,1 1,9 0,7 2,0 1,0 -9,2
GAS-TEMPERATURE
RISE, AT (K)
21 45 77 29 82 122
PRESSURE RISE,
AP (olm)
0,07 0.15 0.26 0,10 0.28 0.42
HEAT RELEASE (kJ)
i
1.0 2.1 3.6 1.3 3.8 5.9
USING THE PRE.
VIOUSLY-DERI-
VED EQUATION.
JSING THE PRE.
#IOUSLY-DERI-
VEI)EQUATION.
17,7 USING THE PRE.
VIOUSLY-DERI-
_ED EQUATION.
CONDmONS,.
RRSTFLI HT
[CO#TD)
A1
FLAMES A FLAMES B
I;
A2 A3 B1 B2 B3
COMMENTS
MASS OF FUEL (gr) 0,020 0,043 0,074 0.027 0.077 0,121 0,362
MASS OF H20 (gr) 0,045 0,097 0.167 0.061 0,173 0,272 0,815
MASS OF ALUMINUM
CHAMBER (kg_ HEIGHT/
D[AMETER- 2
, i| i
37,84 37,8q 37,84 37.8q 37,84 37.8q
MAXIMUM ALUMINUM
TEMPERATURE RISE (K)
0,03 0.07 O,ll 0.04 0,12 0,18
BASED ON
;TOICHIOMETRIC
;OMBUSTION
ITH COo AND
420 AS PRODUCT
3ASED ON A
:YLINDRICAL
:HAMBER WITH
L.5 cm THICK-
ESS,
ASSUMING THAT
ALL OF THE
HEAT RELEASE
IS SUDDENLY
TRANSFERRED
TO THE METAL.
_,____t__
MAX. CO PRODUCED(% V/v)
CONDITIOn. FUO//T(CON )
FLAMES A FLAMES B I;
A1 A2 A3 BI B2 B3
0,05% 0.11% 0.19% 0,07% 0,20% 0.32% 0.94%
CH_ RELEASED IN THE
CHAMBER (% V/v)
i | ii
0,05% 0.ii% 0.19% 0,07% 0.20% 0.32% 0.941
ORIGINAL MASS OF AIR IN
CHAMBER (gr)
_8.88
COMMENTS
BASED ON CHq+
1.5 02 -CO +
2H20, NOTE
THAT LOWER
FLAMMABILITY
LIMIT OF CO +
H20 IN AIR -
12.5% V/v.
NOT FLA_BLE
BECAUSE LOWER
FL_BILITY
LIMIT IS 5,3%
AT ATMOSPHERIC
P AND T,
BASEl)ON 21%
02, 79% N2 AT
1 otm AND 295k
CONDITIONS,.RRSTFI.IOHT[CONTD)
MINIMUM CHAMBER VOLUME
IF ONE CHAMBER PER
FLA_IE(m3)
OCCUPIED VOLUME IN
THE FUEL TANK (cm3)
A_
0.0029
3,0
FLAMES A
A2
0.0061
A3
0.0107
6.5 11.2
FLAMES B
BI B2 B3
0.0038 I0.0110 0.0173
4.1 11.7 18.4
_] COMMENTS
BASED ON 10%
OXYGEN CON-
SUMPTION FOR
EACH FLAME.
55 BASED ON THE
SUGGESTED DE-
SIGN OF FUEL
TANK, P= 10
otm.
MOTIONINDUCEDIN THECHAMBERDUETOdETMOMENTUM
Ujet mjet ttest " %lr Uolr
Uol r - mje t Ujet/motr
For Vchomber - 0,058 m3, realr - 68.88 gr
Uje t, cm/s
mje t, gr
Uolr, Induced' cm/s
A1
91.8
0.02
0.03
Flomes A
A2 A3
i
195.8 342,7
0.043 0.074
i
0.12 0.37
B1
|
46.8
0.027
0.02
F1omes B
B2 B3
i,
135.6 212.B
0.077 O.121
0.15 037
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LAMIUR DIFFUSION FI.A_S UNDER MICRO-ERAYITY CO¢IDITIONS
Raymond B. Edelman* and M. Yousef Bahadori +
Sctence Applications International Corporation
Combustion Science and Advanced Technology Department
Chatsworth, California
AIAA 26th Aerospace
Sciences Meeting,
January 12-15, 1988,
RenD, Nevada
and
Sandra L. Olson _ and Dennts P. Stocker|
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center
Cleveland, Ohio
Abstract
This paper presents the results of an on-going
experimental and theoretical effort for the study
of laminar gas-jet diffusion flames under micro-
gravity conditions. Preliminary results of Igni-
tion studies of methane and propane flames In the
Z.Z-_econd NASA-Lewis Drop Tower (gravity level
<lO'}g) are presented. Also, theoretical analyses
leading to the definition of experiments to be
conducted in the NASA-Lewis S.18-sec_nd Zero-
Gravity Facility (gravity level <10":g) and the
KC-13S airplane (free-floating) are described.
Experimental and theoretical studies show that
under reduced-gravity conditions, laminar diffusion
flames are strongly affected by the combined
effects of kinetics, radiation and transient phen-
omena (i.e., flame ignition, stabilization and
extinction). The results of calculations for
flames in zero-gravity are presented and ignition
of a family of flames in micro-gravity which reach
a near-steady state in the 2.2-second available
time is reported and analyzed. Observations on the
distinct nature of the flame color and luminosity
in micro-gravity are described and the flame behav-
ior under transient, high-deceleration rates is
discussed. The design of the test hardware along
with the description of the types of measurements
and instrumentation being used in the continuation
of this work are briefly discussed.
I. Introduction
Laminar gas-jet diffusion flames under micro-
gravity conditions have shown distinct character-
istics relative to the flames in normal gravity, l-g
Aside from the primary goal of understanding the
behavior of fires in spacecraft environments,
isolation of the effects of buoyancy alds the
analysis of the coupled physico-chemlcal phenomena
of radiation, kinetics, convection, and diffusion
for flames in normal-gravity conditions. As a
result, the modeling efforts can benefit from the
removal of one coupled constraint (i.e., buoyant
force) from the formulation of the problem. Exten-
sive studies of micro-gravity gas-jet diffusion
flames in the past l-g have paved the way for a
comprehensive, theoretical and experimental re-
search effort, of which, the present paper is the
preliminary outcome.
The background and results of the past efforts
on laminar flames in micro-gravlty environments are
presented in Sec. Z. Section 3 gives a description
of the apl_ratus. In Sac. 4, the experimental
procedure ts described. Section S presents the
results and data comparisons, followed by the
conclusions and description of the future efforts
in Sec. 6.
2. Background
[xperlmental and theoretical efforts on the
study of gas-jet diffusion flames In mlcro-gravity
envlrorments are d_scrlhed and analyzed in a re-
cent publication, w Assessment of the existing
data obtained under reduced-gravity conditions has
shown that further research is required before
rellable predictions of ignition, stabilization
and propagation of the flames under micro-gravity
conditions can be Nde. In this section, a brief
description of the studies conducted toward the
understanding of the behavior of laminar diffusion
flames in reduced-gravity environments is present-
ed.
Experimental Efforts
Studies of gas-jet diffusion flames under
micro-gravlty conditions have been conducted in
the 2.2-second NASA-Lewis Drop Tower (<lO-5g).
Methane, hydrogen, propylene, and ethylene flames
have been extensively studied. 1-8 In these stud-
ies, the flames were ignited in normal gravity,
allowed to reach steady state, and then the exper-
Iment package was dropped inside a falling drag
shield. High-speed movies of the flames have
shown that during the tramsitory period of adjust-
ment from normal-gravity to micro-gravity, a sudden
decrease in the flame height occurred within -0.05
seconds. After the decrease of the flame height
to a mlnlu, i.e., 0.6 • hmin/hl.g • 1.0 {depend-
ing on the Jet Reynolds number), tileflame height
began to increase with time, resulting in extinc-
tion with 1.0 • hex/hl.g • 1.3, reaching an appar-
ent steady state with IF4 • ho.q/hl.g • 1.7, or
remaining in a transitory state'by tiletime the
package came to rest In a sand box at the bottom
of the tower. C(mpared to the flames in normal-
gravity, larger, rather globular flames are obser-
ved in micro-gravity which are due to the absence
of buoyant force, making diffusion the major mech-
anism of transport. The orange-reddlsh appearance
of these hydrocarbon flames I-8 is due to the
significant amounts of solid carbon formed by
pyrolysis in the hot fuel-rich portion of the
flames.
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The observed flame behavior in micro-gravity,
i.e., reaching an apparent steady state, being in
a transient mode, or extinguishment, has been
attributed to the influence of the jet Reynolds
number, i.e., the comblned effects of nozzle size,
jet velocity and fuel type. Figure ! shows ti_e
behavior of two methane-air flames 1,4 in micro-
gravity, i.e., an extinguished flame [Fig. l(a)]
and a flame which apparent)y reached steady state
[Fig. ;(b)] wlthln the 2.2 seconds of the drop.
The data suggest that for a certain range of fuel
velocity, a transient period occurs between a near-
steady state and flame extingulsrwnent. However,
the results of the present study {see the section
on experimental results) have showflthat I majority
of the flames which were in a transitory state In
the previous studies were Sndeed ignited and reach-
ed a near-steady state once the flame was ignited
in micro-gravlty. The source of the difference
In the behavior of the flame tS the method of
ignition. If the flame Is ignited in nomal-
gravity and then dropped, the transitional behavior
Is due to the accumulation of t_ hot products of
combustion in the flame region which results from
the sudden loss of the buoyancy-driven convective
flow. This can enhance soot formation, radiation
cooling and the onset of a chemical kinetic limita-
tion on the heat release process. The combination
of these effects leads to either quenching or a
slow readjustment to a steady-state flame, depend-
ing on the Jet _ntum and the fuel mass-flow
rate. Even a flame which reaches an apparent
steady state [Fig. l(b)] shows som oscillations at
the final stages of the drop which suggests that
the flame may be In transition from a transient
state to extinguishment.
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Fig. I Methane-air flame lengths as a function
of time in mlcro-grayity for (a) an
extinguished flame, A and (b) a flame
which reached an applren) steady state
at the end of the drop. 4
The sensitivity of the extinguishment proc|ss
to convective transport I_s been demonstrated; e
low forced-air velocitles (_ 10 cmds) in co-axtal
Jets of methane-air diffusion flumes tn micro-
gravity were sufficient to sustain combustion for
methane flow rates that otherwise resulted tn ex*
ttngutshed flameS. The ignition approach, t.e.,
igniting the flame In noml-gravlty and then drop*
ping the apparatus, the test time limitation of 2.Z
seconds, and the lick of quantitative data have so
far been the weaknesses in achieving a mere funda-
mental and quantitative understanding of _s-jet
diffusion flmes in micro-gravity envlrenmeats.
However, this past experimental and theoretical
work 1-8 has provided the basis for the focused,
quantltatlve approach described In this paper.
Theoretical Studies
A mcthem_tlcal model has been developed 6,7
for the study of laminar gas-Jet diffusion flames
under arbitrary gravitational accelerations based
on the parabolic form of the equations of motion.
The model includes the effects of inertia, vlscos- ,
ity, diffusion, radiation, and chemical reactions.
The differencing scheme is an explicit finite-
difference technique. The chemistry assumed Is
that of shifting equilibrium, and both Flcklan and
multl-c_onent diffusion are considered. Figure
Z shows a c_arlson between the predicted and
measured flame heights under both nor_kil-gravlty
and zero-gravlty conditions. Excellent agreement
was obtained for flame.hlight predictions (Fig. 2).
However, it was sho_ o,/ that accurate flame shape
predictions require an accurate prediction of the
relative rates of the molecular transport of spec-
ies, momentu_ and energy.
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Flame ignition and development toward steady
state In zero gravity requires a time-dependent
analysts. An analytical model was developed 9 for
the shapes and heights of zero-g, l_inar, cylin-
drically sjmmetrlc, transient diffusion fla_es with
the effects of axial diffusion included. The ana-
lysis shoe that the theoretical steady-state flame
leng(hs are approac_d slowly. However, the theory
did not include the effects of radiation and kine-
tics. As a result, the predicted approach to
steady state may be faster if these effects were
taken into account. Figure 3 shows a c_rison
between the analytical and e_rlmental flame
heights under micro-gravlty conditions, where D is
the binary diffusion coefficient of methane in
nitrogen, U Is the fuel velocity, Ro is the nozzle
radius, hss is the theoretlcal)_teady-state flame
height, and a value of D • I cmd:/S corresponds to
a tml_rature of 750 K.
Flames can be strongly affected by the level
of gravitational acceleration acting upon them.
The change In the flame behavior due to the convec-
tive effects can be seen in Flg. 4, where the
centerllne velocity as a functlon of axial dl)tance
for dlfferent gravltatlonal levels Is shown. _ In
Flg. 4, Uo • g3.S _s Is the veloclty of the meth-
ane Jet and L • 50 cm Is the normalizing axial dis-
tance, wlth the nozzle radius - 0._5 cm.
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Fig. 3 Analytical and experimental variations
of flame heights with time under =acre-
gravity conditions. 9
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Fla. 6 Flammability regions for cold jets
of methane in air.
along the jet for a methane-air flame
as a function of gravitational level. 9
Residual accelerations (i.e., g-jitter) can
cause fluctuations in flame height. These acceler-
ations exist in the K6-135 airplane and In the
spacecraft during maneuvering. Using an order-of- 15oo
magnitude analysis for the governing eq_atlons and
with the aid of the steady-state model o,/ a|ready
described, an approximation for the effects of ire- j L_
quency of oscillations in the g-level on the flame
height can be obtained. Figure 5 shows a result of 11_
such analysis. The calculation was l_r_omed for a
mathane-alr flame with # Jet veloclty of g3.5 cn_s.
nozzle radius of 0.08_5 cm, gravity |eve| of I0"Jg,
and a 3% allowable fluctuatlon In Flame height, In
Fig. 5, any combination of amplitude (_) and fre- 700
quency (w) of Jitter which resu|ts in a point above
the solid curve mJst be dem_ed, so_
The steady-state m_el described previously ts 300
not only _pplicable to the description of the fun-
damental processes, but also to the design of the
experiment described tn the next sectton. For
exa_le, by injecting different fuel-flow rates in
at r. the flammable region which the spark mJst pass
through for successful tgnitton of the flame In
zero-_ravlty ts identified. Figure 6 ShOwS an
example of such a calcuTatton.
In Fi_. 7, te_q)erature distributions above a
flame at different ixlal 1ocatlons are sho_.
Results of thls nature have aided In Identifying
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Fla. 7 Temperature distributions above a
methene-ilr flame In mlcro-gravlty,
The transient effects described In this sec-
tion, i.e., ignition, fla_ develo_ent toward
steady state, extinction, sensitivity to the
effects of chemical kinetics, and the attended
radiation as affected by these processes, cannot
be adequately analyzed without a more complete
transient, multi-dimensional analysis of these
flames. The intent of the experimental data,
i.e., temperature, species and radiation measure-
manes ts largely to provide support in the fomu-
lation and validation of such a model that is
under development in this research.
3. Apparatus
The experimental studies were conducted in the
2.2-second NASA-Lewis Drop Tower (Fig. 8). The
tower consists of a building 6.4 x 6.4 x 30.5 m.
The drop area in the building is 1.5 x 2.75 x 27 m.
The 2.Z-second period of mlcro-gravity was obtained
by allowing the experiment package to free-fall
from the eighth floor. The experiment was suspend-
ed from the ceiling by a highly stressed music
wire, and then released by pressurization of an air
cylinder that forced a knife edge into the support
wire which rested against an anvil.
Fig. 9
Fig. 8 2.2-second drop tower.
The experiment package was a11owed to free-
fall inside a protective air-drag shield (Fig. 9).
The drag shield had a high ratio of Weight to fron-
tal area and a low drag coefficlint, resulting in
a gravity level of less than IO-_g acting on the
experiment package during the Z3-m fall. The alum-
inum spikes of the drag shield decelerated the
package in a sand container located at the bottom
of the drop tower.
The experiment package and a schematic diagram
of the flow system are shown In Figs. 1O and II,
respectively. The apparatus consists of i c_us-
tion chamber which contains a burner, the lighting
system, m viewing port for the high-speed camera,
the spark ignitor, and ports for filling the
chamber with oxidizer and venting the burned gases.
The other components of the system were a metering
valve, solenoid valve, pressure gauge, pressure
regulator, fuel bottle, hand valves, and vents.
The volume of tht combustion chamber waS approxl-
Ntely 40,000 cmH. Two fuel nozzles wlth inside
radii of 0.051 cm and 0.0825 cm were used in the
studies. The detailed sketch of the burner and
dimensions of the tubes are shown in Flg. 12. The
Fig. 10 Experimentpackage: (_) Combustion
chamber; _ Flo_ter; (_) Viewin_
window partially hidden by strut;_(_
Solenoid valve h_dden by strut;
_ixlng system; [6} Pressure regulator;
(_ Fill line; _-Cont_1 panel;
Fuel bottle; _Camera partially
hidden by regulator and fuel bottle;
(_ to vent.
Fig. II Scheqnatic diagram of the flow system:
Experiment chamb_r; _ Burner
nozzle; (,_ Chamber bulkhead; _ 1/8
in. o.d. tubing; (_Retertng valve wlth
Vernle_rklngs; E(,6_I/4_n. o.d. tub-
lng; (_) Solenoid valve; 8_ Pressure
regulator; _ Hand valve; _ Qu_ck
disconnect; _Pressure gauge;..
Fuel bottle; _ Hand valve; _ Quick
disconnect; (_._ Vents.
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Ftg. 12 Sketch of the burner end tube dimensions.
burner tlps were cut off an_ were not machined to
a sharp edge. The hlgh-speed Mllliken movie camera
(16mm) was originally set for a rate of 40 frames
per second. As I result, some of the low-flow rate
flames were not quite visible In the processed
(Tungsten Eastman [ktachrome Video News) films.
Visibility was subsequently improved by reducing
the frami,q rate to 20 frames/sec.
As previously cited, theoretical calculations
were used to guide the location of the Spark elec-
trode at 4 mm above the nozzle tip end 4 m away
from the nozzle centerltne. The electrode was
positioned approximately 90" to the centerltne of
the camera. A ground wire wes attached to the
nozzle, making It the second electrode. A sche-
Ntic dlagrm of the electrical system for the
ignitor is sho_ In Fig. Z3. The spark energy and
frequency were approximately 18 mJ end 4.8 Hz,
respectively. For all of the tests, the spark-
ignition system was left on for the entire test
time of 3.0 seconds, i.e., 2.2 seconds under micro-
gravity condition and about 0.8 seconds after
impact. The ignitor occasionally did not spark at
the burner tip but shorted out elsewhere. However,
this did not affect the flame behavior. A frame-
)y-frame study of the movies showed no disturbance
of the flames by the spark during the 3.0 seconds
of burning.
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Fig. 13 [lectrtcal system for the ignitor.
The metering valve (with Vernier Nrkings) was
calibrated for ! pslg upstream pressure, and the
pressure regulator had a O-S pstg caRablllty. The
fuel bottle wes approximately SO0 ca J In volume,
filled wlth either methane or propane. The dry air
in the coa_ustion chaaber was composed of 21$
oxygen end ?g% nitrogen, end had a pressure of 1.0
z 0.01 ate In the chamber.
.4, Experimental Procedure
Methane and propane flames were ignited under
both normal-gravlty and micro-gravlty conditions
and th_ flame behavior was recorded during the 3.0
seconds of burning. Thls section describes briefly
the initial setup, test setup, normal-gravlty test,
drop-test preparation, drop-test procedure, post-
drop procedure, and post-test procedure.
Initial Setup
The desired nozzle stze was installed in the
experimental chamber and the spark electrode was
positioned. After sealing and evacuating the
chamber, dry air was introduced in the cham_er to
raise the pressure to 1.0 ± 0.0I arm. The fuel
bottle was then evacuated and filled wlth either
methane or propane to approximately 2.0 at=. The
fuel pressure regulator was set for a pressure
difference of 1 psi, and the film was loaded in
the high-speed camera.
Test Setup
The total test time and the desired duration
for the spark generation were set. The filming
rate was selected and the fuel flow rate was set
using the calibrated metering valve.
Nor_ml-Gravtt_ Testing
8efore conducting the particular normal-
gravity test, several tests (not filmed) were con-
ducted to verify ignition and flne-tune the
pressure regulator. After successful ignitions,
the normal-gravlty test was filmed. The lights in
the room were dimmed and the chamber window and
camera were covered. This was not necessary in the
drop tests because the experiment package was in-
side the drag shield. The master and camera jump-
ers were Installed and the master switch was turned
on. By turning on the ready switch, the chamber
light was automatically turned on. The movie
camera was started and given approximately 3.0
seconds for start-up, at which time the master and
camera Jumpers were quickly removed, causing the
chamber light to go out, the fuel solenoid valve
to open and the spark generator to start. After
the test was completed, the camera stopped, the
solenoid valve was closed and the spark ignitor
stopped. The master, ready and camera switches
were then turned off. The film was advanced (to
leave a blank space) by installing the camera
jumMper and turning the camera switch on for a few
seconds.
Drop-Test Preparation
The pressure gauge was removed to prevent un-
necessary fatigue during the deceleratlon perio(l.
The experiment package was placed in the drag
shield and hoisted to the top of the tower. The
Nster and cmera Jumpers were then connected
through the drag shield. A pre-drop burn (not
filmed) was conducted while the package was at the
top of the tower to ensure that there was enough
fuel at the burner tip. The switches were then
turned off and the mister Jumper was reconnected.
The camera jumper _s connected to e remote switch
so that the connection could b_ made without dis-
turbing the package.
..,
_0_ ?00_ "_
Drop-Test Procedure
The master, ready and camera switches were
turned on, resulting In the turning on of the
chamber light. The camera did not start here as
the jumper connection was open at the camera Jumper
switch. The drag shield was then closed and the
package was steadied as tt was connected to the
music wire. The camera jumper switch was turned
on, and after allowing approxlmately 3.0 seconds
for the camera start-up, the drop was initiated.
Thls was accomplished by cutting the wire via a
hydraulically powered blade with the help of the
weight of the package. The jumpers were pulled,
resulting In the start of the experiment. Table I
shows the drop sequence.
Post-Orop Procedure
The drop package was electrically grounded to
dissipate any charge built up on penetration into
the sand. The package was hoisted back up to the
preparation area. The master, ready and camera
switches were turned off. The package was removed
from the drag shield. The film was advanced to
leave a blank space on the fllm between two tests.
The pressure gauge was reattached and checked for
any changes in the fuel-bottle pressure. Then, the
test set-up procedure was repeated for the next
test.
Post-Test Procedure
The excess fuel in the fuel bottle was burned
off and the bottle and experiment chamber were
evacuated, exhausting the contents outdoors. The
fllm was removed from the camera (if necessary) and
the batteries were recharged (if necessary).
S. Results
Table Z shows the experimental conditions and
the average steady-state flamelengths, NxleUn
flame radil, and approximate tlme to reach steady
state for both nomal-gravlty and mlcro-gravlty
methane and propane flames. The normal-gravity
flames were flickering in most cases and the
steady-state flame heights and maximum radii are
the averages. Figures 14 and IS show the flame
lengths as a function of time for methane and pro-
pane flames In micro-gravity, respectively. The
methane flames at low volume-flow rates were very
faint. However, they were sufficiently visible to
identify the mexiu radius, but beyond thls
height, visible radiation could not be observed and
the flame appeared to be under-ventllated. Thls is
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shown by the truncated data given in Flg. 14. The
planned longer-time experiments together with temp-
erature and concentration measurements will help to
clarify the structure of these flames. The higher-
flow rate methane flames reached near-steady state
with so_e fluctuations at the later times. These
flames with a 0.0826-cm nozzle radius were in a
transient state in the previous studies 4 where the
flames were ignited in normal-gravity and then
dropped. Figure 16 shows the corresponding compar-
isons.
The steady-state parabolic model 6,7 described
previously was applied to the zero-gravity flames
Table 1. Drop Sequence
Time (sec) [vent
-3.0 (Approx.)
0
2.2
3.0 (Approx.)
Camera (with timing 11ght) starts operating. The chamber 11ght Is on.
[xperlment package drops. Chamber light goes out. Fuel solenoid valve opens.
Spark electrode is activated.
Fuel Jet ignites.
Drop package impacts the sand box. Flame Ny extinguish on impact, then re-ignite
f_ sparking.
Experiment ends. Camera stops. Fuel solenoid valve c)oses. Spark generation
stops.
• Test results have showe that
of _4.8 sparks/see.
"_0.2-0.S seconds is needed for the flame to ignite due to the frequency
Table 2 Data obtained from micro-gravl_y and nomal-gravity experiments a
Flame Nozzle Fuel vol_ Steady-state $.S. Maximum Approx. time Reynolds
number G radius, Fuel flow rate, flame height, flame radius, to reach 5.5., number b
cm cm3/sec cm cm sec
l 0.051
3
4 0.0825
' 16
7 0.051
9
lO 0.0825
" ]12
13 0.051
14 115
]6 0.0825
17 ]18
19 0.051
20 121
22 0.0825
2324 1
Methane
Pro lane
Methane
Pro lane
1.0 1.5 c 0.67 ~0.6 38
2.0 3.5 0.70 0.8 76
3.0 S.1 0.75 1.0 114
1.0 2.4 c 1.06 -I.0 24
2.0 3.7 c 1.05 0.9 48
3.0 5.5 I.II 1.6 72
0.5 4.0 0.90 1.2 70
1.0 7.2 1.02 0.8 140
1.5 11.1 1.11 ~0.8 210
O. 5 3.8 1.32 1.2 44
1.0 7.3 1.53 1.8 88
1.5 9.9 1.73 1.3 132
1.0 0.9 0.35 -0.8 38
2.0 2.0 0.43 ].3 76
3.0 4.0(7) 0.36 (?) 114
I.o 0.9 0.38 0.6 24
2.0 2.s 0.60 0.4 48
3.Q 3.6 0.61 ~0.3 72
0.5 2.6 0.45 0.4 70
1.0 5.6 0.50 0.4 140
1.s 8.0 o.5o z.3 21o
0.5 3.0 0.57 0.4 44
1.0 7.8(?) 0.50 (?) 8,8
z.s 8.0 o.sa -0.4 1a2
aExperiments were conducted at I ironchamber pressure and 21% 02 ° 79_ N2 chamber environment.
bQUestion marks indicate uncertainties in the measurements due to the flame flicker.
Reynolds n_er is based on the nozzle radius.
CThese flames were diffuse, faint, and reselling an under-ventilated flame; it could not be concluded
that they reached steady state (see Fig. 14).
studied in the present work. The results are shown
in Fig. 17, where a satisfactory trend in the pre-
dicted behavior of the fltmes is demonstrated.
However, the propane flames ire slightly longer and
the methane flames shorter than the predicted
flames. Since soot is not explicitly accounted for
in the model, the radiation loss is not accurately
predicted. It appears that the slight over-
prediction of the methane flame heights is due to
the over-predlctlon of the gas radiation which
results in slightly cooler, and hence, taller
flames. On the other hind, prol_Ine Is known to
soot more proliflciily than methane, leading to a
substantially higher radiation loss thin is pre-
dicted by the current model, even though the gas
radiation may be somewhat over-predicted.
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Fig. 16 _t_ flaul heights as a function
of Reynolds number.
In micro-gravity flames, the heat release
mechini_ is not unifom throughout the flow
field, o Pyrolysis (producing soot) and partially
oxidized species dominate in the near-jet region,
while the continued heating and increased residence
time result in the tendency to burn off these
species downstream of the flow. However, pyrolysis
and soot formation reduce the temperature level in
the flam, and wlth the aid of the increased resi-
dence time, sooting is enhanced, which, in turn,
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results In enhanced radlatlon, more cooling, and
delayed soot burn-off downstream of the flame.
The observed open tip of the propane flames
and quenching at the ttp (see Ftg. 18), gtvtng the
appearance of an under-ventilated flame Is due to
the combined pyrolysis, cooling and soot-fomation
processes.
In Fig. lB, a frame-by-frame analysis of
Flame No. II of Table Z is presented, .here the
flame reaches steady state and remains fairly un-
iform throughout the drop. The orange-reddlsh
color of the flame is due to the soot at cooler
temperatures than would be expected for typical
burn-off conditions. In addition, the other colors
indicate the presence of particular species pre-
sent in hydrocarbon flames, e.g., blue-violet
{outer region at the base showing the spectrum of
burning C0), bluish-green region (showing C2 and
CH emissions where C2 bands appear green shaded
toward violet and CH bands appearing violet-blue),
and highly luminous zone {bright yellow due to
the continuous spectrum of the thermal emission
of burning carbon particles) which becomes yellow,
then orange, and then red and dark red toward the
boundary of the visible region as the temperature
of the unburned soot decreases.
The general inverse relationship between wave-
length and temperature is consistent with Wein's
law which implies an increase in the wavelength
with reduction in tenperature. The burning soot
particle is yellow, i.e., --_O._-pm wavelength
(1370 K < T • 1670 K, where 1670 K (s the tempera-
ture of a white hot body). As the teuN_eratur¢
decreases, the soot particle becomes orange red
(-_1370 K, "--0.6 um), then cherry red (--1170 K,
"_0.6-0.65 _m), and ftnally dull red (---970 K,
_-0.65-0.70 _m). These effects are clearly shown
in the results of Fig. 18, which show the cooling
by pyrolysis and enhanced radiation due to increas-
ed soot formation.
As a consequence of the systeNtlc study of
flame color and luminosity, important species
identification will become possible, and when com-
bined with species and temperature measurements, a
data base for the model development is anticipated.
Fr_ number 35 of Fig. 18 shows the m_nt
at which the package ts decelerating at some high
rate. The induced convective effects transport
the hot products of combustion away fram the
nozzle, causing flame extinction within <0.1
seconds. Re-ignition can be seen due to the spark
at a later time, resulting in m behavior observed
in norm_1-grivlty, i.e., f11ckerlng. A study of
the hlgh-speed movies of thls segment of the test
wlll reveal the behavior of the fla_mm in the tran-
sient state under rapid changes In gravity level,
and when combined wlth the transient analysis, wlll
serve as a by-product data base for further analy-
sis.
6. Conclusions
A spark ignitor hes been developed whtch suc-
cessfully ignites methane and propane diffusion
flames in micro-gravlty environments.
In the prior research on gas*Jet diffusion
flames, ignition was accompllshed in normal-
gravity, and the established flame was then sub-
Jected to the mlcro-gravlty condition. Thts gave
rise to a transient behavior that was experiment-
related, resulting In the questions of Ignitability
and flame development in mlcro-gravlty. The pre-
sent study shows that those transient flames, in
most cases (i.e., higher flow rates), reached a
near-steady state in the 2.2 seconds of the drop.
The lo_r-flow rate methane flames (1.0-2.0
cm3/s) appeared faint, diffuse, and resembling an
under-ventllated flame. Thls suggests that longer
test times and quantitative measurements are needed
to truly identify the behavior of the flames at
very low flow rates, and possibly, obtain a limit-
ing flow rate, below which, the flames extinguish.
The same argument is appllcable to propane
flames, Where all of the flames reached a near-
steady s_te wlth intense yellow to orange to red
toward the boundary of the flame, and an open tip,
showing under-ventilated behavior. This ts attrib-
uted to the effects of radiation and cooling which
stop the soot burn-off process and result In
quenching at the flame tip. Although the propane
flames (0.5-1.5 cmJ/s) dld not quench, there should
exist a lower limit on the flow rate, below which,
the propane flames extinguish as well.
The predicted flame heights using a steady-
state parabolic model were in good agreement with
the measured steady-state f1_ heights. The
slight over-predictlon and under-predlctlon for
methane and propane flames, respectively, is due to
the over-predlctatlon of gas-phase radiation for
methane flames and under-predlctlon of total radia-
tion (i.e., soot and gas-phase) for propane flames.
It is also apparent that the flame colors can
aid in the identification of major species and
regions of soot burn-off and quenching due to soot
radiation.
The planned longer test times provtded by the
5.18-second Zero-Gravity Facility (<10-_g) and the
KC-13S airplane (free-floating, 10-15 seconds)
combined with flame visualization and temperature
and concentration measurements will provide a more
complete quantitative description of these flames,
which will be used as a baseline for data compari-
sons and model development.
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Abstract - The need for an improved understanding of fires is becoming of crit-
ical importance with increased space travel and utilization. While the control
of fires in space as well as on earth is not understood, it is known that both
buoyancy-induced convection and buoyancy-induced turbulence affect ignition,
stabilization, propagation, and extinction in low-momentum reactive flows. The
objective of this research is to gain a more fundamental understanding of fires,
and to quantify the flame behavior under reduced-gravity levels. Gas-jet diffu-
sion flames are considered in an interactive theoretical and experimental pro-
ject. Current research on laminar gas-jet diffusion flames has shown that under
reduced-g levels, the flames become larger, globular in shape and more sooty
affecting the radiation heat loss and, under some conditions, the flames tend
toward extinction. In the case of turbulent flames, it has been found that both
buoyancy-induced convection and buoyancy-induced turbulence affect the flowfield
structure. This paper presents the results of theoretical and experimental
studies of micro-gravity diffusion flames and the potential of Lunar- and
Martian-based laboratories to obtain data at reduced-gravity levels.
INTRODUCTION
The problem of fire safety has been of equal concern both on earth and in
space. The 21st Century has already started to show the signs of regular space
travel, manned space stations, Lunar and Martian bases, and deep space explora-
tion. All of these activities raise the question of fire prevention in space,
and the use of low-gravity environments in order to further our knowledge of
combustion on earth. Micro-gravity combustion research has been vigorously
pursued in the last decade with the same question in mind in relation to
safety as well as the fundamental understanding. Solid, liquid, and gaseous
combustion studies have been conducted in the earthbound facilities which sim-
ulate the micro-gravity environment, and promising results have so far been
obtained to warrant the continuation of this branch of combustion research all
the way into the next century. In this paper, we present an overview of stud-
ies on gas-jet diffusion flames in micro-gravity environments, the results ob-
tained for laminar diffusion flames, and the possibility of conducting turbu-
lent-flame studies under reduced-gravity conditions in order to understand the
behavior of fires not only in space but on earth as well.
LAMINAR DIFFUSION FLAMES
The term "diffusion flame" classifies those types of flames in which the
fuel and oxidizer are not premixed, whether the reactants are in the solid,
liquid or gaseous form. A schematic of a laminar gas-jet diffusion flame is
shown in Fig. 1 with the different physico-chemical phenomena involved indi-
cated. Coupling exists between chemical kinetics, fluid dynamics, radiation,
diffusion, inertia, soot formation and disposition (in hydrocarbon flames), anG
buoyancy under non-zero-gravity conditions. In zero-gravity environments, the
buoyant force is eliminated and the remaining phenomena are responsible for
the rather different behavior of flames which is observed in micro-gravity ex-
Fig. I.
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Fig. 2. Methane-air flame lengths as a function of time in micro-
gravity for (a) an extinguished flame [i], and (b) a flame
which reached an apparent steady state at the end of the
drop [4].
periments conducted to-date. In this section, the combined theoretical and
experimental efforts for gas-jet diffusion flames in the absence of buoyancy
are described and theoretical results for flames under 2/5g (Mars) and i/6g
(Moon) conditions are presented.
Laminar diffusion flames have been studied in the 2.2-second NASA-Lewis
drop tower facility (gravity level <I0-5g), in which hydrogen and various
hydrocarbon flames were ignited and established in nornlal-g and then subjected
to micro-gravity condition by allowing the experiment package to drop inside a
failing drag shield [i-7]. Compared to the flames in normal gravity, larger,
globular, and sootier flames (of hydrocarbons) are observed under micro-gravity
conditions. This is due to the absence of buoyancy which makes diffusion the
major mechanism of transport compared to the momentum of the burned gases. The
orange-reddish appearance of these hydrocarbon flames is due to significant
soot formation. This is caused by flame suffocation since the hot products of
combustion are trapped in the vicinity of the flame due to the absence of the
buoyant force, and the continued combustion depends on the slow diffusion of ox-
ygen causing major pyrolysis of the hot fuel-rich portion of the flame. Figure
2 shows an extinguished flame [I] and a flame which reached a near-steady state
during the 2.2 seconds of the drop [4]. During the transitory period of adjust-
ment from normal-gravity to micro-gravity (m 0.05 s), a sudden decrease in the
flame height occurred, and then the flame height began to increase with time,
resulting in extinction, reaching an apparent steady state, or remaining in a
transitory state by the time the package came to rest at the end of the drop.
This has been attributed to the influence of the jet Reynolds number, i.e., the
combined effects of the nozzle size, jet velocity and fuel type. The method
of ignition [I-7], i.e., igniting the flame in normal gravity and allowing it
to reach steady state and then dropping the package is largely responsible for
the different flame behaviors in addition to the lack of enough time for the
adjustment of the flame to the micro-gravity condition. We have recently shown
that hydrocarbon flames can be successfully ignited under micro-gravity condi-
tions and most of the flames which were in a transient state or extinguished in
the previous studies indeed reached a near-steady state [8]. Figure 3 shows a
family of methane flame heights as a function of fuel Reynolds number for the
two methods of ignition, and Fig. 4 shows the heights for methane and propane
flames by igniting them in micro-gravity [8].
A mathematical model has been developed [6, 9] for the study of laminar
gas-jet diffusion flames under arbitrary gravitational accelerations based on
the parabolic form of the equations of motion, which includes the effects of
inertia, viscosity, diffusion, radiation, and chemical reactions. Figure 5
shows the excellent agreement betweenthe predicted and measured flame heights
under both normal-gravity and zero-gravity conditions [6, 9]. We have recently
applied this model to a family of methane flames under different gravitational
levels. Figure 6 shows the non-dimensional centerline velocity vs. the axial
distance. Clearly, the effect of convection plays a major and different role
for different gravitational environments. The partial effect of convection
compared to that in normal-g, and coupled with the effects of chemistry, soot
formation and radiation, results in different flame behaviors under different
gravitational levels. For example, Fig. 7 shows a propane flame under both
normal-gravity and micro-gravity conditions. The shape, color, luminosity,
products of combustion, and in general, the flame behavior cannot be truly
understood unless experiments are conducted (along with appropriate diagnostics)
under the g-level of interest, and then when combined with the theoretical
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analyses, will provide a data base for the understanding of fires both on earth
and under reduced-gravity conditions such as on the Moon, Mars, or in free space.
In a recent publication [10], we have analyzed the past experimental and theore-
tical efforts on laminar gas-jet diffusion flames. The following section gives
a brief account of the potential for conducting turbulent diffusion flames under
reduced-gravity conditions.
TURBULENT DIFFUSION FLAMES
Turbulent gas-jet diffusion flames under normal-gravity conditions have been
tile subject of extensive theoretical and experimental studies for a number of
decades. The classical behavior of a turbulent jet diffusion flame is shown
in Fig. 8 for the dependence of length and structure of the flame on flow vel-
ocity for a tube of given size. As the jet velocity increases, the flame tran-
sists from laminar (where mixing is governed by molecular diffusion only) to
fully developed turbulent behavior (where mixing is due, largely, to eddy dif-
fusion or convection, with the final homogeneity being attained by molecular
diffusion). For the tube size used in the flame study of Fig. 8, a velocity is
reached where further increases in the jet velocity result in no change in flame
height. It can be shown that this is a characteristic of momentum-dominated
flames, i.e., flames in which buoyancy is not important. Although much progress
has been made toward the characterization of momentum-dominated turbulent flames,
i.e., flames with large Froude number (Fr = V2/gd, where V is the flow velocity,
g is the gravitational acceleration, and d is the nozzle diameter), this is not
the case for low-momentum turbulent flames characteristic of unconfined fires.
In this case, the fire research community depends primarily on empirical results
which, having been obtained under normal-gravity conditions, have the buoyancy
effect inherently embedded within these correlations. When buoyancy is impor-
tant (i.e., low-momentum flames), unlike Fig. 8, a constant height as a function
of velocity is not reached for fully developed turbulent region (see Fig. 9).
Although there is an apparent dependency on Reynolds number (Re = Vd/v, where V
is the flow velocity, d is the nozzle diameter, and u is the kinematic viscosity)
beyond the transition region, this is really not the case. The reason is that
as the nozzle size gets sufficiently large for a given velocity level, the buoy-
ant force becomes important; this is reflected through the Froude number, i.e.,
the ratio of momentum to buoyant force. In fact, normalization of the describing
equations shows that in general, for fully developed turbulent flows, the flow
should be independent of Reynolds number but not the Froude number. Although it
appears that the buoyancy effects are indeed important as the momentum level de-
creases relative to the buoyancy effect (i.e., as Froude number decreases), the
mechanisms responsible for this behavior are far from being fully understood.
Thus, the need for more fundamental data and analysis is apparent because of
the requirement to define the hazard and control of fires not only on earth but
under reduced-gravity (e.g., Lunar and Martian bases) and micro-gravity (i.e.,
in space) conditions as well.
For low-momentum flames, strong interactions between buoyancy and turbulent-
flame structure exist which affect the flame behavior and chemistry. There are
two gravity-induced mechanisms responsible for the alteration of a low-momentum
flowfield. The first arises directly from the buoyant force acting on the time-
averaged or mean flowfield and appears as a gravity term in the mean momentum
equation. The second mechanism arises out of the interaction between density
and velocity fluctuations which manifest in a source of turbulent kinetic energy.
Under normal-gravity conditions, it is not possible to separate these two effects
in terms of their impact on mixing rate, and hence, flame structure. Clearly,
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the advantage of operating in a low-gravity environment would be to provide a
major significant base of new information isolating the combined effects of
buoyancy. Then, with a theoretical model, the effects of buoyancy on the mean
flow and on the generation of turbulent kinetic energy would be separable. With
the aid of a theoretical model characterizing these two mechanisms, recent stud-
ies at SAIC have illustrated the importance of gaining a further understanding
of both of these mechanisms. The model has been applied to a hot plume in which
temperature measurements were made within the plume. The results are shown in
Figs. 10-12. Figure 10 shows a comparison between the relative effects of the
two buoyancy-related mechanisms (i.e., effects on the mean flow and on the gen-
eration of turbulent kinetic energy). The data points correspond to the normal-
g condition [13]. The best agreement with the data is obtained when both mean
flow and turbulent interactions with buoyancy are taken into account. Figure
11 shows the non-dimensional centerline distance as a function of Froude number
for a particular value of non-dimensional centerline temperature. Comparison
with data is again satisfactory, and the effect of Froude number on both norma]-
g and zero-g (Fr = _) cases is shown. Figure 12 shows the effect of Reynolds
number for both normal-g and zero-g conditions. Comparisons with the data show
good agreement and as the Reynolds number increases, the behavior approaches
that of the zero-g case. (The data points close to the jet port show a poor
agreement with the predictions which is believed to be due to the disturbances
caused by the heating coil mounted inside the jet set up). As Figs. 10-12 show,
the effects of buoyancy on both turbulent kinetic energy and on the mean flow-
field are equally important. Numerical models would be capable of separating
the effects of the two mechanisms, and when combined with the experimental re-
sults under both norma]-g and arbitrary-g conditions, would elucidate the be-
havior of turbulent diffusion flames under a variety of reduced-gravity condi-
ticns such as Martian conditions (2/5g), Lunar bases (1/6g), and in space
(<lO-6g).
The results presented in Figs. 10-12 are for an externally heated plume.
What is required now is application of similar turbulent models to flames
wherein we might expect the effects to be even greater than those in the hot
plume because the distributed heat release in a flame results in the persis-
tence of gravity-induced mean flow and turbulence under normal-g conditions.
Thus, we would expect the difference between normal-g and reduced-g environ-
ments to produce noticeable and significant differences in the flame struc-
ture. Of course, an experimental data base under reduced-gravity conditions
would be invaluable in furthering our understanding of these effects on the
one hand, and the question of fire behavior and prevention on the other, in
addition to the development and validation of the theoretical models account-
ing for the two mechanisms previously cited.
CLOSURE
Although the effects of buoyancy on low-momentum flames have been qualita-
tively observed, it is only recently that quantitative descriptions of the
phenomen_ affected by gravity have been attempted. Understanding this pheno-
mena is not only of fundamental interest but it is of critical importance to
fire safety in space as well as on earth. Furthermore, for processing and
manufacturing in space, controlled flames used as one form of heat source are
likely to be employed. This paper has presented results that indicate sign-
ificant effects of gravity on laminar and turbulent flame structures. More-
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10
over, it has been shown that to develop a more fundamental understanding of
this phenomena and to develop reliable prediction capability, quantitative
data obtained under reduced-gravity conditions uninhibited by test time and
size limitations is needed. The potential to obtain data from experiments
conducted on the Moon and Mars offers this opportunity, one which cannot be
equalled in earthbound facilities including drop towers and aircrafts flying
parabolic trajectories.
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1. lnToduction
Laminar diffusion flames of hydrocattx)ns under microgravity conditions have shown distinct characteristics
relative to normal-gravity flames [1]. Compared to the flames in normal-gravity environments, larger,
sootier, and somewhat globular flames are observed in microgravity. This is due to the significant rexlucdon
in the buoyant force, which makes diffusion the dominant mechanism of transport. As a result, increased
residence time, enhanced soot formation, radiation cooling due to the larger flame size, and the possible
onset of a chemical-kinetics limitation on the heat-release process become responsible for the very different
characteristics of these flames compared to those in normal gravity.
In normal-gravity environments, laminar diffusion flames of hydrocarbons flicker and are yellow, whereas
their microgravity counterparts are orange/red with practically no flicker. The colors observed in the
previous studies [1] indicate that extensive soot formation enhanced by the increased residence time results
in more cooling, and hence, delayed soot bum-off downstream of the flame. In addition, open tips are
observed for propane flames [2], which indicates that unburned and pyrolyzed fuel species escape through
the flame tip in microgravity; this tip-quenching combined with thermophoresis are responsible for the
observed underventilated-type microgravity flames.
The previous studies [1, 2] have been limited to atmospheric flames burning in air. In this paper, we
present the results of microgravity experiments conducted for methane and propane diffusion flames with
oxygen-nitrogen mixtures containing 18% - 30% oxygen, and burning in quiescent environments at 1 atrn
pressure.
2, Apparatus and Experimental Procedure
The experiments were conducted in the 2.2-second NASA-Lewis Research Center Drop Tower. Schematics
of the apparatus and a detailed description of the experimental procedure can be found elsewhere [2]. Two
fuel nozzles were used in the studies. The tapered tips had a nozzle exit radius of approximately 0.048 cm
and 0.074 cm, respectively. The flames were ignited in microgravity using a spark electrode located at 1.0
cm above the nozzle tip and 1.5 cm away from the nozzle centerline, with the nozzle acting as the second
electrode. The spark ignitor, unlike the one in the previous study [2], was far enough from the flame
boundary to cause no flame disturbance. As a result, a stronger spark than that of the previous system {2]
was used to ensure that low-oxygen concentration flames indeed ignite. The spark-ignition system was set
to 0.4 sec. to 1.0 see., depending on the flame, following the release of the package.
Methane and propane diffusion flames were studied at 1 atm chamber pressure with O2/N2 mixtures of
18%, 19%, 21%, and 30% oxygen. The volume-flow rates were 1.75 and 5.25 ec/s for methane, and 0.64
and 0.96 cc/s for propane. The filming rate was 12-16 frames/see., and the (tungsten Eastman Ektachrome
Video News) films were force-pro_ssed 2-f stops for low-oxygen-concentration and 21%-O 2 flames. The
slow filming rate and force-processing ensure that blue is discemable.
l_resemed at the 1989 Fall Technical Meeting (Eastern Section) of the Combustion Institute, Albany.
New York, October 30 - November 1, 1989.
Thiswork issupportedby NASA-Lewis ResearchCenterunderContractNAS3-22822.
Author to whom correspondence should be sent; on-site at the NASA-Lewis Research Center. MS 500-217,
Cleveland, Ohio 44135.
3. Results and Discussion
Figures I and 2 show the flame height as a function of percent oxygen for different flow rates un<ler both
normal-gravity and microgravity conditions. The methane results (Fig. 1) are for the small no771e only.
The propane results (Fig. 2) correspond to both small and large nozzles, the flames are taller in
microgravity compared to their normal-gravity counterparts; the reason being the entrapment of the
combustion products in the vicinity of the flame due to the absence of the buoyant force, which makes
diffusion the dominant mechanism of transport, and results in longer residence time for fuel to burn. The
normal-gravity flame heights in Figs. 1 and 2 are the averages of minimum and maximum flickering-flame
height.
In general, the higher the oxygen concentration, the shorter the flame, regardless of the gravity level. This
is obvious since the residence time for burning the fuel is related to the level of oxygen in the environmera.
Figures 1 and 2 show that at some high-enough oxygen concentration, the normal-gravity and microgravity
flame lengths may become equal. This indicates that oxygen may be so abundant that entrapment of the
combustion products in microgravity flames may have no effect on the diffusion of oxygen toward the flame
front. On the other hand, in high-oxygen-concentration normal-gravity flames buoyant removal of the
products may have a negligible effect in promoting oxygen diffusion compared to the abundance of oxygen.
However, this needs to be verified experimentally.
Figures 1 and 2 show that for a fixed nozzle size, the higher the flow rate, the bigger the difference between
microgravity and normal-gravity flame heights. In addition, the smaller the nozzle, the taller the
microgravity flame for a fixed flow rate; the same is true for normal-gravity flames, but not as strong an
effect compared to microgravity (see Fig. 2), the reason being the dominant effect of buoyancy in normal-
gravity flames of different nozzle sizes with same flow rates. Based on the jet Reynolds number, it can be
seen that both increased flow rate for fixed nozzle size and dec_sed nozzle size for fixed flow rate result in
a greater initial jet momentum, i.e., larger Reynolds number, and hence a taller flame.
Drastic changes in flame color and luminosity occur due to the absence of buoyancy. This can be seen in
Fig. 3 where selected flame shapes are presented for various oxygen concentrations. In microgravity, the
methane-flame heights are most affected by the oxygen concentration, whereas the color is more
significantly changed for propane flames. In addition, reduced buoyancy makes the flames much wider
compared to normal-gravity flames. This is due to the adjustment of the flame location, since in
microgravity, diffusion becomes responsible for the transport of fuel and oxidizer toward the flame front.
Hence, the buoyant force upon the removal of combustion products from the vicinity of the flames aids the
arrival of oxygen to the flame front causing the flame to be pencil-like in normal gravity.
The various colors observed in microgravity have significant physical implications. In general, methane
flames do not change drastically in color upon the removal of buoyancy, although they become dimmer due
to the larger flame surface and have more radiation losses, resull_ng in cooler flames. However, the propane
flames change remarkably in both color and characteristics. Referring to Fig. 3, the dim, large blue flame of
propane (indicating the spectrum of burning CO) at 18% oxygen concentration is indicative of a very cool
flame with probably no soot formation. In addition, the intense yellow/orange/red/dull red colors observed
at higher oxygen concentrations show that extensive soot formation, buro-off and quenching oc.z'urs with
flames being still underventilated even in the 30%-02 environment. However, the normal-gravity propane
flames look more-or-less the same from the color point of view. The trends for propane flames show that at
higher oxygen concentrations we may obtain a closed-tip flame in microgravity but the red (indicating soot at
cooler temperatures) may still persist.
The unique underventilated behavior of microgravity propane flames shows that extensive soot formation
due to pyrolysis, increased residence time and radiation cooling is a characteristic of microgravity flames.
Indeed, the films show that soot escapes through the tip of the flame (.see red and dull red regions). This
tip quenching is believed to be due to limited oxygen-fuel mixing, radiative losses from the hot combustion
products and soot panicles, and extensive amount of unburned fuel escaping thorugh the flame tip. The
low-oxygen-concentration flame of propane shows that near-limit extinction may be approaching.
However, the extinction mechanism may be different compared to normal-gravity flames; in other words, at
still lower oxygen concentrations we may observe a flame of the same size but so cool and dim that heat
release due to reaction can no longer compete with heat loss, causing flame extinction.
The qualitative observations presented here are the preliminary results for this on-going program. Work is
underway to quantify these f'mdings using temperature, species, and radiation measurements in the 5. i g-
second Zero-Gravity Facility of NASA-Lewis.
Effects of various levels of oxygen in the environment have been studied for laminar methane and propane
diffusion flames in microgravity. The flames show significant changes in color, luminosity, and
characteristics compared to normal-gravity flames. Quenching at the tip, and hence an underventilated
behavior, is observed for propane flames over a wide range of oxygen concentration due to extensive soot
formation and radiation cooling. The observed colors indicate that radiative loss may be the most important
cause of flame extinction for the near-limit flames.
References
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I. Introduction
Laminardiffusionflames of hydrocarbons undermiorogravityconditions have been studied extensively[1-11]. It has
been shown that compared to the flames in normal-gravity environments,larger, globular,and more sootyflames are
observed in micrograv_y. This is due to the reduction of buoyancy, which makes diffusion a more dominant
mechanism of transport. As a result, increased residence time,enhanced soot formation, radiative coolingdue to the
larger flame size, and the possible onset of a chemical kinetics limitation on the heat release process become
responsible for the different characteristics observed between normal-gravity and microgravity flames.
In the previous studies[1-11],qualitative information and semiquantitativedata havebeen obtainedusingvisualization
of flame characteristicsandbehavior bystudyingthese flames inthe 2.2-SecondDropTowerof NASA LewisResearch
Center. However, the limitationof availabletime in microgravity and the lac_ of quantitative data have promptedthe
current investigation.
In the present work, laminar diffusion flames of propane burning in quiescent oxidizingenvironmentsof different
pressure and oxygen concentration have been studied in the 5.18-Second Zero Gravity Facility of NASA Lewis
Research Center. The first demonstration of the ability to map the thermal field in a microgravity combustion stu_
is presented in this paper. A rake of nine thermocouples has provided temperature data. Cinematography along with
this data has enabled us to compare the flames quantitatively andobtain information on their characteristics. For each
microgravity flame, the normal-gravity counterpartwas also studied.
2. Apparatusand ExperimentalProcedure
Figure 1shows a schematic of the hardware. The volumeof the sealedcombustion chamberis 0.087rn3.The tapered-
tip nozzle inner radius is 0.0825 cm. Propane flames at a volume-flowrate of 1.5 cc/sec were studied. The cold-jet
Reynolds number was 130 in allcases. The oxidizing environmentwascomposed of 19%-O_81%-N 2at 1.0 atm, 21%-
O2/79%-N2 at 1.0 arm, and 21%-.O;_79"/o-N2 at 0.5 arm, respectively.
The flames were ignited usinga sparkelectrode,located 1.0 cmabove the nozzle tip and2.0 cm away from the nozzle
centerline, with the nozzle actingas the groundelectrode. The spark-ignitionsystemwas activatedfor approximately
1.0 sec for both the normal-gravity and microgravity flames. The microgravity flames were ignited after the release
Presented at the 1990 Fall Technical Meeting (Eastern Section) of The Combustion Institute, Orlando,
Florida,December 3-5, 1990. Thisworkis supportedby NASA Lewis ResearchCenterunderContract NAS3-
22822.
Author to whomcorrespondence shouldbe sentto the following address: SAIC/NASA LeRC, MS 500.217,
Cleveland, Ohio 44135.
Present Address: Rockwell International Corporation, RocketdyneDivision,Canoga Park, California.
of the package in the evacuated drop tube.
Two movie cameras (filming rates = 12 and 30 frames/sec, respectively) using Kodak Ek-tachromeVideo News films
recorded the flame development and behavior. A rake of ninethermocouples (3x3) measured the temperature above
the normal-gravity flame tip and both inside and outside the microgravity flames. These thermocouples were located
in a plane passing through the nozzle centedine. The thermocouple columns were2 cm apart, with the column closest
to the nozzle centefline being 0.75 cm away from it. The rowsot thermocoupleswere 3 cm apart. Althoughthe
thermocouples were fixed with respect to each other, the whole rake could be adjusted verticallywith respect to the
nozzle tip (prior to testing) to measure temperature at specifiedheights.
3. Results and Discussion
Figure 2 shows the size, shape, and colorof the flames studiedin additionto the positionof the thermocouple rake
withrespectto the flame. The normal-gravityflames were typicallyestablishedwithin0.5 sec following ignition,and
flickered throughoutthe experimentdurationwiththe typicalflicker frequency of laminardiffusionflames burning in
quiescentenvironments. All of the normal-gravityflames were generallyyellow/white,andthe color was notstrongly
affectedby eitherpressureoroxygen concentration. The resultshave shownthat the lower the oxygenconcentration
or pressure, the wider the normal-gravityflame. This can be explainedin terms of the availabilityof oxygen in the
environment. The resultspresentedin Fig. 2 alsoagree with previousobservationsthat at a fixed Reynoldsnumber,
the lowerthe pressure, the smallerthe flicker range [9], andthe lowerthe oxygenconcentration, the largerthe flicker
range [7] for normal-gravitypropane flames.
Flames in micrograv_ were always taller and wider than their normal-gravitycounterparts, and were flicker-free.
Removal of buoyancyresults in the dominanceof diffusiveprocesseswhich are responsiblefor these changes. In
addition,the lack of buoyantforce causesthe flame to developtoward its steady stateover a much longer time (of
the order of seconds). The microgravityflames shownin Fig.2 correspond to the shapesand colors observedjust
priorto the decelerationof the package, and were fairly uniformduringthe last secondof the drop. However,unlike
flames in normalgravitywhich were pencil-likeand had closedtip, the microgravityflames of propanehad an open
tip, resembling underventilatedbehavior. This is believed to be caused by the combination of enhanced sooting,a
significantdrop inthe gas velocitynearthe flame tip,extensiveradiativeloss,accumulationof the combustionproducts
in the vicinityof the flame, and thermophoreticeffects. These processescause the flame tip to open due to the
reduced transport of oxygen, and presumablyresult in fuel escape throughthe tip. The microgravityflames of Fig.
2 are dimmer, moresooty,andorange/redincolor. Justlikenormal-gravityflames, the lowerthe oxygenconcentration
or pressure,the widerthe flame. Using the criteriaof red-to-dullred transitionregion for the location where burning
ceases [9], it can be seen that the lowerthe oxygenconcentration or pressure,the taller the microgravityflame ['7,9].
Figure 3 showsa typical set of temperaturedata for the propane flame burning in 19%-O2/81%-Nz environmentat 1
atm, underboth normal-gravityand microgravity conditions. The lowest rowof thermocouplesis10cmabovethe nozzle
tip. An initial overshootin temperatureis observedin both casesdue to the presenceof excessfuel at ignition.
Figure 3 presents some useful informationnot only in relation to the temperature field, but also for other flame
characteristics and behavior. The normal-gravitydata show that the temperature drops quickly to the ambient
somewherebetween the radial locations of 0.75 and2.75 on. This is due to the effectof buoyant force whichcarries
and removes the combustion products in a narrowcolumn determined by the maximumflame radius. In addition,the
strongbuoyancy-driven portion of the flame causes the three thermocouples near the centerlineto show roughly equal
temperatures, whichessentially reach steady state approximately 3 secondsafter the start of the experiment.
The data presented in Fig. 3 for microgravlty flames showthat far above and away from the flame, the gas is still
experiencinga temperaturerise due to the continuousreleaseof the combustionproducts in the vicinityof the flame
and their subsequentdiffusion. This figure also shows that the gas temperaturedoes not reach a steady value
anywhere in the field during the 5 seconds of microgravity, again due to the continuous dilution and heating of the
environment caused by the combustion products. In addition, large temperature gradients exist in the axial direction
for the microgravity flame, and the variation of temperature in the radial direction is significant all the way to the far
field.
Figure 4 showsthe temperature data at t - 5 secondsas a function of the axial location of the thermocouples for fixed
radial locations. Both normal-gravity and micrograv_ data are shown in this figure. All of the normal-gravity data
indicate that the second and third columns of thermocouples (see Fig. 2) register a temperature of 300 K. The first
column (closest to the centerline) shows a constant and smalldecrease in temperature with an increase in height for
flames A, B and C. Normal-gravity flame D does not showa fixed slope,probably because it is a taller, wider, and
more diffuse flame due to the lower pressure. The microgravity flames A and B of Fig. 4 show almost identical
temperature distributions but it needs to be determined whetherflames in environmentswith less than 19% oxygen
will show the same levels of temperature. Significantdifferences in temperature levels are observed between
microgravity flames C and D, with the 0.5-atm flame being taller and wider. The combination of larger flame size and
reducedpressure contribute to increased radiative loss, which raises the lield temperature to higher levels.
Figure 5 showsthe temperature data as a function of the radial location of the thermocouples for fixed axial locations
in the microgravity flames. The normal-gravity data is not presented in this figure, since the temperature drops to
ambientsomewhere between the first two columns of thermocoup4es. Due to the uncertainty in the monotonicbehavior
of temperature between the first and secondthermocouples of the lowest row, the plotshave not been extendedto
the temperature at the first thermocouple. It is possible that there is a peak in temperature between the innermost
thermocouples due to the presence of the flame zone, especiallyfor flames C and D.
4. Conclusions
Mapping of the thermal field has been demonstrated for the first time in microgravity flames using a rake of nine
thermocouples.
Normal-gravityand microgravityflames of propane burning under different environments of pressure and oxygen
concentration show significant differences in height, width, color, and temperature distribution.
Low-pressure microgravityflames showsignificantlyhigher temperatures;this is apparentlycaused by both increased
radiative loss and larger flame size due to reduced pressure.
Compared tomicrogravityflamesunderatmosphericconditions,thelow-oxygen-concentrationflamesdo notshow as
significanteffectasthelow-pressureflames.However,theseoxygen-deficientflamesmay showsignificantchanges
atiow-enoughoxygenconcentrations.
Longer test durations appear to be required to reach steady state in microgravity.
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Figure 1. Experimental hardware for the S. 18-$eoond tests.
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cm away from the centedine, and then 2 cm apart. The rows of thermocouples are 3 cm apart. These
diagrams are to scale.
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Ignition and Behavior of Laminar Gas-Jet Diffusion
Flames in Microgravity
M. Yousef Bahadori* and Raymond B. Edelmanf
Science Applications International Corporation, Torrance, California
and
Dennis P. Stocker_t and Sandra L. Olson_t
NASA Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio
This paper presents the results of studies oe the ignition sad behavior of cylindrically symmetric, inmJnsr
diffusion flames of methane and propane in quiescent air under mJcrol_,_ ff conditions. Tbe experiments were
conducted in the 2.2 s NASA-Lewis Re,earth Center Drop Tower. The characteristics of gas-jet dlff_ flames
ignited in micrograviey euviromnen13 have not been reported in the put. In pcior research, wimJJ_ flames were
ignited in normal gravity and then sub_..ctedto the mkn-ogravity coneUtk)oonce the flame was estsMblted. The
different ignition methods result in different fl_me behavior and coodmioen in reindoa to ex_cdon, truaiem
adjustment, and approach toward steady state in mic_'o_'a_j. Speci_c_y, some of tin flmmes of cbe prelims
studies, whw_b were in a transient state o¢ reportedly ex¢i_p_dmd, reKb a aenr-aendy state when i1_1_1 ks
microgntvi_/, in addition, Iow-flow-rste me_hnne flames in ebe present study (filmed at 15 frm/s) were entirely
blue, wherensblue was not discernible in die microlrsvipj flumesof the peeviom works (tlhnod at 400 fnmes/s).
Based on tbesefindings, it is ¢oaduded that someof nineipre_o_,r,ly reported "exdqp_bdled" _uma; my bare beee
blue (and not visible on the hii_ film). In ads peper, ¢oml_rbom between the mo methodsof ilpddoa and
obser_atioes of the _ behavior and distinct nature of flame color end inminotiq, are I_'eeuted. AIq_inatiou of
a steedy-state, ptraboUc moGeihas shownsatisfactory agreement between the _ed and obnervedflame beigbls
for those times thatreached• near-steady state in the 2.2 s period of microgravity.
Introduction
HE term "diffusion flame" classifies those types of flames
in which the fuel and the oxidizer are not premixed, and
the combustion process is governed by the diffusion of reac-
tants toward each other. Fires are a complicated type of this
class of flames. Regardless of the nature of the fuel involved,
(i.e., liquid, solid, or gaseous), the fundamental mechanisms
that control the combustion process are the same. These
include the coupled processes of mixing, chemical kinetics,
flame radiation, diffusion, inertia, soot formation and disposi-
tion (in hydrocarbon flames), and, depending upon the
Grashof or Froude number, buoyancy-induced convection.
Gas-jet diffusion flames are laminar or turbulent, depending
on the relative effects of inertia and viscous forces, which can
best be described in terms of the jet Reynolds number based
on the fuel properties and nozzle size. Fundamental studies of
laminar diffusion should lead to an improved understanding
of turbulent diffusion flames, which are of practical interest,
and are not fully understood.
The behavior of most fires on Earth is dominated by
buoyancy-induced convection which masks the chemical-
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diffusional interactions that are fundamental to the under-
standing of combustion phenomena. In low-gravity environ-
ments, the buoyant force is suppressed and the remaining
mechanisms of kinetics, radiation, diffusion, inertia, soot pro-
ccsses, and rmxing become responsible for the very different
observed behavior of laminar flames. As a result, aside from
the primary goal of understanding the behavior of fires in
spacecraft environments, microgravity combustion studies fa-
cilitate the study of the physico-chemical phenomena masked
by buoyancy under normal-gravity conditions. In addition,
numerical modeling of flames can benefit from the removal of
one constraint (buoyant force) by focusing on the remaining
phenomena, which are not separable and cannot be isolated.
Background
Laminar diffusion flames of hydrogen, methane, ethylene,
and propylene have been studied s-9 in the 2.2 s NASA Lewis
Research Center Drop Tower. In these studies, the flames
were ignited in normal gravity and allowed to reach steady
state. The experiment package was then dropped, subjecting
the flame to the microgravity conditiou. High-speed movies of
the flames have shown that during a very short period of
adjustment from normal gravity to microgravity, a sudden
decrease in the flame height (h) occurred within 0.05 s. After
the decrease of the flame height to a mimmum with
0.6<(h=m/hj_l)< 1.0 (depending on the jet Reynolds num-
ber), the flame height increased with time. This resulted in
either extinction with ! .0 < (h,/h: -s) < 1.3, approach toward
an apparent steady state with 1.4<(h__t/hj_t)< 1.7, or con-
tinual increase until the end of the test time. Here, the sub-
scripts rain, ex, u-g, and I-g correspond, respectively, to
minimum, extinguished, microgravity, and normal-gravity
flame heights. Compared to laminar flnmes in normal gravity,
those observed in microgravity are larger, diffuse, and rather
globular. This is due to the absence of the buoyant convection,
leaving diffusion a much more important mechanism of
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transport relative to the jet momentum. However, as will be
seen later, jet momentum still affects the flame shape.
The observed flame behavior in microgravity, i.e., steady
state, transient, or extinguished, has been attributed to the
influence of the jet Reynolds number. Figures I and 2 show
the behavior of two methane-air flames 1,1 in microgravity: an
extinguished flame (Fig. I) and a flame which apparently
reached steady state (Fig. 2) during the drop. The data
presented in the previous works L'a suggest that for a fixed tube
size and variable fuel velocity, a certain range of the jet
Reynolds number existsfor which the 2.2 s avmlable t/me is
not sufficiento yieldeitherflame extinctionor steady state.
However, it willbe shown (see the Results and Discussion
section)that a majority of these "transient" or even "extin-
guished" flames of the previous studiesreached a near-steady
statewhen the flame was ignitedin microg_'avity.
The reported '.+ microgravity flame behavior may best be
described by the following mechanisms, based on the qualita-
tive observations of the films. If the flame is ignited in normal
gravity and then dropped, a rapid decrease in flame height
occurs (see Figs. I and 2). This behavior is due to the sudden
accumulation of the hot combustion products in the flame
region, resulting from the loss of the buoyancy-driven convec-
tive flow. The flame zone then becomes shielded from the
oxygen, which promotes pyrolysis of the constantly flowing
fresh fuel. A critical reduction in temperature occurs, caused
by a reduced heat-releaJe rate probably due to the change in
the oxidation kinetics. This enhances soot formation and
radiation cooling, resulting in the onset of a chemical-kinetic
limitation on the heat release process. The combination of
these effects and the jet momentum leads to either extinction
or a slow readjustment to a steady-state flame (with convec-
tive transport matching diffusive transport),
The sensitivity of the extinguishment process to convective
transport in mJctog_avJ_ has been demonstrated.' Low
forced-air velocities ( ""I0 cm/s) in coaxialjets of methan_a/r
diffusionflames were sufficiento sustain combustion in mi-
crogravity,whereas similar microgravi_ flames in quiescent
air reportedly extinguished. This indicates that relatively small
forced-convection currents play a major role in combustion
under microsravity conditions.
The ilmition approach previously used in the drop tower
experiments exposes an established normal-IFavity flame to a
sudden change in the gravity level. It is not clear whether the
reported microgravity flame behavior is due to this step
change in gravitylevelor the microgravity environment itself.
In addition,itisconceivable that buoyant forcescould induce
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Table 1 Dita obtsint_l from microgrsvity and normtl-gravily exl_rimtmts"
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Nozzte Fuel volume S_eady-state S.S. maximum
Flame radius, flow rate, flame height, flame radius,
number G cm Fuel cm3/s _ cm
Approx.
to reach
s
time
SS., Reynolds
numbeP
[ 0 0.051 Methane 10 1.5_ 067
2 2.0 3.5 070
3 3.0 5.1 0.75
4 0.0825 l O 2.4" t.0_
5 2.0 3.7= 1.05
6 3.0 5.5 I I I
"r 0.051 Propane 0.5 4.0 0.90
8 1.0 7.2 1.02
9 1.5 II.1 1.11
10 0.0825 0.5 3.8 1.32
I I 1.0 7.3 1.53
12 1.5 9.9 1.73
13 I 0.051 Methane 10 09 0.35
14 2.0 2.0 0.43
15 3.0 4.0(7) 0.36
16 0.0825 1.0 0.9 0.38
17 2.0 2.5 0.60
18 3.0 3.6 0.61
19 0.051 Propane 0.5 2.6 0.45
20 1.0 5.6 0.50
21 1.5 80 0.50
22 0.0825 0.5 3.0 0.57
23 1.0 7.8(?) 0.50
24 1.5 8.0 0.58
0.6 38
0.8 76
1.0 114
1,0 24
0.9 48
1.6 72
1.2 70
0.8 140
0.8 210
1.2 44
1.8 88
1.3 132
0.8 38
13 76
(?) 114
0.6 24
0.4 48
0.3 72
0.4 70
0.4 140
1.3 210
0.4 44
(?) 88
0.4 132
"Question marks indicate _tainti_ in the me.asurements du_ to the flan_ flicker.
bReynolds number is based on the nozzle radius,
c'I'hese llama were diffuse, faint, and rc'semblin| an underventilatod flame; it could not be concluded tlutt they reached steady s_te.
enough momentum during the pretest normal-gravity period
to persist throughout the 2.2 s test time. In order to study the
true characteristics of microgravity flames, it seems logical to
simplify the initial conditions by igniting the flames in micro-
gravity. The focus of this paper is to study the behavior of
flames ignited in microgravity in order to achieve a more
fundamental understanding of diffusion flames.
Apparatus
Laminar methane and propane diffusion flames in quiescent
air were studied in the 2.2 s NASA-Lewis Research Center
Drop Tower (facility described elscwheret). The experiment
package and a schematic diagram of the flow system are
shown in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively. The combustion chamber
contains a burner, the lighting system, a viewing port for the
camera, the spark ignitor, and ports for filling the chamber
with oxidizer and for venting the burned gases. The other
components of the system are shown in Fig. 4. The volume of
the combustion chamber is approximately 0.04 m 3. Two fuel
nozzles with inside radii of 0.051 cm and 0.0825 cm were used
in the studies. The fuel system was calibrated, based on the
standard conditions of 0*C and latin. The fuel flow rates
were 1.0, 2.0, and 3.0 cm3/s for methane, and 0.5, 1.0, and
1.5 cmS/s for propane. The 16 turn movie camera was origi-
nally set for a filming rate of 30 frames/s and the film (Tuns-
sten Eastman Ektachrome Video News) was force-pro_ssed 2
f-stops. At this filming rate, the dim blue portion of the
microgravity flames was not clearly visible in the processed
films. Visibility was subsequently improved by reducing the
framing rate to 15 frames/s.
A spark electrode was located 4 mm above the nozzle tip
and 4 nun away from the nozzle centerline. The electrode was
perpendicular to the centerline of the camera. The nozzle.
electrically grounded, acted as the second electrode. The spark
was pulsed at 4.8 Hz, with approximately 18 mJ/pulse. The
flames were ignit_l during the first 0.2-0.4 s in microgravity.
For all of the tests, the spark-ignition system was active for
the entire 2.2 s test time and about 0.8 s after impact. The
ignitor occasionally did not arc to the burner tip but shorted
out elsewhere, however, this did not affect the flame behavior.
A frame-by-frame study of the movies showed no disturbance
of the flames by the spark during the 3.0 s of burning.
The 500-cm 3 fuel bottle contained either methane or
propane filled to 2 atm. The dry air in the combustion cham-
ber was composed of 21% oxygen and 79*/, nitrogen, and had
a pressure of 1.0atm in the chamber. Due to the short
duration of each test, the amount of oxygen consumed was
negligible, always less than 0.3% per flame. The air in the
experiment chamber was changed after a number of tests were
conducted, when < 5*/, of oxygen was depleted. Details of
the experimental procedure can be found elsewhere. 1°
Results and Discussion
Table I shows the experimental conditions and the average
steady-state flame lengths, maximum flame radii, and approx-
imate time to reach steady state for both normal-gravity and
microgravity flames of methane and propane. The normal-
gravity flames flickered (except at low.flow rates), and the
steady-state flame heights and maximum radii are averages.
Figures 5 and 6 show the flame lengths as a function of time
for methane and propane flames in microgravity, respectively.
Unlike flames in normal gravity, those under the microgravity
conditions are fairly steady and do not flicker. The methane
flames at low volume-flow rates were very faint and appeared
to have an open tip. They were sufficiently visible to identify
the maximum radius, but beyond this height, visible radiation
could not be observed and the flame appeared to be underven-
tilated. This is shown by the truncated data given in Fig. 5.
The higher flow-rate methane flames reached near-steady state
with some fluctuations at the later times. Previous studies of
these methane flames with the 0.0825 em nozzle radius have
shown a transient state at the completion of the drop.' In
general, Table i shows the following relationships for flame
heights (h) and maximum flame radii (r,): 1.2<(h__,/
h, _,) < 1.8 for both nozzle sizes; 1.6 < (r,a,_,/r,,.i _,) < 2.2
for the smaller nozzle; 2.3 < (r,j,_s/r,,.i _,)< 3.1 for the
larger nozzle. Here, the subscripts _ - g and ! - 8 correspond
to the microgravity and normal-gravity flame dimensions,
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respectively. An overshoot in the methane flame heights can
be seen in Fig. 5, whereas the propane flames in Fig. 6 do not
show this behavior. This observation is currently under inves-
tigation.
Figure 7 shows a comparison between the two methods of
ignition for a methane flame, with a fuel flow rate of 3.0 cm_/s
(2.9 cm3/s for the normal-gravity ignition case 4) and a nozzle
radius of 0.051 cm. The trends in flame development are
similar, and the steady-state flame heights are the same.
Typical normal-gravity flame flicker is also shown in Fig. 7.
The normal-gravity ignition method suggests that the micro-
gravity flame behavior may be affected by the flickering
normal-gravity flame height at the instant the package is
subjected to the microgravity condition.
The flame heights observed in the previous" and present
studies are compared in Fig. 8. The jet Reynolds number is
selected as a common parameter because it represents the
effects of nozzle size, fuel type, and jet momentum, which are
shown to control the behavior of the flame as tar as extinction
and approach toward steady state are concerned. In Fig. 8,
the triangles represent those flames which have reached a
(near-) steady state.' The flames which are reported extin-
guished are also shown (circles); the heights correspond to
those at extinction during the drop. To distinguish between
the different regimes, lines are drawn to connect the different
available data points. Thus, the solid lines cover both the
steady-state and extinguished regimes for which reported data
is available. The broken line for the larger nozzle shows the
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range of Reynolds numbers for which the flames required
longer than 2.2 s to establish their final stale. This regime
comprises the "'transient" flames of the previous work, 4 for
which no heights are available. In addition the dotted lines
correspond to those reglons for which no flames were studied.
Therefore, the dotted and broken tines are not meant to
indicate that flame heights can be deduced at intermediate
Reynolds numbers from Fig. 8. Rather, they give the ranges
of Reynolds numbers which cover this class of flames. The
squares shown in Fig. g are the observed (near-)steady-stale
flame heights of the present study, obtained from Fig. 5.
Although the truncateddata in Fig.5 for the lower flow rates
may give the impression that the flames extinguished, these
flames indeed existed throughout the drop. As mentioned
before, they were very faint and appeared to have open tips
with indeterminate length, resembling typical underventilated
flame behavior.
it can be seen in Fig. 8, that the previously reported
extinguished flames (circles) may not extinguish if the flame is
ignited in microgravity. However, low-flow rate methane
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flames in the present study (filmed at 15 frames/s) were
entirely blue, whereas blue was not discernible in the micro-
gravity flames of the previous works (filmed at 400 frames/s).
Based on these findings, it is concluded that the previously
reported "extinguished" flames may have been blue (and not
visibleon the high-speed films).
A previouslydeveloped computational model 6._is used to
predict steady-state flame heights for comparison with the
experimental data. The parabolic model for studying laminar
gas-jetdiffusionflames under arbitrarygravitationalaccelera-
tions consists of the conservation equations for elements,
mass, momentum, and energy. It includes the effectsof iner-
tia,viscosity,diffusion,and chemical reactions.The chemistry
assumed isthat of shiftingequilibrium,and both Fickian and
multicomponent diffusion are considered. The radiation
model is a thin-gas approximation using carbon dioxide and
water vapor. The differencingscheme is an explicitfinite-
differencetechnique. The resultshave shown a very good
agreement with the earlierexperimental data for both normal-
gravity and microgravity conditions,d'_ However, it was
shown that accurate flame shape predictionsrequirean accu-
ratepredictionof the relativeratesof molecular transportof
species,momentum, and energy. This steady-state,parabolic
model has been applied to the microliravity flames of Figs. 5
and 6. The results are shown in Figs. 9 and 10, where a
satisfactory trend in the predicted behavior of the flames is
demonstrated. However, the propane flames are slightly
longer and the methane Ib.mes shorter than the predicted
flames. One possible explanation is the absence of soot and
the associated radiation in the model in contrast to the high
concentrations of soot observed in most of the microgravity
flames. In addition, the absence of elliptic effects (axial diffu-
sion) and the relatively simple predictions for the molecular
transport rates (i.e., species, momentum, and energy) may
contribute to the differences between the predicted and mea-
sured flame heights.
Figure 11 shows a comparison between different theoreti-
cal and experimental results. The data points correspond to
the steady-state thtme heights of the present study and previ-
ous work. 4 The predictions are those presented in Figs. 9 and
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FiE. 12 Frame-by-frame analysis of mJcrovlJvlty propane flame No. II of Table 1 with nozzle radius ,, 0.082.q cm and volume-flow rule ,, 1.0
cmJ/s. The various observed colors are us follow|: _"_bl_h! white; [] white with little yellow; _whJte with more noticeable yellow: [] blue;
_dark blue: _ violet/pink; NI mixed blue/violet; [] yellow: • orange; • cherry red; m] dull red, failltJn8; [] color at the buse, sttrtin 8 with dark
at the bottom, becomin| dark blue/pink, then pink/blue, then pink/orunge, then oran|e/yellow, and then yellow/white toward the center of the
flame; _._ blight white spark with bright blue st its boundary. Scale _ = 1 ca. Note the asymmetry caused by the electrode.
effort. =x The two numerical models show a good agreement
with each other and with the data. The propylenc-flame
heightsof the previous studies 4 do not agree with the predic-
tions." This is surprising,since propylene and propane are
very close in chemical structureand satisfactoryagreement is
obtained for methane, ethylene,and propane.
In gas-jet diffusion flames, the heat-release mechanism is
not uniform throughout the flowfield. Pyrolysis, producing
soot and partially oxidized species, dominates in the n_r-jct
reg/on, while the continued heating and increased residence
time result in the tendency to burn off these species down-
stream in the vicinityof the flame tip. However, pyrolysisand
soot formation reduce the temperature levelin the flame and,
with the aid of the increased residencetime, sooting is en-
hanced. This, in turn, resultsin enhanced radiation,more
cooling, and delayed soot burn-off downstream of the flame.
This effect is much more pronounced in microgravity flames
than those in normal gravity, due to the lack of buoyancy. As
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a result, thermophoretic effects may become an important
factor in the regions of large temperature gradients with high
soot concentrations. The observed open tip of the propane
flames and quenching at the tip give the appearance of an
underventilated flame (see Fig. 12).
In Fig. 12, a frame-by-frame analysis of flame No. 11 of
Table 1 is presented. This propane flame reaches steady state
and remains fairly uniform throughout the drop. The colors
indicate the presence of particular species in hydrocarbon
flames, e.g., blue-violet region (outer region at the base
showing the spectrum of burning CO) and bluish-green region
(showing C 2 and CH emissions, where C2 bands appear green
shaded toward violet and CH bands appear violet-blue). A
highly luminous zone (bright yellow) indicates the thermal
emission of burning carbon particles. This luminous zone
becomes yellow, then orange, and then red and dark red
toward the boundary of the visible regfion, as the temperature
of the unburned soot decreases. The reddish-orange color of
the flame is due to the soot at cooler temperatures than would
be expected for typical burnoff conditions.
The color of the radiating soot, in conjunction with Wien's
law, can be used as an indicator of the approximate local
flame temperature. The cloud of burning soot particles is
yellow, i.e., ~0.58-btm wavelength ( 1370 K < T < 1670 K,
where 1670 K is the temperature of a white hot body). As the
temperature decreases, the soot panicles become orange red
" (~1370K, ~0.6pro), then cherry red (~II70K, 0.6-
0.65 ,urn), and finally dull red (~970 K, 0.65-0.70/am). These
effects are shown clearly in the results of Fig. 12, which
indicate cooling by pyrolysis and enhanced radiation due to
increased soot formation.
Frame number 35 of Fig. 12 shows the flame during the
rapid deceleration as the experiment package is brought to
rest at the end of the drop. The high level of induced
convection causes blowoff within <0.1 s. After the impact,
reignition can be seen due to the spark pulses, resulting in
normal-gravity behavior, i.e., flame flicker. Examination of
high-speed movies for the deceleration period reveals the
behavior of the flame in the transient state under rapid
changes in gravity level, providing byproduct data for further
analysis. A study of laminar diffusion flames under elevated
gravitational conditions is reported elsewhere. _2
Conclusions
Ignition of laminar methane and propane diffusion flames
in microgravity environments has been demonstrated. The
new ignition method combined with the refined photographic
technique has shown that flames previously thought to have
been extinguished were still burning during the entire 2.2 s of
microgravity.
The low-flow rate methane flames are blue and very dim,
prompting further studies to determine the extinction limits
for laminar diffusion flames in microgravity environments.
Many flames (especially those of propane) have an open tip
resembling an underventilated behavior. This is attributed to
radiation, soot formation, and possibly thermophoretic
effects, which appear to become more important in flames
under microgravity conditions. However, a thorough analysis
must be made to determine the relative importance of each.
The predicted flame heights, using a steady-state parabolic
model, are in good agreement with the measured steady-sta_e
flame heights.
Longer test times are planned through the use of the 5.18 s
Zero-Gravity Facility and the KC-135 aircraft (free.floating,
10-15s). Flame visualization, and radiation, temperature,
and concentration measurements at these longer test times are
going to provide a more complete quantitative description of
these flames.
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Abstract - Analytical solutions are obtained, to the first approximation, for
the transient shape and height of overventilated, cylindrically symmetric,
laminar diffusion flames In the absence of gravity. Equal and constant flow
speeds, transport parameters, and physical properties are assumed for the fuel
and oxidizer streams. Axial and radial diffusion are accounted in the
formulation. The solutlon yields the development of the flame boundary from
Ignition toward steady state, and reduces smoothly to the classical solution
of laminar diffusion flames as-, independently, axial diffusion becomes
negligible, and steady state is approached. Comparisons with the results of
microgravity experiments show a satisfactory agreement for the increase in
flame height with time. The solution is useful in estimating the time
required for the development of the flame toward steady state following
ignition in mlcrogravity environments.
1. Introduction
This analysis is based on, and is an extension of, studies on heat flow
in composite cylinders [I], and on defining the boundaries of cylindrically
symmetric laminar diffusion flames with equal flow velocities and diffusion
coefficients in the absence of buoyancy [2]. Recently, analytical solutions
have been developed for flame shapes with arbitrary values of diffusion
coefficients and inlet velocities of the fuel and oxidizer [3]. Also, the
Burke-Schumann model [2] has been extended for two competing laminar diffusion
flames with cylindrical symmetry [4], and two and three flames with
rectangular symmetry [5].
Efforts to study laminar diffusion flames under near-zero-gravity
conditions have so far been limited to 2.2 seconds of microgravlty in the
NASA-Lewls Drop Tower. In these experiments, a self-contained gaseous
diffusion-flame apparatus was allowed to fall inside a falling drag shield.
The method provided tlme-resolved data on the development of flame shape for
the near-zero-gravity condition achieved during the drop. Various hydrocarbon
diffusion flames burning in quiescent air have been studied [6-13], and some
of these works have been reviewed in a recent article [14]. Currently,
preliminary studies of mlcrogravity laminar diffusion flames with secondary
air flows are underway [15], with the intent of comparing the results with
Burke-Schumann type models [2,3].
_Presented at the Central States Section Meeting (Spring, 1990) of The
Combustion Institute, Cincinnati, Ohio, May 20-22, 1990. This work is
supported by NASA Lewis Research Center under Contract NAS3-22822.
÷
"Senior Scientist; on-site at NASA Lewis Research Center, MS 500-217,
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2. Formulation
In this section, a problem is formulated for overventilated, laminar,
transient, cylindrically symmetric diffusion flames to obtain, to the first
approximation, a closed-form mathematical representation for the development
of the flame boundary with time following ignition in a zero-gravity
environment, The assumptions used in the formulation are as follows: (a)
constant pressure, (b) unity Lewis number, (c) equal and constant flow
velocities, transport parameters, and physical properties in the fuel and
oxidizer streams, (d) flame-sheet approximation, and (e) no buoyancy effects.
Axial diffusion is included in the formulation.
For the cylindrically symmetric flow of gases, we consider the model of
Fig. 1, where an lnert gas flows in the inner of two concentric cylinders for
times t < O. The oxidizer flows in the outer cylindrical shell at all times.
The flow of the inert gas Is replaced by a fuel flow of the same velocity at
t = O, i.e., the interface between the fuel and inert gas arrives at the
burner port at t = O, and Ignition occurs at this instant of time.
The species-conservation equations for the fuel and oxidizer above the
burner port at times t>O reduce to a slngle differential equation
aY / 1 )Y a2y )2y ))Y + u -- = D + + -- for .0 ( r < d'/3, z > O, t > O,
a-_ az kTT; _ az2 (1)
once we impose the conditions u F = u 0 = u = const, and DF = DO = D = const.,
in addition to introducing a single variable
Y(r,z,t) -
YF
-vY
for 0 4; r • rf, z > O, t > O,
for rf • r < d'/2, z > O, t > O.
(2)
Here, Y is the mass fraction, u is the velocity, D is the diffusion coeffi-
cient, t is the time, z is the axial coordinate, r is the radial co-rdinate,
rf(z,t) is the flame radius, v _: the stoichiometric ratio of gram.: ot )'tel
consumed per gram ,f oxidizer at the flame front, and subscripts F and 0
denote the fuel and oxidizer, respectively.
/
l
°
0
Inert-
oxtdtzer
boundary
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d'/2
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Flime
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of concentric cylinders with inert I enterJn= at
z,.O for O(r<d/2 durin| the times t<O [see (e)], which is re;=eced
by the flow of fuel P at t)O [see (b)]. The oxidizer 0 Is enterlnE
at z-O for d/2<r<d'/2 at ell times [(s) end (b)].
In view of Eq. (2), the initial conditions (denoted by subscript o) are
{0Y(r,z,O) = (3)
"vYo, 0
YF,oY(r,O,t) = (4)
t -VYo, 0
The symmetry and boundary conditions are, respectively,
for 0 _ r < d/2, z > O, t = O,
for d/2 < r < d'/2, z > O, t = O,
for 0 _ r < d/2, z • O, t > O,
for d/2 < r < d'/2, z = O, t > O.
BY(O,z,t)/_r = O,
3y(d'/2,z,t)/_r - O.
(5)
(6)
The flame-sheet approximation defines the location of the flame boundary, viz.
Y(rf,z,t) = O. (7)
We now derive an expression for the flame shape in the form f(rf,z,t) = O.
3. Method of Solution
Using separation of variables, the general solution becomes
Y(r,z,t) = j_1"=k_1=Ejk Jo(_jr)exp[-D(_'2"J' _k)t] exp[_-_(l-VI + 4B_kD2/u2)z] , (8)
where the Ejk are constants, Jo is the Bessel function of the first kind of
order zero, and Xj and _jk are eigenvalues. In deriving Eq. (8), the
symmetry condition has been used to show that Bessel functions of the second
kind of order zero can not exist. In addition, the boundary condition yields
jl(Xjd'/2) = 0 ,
which is the equation determining the eigenvalues
function of the first kind of order one.
(9)
_j. Here, J1 is the Bessel
Using the initial conditions, the coefficients Ejk and eigenvalues _jk
can be evaluated. Substitution of Eqs. (3) and (4) in Eq. (8) yields
Jo(Xjr) k_l Ejk exp[_ (l-_l ÷ 4B;kDZ/'u'2) z] " [ 0j=l -vYo, o
2 t ] {YF.o
for 0 4 r < d/2, z > O, t - O,
(10)
for d/2 < r < d'/2, z • O. t • O,
for 0 ( r < d/2, z - O, t > O,
(11)
for (:1/2 < r < d'/2, z - O, t • O.
We hold z constant and vary r over the range of the problem in Eq. (i0). The
inner sum is therefore a constant depending on j, and denoted by Gj(z). Hence,
[ 0 for 0 ( r < d/Z, z > O, t - O,Gj(z) Jo(Xjr) -
j-l [ -vYo, o for d/2 < r < d'/2, z • O, t - O. (12)
Multiplying both sides of Eq. (12) by rJo(_jr)dr, integrating over the range
3
O_r<d'/2, and using the orthogonality properties of Bessel functions, it cat_
be shown that for _j=o (i.e., j >1),
2vYo,o(d/2) Jl(Xjd/2)
for j > Ij (13)Gj(z) =
_j(d'/2) 2 J_(_jd'/2)
Eq. (9) has been used in the derivation of Eq. (13). The approach for Gl(Z)
needs special treatment Involvlng expansions of Bessel functions and taking
the limits as _1---0, whlch ultimately gives
GI(Z) = -VYO, o [1- (d/d') 2] , for j - 1. (14)
Hence, substitution of Eqs. (13) and (14) in Eq. (10) yields
k-t
+ 4BjkO /u ) Z] = 2VYO'o(d/2)Jl(Xjd/2)
k-1 _j(d'/2) 2 J_(_jd'/2)
We now hold t constant and vary r over the range of the problem in Eq. (11).
Again, the inner sum is a constant depending on J. "Following the same
approach in deriving Eqs. (15) and (16), it can be shown that
Elk exp (D,_kt) " (YF,o + VYo.o)(d/d') 2k-l " uyO'° ' for j • 1, (17)
- - , for j • I.
kll Xj(d'/2) 2 J_(Ijd'/2) (18)
The flame location (where Y = O) Is obtained from Eq. (8), vlz.
j_2Jo(Xjrf) exp (-D_;t)k_=l Ejkexp (DB;kt)exp[_D(I-_1+ 4BjkO22 2z]/u )
k-1
Equations (15)-(18) give the coefficients EJk and eigenvalues _Jk (J)l).
(19)
So far, we have not deviated from, or made approximations In the rigorous
approach for obtaining the solutlon. However, Eqs. (15}-(18} show that for
each )_j, there may exist an infinite number of coefficients Ejk and eigen-
values -J_Jk- This makes the task of analytlcally examining the solution
impossible. We therefore make the following assumption to obtain a first-
order, approximate solution : At any fixed z and t, there exist only one Ejk -
and one _Jk for each )kj_ The assumption may be justified due to the fact
that the classical solutlon [2], using only the first nonzero elgenvalue, has
given satisfactory results for normal-gravity flame heights [16], especlally
in the 11ght of the restrictive approximations made on the physical grounds to
formulate the original problem. Wlth this assumption, Eq. {19) reduces to
Ej Jo(_jrf) exp [-O(_- B_)t] exp [_D (1 -_ + 4_D2/u2)z ]J-Z
"-E 1 exp(OB_t)exp[_D(1-VI+ 4_O2/uZ)z] ,
(20)
4
and Eqs. (15)-(18) yield
°._qo.o[,.(o,d,)2] for J • 1. (21)
E1 exp(DS2t) ;
2VYo,o(d/2) Jl(_jd/2)
_j(d'/2) 2 J_(Xjd'/2)
YF,o vYo,o) (did')2+ - vYo, 0
for J > 1,
• for J - 1,
(22)
(23)
_ "', [-°(_i- 'i)'] : ' (',.o+,,,o.o)C"-)_,(y,.
Xj(d'/2) 2 j2lXjd'/2)
Proper manipu]atlon of Eqs, (21)-(24) for the four unknowns,
in Eq. (20) yields, finally,
for J • 1.
(24)
and substitution
-[(',.o+_'0.o)("")'_'o.o],X,°('""_)" 2Ot 1 - +
%0(,/,,)2 11[' .,o.o[, ,,,,)']Jl._
.',,..,.,' J) (25)
which is the equation for flame shape. The flame height can be obtalnd by
setting rf = 0 in Eq. (25).
In the limit of t---t, Eq. (25)-yields the solution to the steady-state
problem with axial diffusion [3], i.e.,
£, (,,.o• [(,/, ) ]
j=2 Xj(d'!2) 2 J_lXjd'/2) JO(_jrf) exp "_D 1 - +_ z
• -[(,,.o"_,o.o)(",")'-_'o.o],
In the llmlt of (20 _j/u) 2 <<I (i.e., negligible axial diffusion), Eq. (26)
reduces to the classical solution of Burke and Schumann [2,3], as follows:
£:, (,,.o._,o.o),,,,,_.. ,,. &)
J-2 Xjld'I2) 2 J_lXjd'/2) Jo(Xjrf) exp (-
(26)
+ " vYo,o ]• "[(YF,o vYo,o) (d/d')2
(27)
It should be noted that Eq. (25) upon using
(did') 2f YF4Dr In J; -
_y0,:[1 .0 (d/d')2] }
,o,[o_,.,.c,.,,.o,,,,o.o_]<<, .., [
u2 (t + z/u) 2 u2 (t + z/u) 2
transient solution in the absence of axial diffusion, vlz.yields the
<<1 ,
5
(YF,o VYo,o) Jo{),jrf)exp - z
J=Z ;kj(d'/2) z O02(_jd'/Z) u (t + z/u)
In I vYo,o [I - (dld')2
" " [(YF,o + vYo,o) (d/d')2" vVO,o] exp - z .
. (t + z/u) (28)
This expression can also be obtained by formulating the problem posed in Sec.
2 without axial diffusion, and following the same method of solution outlined
In the present section,
4. Results and Discussion
Equation (25) was solved numerically using polynomial expressions for
Bessel functions. Up to 2000 _igenvalues were calculated in the program using
Eq. (9). A large number of eigenvalues was needed {especially at earlier
times) due to the slow decay of the exponential terms. The flame shape was
s_Ived for selected times. This is similar to solving the classical solution
for the flame radial location at any fixed height.
Figure 2 shows the comparisons for two microgravity flames: an extin-
guished flame [6], and one which reached a near-steady state [7] in 2.2 seconds
of mlcrogravity. In these experiments, the flames have been ignited in normal
gravity, and after attaining steady state, were subjected to a microgravlty
condition. As a result, the flame height drops to a minimum upon release of
the package due to the consequent entrapment of the combustion products caused
by the removal of buoyancy, and then starts to develop due to the continuous
flow of fuel (see Fig. 2). The flame of Fig. 2(a) shows extinction, which the
present model is not capable of predicting; however, recent studies [11] have
shown that by igniting the flame in mlcrogravity and improving the photographic
technique, flames which were previously reported as extinguished [7] were
probably burning during the entire 2.2 seconds. The intent in this paper is
to investigate the behavior of the analytical solution, and make preliminary
comparisons with some experimental results on flame development in general.
Work is underway to apply the model to more recent data, e.g., those of Fig. 3
which show flame development following ignition in microgravity. It is
anticipated that similar results will be obtained, especially since
comparisons between normal-gravlty and microgravlty ignition (see Flg. 4) have
shown that the trends In flame development are similar, and the flames reach
the same steady-state height. Note that although the experimental results of
Flg. 2 correspond to a quiescent oxidizing environment, the model which is
formulated for co-flowlng configurations can predict the flame-height develop-
ment fairly accurately through selection of an appropriate diffusion coeffi-
cient, especially in the light of the restrictive assumptions made to formulate
the problem (Sec. 2). Since the diffusion coefficient is the sole controlling
parameter in the Burke-Schumann type solutions, Fig. 2 also shows the
parametric effect of diffusion coefficient on flame-helght behavior, confirming
that the larger the diffusion coefficient, the shorter the flame height.
Figure 5 shows the predicted development of shape with time for a
methane-air flame. Note that the predicted maximum-flame radii are smaller
than the experimental resu]ts (not presented here) due to the presence of air
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Fig. 2. Comparisons between the analytical and experimental variations of
flame height with time. The experimental results show flame extinc-
tlon at approximately 0.6 sec [Fig. l(a)], and reachin_ an apparent
steady state in 0.4 sac [Fig. l(b)]. The binary diffusion coeffi-
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Fig. 4. Comparison between the normal-gravity
[7] and mlcrogravlty ignition of 8
methane flame with nozzle radius -
0.0825 ca and fuel-flow rate = 3.0
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flow in the analytical model. In Fig. 6, the effects of diffusion coefficient
and axial diffusion are shown for a transient methane-alr flame. It can be
seen that the choice of diffusion coefficient has a significant effect on both
approach toward steady state and flame height. However, the flame maximum
radius is hardly affected by diffusion coefficient. In addition, the effect
of axlal diffusion is more pronounced at larger diffusion coefficients, which
also cause a faster approach toward steady state.
Figure 7 shows the effect of tube diameter-ratio on the theoretical
flame behavior. As can be seen, the smaller the outer radius (i.e., the
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to 750 K), Methane and air have s velo-
city of I0 cm/s. The Inner and outer
radii are 0.318 end 30 on, respectively.
Compare the stesdy-stste solution with
those of Fig. 6.
Fig. 6. Comparisons between the theoretical
shapes of slcroHravity flames both with
(solid lines) and without (dotted lines)
axial dlffuslon. Flame shapes st 0.I sic
and at steady state are shown. The effect
of diffusion coefficient (CH 4 in H2 ) is
Illustrated usln| D - 0.5 and 5.0 cmZ/s
(cnrrespnndJn_ to T - 500 and 1800 K,
respectively). Here, methane and air have
a velocity of 10 cm/s. The inner end outer
radii are 0,316 and 30 ca. respectively.
smaller the amount of available air), the taller the flame. Also, beyond a
certain outer radius, the flame height becomes independent of the outer
geometry. In Fig. 8, the effect of gas velocity on flame development is
presented. The results are in agreement wlth the predictions from the
classical solution that the steady-state flame height varies linearly with the
gas velocity (i.e., volume flow rate). However, the present model shows that
the same is true at any instant of time during flame development.
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5. Conclusions
Analytical solutions are obtained, to the first approximation, for the
development of diffusion-flame shape and height with time, following ig_i.tion
in a zero-gravity environment. The solution reduces smoothly to the cI-as_dcal
solution of laminar diffusion flames while, independently, axial diffusion
becomes negligible, and steady state is approached. Quantitative agreement is
obtained for the results of experiments conducted in quiescent air during 2.2
seconds of microgravity, when the diffusion coefficient is chosen appro-
priately. The model can predict the results obtained from the (steady state)
classical solution, and extends these observations to arbitrary times during
flame development. Times of the order of 2-5 seconds are predicted for
approach toward steady state. Work is underway to apply the model to fuels
other than methane, compare the results with those of the experiments
conducted in quiescent air while igniting in microgravity [11-13], study the
effect of secondary air flow on microgravity flames using the on-going
experimental results [15], and extend the transient model to incorporate the
effects of arbitrary diffusion coefficients and inlet velocities for the fuel
and oxidizer streams.
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Laminar diffusion flames of propane b_rning in
quiescent air (21%Oa-79_z) are studied under both
normal-gravity and microgrivtty conditions at
pressures of 0.5, l.O and 1.5 atm. The effects of
three fuel mas}-flow rates (corresponding to 0.5,
1.0 and 1.5 cm_/sec at standard conditions of I atm
and Z94 K) have been investigated for each
pressure. A circular nozzle of O.]S-cm diameter
was used for these experiments, which were
conducted in the Z.2-Second Drop Tower of NASA
Lewis Research Center. The microgravlty tests have
shown enhanced sooting, tip-opening and soot
escape, combined with changes in color, size, and
luminosity of the flames. The corresponding
normal-gravity flames do not show these
characteristics. The observed differences are
attributed to the effects of buoyancy which, once
removed, result in increased residence time,
dominance of diffusive processes, and extensive
radiative loss combined with cooler overall flame
temperatures. The paper presents the results in
terms of the sooting behavior, Reynolds-number
effects, pressure effects, tip-opening, and overall
flame characteristics for both normal-gravity and
microgravity flames.
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I. Introduction
Laminar diffusion flames of hydrg_en and
hydrocarbons burnlnl in quiescent air"" or with
secondary air flows have been studied in the 2.2-
Second Drop Tower of NASA Lewis Research Center.
In these studies, the flames were ignited in normal
gravity, and after attaining steady state, were
subjected to mlcrogravlty. It was shown that
mlcrogravity gas jet diffusion flames are wider,
taller and sootier than their normal-gravity
counterparts, and are flicker-free.q A review of
these works Is presented elsewhere. Recent
studiesi°'llhave shown that by igniting the flame
in mlcrogravlty, improving the photographic
technique, and reducing the filming rate, flames
which were reported as extinguished,' reached a
near-steady state during the 2.2 seconds of
microgravlty. Ignition in mlcrogravity has the
advantages of eliminating the residual buoyancy-
induced momentum (from the pre-drop normal-gravity
period) and not subjecting the flame to a step
change in gravity.
The present investigation of the effects of
pressure on mlcrogrmvlty laminar diffusion flames
seeks to gain a better understanding of sooting,
extinction, enhanced burning, and in general, the
physico-chemlcal phenomena involved in the behavior
and characteristics of these flames. This is
important not only from the fundamental standpoint,
but with potential applications to spacecraft fire
safety and control of co1_}ustionin low-gravity
environments.
2. Exoerimental
Laminar diffusion rims of propane were
studied in quiescent oxidizing environments in the
2.2-Second Drop Tower of NASA Lewis Reselrch
Center. For each mtcrogravtty flame, the
corresponding norml-gravtty flame was also
studied. Details of the experimental hardware and
procedure can be found elsewhere,i°'ll A circular
nozzle (O.IS ca in diameter) was used to burn
propane in air (21% oxygen, 7g% nitrogen). The
volume of the combustion chamber was approximately
0.04 m). The flames were studied at chamber
pressures of 0.5, I.O and I.S atm. For each
pressure, three fuel mass-flow rates were used
which, at standard conditions ofJ atm and 294 K,
correspond to 0.5, |.0 and 1.5 cmP/sec. Hence, the
cold-jet Reynolds numbers based on the fuel
properties and nozzle radius were 4g, g8 and 147
for the three mass flow rates. Note that the cold-
jet velocities are inversely proportional to
pressure.
A )6-mm Milliken movie camera recorded
ignition and flame development with filming rates
of ]6, 20 and 24 frames/sec for pressures of 0.5,
1.0 and 1.5 atm, respectively, using Tungsten
Eastman Ecktachrome Video News films. The films
for the dim, 0.§-atm flames were force-processed ]
f-stop; the rest were processed normally.
The fla_es were ignited In microgravlty with a
spark ignitor. The electrode was located approxi-
mately I.O cm above the nozzle tip and l.S cm away
from the nozzle centerline, with the electrically
grounded nozzle acting as the second electrode.
The ignition system was active for 0.4 sec, and was
synchronized with the release of the package and
subsequent opening of the fuel solenoid valve.
Unlike the previous studies, i°'llthe electrode was
far enough from the nozzle to cause no local
disturbance to the (wide) microgravity flames.
}. Results
Table I shows the data obtained for the nine
microgravity flames studied at three pressures and
three fuel mass-flow rates. The normal-gravity
data are shown in Table 2, with the flame height
being the average of maximum and minimum heights
{i.e., flicker zone). Table 3 gives the ratios of
visible soot length (due to emission, burn-off and
soot quenching, is will be seen later) to flame
height for mlcr_ravity flames, and ratios of
microgravlty to normal-gravity flame height and
maximum flame diameter. Consistent with earlier
studies, the mlcrogravity flame is la_er than its
no_al-gravlty counterpart in all cases.
Table I Microgravlty data for propane flames
I , I
Flame P, Volume Flame Max. Height at Tip Red soot Blue base Total sooting
no. Re* attn flow, height, die., max. die., dia., height, height, height,
cc/s cm cm cm cm cm cm cm
I 4g l.S 0.33 4.6 2.2 2.4 1.9 0.6 0.3 4.3
2 g6 l.S 0.67 7.4 2.2 4.B 2.1 1.4 0.2 7.2
3 147 l.S 1.00 10.6 2,n 7.6 2.2 2.0 0.2 10.4
4 4g 1.0 0.50 3.1 1.9 2.5 1.2 0.2 0.5 2.6
5 g8 1.0 1.00 6.1 2.3 4.8 2.1 0.7 0.6 5.5
6 147 1.0 l.SO B.Z 2.3 5.6 2.2 1.3 O.S 7.7
7 4g O.S 1.00 3.4 2.4 2.4 0.0 0.0 1.0 2,4
8 gB O,S Z.O0 7.0 Z.7 5.4 1.Z 0.5 O.B 6.2
g 147 O.S 3.00 g.6 2.8 8.0 2.0 1.0 0.7 B.g
"Reynolds number is based on the nozzle radius and cold-fuel properties; similarly in Tables 2 and 3.
Table Z Normel-gravlty data for propane flames
'1
Flame Re P, Vol_e Max. fla_ Man. flame
no. a_ flow, height, height,
cc/s _
IN I I
IO 49 1.5 0.33 5.6 3.0
ll 98 1.5 0.67 8.6 5.4
1f 147 1.5 l.O0 lO.B 8.4
13 49 1.0 0.50 2.6 Z.Z
14 g8 1.0 1.00 6.0 3.6
15 147 1.0 1.50 8.2 4.2
16 49 0.5 1.00 2.g 2.9
17 98 0.5 2.00 5.2 4.6
18 147 0.5 3.00 7.8 5.8
I
Ave. flame Max. Blue base
height, dta., height,
cm ¢m cm
I
4.3 0.8 0.3
7.0 1.0 0.3
g.6 1.0 0.3
2.4 0.7 0.4
4.B o.g 0.4
6.2 1.0 O.S
2.g 1.1 0.8
4 .g 1.4 0.8
6.8 1.4 0.7
Re
Table 3 Ratios of heights and diameters
for propane flames*
m ', ,,
p, hs,O-g ho-__._g d_x,O-_.
atJn d
ho-g hl-g max,l-g
49 1.S 0.93 1.07 2.75
98 1.5 O. 97 1.06 2.20
147 1.5 0.98 I.I0 2.40
49 1.0 0.84 1.29 2.71
98 1.0 0.90 1.27 2.56
147 1.0 0.94 1.32 2.30
49 0.5 0.71 1.17 2.18
98 0.5 0.89 1,43 1.93
147 0.5 0.93 1.41 2.00
_Mere, h is the flame hetght and d is the flame
diameter. The subscripts s, max, O-g, and 1-g
correspond, respectively, to soot length,
maximum, microgravity, and norwwll-gravity.
Ftgure 1 shows the flame shapes and colors in
both normal gravity and microgravtty, for the flow
rate corresponding to Re-gS, and the three
different pressures. In addition, the f11cker
range is shown in this figure for the normal-
gravity flames.
Figure I and Table 2 show that in general, for
normal-gravity flames, as the pressure increases,
the average flame height increases (with an
exception for flames at 1.0 atm), flame radius
decreases, height of the blue base decreases, the
reaction zone becomes thinner, flicker distance
increases, and the flame becomes brighter.
However, microgravity flames do not flicker (see
Fig. |); they generally have open tips with soot
escaping through the tip, are taller than average
normal-gravity flames (see Table 1), much wider
than their normal-gravity counterparts, and are
dimmer and sootier. In addition, as the pressure
increases, aicrogravlty flames show more red and
orange colors near the tip, their blue-base length
decreases, and their maximum radius decreases.
Microgravlty _ome helghts are plotted as a
function of fuel Reynolds number in Flg. 2, for
different pressures. Figure 3 shows the same data
as a function of pressure for differlnt Reynolds
numbers. It appears from Figs. 2 and 3 that the
flame height correlates l ieearly wtth the Reynolds
number, but reaches an apparent minimum between 0.5
and 1.5 atm. The flame height in all of these
microgravity tests was based on the locatlon where
red soot changes color into dull red, indicating
local flame extinction (as can be seen in Fig. I).
Experimental studies have show_ that soot ceases to
burn near 130OK. The red to dull-red transition
seems to roughly correspond to thls tuMmrature
limit (as will be shown later), louver, there are
other definitions that could be adopted such as the
separation point bet_men orange end red, or yellow
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Fig. i Nor_l-grevlty and microgravity _ames of
propane wlth nozzle diameter - 0.15 cm and
fuel Reynolds number - 98 (based on the
nozzle radius). The various colors
observed are as follows: 8 (blue),
8B (bright blue), D (dark), OB (dark
blue), DR {dark pink), DR (dull red),
0 (orange), P {pink), R {red), W (white),
and Y (yellow). The range of Nicker (f)
Is also indicated for normal-gravity
flames; scale: -- • 1 cm.
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Hicrogravity flame height vs. fuel
Reynolds number for different pressures.
The lines connect the data points. Note
that the flame height is largest at 1.5
arm and smallest at I.O aCm; compare
with Fig. 3.
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Microgravity flame height vs. pressure
for different fuel Reynolds number. The
lines connect the data points. Note
that at each Reynolds number, there
exists a pressure betwween 0.5 and 1.0
atm at which the flame is shortest;
compare with _Ig. 2.
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Minimum (open symbols) and maximum
(closed symbols) normal-gravity flame
heights (flicker range) vs. fuel Reynolds
number for different pressures. The
lines connect the data points. Note that
the O.5-atm flame at the lowest Reynolds
number does not flicker.
and orange, Of course, making this determination
is difficult and other definitions might add some
additional effects. Currently, other criteria are
being looked at to define a flame height for open-
tip microgravity flames and to sort out the effects
of glowing particles in masking the actual flame
location. This subject will be discussed in more
detail in the next section.
Figure 4 shows the minimum and maximum heights
for the (flickering)normal-gravity flames. The
minimum and average normal-gravity heights (see
Table 2) behave similar to the microgravity flames
in relation to the effect of pressure. That i5,
again there exists a pressure In the range O.5 atm
<P <I.5 atm at which the minimum and average
normal-gravity heights attain a minimum. This is
consistent with the observationsmade in the
mlcrogravity flames. Note that the maximum height
of the normal-gravlty flames follows almost the
same behavior with respect to pressure (see Fig.
4). It is interesting to note that In Fig. 4, the
flame of lowest Re_nolds number for 0.5 atm does
not flicker in normal gravity (Table 2) and does
not have an open tip in microgravity (Table I).
Figure 5 shows the soot quench region (defined
in this work as the length of the red zone at the
flame tip), which increases with both pressure and
fuel Reynolds number, indicating enhanced soot
formation. In Flg. 6, the blue-base height (i.e.,
soot inceptlon and agglomeration period prior to
emission and burn-off) is plotted for both
microgravlty and normal-gravity flames as a
function of fuel Reynolds number at different
pressures. As the pressure increases, both normal-
gravity and microgravlty soot-inception regions
decrease in length with little dependence on flow
rate. Finally, Fig. 7 shows the microgravity
flame-tlp diameter vs. Reynolds number. Note that
in Fig. 7, due to the uncertainty in the beginning
of tip opening at 0.5 atm, no attempt has been made
to connect the three data points.
4. Discussion
In general, for both normal-gravlty and
mlcrogravlty flames, the soot inception period and
the region of burning CO (blue region at the base)
decreases as the pressure increases. This
indicates that formation, burn-off and emission of
soot is facilitated by an increase in pressure.
Recent.)ormal-gravltystudies of hydrocarbon
fl_mes'" have shown that a pressure increase
results in an increase in soot formation and a
decrease in soot removal by oxidation. This agrees
with the present observations of the normal-gravity
flmes, since brightness increases due to more
soot, and hence, more emission in normal-gravity
flames. In micregravlty, as the pressure
increases, the length of the yellow region
decreases, but orange, red and dull red regions
increase in length {see Fig. I), indicating that
more soot has been formed.
The complex processes of fuel pyrolysis and
soot formation, coagulation and burn*off are all
pressure-dependent. As the pressure increases,
residence tim Mcreases Ncause flow velocity
g_m_reases. In addition, a pressure increase
results in an increase in collision frequency of
the particles, and hence, growth in coagulation.
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Also, collision frequency depends on the particle
size, which is a determining factor in parttc]e.
burn-off. But particle burn-off is oxygen-
dependent, and as the pressure increases, the
oxygen partial pressure increases. Therefore,
there exist different, pressure-dependent,
competitive rates of fuel pyrolysis and particle
agglomeration and burn-off, which suggest the
importance of the relative effects of these rate
processes. The competition between these processes
may be responsible for the non-monotonic behavior
of the flame height with pressure in both normal-
gravity and microgravity (see Figs. 2 and 3, and
Table I). It seems that there exists a pressure in
the range 0.5 atm <P <l.S atm for any Reynolds
number, at which the flame attains its minimum
height due to the most efficient burning caused by
the cumpeting effects of oxygen availability,
pressure, and the rate processes mentioned earlier.
This phenomena is exacerbated by increasing
Reynolds number. Hence, at low-enough Reynolds
number, the flame heights may become equal
regardless of pressure (see Fig. 3).
The orange-reddish color of the micro_ravlty
flames indicates that soot may be at i cooler
tempermture than would be expected for typical
burn-off conditions. In addition, the other colors
in both normil-gravlty and micregrivlty flimes
suggest the presence of particular species present
in hydrocarbon flames, e.g., blue-vlolet (outer
region at the base showing the spectrum of burning
C0), bluish-green region (showing Cz and CH
emissions, where C2 bands appear green shaded
toward violet and CH bands appearing blue-vlolet),
and i highly luminous zone (bright yellow due to
the continuous spectrum of burning carbon
particles). This luminous zone becomes yellow,
then orange, then red and dull red toward the
boundary of the visible region is the temperature
of the soot decreases in microgravlty flames.
Assuming soot to be a black body, the burning
particle is yellow, i.e., visible radiation of
-0.58-pm wavelength (1370K <T <1670K, where 1670K
is the temperature of a white hot body), and as the
temperaturedecreases, the soot particle beco_s
orange-red (-1370K, -0.6 _m), then cherry red
(-II70K, 0.6-0.65 Fm), and finally dull red (-970K,
0.65-0.70 Fm). These effects ire shown in Fig. 2,
which indicate cooling by pyrolysis and enhanced
radiationdue to increased soot formation.
Figure S shows that as the pressure increases,
the quench length increases. Thts indicates that
more soot has been formed, which then requires i
longer residence ttme to quench. Again, the lo_mst
Reynolds number at 0.S atl shows no quench length
since the fl_ tlp is closed.
In Fig. 7, the micregrivity flame-tip dlm_ter
is plotted as a function of Reynolds number. The
].5-itm and ].0-atm flames show an asymptotic type
of convergence, indicmting thit beyond a certain
Reynolds number, the flaN alp has a fixed
diameter. Therefore, regardless of pressure (and
hence, availability of oxygen), Jet-momentum and
fuel mass-flc, w rite dominate the flame adjustment
to the location of stotchiowtry.
As can be seen tn Table 3, the lowlr the
pressure and Reynolds number, the shorter the non-
dimensional soot length for mlcregravlty fl_mes.
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Blue-base height vs. fuel Reynolds number
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Flame-alp dlimeter vs. fuel Reynolds
Number at different pressures for micro-
gravity flames. The broken line indi-
cates uncertainty In connecting the data
points due to the lick of infomation on
the SNlleSt Reynolds number for which
the tip opens.
Since nomal-gravity flames flicker, the soot
length was not tabulated for these flames. The
ratio of microgravity to (average} normal-gravity
flame height increases with decrease in pressure,
and is fairly uniform over the range of Reynolds
numbers studied. This shows that as pressure is
raised, microgravlty and normal-gravity flame
heights may become equal. However, the ratio of
microgravity to normal-gravity maximum flame
diameter does not yield sufficiently uniform
behavior to draw a similar conclusion.
5. CONCLUSIONS
Laminar diffusion flames of propane burning in
quiescent air have been studied under both normal-
gravity and microgravity conditions at 0.5, 1.0 and
1.5 atm. For each pressure, three fuel-flow rates
are used. The results show the following
conclusions:
], Normal-gravity flames flicker, and the
flickering range is dampened as pressure
decreases. Microgravity flames are steady
and flicker-free, and are taller than their
normal-gravity counterparts. The effect
becomesmore pronounced as the pressure
decreases (i.e., jet velocity increases).
, Microgravity propane flames generally have
open tips with soot quenching and escape at
the tip, and beyond a certain Reynolds
number, the flame-tlp diameter becomes
independentof pressure. At each pressure,
there may be a well-defined Reynolds number
below which the microgravity flame can not
have an open tip, corresponding to a non-
flickering normal-gravity flame. Also, the
smaller the normal-gravity flicker range, the
smaller the tip diameter in microgravity.
3. The higher the pressure, the shorter the soot
inception height, resulting In a faster
approach toward sooting in both normal-
gravity and microgravlty flames. This causes
more extensive sooting in microgravlty with a
larger soot-quench zone. Previous normal-
gravity studies have shown that sooting Is
enhanced and burn-off is depressed by
increase in pressure. Mlcrogravity flames
follow the same trend.
4. At low pressures, less-efflclent burning and
a broader flame zone exist due to the
kinetics effects. At high pressures, more
soot and longer soot-burning zones make the
task of Identlfylng the gas-phase flame front
difficult. For the range of pressures
studied, there exists a particular
intermediatepressure at whlch both the
mlcrogravlty and normal-gravity flalmeheights
are minimized.
The type of data obtained in this study
indicates that more testing is required at
intermediate, lower, and higher pressures, in
addition to a wider range of Reynolds numbers to
more fully characterize the effects of pressure on
microgravitydiffusion flames. Oata on soot
fomation and disposition need, in their own right,
a separate study. Gathering these data will
represent a unique source of information for
unraveling the complex processes involved in
sooting flames. Furthermore,additional analyses
(beside the on-going theoretical effort) need to be
performed for defining the test conditions.
Although It is evident that the effects of buoyancy
can be used beneficially to enhance the data base
on soot formation and disposition processes, it is
essential that tests involving non-sooting flames
be conducted as well. Such tests are planned to
sort out the effects of soot on the interpretation
of data, in addition to providing a way for
diagnosis of both sooting and non-sooting flames
under different environmental conditions in
microgravity environments.
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents the first demonstration
of quantitative flame-radiation measurement in
microgravity environments, with the objective of
studying the influences and characteristics of
radiative transfer on the behavior of gas-Jet
diffusion flames with possible application to
spacecraft fire detection. Laminar diffusion
flames of propane, burning in quiescent air at
atmospheric pressure, are studied in the 5.18-
Second Zero-Gravity Facility of NASA Lewis Research
Center. Radiation from these flames is measured
using a wide-view angle, thermopile-detector
radiometer, and comparisons are made with normal-
gravity flames. The results show that the
radiation level is significantly higher in micro-
gravity compared to normal-gravity environments due
to larger flame size, enhanced soot formation, and
entrapment of combustion products in the vicinity
of the flame. These effects are the consequences
of the removal of buoyancy which makes diffusion
the dominant mechanism of transport. The results
show that longer test times may be needed to reach
steady state in microgravity environments.
*Paper AIAA-gl-o71g, presented at the AIAA 2gth
Aerospace Sciences Meeting, Reno, Nevada, January
7-I0, 1991.
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I. Introduction
The term "diffusion flame" classifies those
types of flames in which the fuel and oxidizer are
not premlxed. The basic mechanisms which control
these flames (and combustion in general) include
the coupled processes of mixing, chemical kinetics
including soot formation and disposition, flame
radiation, and buoyancy-induced convection. A
major problem impeding our understanding of flame
behavior is the masking effect of buoyancy on
flames that are studied in a normal-gravity
environment. The behavior of fires on earth is
determined by the combined convective and diffusive
effects, where buoyancy-lnduced convection masks
the processes of chemlcal-diffuslonal interaction
that are fundamental to the understanding of
combustion phenomena. In zero-gravlty environments,
the buoyant force is eliminated, and the remaining
physico-chemlcal processes are responsible for the
different behavior of flames observed in the micro-
gravity experiments conducted to-date. I
Recent studies of mlcrogravity laminar
diffusion flames have shown some unique, and in
most cases, unexpected phenomena. 2"7 For example,
in order to study the effects of microgravtty on
flammability and extinction of flames In the near-
limit regions, tests were conducted under reduced-
oxygen 2 and/or reduced-pressure s conditions. The
results show that flame characteristics, color,
luminosity, and sooting behavior are strongly
affected in mtcrogravtty compared to normal
gravlty. 2 Sooting was eliminated in mlcrogravlty
propane flames at 18% oxygen, and the flames were
entirely blue, whereas thelr normal-gravity
counterparts were yellow, lumlnous, and very
similar to flames under a1_spherlc conditions.
This has an important Impllcatlon, namely, reduced
radiative heating and reduced hazard of flame
spreadlng to the surroundlng combustible materials
by reducing the oxygen concentration In micro-
gravlty environments. In addltlon, flammabillty
limits may be quite dlfferent In mlcrogravlty and
normal-gravlty flames under Identlcal conditions of
pressure and oxygen concentration. The present
study was conducted to investigate the effects of
radlatlve loss on flamwD behavior and characterlstlcs.
2. Experimental
The experiments were conducted in the 5.18-
Second Zero-Gravity Facility of NASA Lewis Research
Center. Figure I shows a schematic of the hardware.
The volume of the sealed combustion chamber was
0.087 m _. The tapered-tip nozzle had an inner
diameter of 0.17 cm. Both normal-gravity and micro-
gravity flames of propane were studied in quiescent
oxidizing environments of 21% oxygen-79% nitrogen
at I atm. The fuel volume-flow rates were 0.5, 1.0
and 1.5 cm3/sec, corresponding to a cold-jet Rey-
nolds number of 45, 90, and 135, respectively.
The flames were ignited using a spark electrode
located 1.0 cm above the nozzle tip and 2.0 cm away
from the nozzle centerline, with the nozzle acting
as the ground electrode, The ignition system was
activated for approximately 1.0 sec for both the
normal-gravity and microgravity flames. The micro-
gravity flames were ignited after the release of
the package in the evacuated drop tube. Two movie
cameras (filming rates • 12 and 30 frames/sec, res-
pectively) using Kodak Ektachrome Video News films
recorded the flame development and behavior.
The wide-view-angle radiometer was comprised
of a 1.5xl.5-mm, fast-response thermopile detector
with a Calcium Fluoride (CaF2) window (Oriel Corpo-
ration, Model 7106), with a t_me constant of 40
msec, field of view of 90-100 , and maximum irra-
diance of 0.2 W/cm z. In addition, the experiment
chamber was equipped with a CaF2 window to allow
maximum transmission of the infrared radiation.
The window had a usable transmission range of
0.2-9.0 _u_, with its absorptivity falling off above
1.0 pm to about 50% at I0.0 I_m; its approximate
transmission in the linear range was 94%. The
inside of the chamber was painted black to avoid
reflection from the wall.
The radiometer was calibrated using a black-
body source (Barnes Engineering, Model 11-210),
with an opening of 2.54 cm in diameter. A nanome-
ter (Keithly Instrument, Model 181) was used to
measure the radiometer response to various tempera-
tures of the black-body source. The distance from
the nozzle centerline (and for calibration, from
the black-body source) to the radiometer sensor was
26.6 cm, and from the shutter iris to the sensor
was 3.84 cm. The iris on the shutter had a dla-
meter of 2.54 cm. The diameter of the Calcium
Fluoride window was 4.45 cm. The nozzle/wlndow/
iris/sensor arrangement was such that the entire
flame could be seen by the sensor.
A_DIDmIT(A
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Fig. I Experiment package for the 5.18-second
microgravity tests.
3. Results
Figure 2 shows the flame shapes and colors for
the three flow rates under both normal-gravity and
microgravity conditions. The normal-gravity flames
were flickering with a typical flicker frequency of
laminar diffusion flames in the absence of air flow.
However, the microgravity flames developed conti-
nuously toward steady state during the 5 seconds of
available time, and the shapes presented in Fig. 2
are for the last few fractions of a second.
Figure 3 shows the flame radiance as a function
of time. The radiometer registers the data in terms
of mV. Using the calibration chart and converting
the mV to the equivalent black-body temperature of
the calibration source, radiance (aT_/_) can be
obtained, wherea Is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant,
and Tb is the black-body temperature.
In Table I, the data obtained for both normal-
gravity and microgravity flames are presented in
terms of flame height, maximum flame diameter,
radiance, and radiance/flame height. Data interpre-
tation will be discussed In the next section. The
radiance data are the average of the values during
the last second of the experiment.
Figure 4 shows the radiance as a function of
fuel-volume flow rate for both normal-gravity and
microgravity flames.
Volume
flow
rate,
cmJ/sec
Table I
Ave. flame
height,
cm
Normal-gravity and mlcrogravity data for propane
flames burning In quiescent air at 1.0 atmosphere
I II
Norma1-Gravl tv Flames
Max. flame Flame
diameter, radiance,
ca W/cma-sr
Radiance
Hr.
0.5 2.1 'W).6 0.18 0.09 3.5
1.0 4.1 "W3.7 0.34 0.08 5.9
1.5 4.9 _.7 0.54 O.11 10.3
I i •
Mlcro_ravl t_ Flames
Flame Max. flame Flame Radiance
height, diameter, radiance,
cm cm w/_Z-sr
i i iii ml
2.3 1.29 0.37
2.4 Z.31 0.39
2.3 4.68 0.45
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Fig. 2 Normal-gravity and microgravity flams of
propane, at different volume flow rates,
burning in quiescent air at 1.0 arm. The
various colors observed are as follows:
B (blue), DB [dark blue), DR (dull red),
0 [orange), P [pink), R (red), W [white),
and Y [yellow). The range of flicker, f,
is shown for the nomal-gravity flames;
scale: _ " 1 cm.
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Measured radiance vs. time for both
normal-gravity and mlcrogravity flames of
propane burning In air at I arm.
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Radiance as a function of fuel volume-
flow rate for propane flames burning in
air at 1 arm. The radiance data are the
average values between 4.0 sec and 5.0
sec after Ignition.
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4. Discussion
The flame shapes presented in Fig. 2 show that
microgravity flames are taller, wider, and sootier
than their normal-gravity counterparts. The orange-
reddish color of these flames is an indication of
cooler temperatures than is expected for typical
burn-off conditions. The yellow/orange/red/dull red
regions in the flame show that the temperature of
the soot decreases in microgravity flames, leading
to local extinction at the flame tip. This tip-
opening and underventilated-type behavior is a
characteristic of sooty microgravity flames.
Absence of buoyancy and dominance of diffusive pro-
cesses result in longer residence times, enhanced
soot formation, increased radiative loss and cooling
by pyrolysis, which are responsible for the observed
behavior and characteristics of microgravity flames.
The data presented in Table i show that as the fuel
flow rate increases, both microgravity and average
normal-gravity flame heights increase, but the
effect is more pronounced for microgravity flames.
Although the maximum flame diameter is independent
of fuel volume flow rate in both microgravity and
normal gravity, the microgravity flames show a four-
fold increase in diameter. This is due to the
accumulation and slow transport of combustion pro-
ducts in the vicinity of the flame in microgravity.
The microgravity flame heights presented in Table i
are based on the location where red soot changes
color into dull red, indicating local flame extinc-
tion. Experimental studies have shown that soot
quenching occurs around 1300 K. Assuming soot to be
a black body, orange-red (_1370 K), cherry red
(_1170 K) and dull red (_70 K) clearly indicate
that extinction occurs near the flame tip.
The data of Fig. 3 show that radiative loss is
constant for normal-gravity flames throughout the
duration of the test. This is largely due to the
instantaneous removal of the hot combustion products
under the influence of buoyancy. In addition, under
normal-gravity condition, the flame immediately
establishes following ignition, whereas in micro-
gravity, a continuous development of the flame is
observed (both visually by examining the films and
through radiation data). Figures 3 and 4 show that
fuel flow rate has a much more pronounced effect on
the level of radiation from microgravity flames
compared to those in normal gravity. The radiation
data of Fig. 4 show that radiance varies linearly
with fuel flow rate under normal-gravity condition,
again, due to the dominance of buoyancy, which
limits the radiative loss. However, In mlcrogra-
vity, radiance quickly starts to increase as the
amount of injected fuel increases. This is not only
due to the larger flame size and extensive soot for-
mation, but also the accumulation and slow transport
of the combustion products as mentioned before. The
hot products of combustion (mostly COZ and H20)
appear to contribute dramatically to radiative
loss from the microgravity flames. The data of
Table I and Fig. 4 show that radiative loss from the
microgravity flames studied in this work is 6-g
times larger compared to the corresponding normal-
gravity flames. In Table 1, radiance/flame height
is also calculated. Since flame diameters are
observed to be independent of flow rate for a given
gravitational level, flame height is a good measure
for obtaining radiance per unit volume of the flame.
It can be seen that radiance/height is _.I for
normal-gravity flames and _).4 for mlcrogravity
flames. Whether these values change at higher flow
rates needs to be determined.
The data presented in this study suggest that
radiative ignition of nearby materials may be promo-
ted in low-gravity environments due to the increased
radiative loss from gas-jet diffusion flames.
Examination of the data also show that radiation may
not reach steady state in 5 seconds of microgravity.
This is apparently due to the continuous accumulation
and slow transport of combustion products in the
vicinity of the flame. Sometimes the luminous
region does not appear to increase in size. However,
the diffusion of non-luminous hot gases in the
surrounding causes the volume of the hot gas to
increase, which is reflected through the continuous
increase in radiation (and temperature of the field).
This has a direct impact on the question of approach
toward steady state in microgravity flames, indica-
ting that the reduced-gravity earthbound facilities
may not provide enough time to obtain the true
steady-state data. Previous studies l's'7 have shown
that transient effects become important for micro-
gravity laminar diffusion flames. The data obtained
in the present study seem to substantiate these
observations.
5. Conclusions
Quantitative measurement of flame radiation has
been obtained for the first time in a microgravity
study. Laminar diffusion flames of propane, burning
in quiescent air at atmospheric pressure, have been
studied for flow rates of 0.5-1.5 cm)/sec. The
results show that flame radiation is 6-g times
larger in microgravity compared to normal gravity.
Enhanced soot formation, larger flame size, and
entrapment and slow transport of the hot combustion
products in the vicinity of the microgravity flame
are the contributing factors. The normal-gravity
radiation data quickly reach steady state, whereas
the corresponding l,icrogravlty data are %n a
transient state throughout the duration of the
experiment. The results show that longer test times
are needed in microgravity to reach steady state.
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Laminar diffusion flames of methane,
burning in quiescent oxidizing environments
at atmospheric pressure, have been studied
under both normal-gravity and microgravity
conditions. Radiation from these flames is
measured using a wide-view-angle,
thermopile detector radiometer. The oxidizer
was 18%, 21%, and 30% oxygen in nitrogen.
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The results show that radiation levels are
significantly higher in microgravity compared
to normal-gravity environments. This is due
to larger flame size, enhanced soot formation,
and accumulation and slow wansport of the
combustion products in the vicinity of the
flame, which are caused by the removal of
buoyancy. For the normal-gravity flames, the
effect of oxygen concentration on radiation is
negligible, whereas in microgravity, the flame
radiation is strongly affected by the amount
of oxygen in the environment. This has direct
applications to the problem of spacecraft fire
detection and fire safety.
1. Introduction
The fundamental understanding of flame
characteristics under reduced-gravity
conditions is essential to the problem of fire
safety in spacecraft environments. I The
behavior of fires on Earth is influenced by the
combined convective and diffusive effects,
where buoyancy-induced convection masks
the processes of chemicaI-diffusional
interaction. Under microgravity conditions,
the buoyant force is nearly eliminated, and
the coupled physico-chemical processes of
diffusion, mixing, kinetics, radiation, and
convection become more tractable. A major
problem impeding our understanding of flame
behavior is this masking effect of buoyancy,
which results in some very significant
differences between the structure of normal-
gravity and microgravity flames. 2
"Diffusion" flames, as the name implies, are
flames in which the fuel and oxidizer are
initially "non-premixed', and the combustion
l_rocess is governed by the diffusion of these
reactants toward each other to form a
reaction zone (i.e., the flame sheet). In
"laminar" diffusion flames of gaseous fuels, as
opposed to "turbulent" gas-jet diffusion
flames, the flame height increases almost
linearly with the increase in fuel-flow rate (or
the Reynolds number). In recent studies of
microgravity laminar diffusion names, some
unique and unexpected phenomena have
been observed. 2"1° The results have shown
that flame color, size, luminosity, sooting
behavior, and approach toward steady state
are significantly different in microgravity
compared to normal gravity. In addition,
these differences are exacerbated by the
change in pressure and/or oxidizer
composition for the microgravity flames. 3, 4. 10
Radiative characteristics of flames is the
focus of the present study. The total radiation
from normal-gravity and microgravity flames
of methane have been measured. This type of
measurement has been used extensively by
Markstein 11"16 to study radiation from a
variety of laminar and turbulant diffusion
Names in normal gravity environments.
2. Exnerimental
The experiments were conducted in the
5.18-Second Zero-Gravity Facility of NASA
Lewis Research Center.17 Figure 1 shows a
schematic of the hardware. The volume of
the combustion chamber wu 0.087 m 3. The
fuel nozzle (protruding 15 cm inside the
chamber) had a tapered tip with inner radius
of 0.0825 cm, and wu positioned along the
centerllne of the cylindrical chamber. The
nozzle was approximately 20 cm away from
the chamber wall. The tip of the nozzle was
approximately 50 cm away from the
chamber top. The fuel was supplied from •
stainless steel bottle of 75 cm 3 in volume at
an initial pressure of 100 psig. Appropriate
windows were mounted in the chamber wall
for the movie cameras and the radiometer. A
pressure transducer was used to record the
chamber pressure during the test.
Both normal-gravity and microgravity
flames of methane (99.9%-pure) were studied
in quiescent oxidizing environments of 18%,
21% and 30% by volume of oxygen in
nitrogen. The chamber pressure was 1.0 arm,
and the fuel-volume flow rate was
3.0 cm3/sec.
The flames were ignited using a spark
electrode, which was located 1.0 cm above the
nozzle tip and 2.0 cm away from the nozzle
centerline, with the nozzle acting as the
ground electrode. The ignition system was
activated for 0.5-1.0 sec for the normal
gravity and microgravity tests. The
microgravity flames were ignited after the
release of the package in the drop tube. Two
movie cameras (filming rates = 12 and 30
frames/see, respectively) using color Kodak
Ektachrome Video News film recorded the
flame development and behavior.
The wide-view angle radiometer was
comprised of a 1.5 x 1.5-mm, fast-response
thermopile detector with • Calcium Fluoride
(CaF2) window (Oriel Corporation, Model
7106), and • time constant of 40 msec, field
of view of 90- 100 degrees, and maximum
irradiance of 0.2 W/cm 2. In addition, the
experiment chamber was equipped with a
CaF 2 window to allow maximum transmission
of the infrared radiation. The window had a
usable transmission range of 0.2 - 9.0 pm,
with its absorptivity falling off above 1.0 pm
to about 50% at 10.0 pm; its approximate
transmission in the linear range was 94%.
The radiometer was calibrated using a black-
body source (Barnes Engineering, Model
11-210), with an opening of 2.54 cm in
Fig. 1 Experiment package for the
5.18-second microgravity tests.
diameter. A nanometer(Keithly Instrument,
Model 181)wasusedto measure the
radiometer response to various temperatures
of the black-body source. The distance from
the nozzle centerline (and for calibration,
from the black-body source) to the
radiometer sensor was 28.6 cm, and from the
shutter iris to the sensor was 3.84cm. The
iris on the shutter had an open diameter of
2.54 cm. The inner diameter of the Calcium
Fluoride window was 4.45 cm. The
nozzle/window/iris/sensor arrangement was
such that the field of view on a plane passing
through the centerline of the nozzle had •
radius of 9.55 cm.
Figure 2 shows the normal-gravity and
microgravity flames of methane burning in
quiescent oxidizing environments of 18qb, 21q[,,
and 30% by volume of oxygen in nitrogen.
Following ignition, the normal-gravity flames
establish quickly (in less than 0.5 see), and
show the typical flicker characteristics (with a
frequency of 10 - 20 Hz) of laminar flames.
The flicker range is also shown in Figure 2 for
the normal-gravity flames. However, the
microgravity flame heights continuously
increase after ignition, and reach near-steady
state after a few seconds following ignition.
The microgravity flames shown in Figure 2
are for the last instant of the drop (just prior
to the beginning of deceleration).
Figure 3 shows the flame radiance as •
function of time for both normal-gravity and
microgrsvity flames. Using the calibration
chart, the data obtained from the radiometer
reading (in mV) was converted to the
equivalent black-body temperature (Tb)of
the calibration source. The flame radiance
(oT4b/_) in W/cm2-sr was then obtained as a
function of time, where o is the Stefan-
Boitzmann constant.
Table 1 shows the data obtained in terms
of flame height, flame maximum diameter,
radiance, and radiance per unit projected
flame area. This area wu calculated by
multiplying the flanm height by the maximum
flame diameter, to give a rough estimate of
the relative values of radiance per unit flame
area between the normal-gravity and
microgravity flames. The radiance data are
averages for the last second of each test. The
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Fig. 2 Normal-gravity and microgravity
flames of methane, burning in
different oxygen-nitrogen
environments at 1.0 arm. The
various colors observed are as
follows: B (blue), DB (dark blue).
O (orange), P (pink), R (red),
W (white), and Y (yellow). The
range of flicker, f, is shown for the
normal-gravity flames;
scale: _ = 1 cm.
heights for normal-gravity flames in Table I
are the averages of minimum and maximum
flickering-flame height.
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Fig. 3 Measured radiance vs. time for
both normal-gravity and
microgravity flames of methane
burning in different oxidizing
environments at I arm.
[n Figure 4, flame radiance as a function of
oxygen concentration is presented. Both
normal-gravity and microgravity flames show
an increase in radiance with increasing
oxygen concentration. However, the effect is
more significant for the microgravity flames.
4.0
3.0
e_ a
2.o
I
1.0
Fig. 4
O-g
1-g
l I l I l i t I | I I J I • • l t I , , , ,
18% 215 30%
Percent Oxygen
Radiance as a function of percent
oxygen for methane flames
burning at 1 atm. The radiance
data are the average values
between 4.0 sec. and 5.0 sec. after
ignition.
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The flames of Figure 2 show the significant
effects of buoyancy on size, shape and
luminosity. The normal-gravity flames are
generally yellow, flickering, and pencil-like,
regardless of oxygen level in the
environment. However, their flicker range
decreases and their intensity appears to
increase at higher oxygen concentrations. The
microgravity flames, on the other hand, are
taller, wider, and more diffuse than the
normal-gravity flames. As the oxygen level
increases, the flame becomes brighter due to
higher gas-phase and paniculate
temperatures and faster soot burn-off.
The orange/reddish color of the
microgravity flames is an indication of cooler
temperatures than is expected for typical
burn-off conditions. The yellow/orange/red
regions in the flames show that the
temperature of the soot decreases in
microgravity flames. Absence of buoyancy
and dominance of diffusive processes result in
longer residence times, enhanced soot
formation, increased radiative loss and
additional cooling by pyrolysis, which are, in
some combination, responsible for the
observed characteristics of microgravity
names.
The data presented in Figure 3 show that
radiative loss in normal-gravity flames is not
only constant throughout the duration of the
test, but that the level of radiation does not
change significantly with increasing oxygen
concentration. This is largely due to the rapid
removal of the hot combustion products
under the influence of buoyancy. In addition,
the normal-gravity flames become
established immediately following ignition,
whereas in microgravity, the flame increases
in height for a few seconds following ignition
(both visually by examining the films and
through radiation data).
Table 1 shows that for both normal-gravity
and microgravity flames the radiation
decreases with reduced ambient oxygen
concentrations. It is interesting to note that
the radiation from the normal gravity flames
falls within a narrow range, as can be seen in
Figure 4. Finally, Table I shows a linear
variation of flame height with change in
oxygen concentration for both the normal-
gravity and microgravity flames. This is due
to the availability of oxygen in the
environment. The data presented in Table 1
also show that radiance per unit flame area is
significantly different between normal-
gravity and microgravity flames. This is
attributed to the accumulation and slow
transport of the hot combustion products in
the vicinity of the microgravity flame.
f _f.oarJa.dDa
Laminar diffusion flames of methane have
been studied under both normal-gravity and
microgravity conditions. The quiescent
oxidizing environment was composed of 18%,
21qi,, and 30% oxygen in nitrogen at 1.0
atmosphere. A wide-view-angle, thermopile-
detector radiometer was used to measure the
overall radiative loss from these flames. The
results show that flame radiation is an order
of magnitude higher in microgravity
compared to normal gravity for the flames
studied in this work. Larger size of the
microgravity flames caused by the removal of
buoyancy and the accumulation and slow
transport of the hot combustion products in
the vicinity of the flame is largely responsible
for this observation. The normal-gravity
radiation data reach steady state in less than
1.0 second, whereas the microgravity data
take up to 5.0 seconds to reach near-steady
state. The normal-gravity flames do not show
appreciable effects of oxygen concentration,
whereas those in microgravity show
significant increase in radiation with
increasing oxygen concentration.
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Abstract
Closed form, mathematical representations
for the shapes of laminar diffusion flames stabilized
on two-dimensional slot burners are derived for
arbitrary gravitational levels. The solution technique
employs the Schvab-Zeldovich conserved species
variable. Effects of gravity on the velocity field are
incorporated through the momentum equation; these
effects, in turn, influence the species field. The
results reduce smoothly to the classical Burke-
Schumann solution as gravity approaches zero. It is
shown that both flame height and width increase
with decreasing gravity levels. Several interesting
cases are considered explicitly; these include effects
of negative and extremely high values of gravity. In
the latter case it is shown that the flame collapses
onto the burner surface. The analysis finds applica-
tion in the modelling of steady and unsteady gas
and solid propellant diffusion flames.
Nomenclature
a
b
C
D
g
G
Go
h
I
MF
one half of fuel slot width
one half of slot burner width
one half of burner chimney width
binary diffusion coefficient
gravitational acceleration
effective acceleration, dsfmed by F.q. (21)
reference acceleration, defined by Eq. (22)
flame height
flame height at zero gravity
defined in Eq. (18)
mass injection rate of fuel
* Supervisor. Microgravity Science Section. Senior
Member AIAA.
*, Senior Scientist. Senior Member AIAA
This paper is declared a work of the US Govern.
ment and isnotsubjectocopyrightprotectionin
the United States.
M
N
P
Pe
U
v
w,
W.
x
Y
Yl
Yt
Y
Y,
Y.
V
v_
v.
mass injection rate of (fuel + oxidizer)
total number of species present
pressure
Peeler number
x-component of velocity
y-component of velocity
molecular weight of fuel
molecular weight of oxidizer
coordinateparallel to flame axis
coordinatenormal to flame axis
line separating hot and cold flow regions
y-coordinate of flame surface
Schvab-Zeldovich species variable
mass fraction of fuel
mass fraction of oxidizer
defined by Eq. (5)
stoichiometric coefficient of fuel
stoichiometric coefficient of oxidizer
P
¥
_r
E
density
stream function
defined by Eq. (18)
summation from n = I m n = cO
subscripts
0
1
2
reference quantity measured at y = 0
value in the hot flow region
value in the cold flow region
Introduction
This papea"considers the effects of gravita-
tional fields on laminar diffusion flames stabilized
on two dimensional slot burners in a confined co-
flow of fueland oxidizer.Thisisa classicalprob-
lem of interest and analytical solutions for flame
shape and height in the absence of gravity are well
imown ta. Due to the lackofavailableclosedform
solutions for buoyant flames, these re.suits have
beenusedin the past to describe flame shapes even
in the presence of gravity. However, in recent years.
it has come to be rcallzed 3"5that the ambient gravity
level can significantly influence observable physical
characteristics of such flames. It is only for momen-
tum dominated laminar flames (i.e., flames for
which the Froude number, %2/gh. is much greater
than unity) that the zero gravity solution has
val/dity,
Numerical and experimental studies on
laminar gas diffusion flames where buoyancy ef-
fects have explicitly been taken into account have
found that gravitational fields significantly affect
diffusion flame height and shape+_'. Based on these
findings it is now recognized that there are two
opposing aspects of gravity on diffusion flame
heights. The increase in flow velocity caused by
buoyancy tends to increase the flame height. How-
ever, conservation of mass demands that the stream-
lines of the flow converge. This results in an in-
crease in species diffusion rates which contzibute to
a reduction in flame height. Following this line of
reasoning, the effect of a gravitational field on
flame height depends upon which factor is more
important; sometimes this may be determined by
burner geometry. For example, from analytical
reasoning, Roper' has derived simplified expressions
for flame height which show that buoyantly domi-
nated flames are shorter than zero gravity flames
for slot burners and of the same height for circular
burners.
While the above noted expressions' are
available for flame heights of burner stabilized
buoyant flames, no closed form solutions are avail-
able for flame shapes and widths under arbitrary
gravity levels. Such solutions arc important for a
variety of diffusion flame applications. For exam-
ple, radiative and conductive heat transfer from
diffusionflamesdepend upon theoverallflame
shape'.Inaddition,thebehaviorofunsteadydiffu-
sionflamescan also,inmany cases,be understood
utilizingsimplifiedxpressionsforthesteady(time
averaged)flame shape tL".
Diffusion flame investigations also find
application in solid propellant combustion studies.
Solid propellant flames are known to consist of
intricate combinations of prernixed and diffusion
flamest*. To simplify their investigations, research-
ers have often resorted to studying simplified
flames which retain important characteristics of
actual solid propellant flames. For example, slot
burner flames tu3, of the type considered in this
paper, have been used to simulate the characterisbcs
of sandwich type propellant flames t'. However,
buoyant effects on such flames have largely been
neglected.
Inthispaper,analyticalsolutionsforthe
shapesoflaminardiffusionflamesstabilizedon slot
bathersarcdeveloped.Arbitrarygravitationa/f_elds
directedalongtheaxisoftheflameareincorporated
inthesolution.The Schvab-Zeldovichconserved
speciesformalism:isutilized.The conservation
equationsofmass,momentum and speciesarecast
instreamfunctioncoordinates.Approximationson
flamedensityand buoyantvelocities,no more strin-
gentthaninpreviousanalyses,areutilizedtoobtain
closedformsolutionsfortheconservedspecies
variable.The flameshapeisthenobtainedby the
flamesheetapproximation.Thesesolutionsreduce
smoothlytotheclassicalBurke-Schumannsolution
asthegravitylevelapproacheszero.A varietyof
importantcasesareconsideredinthepaper,these
includecaseswithnegative,gravity(inverted
flames),l:m'tialgravityand extremelyhighgravity
levels.
Formulation
The configuration considered is shown in
Fig. 1. Fuel flows through a slot of width 2&
Thee is a co-flow of oxidizer in the two outside
slots. The width of an oxidizer slot is CO-a). The
slot burner is placed in a chimney of width c
through which there may be a secondary stabilizing
flow. It is assumed that both fuel and oxidizer are
injected at velocity thv These streams are heated by
thepresenceoftheestablisheddiffusionflame.The
stabilizing(secondary)flowintheouterchimneyis
injectedwithan axialvelocity% and isatthe
ambient(cold)density.Buoyancy causesthehotter
meam above the burner to accelerate.
The equation for the line, y,(x), separating
the hot and cold flows is fLtst obtained from overall
mass conservation assuming (a) the hot flow is at a
constant density Ps and Co) the secondary flow has
constant density fh and axial velocity thn. It will be
shown later (see F_.qns.(14) and (15)) that assump-
tion (a) also implies that the us is a function of x
alone. This expression for yt is readily shown to be
b[plu°_-PzU°2] (I)
Yl- [pluz_pzuo2]
An one step reaction between fuel and
oxidizer is assumed to take place
vrF + v.,Ox -> viMi
The Schvab-Zeldovichconservedvariableforchem-
icalspecies is def'med by
- Fox Yv WrYr
(2)
The equation for overall mass conservation
may be written as
aPu+aP_--o (3)
ax ay
Using standard assumptions of perfect gas behavior,
unity Lewis number and constant average molecular
weight the conservation equation for Y is
aY. __ __BY a az
pu_ PV ay=_PD_y (4)
where,asinpreviousapproachesi''°,axialdiffusion
hasbeenneglected.
Next,su'eamfunctioncoordinatesareintro-
ducedby means ofthetwo dimensionalyon Mises
transformation
pu--_y (s)
-pv=-_x (6)
The overall continuity equation is then satisfied and
the species equation becomes
the line
8Y a aY
a_: a-_(pu)¢p_)_ (7)
The line yi(x) from Eq. (I) transforms into
b[pluol-PzUo2]
_- (8)
[i-p.2Uo_]
PlUz
Itshouldbenotedthat¥_ isnot,ingeneral,a
streamlineof theflow.Furthermore,assumingthat
thediffusioncoefficientsinthehotand coldflows
are separately constant the species equation can he
wri_enforthe hotandcoldflows as follows
a.__Y=(plu_) (pzDz) _----.Y
ax a_ (9)
a__Y= _Y(P2Uo2)(P202)
a_' (Io)ax
The above two equations are connected
across the line V_ by the conditions
and
CO ,,. = fY) ,,1.
(II)
az
(PtDI) [_] ,.,,.
az
(PzD2) [_'_1 .
(12)
wherethelatzr conditionisobtainedby integrating
Eq.(7)across¥,.
Consideration is now given to the case
where the secondary flow velocities are much
smaller than the primary flow velocities; specifical-
ly, cases where
(P,Uo,) (PzDz)
• 1
(PlUl) (PIDI)
are considered so that it is appropriate to writ_
and
#ix = bpluol (13 )
which is independent of x. In this case, V, becomes
equal to the mass flow, M, exiting the burner and
represents the streamline leaving the burner at y =
b.
The problemisnow reducedtosolving
Eq.(9)subjectothefollowingconditions
at _" = 0, M, forx > 0:
aY
-0
and at x = 0:
O<_<MF:Y=I
Me < V < M: Y = -(Y..o/Ye,o)(Wev_A'=v.,)= -v
The velocity ut is obtained from the axial
momentum equation for the hot flow. Assuming
that the pressure at any location x is imposed from
the cold flow one obtains in stream function coordi-
nates
auz - (p=-pl)g (14)
p lu_ Ox
where the gravitational acceleration, g, is positive
when directed along the negative x- axis. The solu-
tion for u, becomes
2 (P2-Px)
= [uo 2+ ..qx]
Px (15)
which is a function ofx alone.
Y(x,_) may now be solved for in the re-
gion (x > O, 0 < _ < V,) using standard techniques.
Upon _'ansformingback into(x,y)coordinatesthe
solution may be written as
n_
. n2_zI
sin (nx Mr nxpxulY) e P_
-if)cos ( U
where
fO XI = pzuxdxo
(16)
(17)
and Pe is the Pecle..t number given by
Pe- uolb
Dz
(18)
The solution may be extended to the region
Yt < Y < c by solving Eq. (10) subject to the con-
nection condition Eq.(11) and the impermeable wall
condition
8Y
= 0
at V = ¥, (corresponding to y = c). However. in
genera/, Y(¥O will be a function of x ; hence, a
technique such as that of Penner et alts needs to be
employed to obtain particular analytical solutions.
The matter is not pursued further in this paper.
Results and Discussions
It is readily shown that in the limit of
vanishing g, ut = uet and I = p,uotx, so that Eq. (16)
reducestO
Mr (1+v)Y= -V (l---H')+2E ng
_2Z2 x
sin(ngt4_ "p--_-_
-_) cos (n_ Zb ) e
(19)
which agrees with the classical Burke-Schumann
soludon ta. This solution is also obtained in the limit
of Pa approaching p,.
The flame surface is obtained u_lizing the
flame sheet approximation ; that is, the condition Y
= 0 at the flame surface. Thus, at any axial location
x, the coordinate Yr of the flame surface is obtained
from
o : M"-vt1- ;+2EM nx
_n2x_'/-
sin (nx MF nxpxulYr P_)cos ( )eM
(20)
Furthermore, the flame height, x = h, is obtained
when y, = O.
It is interesting to consider the variation of
flame height with burner width for constant burner
flow rates. Inspection of Eq.(20) reveals that I must
then remain constant. For momentum dominated
flames, for x = h, I = uoth. For a constant flow rate
buo_ remains constant so that in this case h varies
linearly with b. However, for buoyancy dominated
flames u, is, for practical purposes, independent of
Uo_so that I is independent of both uot and b. Thus,
for buoyancy dominated flames, the flame height is
independent of the slot width. This recovers the
results of Roper et al' for slot burners.
The variation of flame height with the
gravitational level g, when the other parameters of
the problem are kept constant may also be obtained
from the condition that I for x = h remains
unchanged. Define an effective acceleration
G - (P2-Px) g (21)
Px
The above equation is comparable to F_,q.(5) of Ref.
8.
The behavior of h/h, for non-negative
values of G is plotted in Fig. 2. It is seen that as G
increases, the flame height decreases. In the limit of
very high accelerations (as G -> cO), h -> 0.
Inspection of F-xl.(16) and the initial conditions at x
= 0 indicates that in this case, Y can be zero only at
the location (x,y) = (0,a) so thax the flame collapses
onto the burner.
As G increases, the flame width, like the
flame height, also decreases. This is shown in Fig.
(3) where calculated flame shapes for G equal to
uot2/band 2uot2/b are plot/.e.d. The stoichiometric
coefficients chosen for this calculation correspond
to methane burning in oxygen so tl_ v = 0.25. In
addition, the physical parameters are a/b = 0.1, and
Pc= I0.
Care must be taken in evaluating Eqns.(16)
and (20) for negative values of G. In these cases,
the streamlines above the burner surface diverge
and a stagnation plane is obtained at
U012
2G
The developed theory is not valid in the neighbor-
hood of the stagnation plane. A rough indication of
the region of validity may be obtained from Eq.
(13) which indicates that
and a reference acceleration
Go = Uox2/ho (22 )
where I%is the flame height atzero gravity. Then,
utilizing Eqns.(15), (17) and (20) it may be shown
that
h_ Go [[1+3._..G 2/s
h o 2G Go ] 1]
(23)
Certainly, an upper limit to y, is the width c of the
outer chimney so that the theory is not expected to
be valid for
,_U01
Ux < C
or equiv_endy for
X>
Uo2 [ (_.b)2_1]
c
2G
Foraxial distancesless than the above valueof x,
Eqns. (20) ancl (21) yield expressions for the flame
shape and height. Note also that Eq. (23) indicates
that the flame height will be less than x, when
G/G, < - 1/3.
Calculated flame shapes for G equal to
- 0.05 uo_2/band -0.42uot2/b are shown in Fig. (4).
The other parameters of the calculation are the
same as those for Fig. (3). Note that the flames are
bigger and broader than those obtained when G is
non-negative. Calculations also show that the flame
surface tends to spread outward from the axis for
negative values of G having magnitudes much
larger than 1/3. This behavior agrees with observa-
tions of inverted flames under normal gravity condi-
tions which exhibit tulip shapes 6.
Conclusions
The Burke-Schumann solution for slot
burner stabilized diffusion flames has been extended
to account for the effects of axially directed gravita-
tional fields. It has been shown that both flame size
and height decrease with increase in the gravity
level. Predictions from the developed model are
consistent with observed behavior of momentum
and buoyancy dominated flames. These include the
independence of buoyancy dominated flame height
on burner width and lateral spreading of flames
under negative accelerations. The analysis may be
applied to steady and unsteady gas and solid propel-
lant diffusion flame modelling.
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Abstract - The need for an improved understanding of fires is becoming critically important with increased
space travel and utilization. While the control of fires in low-gravity environments is not well-understood,
it is known that buoyancy significantly affects the flame behavior and characteristics. The objective of this
research is to gain a more fundamental understanding of fires, and to quantify flame behavior under
reduced-gravity levels. Non-premixed flames of gaseous fuels are considered in this study because they
are relatively simple and easy to control, yet embody mechanisms found in all types of combustion
processes ranging from uncontrolled fires to practical combustion systems. This paper presents some
recent results from microgravity studies of these flames. In addition, the potential usefulness of Lunar- and
Martian-based laboratories are discussed to understand the characteristics and behavior of fires in reduced-
gravity environments.
INTRODUCTION
The problem of fire safety has been of equal concern both on Earth and in space. The 21st Century
will begin a period of regular space travel, manned space stations, Lunar and Martian bases, and deep-
space exploration. All of these activities raise the question of fire prevention in space, and the use of low-
gravity environments to further our knowledge of combustion on Earth.
Microgravity combustion research has been vigorously pursued in the last decade in relation to fire-
safety issues as well as the fundamental understanding of combustion phenomena. Combustion studies
of solid, liquid, and gaseous fuels have been conducted in earthbound facilities which provide short
durations of rnicrogravity. Promising results have so far been obtained to warrant the continuation of this
branch of combustion science.
The objeclive of this research is to gain a more fundamental understanding of fires, and to quantify the
flame behavior under reduced-gravity levels. Non-premixed flames of gaseous fuels are being investigated
because they are relatively simple and easy to control, yet embody mechanisms found in all types of
combustion processes.
In the following sections we present: (a) general characteristics of laminar and turbulent diffusion (i.e.,
non-premixed) flames, (b) available earthbound facilities for conducting reduced-gravity combustion
studies, (c) some new results obtained from laminar diffusion-flame studies in microgravity, and (d) critical
need for the understanding of low-gravity turbulent flames, all directed toward the goal of understanding
the behavior of flames not only in space but on Earth as well.
LAMINAR AND TURBULENT DIFFUSION FLAMES
The term "diffusion flame" classifies those types of flames in which the fuel and oxidizer are not
premixed, whether the reactants are in the solid (e.g., coal combustion), liquid (e.g., droplet combustion),
or gaseous form (e.g., cigarette lighter flame). Unlike "premixed" flames, as in internal-combustion engines,
the burring process in diffusion flames is governed by diffusion of the fuel gas and oxygen toward each
other to form a thin flame sheet which separates the two reactants. The schematic diagram of a normal-
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gravitygas-jet diffusion flame burning in a quiescent oxidizing environment is shown in Fig. 1, where the
different physico-che_cal phenomena governing the combustion process are indicated. The gaseous fuel
(e.g., methane) is injected through a nozzle, the tip of which acts as a flame holder.
In combustion processes, coupling exists between chemical kinetics, fluid dynamics, diffusion of species,
inertia, radiation, and soot formation and disposition. In addition, under non-zero-gravity condition,
buoyancy is imposed on these processes (due to the density difference between the hot combustion
products and the cold environment). The buoyant force causes the hot products to be removed from the
flame in the direction opposite to the direction of the gravitational force. This complicates the understanding
of the coupled processes involved in combustion.
In zero-gravity environments, the buoyant force is eliminated, and the remaining processes become
more tractable.. Isolation, or even reduction o! buoyancy, makes it easier to understand the interplay
between these chemical and physical processes which are not seperable regardless of the gravity level.
These phenomena are responsible for the very different behavior of flames observed in microgravity
compared to those in normal gravity (Edelman and Bahadod, 1986).
Gas-jet diffusion flames are selected in this study because they are a representative of a wide variety of
combustion processes from the fundamental standpoint. These flames are laminar or turbulent, depending
on the combination of jet momentum, nozzle diameter, and fuel properties. The classical behavior of a gas-
jet diffusion flame in normal gravity (Hottel and Hawthorne, 1949) is shown in Fig. 2 which plots the
dependence of length and structure of the flame on fuel velocity for a tube of given size. As the jet velocity
increases, the flame transists from laminar (where mixing is governed by molecular diffusion) to fully
developed turbulent behavior (where mixing is largely due to eddy diffusion or convection, with the final
homogeneity being attained by molecular diffusion). It is this type of behavior which is anticipated to be
strongly affected by the reduction in gravity level, as discussed later.
LOW-GRAVITY EARTHBOUND AND ORBITER FACILITIES
Figure 3 shows several earthbound and Space-Shuttle facilities which provide low-gravity environments
for combustion research; for detailed description of these facilities, see Lekan (1989). To-date, most of the
reduced-gravity combustion studies (including premixed flames, solid-sudace combustion, laminar gas-jet
diffusion flames, particle-cloud combustion, pool fires, and droplet combustion) have been conducted in the
2.2-Second Drop Tower (10"Sg),5.18-Second Zero-Gravity Facility (105g), and Model 25 Learjet (102g for
approximately 15 seconds, attached payloads) of NASA Lewis Research Center. In addition, studies are
planned in the KC-135 aircraft of NASA Johnson Space Center (10=g, approximately 20 seconds for
attached payloads: 103g, approximately 8 seconds for free-floating payloads). For an overview of
combustion studies in low-gravity environments, see Sacksteder (1991). The middeck and spacelab of the
Space Shuttle (10Sg) provide much longer test times and lower gravity levels, and also allow more detailed
diagnostic measurements of flames.
In the 2.2-Second Drop Tower, the experiment package is enclosed in a drag shield which has a low
drag coefficient. As the drag shield falls in this 27-m tower, the experiment package is released inside the
shield. The air drag associated with the relative motion of the package within the shield is the only external
force acting on the package. The shield comes to rest in a sand box at the bottom of the tower. The 5.18-
Second Zero-Gravity Facility, which provides a 132-m free-fall distance, is a 6.1-m-diameter, 145-m-deep
steel-walled vacuum chamber at 0.01 torr. The air-tight package is decelerated in a 6.1-m-deep container
of polystyrene pellets. Aircraft flying parabolic (Kepledan) trajectories provide longer low-gravity test times,
but at the cost of higher gravity levels. In the Leafier, the experiment is attached to the body of the aircraft.
The KC-135 provides the same g-level as in the Learjet for bolted-down experiments, but because of its
size, also permits free-float packages. Intermediate acceleration levels, especially Lunar (1/6g) and Martian
(1/3g) gravities can also be achieved in the aircraft, providing opportunities to study combustion and fluid-
physics phenomena under these specific reduced-gravity conditions.
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MICROGRAVI'I-Y LAMINAR DIFFUSION FLAMES
Laminar diffusion flames of hydrogen and various hydrocarbons have been studied in the 2.2-Second
Drop Tower (Cochran and Masica, 1970; Cochran, 1972; Haggard and Cochran, 1973; Edelman et al.
1973; Haggard, 1981; Bahadod and Stocker, 1989; Bahadori et al. 1990-a, 1990-b; for a review of earlier
work, see Edelman and Bahadori, 1986) and the 5.18-Second Zero-Gravity Facility of NASA Lewis
Research Center (Bahadori et al. 1990-¢, 1991).
The normal-gravity flames of these fuels, when burned in quiescent oxidizing environments, generally
flicker (due to hydrodynamic instabilities), are yellow (due to soot emission and burn-off), and are pencil-like
in shape (due to the presence of buoyant force). In addition, the color of these flames is not strongly
affected by changes in either pressure or oxygen concentration. This is a consequence of strong
entrainment of oxidizer, again, due to the effect of buoyancy (see Fig. 1).
Figure 4 shows a normal-gravity and the corresponding microgravity flame of propane. Compared to
laminar flames in normal gravity, those observed in microgravity are flicker-free, larger, diffuse, and rather
globular. This is due to the absence of buoyant convection, leaving diffusion a much more dominant
mechanism of transport. In addition, these flames are generally orange-reddish in color, which is a result
of prolific sooting. Significant soot formation is caused by local flame suffocation, since Ihe hot products
of combustion accumulate in the vicinity of the flame due to the absence of buoyancy. As a result,
continued combustion depends mainly on the diffusion of oxygen toward the flame front, causing major
pyrolysis of the hot fuel-rich portion of the flame. As can be seen in Fig. 4, the microgravity flame appears
to have a completely open tip. This suggests that extensive soot formation, radiative loss, cooler overall
flame temperature, and a reduced oxygen supply contribute to extinction at the flame tip. It is quite
possible that unburned and pyrolyzed hydrocarbons may escape through the flame tip in microgravity
environments.
Pressureandoxygenconcentrationhaveasignificanteffecton flame characteristics, color, luminosity,
and sooting behavior in microgravity compared to normal gravity (Bahadori and Stocker, 1989; Bahadori
et al. 1990-b). Sooting was not visible in microgravity hydrocarbon flames at 18% oxygen in nitrogen, 0.5-
atm environments, and the flames were entirely blue, whereas their normal-gravity counterparts were
yellow, luminous, and very similar to flames under atmospheric conditions, or even high-pressure/high-
oxygen-concentration flames. This has a very important implication, namely, there is reduced radiative
heating and reduced hazard of flame spread to surrounding combustible materials in low-pressure/low-
oxygen microgravity flames. Figure 5 shows the effects of oxygen concentration on normal-gravity and
microgravity flames.
High-pressure and high-oxygen-concentration environments also affect the enhancement and intensity
of burning in microgravity. Massive sooting, flame-tip opening, and extinction and soot breakthrough at the
tip were observed even in 50%-oxygen environments. The tip-opening and soot-escape phenomena are
unique characteristics of microgravity flames. Figure 6 shows the effects of pressure.
Recent tests (Bahadori et el. 1991) have shown that flame radiation is an order of magnitude higher in
microgravity compared to normal gravity for laminar gas jet diffusion flames. Enhanced soot formation,
larger flame size, and accumulation and slow transport of the hot combustion products are the contributing
factors. Figure 7 shows the flame radiance as a function of fuel-volume-flow rate under both normal-gravity
and microgravity conditions. The data suggest that radiative ignition of nearby materials may be promoted
in low-gravity environments due to the increased radiative transfer.
A mathematical model has been developed (Edelman et al. 1973) for the study of laminar diffusion
flames under arbitrary gravitational accelerations based on the parabolic form of the equations of motion,
which includes the effects of inerUa, viscosity, diffusion, and chemical reactions. FKjure 8 shows the
excellent agreement between the predicted and measured flame heights under both normal-gravity and
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zero-gravityconditions.Wehaverecentlyappliedthismodelto afamilyofmethaneflamesunderdifferent
gravitationallevels. Figure9 showsthenon-dimensionalcenterlinevelocityvs.axialdistance.Clearly,
convective ffectsplaya majoranddifferentrolefor differentgravitationalenvironments.
Theshape,color, luminosity, sooting, radiation, combustion products, and other characteristics of the
flame can not be truly understood unless experiments are conducted (along with appropriate diagnostics)
under the g-level of interest. Then, when combined with the theoretical analysis, these results provide a
data base for the understanding of fires both on Earth and under reduced-gravity conditions such as those
on the Moon and Mars, or in spacecraft environments.
TURBULENT DIFFUSION FLAMES
Turbulent gas-jet diffusion flames under normal-gravity conditions have been the subject of extensive
theoretical and experimental studies for a number of decades. Figure 2 shows the classical behavior of
a turbulent jet diffusion flame. As the jet velocity increases, the flame transists from laminar to fully
developed turbulent behavior. For the tube size used in the flame study of Fig. 2, a velocity is reached
where further increases in the jet velocity result in no change in flame height. This is a characteristic of
momentum-dominated flames, i.e., flames in which buoyancy is not important.
Much progress has been made toward the characterization of momentum-dominated turbulent flames.
However, this is not the case for low-momentum turbulent flames characteristic of unconfined fires. In this
case, the fire research community depends primarily on empirical results which, having been obtained
under normal-gravity conditions, have the buoyancy effect inherently embedded within these correlations.
When buoyancy is important (i.e., low-momentum flames, unlike Fig. 2), a constant height as a function
of velocity is not reached in the turbulent region (see Fig. 10; Wohl et al. 1949). The mechanisms
responsible for this behavior are far from being fully understood. Thus, the need for more fundamental data
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and analysis is apparent because of the requirement to define the hazard and control of fires not only on
Earth but in space as well.
For low-momentum flames, strong interactions between buoyancy and turbulent-flame structure exist
which affect the flame behavior and chemistry through two gravity-induced mechanisms. The first arises
directly from the buoyant force acting on the time-averaged or mean flow field, and appears as a gravity
term in the mean momentum equation. The second mechanism arises out of the interaction between
density and velocity fluctuations which appears as a source of turbulent kinetic energy. Under normal-
gravity conditions, it is not possible to separate these two effects in terms of their impact on mixing rate,
and hence, flame structure. Clearly, the advantage of operating in a low-gravity environment would be to
provide a significant base of new information by isolating the combined effects of buoyancy. Then, with
a theoretical model, the effects of buoyancy on the mean flow and on the generation of turbulent kinetic
energy would be separable.
CLOSURE
Although the effects of buoyancy on low-momentum flames have been qualitatively observed, it is only
recently that quantitative descriptions of the phenomena affected by gravity have been attempted.
Understanding this phenomena is not only of fundamental interest, but it is of critical importance to fire
safety in space as well as on Earth. Furthermore, for processing and manutactudng in space, controlled
flames used as one form of heat source are likely to be employed.
This paper has presented results that indicate significant effects of gravity on the flame structure.
Moreover, it has been shown that to develop a more fundamental understanding of this phenomena along
with a reliable prediction capability, quantitative data obtained under reduced-gravity conditions uninhibited
by test time and size limitations are needed. The potential to obtain data from experiments conducted on
MoonandMarsoffersthisopportunity,onewhichcannotbe equalled in earthbound facilities.
Acknowledqements - This work is supported, in part, by NASA Lewis Research Center, under Contract
NAS3-22822 with Science Applications International Corporation.
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Figure 3. Earthbound and Shuttle orbiter facilities which provide low-gravity environments for combustion
research; (a) 2.2-Second Drop Tower, (b) 5.18-Second Zero-Gravity FadSty, (c) Learjet, (d) KC-135
aircraft, (e) Shuttle middeck, and (f) Spacelab.
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Figure 4. Normal-gravity and microgravity flames of propane burning in quiescent air at 1 atm; nozzle
radius = 0.0825 cm and fuel-flow rate = 1.0 cc/sec. The various colors observed are as follows: B (blue),
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along the jet as a function of gravitational level; methane-air flames, nozzle radius = 0.0825 cm, fuel-flow
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Figure 10. Effects of fuel-volume flow rate and tube diameter on flame height for city gas diffusion flames;
reproduced from Wohl et al. (1949).
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Abstract - Laminar diffusion flames of propane have been studied
under both normal-gravity and (5.18-second) microgravity conditions.
The quiescent oxidizing environment was at 1.0 atm pressure, and had
15% - 30% by volume of oxygen in nitrogen. Flame radiation was
measured using a wide-view-angle, thermopile-detector radiometer.
The results show that radiation levels are significantly higher in
microgravity than in normal gravity. This is mainly due to the larger
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flame size and accumulation and slow transport of the combustion
products in the vicinity of the flame, which are caused by the removal
of buoyancy. In addition, it is shown that the sooting characteristics are
different in microgravity compared to normal gravity. For the normal-
gravity flames, the effects of oxygen concentration on radiation is
shown to be negligible, whereas in microgravity environments, flame
shape, color, luminosity, and radiation are strongly affected by the
amount of oxygen in the environment. This has direct application to the
problem of spacecraft fire detection and fire safety. The data suggest
that longer test times are needed to reach steady state in microgravity
environments.
2
1. Introduction
The problem of fire safety in spacecraft environments has been a
major concern. In order to understand the behavior and characteristics
of flames in low gravity, different programs have been underway to
study the combustion processes of solid, liquid, and gaseous fuels in
microgravity environments. 1-4 The focus of this research is on the
fundamental understanding of the structure of laminar gas-jet diffusion
flames under microgravity conditions. The basic mechanisms which
control the diffusion flames include the coupled processes of mixing,
chemical kinetics including soot formation and disposition, flame
radiation, and buoyancy-induced convection. A major problem
impeding our understanding of flame behavior is the masking effect of
buoyancy on flames in normal-gravity environments. The buoyancy-
induced convection masks the processes of chemical-diffusional
interactions that are fundamental to the understanding of combustion
phenomena. In microgravity environments, the buoyant force is nearly
eliminated, and the remaining physico-chemical processes are
responsible for the very different behavior of flames observed in the
microgravity experiments conducted to-date. 5
In recent studies of microgravity laminar diffusion flames, 0"12 some
unique and, in most cases, unexpected phenomena have been observed.
The results show that flame characteristics, color, luminosity, and
sooting behavior are strongly affected in microgravity compared to
normal gravity. In addition, it was shown that radiation can be up to an
order of magnitude higher in microgravity flames. Also, pressure and
oxygen concentration have a more significant effect on microgravity
flames than those in normal gravity. 7-$
Radiation from laminar and turbulent gas-jet diffusion flames in
normal-gravity environment has been measured by Markstein in an
impressive and systematic way.13-1s In this paper, we have followed
his approach to measure the total radiation from microgravity flames of
propane burning under different oxygen-containing environments, and
have compared the results with their normal-gravity counterparts.
2. Exnerimental
The experiments were conducted in the 5.18-Second Zero-Gravity
Facility of NASA Lewis Research Center. 19 Figure 1 shows a schematic
of the hardware. The volume of the combustion chamber was 0.087 m 3.
The fuel nozzle (protruding 15 cm inside the chamber) had a tapered
tip with inner radius of 0.0825 cm, and was positioned along the
centerline of the cylindrical chamber. The nozzle was approximately
20cm away from the chamber wall. The tip of the nozzle was
approximately 50 cm away from the chamber top. The fuel was
supplied from a stainless steel bottle of 75 cm 3 in volume at an initial
pressure of 100 psig. Appropriate windows were mounted in the
chamber wall for the movie cameras and the radiometer. A pressure
transducer was used to record the chamber pressure during the test.
Both normal-gravity and microgravity flames of propane
(99.9%-pure) were studied in quiescent oxidizing environments of 15%
to 30% by volume of oxygen in nitrogen. The chamber pressure was
1.0 atm, and the fuel-volume flow rate was 1.5 cm3/sec, corresponding
to a cold-jet Reynolds number of 90.
Most of the flames discussed here were ignited using a retracting,
nichrome-wire, ignitor which was located 1.0 cm above the nozzle tip.
It was removed from the flame area in 0.5 sec following ignition. Two of
the flames discussed here were ignited using a spark ignition device
which has since been replaced by the nichrome wire because of its
reliability. The ignition system was activated for 0.5-1.0 sec for the
normal gravity and microgravity tests. The microgravity flames were
ignited after the release of the package in the drop tube. Two movie
cameras (filming rates = 12 and 30 frames/sec, respectively) using color
Kodak Ektachrome Video News film recorded the flame development
and behavior.
The wide-view angle radiometer was comprised of a 1.5 x 1.5-ram,
fast-response thermopile detector with a Calcium Fluoride (CaF2)
window (Oriel Corporation, Model 7106), and a time constant of
40 msec, field of view of 90 - 100 degrees, and maximum irradiance of
0.2 W/cm 2. In addition, the experiment chamber was equipped with a
CaF 2 window to allow maximum transmission of the infrared radiation.
The window had a usable transmission range of 0.2 - 9.0 _tm, with its
absorptivity falling off above 1.0 _tm to about 50% at 10.0 I_m; its
approximate transmission in the linear range was 94%. The radiometer
was calibrated using a black-body source (Barnes Engineering, Model
11-210), with an opening of 2.54 cm in diameter. A nanometer
(Keithly Instrument, Model 181) was used to measure the radiometer
response to various temperatures of the black-body source. The
distance from the nozzle centerline (and for calibration, from the
black-body source) to the radiometer sensor was 28.6 cm, and from the
shutter iris to the sensor was 3.84 cm. The iris on the shutter had an
open diameter of 2.54 cm. The inner diameter of the Calcium Fluoride
window was 4.45 cm. The nozzle/window/iris/sensor arrangement was
such that the field of view on a plane passing through the centerline of
the nozzle had a radius of 9.55 cm.
Figure 2 shows the normal-gravity and microgravity flames injecting
propane into oxidizing environments of 15%, 18%, 21%, and 30% by
volume of oxygen in nitrogen. Following ignition, the normal-gravity
flames establish quickly (in less than 0.5 sec), and show the typical
flicker characteristics (with a frequency of 10 - 20 Hz) of laminar
flames burning in quiescent environments. Both minimum and
maximum flame heights are shown in Figure 2 for the normal-gravity
flames. However, the microgravity flame heights continuously increase
after ignition, and the color of these flames constantly change, indicating
that the flame needs longer time to reach a steady state. The
microgravity flames shown in Figure 2 are for the last instant of the
drop (just prior to the beginning of the deceleration period).
Figure 3 shows the flame radiance as a function of time for both
normal-gravity and microgravity flames. Using the calibration chart,
the data obtained from the radiometer reading (in mV) was converted
to the equivalent black-body temperature (T b) of the calibration source.
The flame radiance (OT4b/_) in W/cme-sr was then obtained as a
function of time, where a is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant.
Table 1 shows the data obtained in terms of flame height, flame
maximum diameter, radiance, and radiance per unit projected flame
area. This area was calculated by multiplying the flame height by the
maximum flame diameter, to give a rough estimate of the relative
values of radiance per unit flame area between the normal-gravity and
microgravity flames. The radiance data are for the last instant (at
approximately 5 seconds) of the test. The heights for normal-gravity
flames in Table 1 are the averages of minimum and maximum
flickering-flame height. The heights for microgravity flames were
measured as the points where blue was no longer visible on the film
(for the 15%-O2-flame ), and where red could no longer be seen (for the
other flames); see Figure 2. Table 1 also shows the rate of change of
radiance with time during the last second of the experiment for both
normal-gravity and microgravity flames.
In Figure 4, flame radiance as a function of oxygen concentration is
presented. The normal-gravity flames show no significant changes in
radiance with increasing oxygen percent. However, the microgravity
flames show a linear variation of radiance with oxygen concentration.
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4. Discussion
The flames of Figure 2 show the significant effects of buoyancy on
shape, luminosity, and sooting characteristics. The normal-gravity
flames are yellow, flickering, and pencil-like, regardless of oxygen level
in the environment. However, their intensity appears to increase at
higher oxygen concentrations. The microgravity flames are in general
taller, wider, and sootier than the normal-gravity flames. The flame of
15% oxygen is entirely blue, indicating that sooting is reduced, and
glowing and burning particles are not present. However, the continuous
release and slow transport of the hot combustion products due to the
absence of buoyancy may contribute to slow heating of the fuel rich
region of the jet, and given enough time in microgravity, the blue flame
may start to show an increase in sooting and subsequent change in the
color of the flame. The flame in 18% oxygen shows a transition from
non-sooting to the highly sooting condition. As the oxygen level
increases, the tendency for sooting increases, which is accompanied by a
brighter flame due to higher temperatures and increased sooting.
The orange/reddish color of the microgravity flames is an indication
of cooler temperatures than is expected for typical burn-off conditions.
The yellow/orange/red/dull red regions in the flames show that the
temperature of the soot decreases in microgravity flames, leading to
local extinction at the flame tip. This tip-opening and underventilated-
type behavior is a characteristic of sooty microgravity flames. Absence
of buoyancy and dominance of diffusive processes result in longer
10
residence times, enhanced soot formation, increased radiative loss and
additional cooling by pyrolysis, which are, in some combination,
responsible for the observed characteristics of microgravity flames.
The data presented in Figure 3 show that radiative loss in normal-
gravity flames is not only constant throughout the duration of the test,
but that the level of radiation does not change with increasing oxygen
concentration. This is largely due to the instantaneous removal of the
hot combustion products under the influence of buoyancy. In addition,
the normal-gravity flames become established immediately following
ignition, whereas in microgravity, a continuous development of the
flame is observed (both visually by examining the films and through
radiation data). The data of Figure 3 also show that at lower oxygen
levels, radiation approaches a possible steady-state value more slowly
compared to radiation from high-oxygen-concentration flames. This is
due to the reduced temperature and concentration gradients and, hence,
transport rates, at the reduced ambient oxygen levels. The rates of
change of the radiation loss are shown in Table 1 where it is apparent
that the microgravity flames have not reached a steady-state after 5
seconds. Table 1 also shows that for microgravity flames the radiation
decreases with reduced ambient oxygen concentrations. The radiation
from the normal gravity flames is afft_cted by flickering and,
consequently, shows no specific trend for the range of conditions tested.
However, it is interesting to note that the radiation from these normal
gravity flames falls within a relatively narrow band, as can be seen in
Figure 4. Finally, Table 1 shows a non-monotonic flame length
11
dependence on oxygen concentration for both the normal gravity and
microgravity flames. This may be due to the onset of chemical kinetic
quenching caused by the lower oxygen concentrations and the attendant
reduced temperatures. Concentration measurements, to be made in the
future, will help to confirm the hypothesis that these flames involve
incomplete combustion.
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5. Conclusion
The effects of ambient oxygen concentration on radiation from
normal-gravity and microgravity laminar propane diffusion flames
have been measured using a wide-view-angle radiometer. The results
show that while normal-gravity flames do not exhibit appreciable
effects of oxygen concentration on radiation, microgravity flames show
a continuous increase in radiation with increasing oxygen concentration.
Although these flames had not reached steady-state, the level of
radiation from the microgravity flames was up to an order of magnitude
larger than that from normal-gravity flames. Further quantitative data
and analysis is underway to more fully characterize and understand the
behavior of gas-jet diffusion flames in microgravity environments.
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1. Introduction
A fundamental understanding of flame struc'm_ and characteristics under reduced-gravity
conditions is essential to the problem of fire safety in spacecraft environments.O) A major problem
impeding our understanding of flame behavior in normal gravity is the masking effects of buoyancy,
which results in significant differences between the structure of normal-gravity and microgravity
flames.(2)
Inrecentstudiesof microgravitylaminardiffusionflames, some uniqueand unexpected
phenomena have been observed.(2-5)The resultshave shown thatflamecolor,size,luminosity,
sootingbehavior,approachtowardsteadystateand radiativeloss,aswcU astheeffectsofpressure
an/loxygen concentrationon thesecharacteristics,aresignificantlydifferentinmicrogravitycompar_
tonormal gravity.
No previousstudyexistson theinfluencesoftheremovalofbuoyancy on u'ansitionaland
tta'bulent gas jet diffusion flames. The present work characterizes the different regimes of flame
behavior under both normal-gravity and microgravity conditions. The available microgravity time and
theexperimentvolume restrictthestudytofairlysmalldiffusionflamesinthelaminar,wansitionaland
turbulentregimes.
2. Exnerimental
Diffusion flames of propane burning in quiescent air at atmospheric presstn'_ were studied in the
2.2-Second Drop Tower of NASA Lewis Research Center. The combustion chamber was an open,
rectangular (26 x 29 x 61 cm3) container. The chamber and accessories where placed inside the
(closed) drag shield. One side of the chamber was made of Lcxan to provide photographic access.
The other three (steel) sides were painted black to prevent the reflection of light from the walls. The
vessel was covered by a f'mely woven copper screen to prevent flame-tip disturbance.
The fuelnozzlehad a tipinnerradiusof0.039cm. A 4.4--cmelevatedaluminum plateheldthe
nozzleabove thechamber floor.The plate,measuring19cm by 20 cm, actedasa flamebolderby
reducingtheentrainmentofthesurroundingair.The nozzle,locatedatthecenteroftheplate,
protruded2-3mm above theplatetopreventwater-vaporcondensation.
Ignition was achieved using a hot-wire system. The ignitor was activated for up to 1 second.
Once ignited, the hot _ was retracted from the flame. Ignition was achieved in normal gravity. Up
to 4 seconds were allowed for the flame to establish itself and to film the normal-gravity flame prior to
the release of the experiment into free fall. The fuel flow was maintained for the duration of the
2.2-second microgravity test.
A 16-ramMillikcnmovie camera recordedthenormal-gravityand microgravityflamesata filming
rateof 50 frames/second.Tungsten Eastman EktachromeVideo News filmswere usedtomc.ordthe
flames.
The fuelwas 99.9%-pure propane.The volume-flowrateswere 100 to I000 cm3/min,
correspondingtoa cold-jetReynolds number of314-3140,basedon thenozzleradius.
3. Result_ and Discussion
Figure I shows the variation of flame height with (cold jet) Reynolds number. A study of this
diagram reveals some interesting and unexpected characteristics.
The normal-gravity flames of the laminar regime show a linear variation of height with Reynolds
number, as is expected from the classical behavior.(O These flames flicker due to the hydrodynamic
instability, and the flicker range increases with increasing jet momentum. The laminar flames are
generally yellow with a small blue base. As the jet momentum increases, the (average) flame height
undergoes a transitional regime with a dip which is not a characteristic of typical transitional flame.(6)
However, other studies (e.g., 7) have shown that relatively low-momentum flames exhibit this kind
of behavior and, indeedj the flame height in the turbulent regime can be larger than that in the
transitional regime.
In the transitional regime of normal-gravity flames, the flame starts to lift off, having a major blue-
base section foUowed by a yellow brush which both flickers and wavers fi'om side to side. This
behavior persists throughout the turbulent regime, although the boundary of the break point shows the
classical behavior. Blow-off occurs somewhere beyond Re = 3,000.
The microgravity flames, on the other hand, show a completely different behavior. In the laminar
regime, the flame is flicker-free, much wider than the normal-gravity flame (up to four times larger in
radius), and has an open tip with flame colors changing from blue at the base to yellow, then orange,
then red, and finally dark red toward the flame tip. The flame color and shape indicate soot quenching
and its subsequent escape through the tip, which resembles an underventilated-type behavior. The
flame-tip opening in addition to the criteria for measuring the height of open-tip flames have been
discussed in detail elsewhere.(4) However, as the jet momentum increatses toward the transitional
regime, the width of the flame tip decreases. In addition, the gap between microgravity and (average)
normal-gravity flame heights increases with increasing Reynolds number.
The microgravity flames (at least for those particular Reynolds numbers of this study) show a
monotonic flame-height variation, which means that the transition from the laminar region to the
turbulentregime may occur quitesmoothly, unliketheclassicalbehavior forthenormal-gravityflames.
However, somewhere in the transitionregime,the flame tipclosesand large-scale,slow-moving
structuresdevelop which do not look likea brush-typebehavior,as inthenormal-gravityflame,but
rather a wrinkled structure. The flame lifts off the nozzle tip, although the stand-off distance is almost
half of that for the normal-gravity flame. Tip flicker was not observed for any of the microgravity
flames. The flame maintains a constant length up to a Reynolds numlxa" of 2200, and then increases in
length, which unfortunately falls out of the camera field of view. It is anticipated that the height will
increaseinthisregionwith increasingReynolds number. The microgravityflame heightinthe
turbulentregime isalmost twice thatof the corresponding notarial-gravityflame.
4. Conclusions
Diffusionflames of propane burning in airatatmosphericpressurehave been studiedunder both
normal-gravityand microgravityconditions.Laminar, transitional,and turbulentregimes have been
investigated. The results show significant differences in the structme and characteristics of
microgravityflames in the threeregimes,compared totheirnormal-gravitycounterparts.Work is
underway tocharacterizethe details of theseregimes and toexpand the database.
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SUMMARY
The proposed research is aimed toward the fundamental understanding of the behavior and
characteristics of laminar gas-jet diffusion flames under microgravity conditions. By eliminating
buoyancy, fundamental scientific information can be obtained in relation to the structure and
physico-chemical aspects of flames in both normal-gravity and reduced-gravity environments.
The ground-based portion of the current program has resulted, to date, in some new and
unique information, significantly enhancing our understanding of laminar diffusion flames in
microgravity environments. However, unexpected characteristics have also been observed raising
new questions on transport processes in diffusion flames in the absence of buoyancy.
Observations and associated data show that earthbound facilities do not provide enough time to
fully characterize the coupled physical and chemical processes which control the behavior of flames
under microgravity conditions.
This document presents the science requirements for a highly productive program of space-
based experiments for studying laminar diffusion flames. Critical, fundamental questions will be
addressed through the efficient combination of longer microgravity test times, advanced
diagnostics, and comprehensive numerical modeling.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Although diffusion flames have been the subject of research for many years they are not
well understood and, while the effects of gravity on the burning process have been observed, the
basic mechanisms responsible for these changes have yet to be determined. The goal of this
research is to develop an improved understanding of gas jet diffusion flames. The laminar gas jet
diffusion flame is selected for study because it embodies mechanisms important in all diffusion
flames such as f'tres and practical combustion systems. Furthermore, due to its relative simplicity
and ease of control, it lends itself to direct theoretical and experimental studies. However, existing
theoretical models are deficient and improved models are required because they are essential to the
interpretation of data, providing a means of theoretically isolating mechanisms influencing the
observed behavior. The complexity of these mechanisms and their coupling establishes the
requirement for data with which to verify assumptions inherent in the theoretical analyses. If
gravity is significantly reduced, then its effect can be isolated, and the complication of buoyancy-
induced convection would be removed from the problem. The combination of microgravity and
normal-gravity data would provide the information, both theoretical and experimental, to improve
our understanding of diffusion flames in general and the effects of gravity on the burning process
in particular. Although earthbound experiments under reduced-gravity conditions have shown
significant differences in flame behavior relative to normal-gravity conditions, the data is
incomplete. This is mainly due to the limited available time in ground-based facilities, in addition
to the limitations imposed by these facilities on the capability to conduct advanced diagnostics
measurements. The existing data is confined to semi-quantitative visual observations on flames,
and quantitative measurements (radiation, temperature, and species) from experiments currently
being conducted in the 5.18-Second Zero-Gravity Facility and the upcoming KC-135 tests. This
document describes the requirements of an experiment that if performed in space, would help to
eliminate some major deficiencies in our understanding of gas jet diffusion flames.
II. BACKGROUND
The problem of fire safety has received the attention of researchers for many years which
has resulted in a continuous effort to understand the complicated processes occurring in fires.
Recently, interest in the fire problem has been expanded to include aerospace applications due to
the concern over fires aboard spacecraft. The primary conclusion drawn from the existing base of
information on fires is that a more fundamental understanding of diffusion flames is needed in
order to predict their behavior and to control them. Although the significant effects of gravity on
the burning process have been observed, the mechanisms responsible for these changes have yet to
bedetermined.A critical limitation of the existing earthbound experimental data is that only limited
elapsed time is available to fully characterize the flame behavior under reduced-gravity conditions.
Diffusion flames involve convective and diffusive effects and fires are a complicated type
of this class of combustion process. Regardless of the type of fuel involved (i.e., liquid, solid, or
gaseous), the basic mechanisms which control the burning process are the same. These include the
processes of mixing, radiation, chemical kinetics, soot formation, diffusion, and buoyancy-
induced convection. The laminar gas-jet diffusion flame embodies these mechanisms (see Figure
1) while representing a basic element of more complex, convcctively-induccd turbulent flames (see
Figure 2).
In order to understand the mechanisms controlling a fire, laboratory-scale turbulent gas-jet
diffusion flames have been extensively studied. These small-scale flames provide important
information in relation to the processes occurring in practical combustion systems as well.
However, turbulent flames are not fully understood and their understanding requires more
fundamental studies of laminar diffusion flames in which, under normal-gravity conditions, the
complication of convection-induced turbulence is eliminated and the interplay of transport
phenomena and chemical kinetics becomes more tractable. But even this basic, relatively simple
flame is not completely characterized in relation to soot formation, radiation, diffusion, and
kinetics. Therefore, gaining an understanding of laminar flames is essential to the understanding
of fires in which the same basic phenomena occur. By working under microgravity conditions, the
effects of buoyancy can be isolated and the results would form a basis to address, in logical order,
the fundamental processes occurring in diffusion flames [1]. In the remainder of this section, we
describe a cross-section of past experimental and theoretical efforts in relation to laminar diffusion
flames under both normal-gravity and reduced-gravity conditions.
Laminar gas-jet diffusion flames have be,on a subject of extensive analytical, numerical, and
experimental research since the appearance of the classical work of Burke and Schumann [2].
Most of the analytical studies to date deal with the mathematical representations of flame shapes
based on the Burke-Schumann methodology which neglects some of the phenomena critical to
understanding the structure of these flames. These include transient effects, soot formation, non-
uniform flow parameters, variable transport properties, coupling between the conservation
equations, and f'mite-rate chemical kinetics. In all of the analytical approaches, the effect of
buoyancy had to be neglected in order to enable one to obtain a closed-form mathematical represen-
tation of flame shape, mass-fraction distribution and temperature distribution. Applications of this
theory to laboratory-scale gas-jet diffusion flames [2-6] and to the flamelets of composite solid
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gravit) flame is rcflection from the chamber wall. Reproduction has increased the color intensity.
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Fig. 2. Change in the flame height and behavior with increase in volume flow rate for a lypical gas jet diffusion
flame in normal gravity.
propellants [7] have shown satisfactory agreement between the theoretical and experimental flame
characteristics. Table 1(a) describes a selected number of analytical works performed on laminar
gas-jet diffusion flames. Few numerical investigations of these types of flames under normal-
gravity and microgravity conditions have been attempted. The results of numerical calculations of
the set of conservation equations for normal-gravity [8] and zero-gravity flames [9-12] have shown
that improved understanding is needed in relation to the coupled physico-chemical phenomena
occurring under these conditions. Table l(b) shows a selected number of numerical modeling
approaches. Experimental investigations of normal-gravity flames have provided a large amount of
information which is not quite obtainable from the theoretical studies cited above, i.e., flame
structure, soot mass fraction and number density, radiative characteristics, and temperature,
species and velocity distributions; see, e.g., [8-13].
Efforts to isolate the buoyancy effects in laminar flames have been limited, to-date, to
experiments in the 2.2-Second Drop Tower [9-11, 14-19] and 5.1g-second Zero-Gravity Facility
of NASA-Lewis Research Center [20, 21], and accompanying numerical modeling [6, 9-11]. The
2.2-Second Drop-Tower experiments involve a self-contained gas-jet diffusion flame apparatus
which is allowed to fall inside a falling drag shield. The apparatus is dropped (after establishing
and recording the flame in normal gravity [9, 10, 14-17] or igniting the flame while in microgravity
[11, 18, 19]) and the flame is observed throughout the duration of the fall. This provides time-
resolved data on the development of the flame shape for the near-zero-gravity condition achieved
during the drop. In the 5.18-Second Zero-Gravity Facility, the experiment package falls inside an
evacuated tube, and the flame is ignited while the package is falling [20, 21].
Attempts have also been made to study the gas-jet diffusion flames under elevated-gravity
conditions achieved in a centrifuge [22] and under negative-gravity conditions by inverting the
flame using a downward-flow configuration [1, 17, 23]. Studies have been conducted on soot
formation from laminar diffusion flames under normal-gravity conditions in the pressure range of
1.0-10 arm [e.g., 13]; there is no study to-date which quantitatively determines the effect of
pressure on soot formation in the absence of buoyancy. Experimental studies have been underway
on the behavior of Burke-Schumann type diffusion flames in microgravity environment [e.g., 24].
Results of selected experimental works on laminar flames are presented in Table l(c). We see that
while the effects of buoyancy are apparent in all of the studies presented in Tables l(a)- l(c), it has
not been strictly isolated (except for the flames of drop-tower experiments), and a large gap in the
data base exists in this context.
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Table lea). Selected Analytical Studies on Laminar Diffusion Flames.
AUTHOR (s)
Burke and
Schumann
(192B) ;
Ref. [2]
Astavln and
Ryazantsev
(1979);
Re?.[3]
PeMner,
Bahadori and
; Kennedy (1984)
Ref. [5]
Beckstead
(lea1) ;
Ref. [7]
Bahadorl
(zggo);
Ref. [6]
R_THOD
Analyttcil represent-
ations of the shapes of
1aminarocylindrIcally-
s_etric. CO-axial gas-
Jet diffusion flames
under steady-state
conditions.
Same as Burke and
Schmann (1928) but for
fuel and oxidizer sep-
arated by I flow of an
tnxrt gas el) from each
other end (b) from the
wall for both cylindrical
and rectangular burners.
Same IS Burke and
Schumann (lg2B).
Analytical represantatto,
of the heights of
laminar, cylindrically*
s_metri¢ flimelets of
composite soltd propel*
1ants under steady-state
conditions.
Anelj_ttcal representattol
of the shapes of lmtnar
cy]tndrtcelly*s_etrt¢,
transient, co-extol an-
Jet diffusion flales.
CHARACTERISTICS
Assumptions of e_ll and
constant veloctt|is.
transpOrt coefficients,
end physical properties
of the two gas streams;
fliae-sheet epproxl-
melon; Levis nulber of
unity (which decouples
the energy and species-
conservation equations);
constant pressure (which
eliminates the _entum
equation); absence of
buoyancy; no extel
diffusion.
Same as Burke and
Schumann (|gZ8).
Same aS Burke and
Schumann (1928) but for
constant arbitrary flow
velocities, transport
parimetlrs and ph_tcil
properties tn the pre-
sence of axtll diffusion
wtth untmolecular decom-
position reactions of
fuel and oxidizer.
Same as Burke and
Schumann (1928) but tn
the presence of axtal
diffusion.
SmH as Burke and
Schumann (1928) but tn
the presence of axial
diffusion.
DATA USED
Methane, ¢tty gas,
and CO flames ire
used. Air flom
rite-G-42 ft3/hr,
fuel fl_ rite-
2-2S "_/hr.
Inside radius-
1/4-5/16 in.
Outside radius-
1/2-S/8 tn.
Pirimetr|¢ vi|ues
of velocities,
diffusion coef-
ficients and tube
diameters ire used
for methane/air
elms.
The data of gurke
and Schumann (1B2B
and Mttchell et el.
(lg80) ire used.
Typacll coeffic-
Ients of diffusion
and velocities for
evaporating solid
propellent species
ere used.
The data of Cochral
(]g72) and Cochran
and Hast¢i (]970)
ere used, e.g.,
nozzle redlus-0.1B(
ca, matins velo-
cltyoZS.8 m/SK,
etc.
0(FICIENClES
No account of the
fomatton of pro*
ducts of ¢ombust-
clan; lack of
finite-rata kin-
etics end SOOt-
formation mach-
inise; no effects
of radiation; no
axial diffusion;
ossuaptlon of de-
icoupled conservat-
ion equations; no
arias|eat effects
Some as Burke and
Schumann (]g2B).
Same is gurke and
Schtllinn (1928)
except for the
effect of axial
diffusion.
Same aS Burke
and Sch_nn
(]928) except for
the affects of
extol diffusion.
Same is Burke end
ScMmnn (1928)
except for the
effects of extol
diffusion and
transient pheno-
liens.
COffqENT$
Theoretical
f]ime heights
are compared
wtth the ex-
perimental
results
under nomal-
g; qualita-
tive Igreemen
is obtained
between ex-
periment and
theory.
Families of
flame shapes
end tmper-
Iture contour:
are obtained
No COmpariSon
wlth data.
The results
ira In good
e_eement
wlth expert-
mental data.
Flame stand-
off distances
ire obtained.
NO ditJ eva11.
able.
F18ma devel-
opment wtth
ttmets ob-
tained. The
results In-
dicate that
ttmes greater
thin S,O Set
are needed for
mane to reacF
_eer-steidy
state under
zero-g
conditions.
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Table lib). Selected Numerical Studies on Laminar Diffusion Flames.
AUTHOR(s) M.rTH0_ CHARACTERISTICS DATA USED DEFICIENCIES
Mitchell,
Sarofim and
Clomburg
(19B0) ;
Numerical solution of
9overnlng conservation
equations for miss,
momentum, species, and
FlaRe-sheet concept for
locating the $tofch(o-
metric fuel-oxygen
interface end hence, the
Ref. [a]
Klijn and
Oppenheim
{1982);
nef.[12]
Edelman,
Fortune,
Weilersteln,
Cochran, and
Haggard {]973)
Ref. [10]
Bshadorl,
Edelman,
$tocker_ and
Olson (lggO);
Ref. [ZZ]
energy, ustn 9 a global
chemical reaction at
the flame boundary wlth
infinite rate. A steady-,
state norrnel-g methane/
air flare was studied,
which waS llmlnlr,
confined, end axtsy-
mmetrlc.
The numerical model
treats the effects of
exothen_icity on the
contoLlrS Of oaseoust
unconflned Jet diffusion
flares with negligible
buoyancy effects.
Numerical solution of
conservation equations.
It ts shown that kinetic
effects ere of primary
importance tn flames
under reduced gravtty.
Other controlling fact-
ors ere Ixtal diffusion,
radiation end transient
effects.
The model of Edelmn,
et el. (1973),
points of heat release.
Natural convection
effects and variable
thermodynamic end trans-
port properties are
a11owed. Both axial
and radial convection
end diffusion are In-
cluded.
Simplifying assumptions
of flaRe-sheet apprOXl-
mation, Sc_Idt end
Prandtl numbers of unity
and constant Specific
hosts. Solutions are ob-
tJined tn closed alge-
braic form. J_ta)
diffusion is not included
The model includes the
coupled effects of
tnertte, viscosity,
dlffuslOnm gravity, and
combustion tn a boundary-
layer type formulation.
Axial and radial con*
vectton end r|dleldtf-
fusion ere considered.
Modlfted radiation
model was used to
eccom_date the effects
of Sims-phase redtatlon.
Inner tube dta-
meter-l.27 c_;
outer tube dle-
meter-S.IB c_,
methane flow rate-
S.? m3/sec; alr
flow rite-InT.7
om_/sec.
No_Imensionsltzed
values of dlameter_
stolchiometrlc
ratios, velocities.
etc. ire used in
a Wremetrlc form.
Caparison with
drop-tower data of
Cochran and NeStCe
()glO) end Cochren
(1972); see
Table 1(C).
(_mpirtsons with
drop-tour deal
of Cochran (1972)
mnd Wiggled end
_chran (1973),
tn mddtt_on to
the m die|.
Also, c(]lplrtsons
with the pv_tdtc-
ttons of Klein
and Ol}peflhelm(1_).
No detailed
chemical kin-
etics, SOOt
formation or
radietlon.
Lewis e_,d Pr, ndtl
numbers of unity;
infinlte-rate
olohll ch_Ical
reaction; no rad-
lation or Soot
formation.
No detailed kin.
etics, soot fom-
melon, aslal dtf-
fuslon, ahd rid-
iation.
Absence of radii-
tton frca soot;
ixlel diffusion;
SOOt processes.
T_peratures,
species Con.
contritions
and velocit-
ies are ob-
tained. The
results show
the important
effect of
buoyancy, by
which, the
velocity In-
creases by a
factor of 40
inside an
overventil,t-
ed CH4-alr
flame. Good
COmparison
with expert-
mental data
Is obtained.
Fiir agree-
ment when
cOmpaPed wlth
the experi-
mental data
under zero-g
conditions
of Cochran
(1972) and
)Haggard end
Cochran
(1973).
Good agree-
ment for
normel-g
flames and
falr agree-
ment for
steady-state,
low*Re, Zero-
g flames of
NASA-Lewis
idrop-tower
experiments.
Good egree-
ment for zero
grivlty
flames, and
leXcellent
)agrlm,_nt
with the
predictions
lof Klein end
Oopenhetm(lS_).
Table 1(c). Selected Experimental Studies on Laminar Diffusion Flames.
AUTHOr,(s)
Mttche11,
5erofim
end Clo_bur 9
(1980) ;
Ref.[s]
Flower and
eOWmln (1983)
Ref. [13]
Cochrsn snd
Master (]970)
Ref.[14]
Cochrin
7Z);
ef. [25]
Confined, axis)_metrtc,
laminar methane*tit
diffusion flames.
Structures of 2-O, lim-
tnar ethylene-sir _ames
under non, el-g and
elevated-pressure ¢ond*
lttons Ire studied.
NASA/Lewls drop-tower
experiments (see the
text for details).
• • • Oll|lllliiJJJiOIIIIIOll"
CHARACTERISTICS
Distributions of temper-
ature_ velocity end
spectes were measured.
The effects of buoyancy
hive not been Isolated.
Soot mess fraction end
number density is ob-
tained. NO $1gntftcent
effect of pressure on
the size of soot parti-
cles tS observed.
Fle_e behavior is ob-
served during the Z,2-
sac drop of the test
chimber. Quiescent air
for ell of the drop-
tower experiments ex-
cept those of Haggard
(1981) whlch_i_re stud-
ted for thwarted flames
(under nomal-g ¢ond-
|ttons) end zero-g
frames in the presence
of forced-air velocities
see the text for details
DATA USED
Inner tube die.-
1.27 Cm; outer
tube dla.-S.18 c_:
lethin! flow rate-
S.7 ¢_JlSeC. tit
flow rate-[B7.7
c=3/sec.
PresSure ringe-
1.0 - 2.S e_.
A rectangular
burner was used
with lit veloctty
• Z| Cm/SeC end
fuel velocity-
7 m/sac.
CH41a|r flailS;
nozzle red|us-
0.186 - 0.442 cm;
methine flew rite-
I.Z - S.3 ¢x3/sec..
i
CH41elr flames;
nozzle radius-
0,051 - 0.113
m; fuel flow
rite-0.7 - 12.Z
m3/sec.
DEFICIENCIES
No kinetics, soot
formation or rad-
iation effects.
Only gas temper-
eture end soot
data ire obtained
Only flame
lengths end be-
haviors ere ob-
served. No
meisurments on
quantitative
data was possible
due to the short
periods of drop.
COMHENT5
Importance of
buoylncy is
dfeOnStrltad.
iby which, the
velocity in-
creases by e
factor of 40
inside an
overventtlitec
CH4-ilr flame
The data ere
in good agree-
ment with the
results of
nodeltng.
Increlse in
soot yield
(,,st of
soot/mass of
fuel) as the
pressure to
the power
0.5 - 1.0
was observed
Max tmtlm and
integrated
soot vo_ ume
fractions
Increased
as the pres-
Sure to a
power be-
t_en 1.5 -
Z.O.
Sudden Incre-
ase tngravtt)
level result-
ed in immedi-
ate reduction
in flame len*
gth fold•wed
by flame ex-
Iwlndlng away
from the
burner and
ftnil exttng-
utstment.
Steady-state
transient and
extinguished
flames exist-
ed |n zero
gravity.
Flames were
SOS long-
er end wider
tfl l|ro-g
thin tn
nor_l-g.
oRIGINAL pAGE IS
OF pOOR QUALITY
AUTHOR(s}
Haggard and
Cochran
(1972) ;
Ref.[161
Haggard
(Zg81);
Ref.[ZT]
A1tenkrich,
Eichhorn, Hsu,
Branctc, and
Cerallos
(1976);
Ref. [22]
Klmura and
Ukawa (196l);
_,f.[z)3
Table l(c). Cont.
METHOD
Gas-jet diffusion flames
under elevated gravity
conditions achieved in i
centrifuge.
CHX_ACTERISTICS DATA USID
Gas-Jet diffusion flames
under ntgittve-g condi-
tions by inverting the
flame using I do_nward-
flow configuration.
Hydrogen, methane,
ethane and propane are
used.
Olta ira obtained for
both norNl-g and in-
verted fl m_mes.
(thylene end pro-
pylene diffusion
flames; nozzle
rtdlus-O.OSI -
0.083 cm; fuel flow
rI_e-0.4 - 3.5
r_/sec.
CH4/atr flames,
fuel-nozzle radius-
O.OS - 0.30 ca;
coaxill, convergent
air-nozzle radius-
1.4 ca st extt
plane; fuel flay
ra_e-l.SS - 10.3
_J/stc; sir flov
rate-O:597 ca3/sec.
1.83-m diameter
Centrifuge; burner
tnslde diameter-
O.OS - 0.21 am;
rotational speed-
200 rpn.
City gas flisls
ire used, Fuel
nozzle dtl.-t.$, ]
Ind ! m; atr duct
die.aS2 and 98 ms;
air flow rit_
10 m/ieCo fuel flow
rite £ 40 m/sac.
DEFICI[NCII$
Only photographs
Ire Obtained and
flame lengths ire
measured.
Only flame
lengths are ob-
served.
COPg_ENT$
Flame length
is described
In terms of
flow para-
meters and
fuel prop-
erties.
$Uble zero-
g lengths
were observe(
(xperimental
and computed
flame length_
For nonmal-g
_wive shown
good agree-
ment. Flame
extinguish-
ment upon
entry into
zero-g was
studied.
Relstlvely
lOW forced-
alr velocit-
ies (,lOom/
sac) wel_l
sufficient
to sustain
combustion
in zero
gravity.
The results
indicate
that flame
length end
carbon luu-
Inosity de-
crease with
increasing
buoyancy.
Also, flame
lift-off
and exting-
uishment
wire obser-
ved as the
g-level
tncreised.
Flame length
is proport-
ional to the
fuel flow
rite and In-
versely pro-
_rttonal to
the diffus-
Ion coeff-
Icient.
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Table I(c). Cont.
AUTMOR(s)
[del,_n
and
Ikihadort
(1%6);
Re_.[I]
Stocker(1990);
Ref.[24]
Bahadori
and
Stocker
(1989)[is]
Bahadorl,
[delman,
$tocker,
and Olson
(1990);
Ref.[11]
Bahadorl,
Stocker,
and [delmen
(Iggo);
_f. [191
Bahadori,
Edel_n,
Sates, and
Stacker
(lgg;);
Ref.Czo]
Sahador|.
[delNn,
Sotos, and
Stocker
(lggQ);
Ref.[zl]
METHOD
A downward-flow configur.
itlon is used to study
coaxial gas-jet dlffus|ol
flames.
Co-axtal Jets of hydro-
carbon fuels burning tn
air using a Burke-
Schumann type configu-
ration are studied in
2.2 seconds of micro-
gravity.
2.2-sic. microgravlty
experiments conducted
for methane and propane
flames with 02-Nz .
mixtures containing
18% to 30% oxygen In
quiescent environments
at I aim.
Ignition and behavior of
methane and propane
flames burning in elr
are studied In 2.2 S
of mlcrogravlty.
Propane flames burning
in qulescent air were
studied In 2.2 sic, of
microgrivity at
different pressures.
Nethane end propane
flmes Were studied tn
quiescent air it ! it,,
pressure tn S.18-sec.
of mtcrogrevtty.
14ethane and propane
flanws studied tn quits-
cent etr it 1 atJm tn
5.18 sic of mIcro-_.
CHARACTERISTICS
Temperature, flame shape
etc. are obtained. Stag-
nation points are pre-
dicted Indlcatlng that
unattached recirculat-
Ion zones exist above
the centerllne down-
stre_ of these fli_mes.
F1mes Were Ignited In
mlcrogrlvlty, both
equal end non-equal
reactant velocitles are
used for methane.
Ethane and propane
flames had non-equal
fuel and atr velocities
F1mes were 1gritted In
mlcrogrivlty. Increase
tn oxygen concentration
reduced the flame
height. Underventlla-
ted behavior was obser-
ved for propane fla.mes.
Flames were ignited In
mlcrogravlty. Blue CM4
fla_S _re observed it
low flow rates. Flame
heights were In good
agreement wlth predlc-
,lens. Open tlps were
observed tn mtcro-g.
Flms were $gntted tn
ltCrogravtty. Flames
show non-lone,onto
height vitiation tn
stcrogrivtty.
Udti(ton masurmnts
using a thenmp|le
detector. Flmes were
tgnlted In mtcnDgrevtty.
S sec. was not sufftctem
for radiation to reach
Steady state.
Flms were tgnlted In
mtcro-g. Temperet_
meesurlwnts ustng l
rake of g thermocouples.
OATA USE0
Air Inlet velocity
=6.4 ftlsec; met-
hine injection we1.
ace,y-0.17 - 1.2
ft/sec; fuel-tube
diameter-O.lg In.;
duct diameter-6.0
in.
Fuel-tul_ dtl_neter
e0.S6 on, outer
dta. - 4.86 cm.
Nethane, ethane,
and propane were
used. Velocities
up to 1S cm/s.
Nozzle radius •
0.048 end 0.074
am. FI_ rites -
1.75 end 5.25
cc/s for methane
and 0.64 end 0.g6
CC/S for propane.
Nozzle tnstde red.
• 0.051 and 0.0825
cm. Flow rite m
1.0-3.0 Cc/s for
methane and 0.5-
1.5 cc/s for
propane.
P • 0.S| 1.0 end
1.5 eta. Fuel
flcm rite • 0.5 *
1.5 cc/s. Tube
dtiter * 0.15 _ I
Nozzle radius •
0.0825 m. CH
flow rite • |._ --
3.0 co/s; C3H8
flow rite =
O.S - 1.5 cc/s.
Nozzle radius •
0.082S am. oH4
flOV rite • |.0 -
3.0 co/s; propane
flay rite • O.S -
I.S cc/s.
DEFICIENCIES
No qulntltltlve
Infomatlon on
SOOt, velocity.
species, radiation
etc.
No quantitative
Information on
soot, tmperiture
veloclty dlstrl-
button, radiation
etc.
No quantitative
Infor'Ntlon on
soot, redlatlon,
tm_oereture, etc.
No quantitative
meisurl_ent of
temperature,
ridlitlon, etc.
No quantitative
me|surqmlnts of
tlmpereture,
radiation, etc.
No other quantita-
tive mmeesu_t
except flame
radiation.
Only l_ll_reture
date ere roported.'
C0_[NTS
Importance
of rec|rcul-
atlon In
inverted
flames Is
dmonstrete_
The tip of
the flame
spread out
and the
fllme was
capped wtth
I concave
upward
surface.
Shape end
size of flm
IS Strongly
Influenced
by gravity.
Open tip was
observed for
ethane and
)rapine
flames.
Fli_es with
18% 02 Were
entirely
blue In
mlcrogravlty
but not In
nor_l gra-
vity.
Flames prevl-
ously repor-
ted as extln-
ulshed were
urnlng dur-
zn& the _.0 s
of micro-g
due to
mproved
photogral_y.
Observed Open
tip end soot
escape. Soot-
ing was Incr-
eased wlth
preasure
Increase.
Radiance was
up to 10
times larger
In mtcro-g.
TImooritures
ere lover
compared to
norNl-g.
iS sic was not
sufficient
tO reich
st44dystate.
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III. FUNDAMENTAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LAMINAR DIFFUSION
FLAMES IN MICROGRAVITY
In this section, we present some of the important findings of the ground-based portion of
the current program. Both experimental and theoretical aspects of this effort are described. The
new findings, when analyzed and discussed, provide a set of objectives and associated justification
for conducting a space-based experiment; these are presented in the later sections.
The experimental portion of the current ground-based program was designed to provide
both qualitative and quantitative measurements in the chamber shown in Figure 3. These data are
being obtained by the combined use of the 2.2-Second Drop Tower, 5.18-Second Zero-Gravity
Facility and the KC-135 aircraft. To-date, quantitative data have been obtained during the
approximately 5 seconds of low gravity in the form of temperature and radiation measurements. In
addition, species concentrations will also be measured. Direct observations using cinematography
have been obtained, revealing additional flame-visualization information in relation to flame color,
luminosity, and dimensions.
The current theoretical work consists of the development and upgrading of comprehensive
numerical models that are designed to predict flame characteristics, including temperature, velocity,
and species fields, radiation from particulates and combustion products, and flame shapes for
arbitrary gravity levels, in the presence of soot formation and oxidation, thermophoretic effects,
finite-rate kinetics, and multi-component diffusion.
In the current study, the effects of pressure, oxygen concentration, fuel type, nozzle size,
and fuel-flow rate (i.e., Reynolds number) have been examined. A comprehensive set of data
(both qualitative and quantitative) have been obtained. Oxygen-nitrogen mixtures in the range of
15% to 50% oxygen at chamber pressures ranging from 0.5 atm to 1.5 atm have been used as the
oxidizing environment. Both methane and propane flames have been studied in these quiescent
environments under normal-gravity and microgravity (both 2.2-second and 5.18-second)
conditions. Nozzle sizes of 0.051 to 0.0825 cm (inner radius) have been used. The fuel-flow
rates (when converted to standard conditions of 1 atm and 298 K) were 0.5 - 1.5 cm3/sec for
propane and 1.0-3.0 cm3/sec for methane.
Results of the research conducted to date under the current program have shown important,
and in some cases unexpected phenomena. Some of these findings are presented below in the
form of results, issues, and their impact on the direction of this research.
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TH[RY_COUPL[$_
_U_,ZOPET( R
$PA_Y,£LECT_OD(/
/GAS S._IPLING PROBES
SpAJa.r,(L(CT;_ / "_ NOZZ.I_
F,g. 3. E×pcriment package for the 5.18-Second Zero-Gravity Facility and KC-135 tests; current microgravity
laminar diffusion-flame program.
l-g minimum l-g maximum Microgravi ty
Fig. 4. Normal-gravity (both minimum and maximum heights of flicker) and microgravity flames of propane
burning in quiescent air at 1 aun; fuel-flow rate = 1.0 cm3/sec. The extensive yellow and red in the
background for normal-gravity flame is reflection from the chamber wall. Reproduction has increased the
color intensity.
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(a) Flame Characteristics
Laminar diffusion flames of hydrocarbons under microgravity conditions have shown
distinct characteristics relative to normal-gravity flames [1]. Compared to the flames in normal-
gravity environments, larger, sootier, and somewhat globular flames are observed in microgravity.
This is due to the significant reduction in the buoyant force, which makes diffusion the dominant
mechanism of transport.As a result,increasedresidencetime,enhanced sootformation,radiation
coolingduc tothe largerflame size,and the possibleonsetof a chemical-kineticslimitationon the
heat-releaseprocessareapparentlyresponsibleforthe very differentcharacteristicsof theseflames
compared to thoseinnormal gravity.In normal-gravityenvironments, laminardiffusionflames of
hydrocarbons flickerand aregenerallyyellow,whereas theirmicrogravitycounterpartsare flicker-
free, with colors ranging from orange to red to entixcly blue, depending on the oxidizer
composition and pressure.
In gas-jet diffusion flames, the heat-release mechanism is not uniform throughout the flow
field. Pyrolysis, producing soot and partially oxidized species, dominates in the near-jet region,
while continued heating and increased residence time result in the tendency to burn off these
species downstream. However, pyrolysis and soot formation reduce the temperature level in the
flame and, with the aid of the increased residence time, sooting is enhanced. This, in turn, results
in enhanced radiation, more cooling, and delayed soot burn-off downstream of the flame. This
effect is much more pronounced in microgravity flames compared to those in normal gravity, due
to the lack of buoyancy.
Figure 4 shows a typical normal-gravity and microgravity propane flame. The colors
indicate the presence of particular species in hydrocarbon flames, e.g., blue-violet region (outer
region at the base showing the specn'um of burning CO) and bluish-green region (showing C2 and
CH emissions, where C 2 bands appear green shaded toward violetand CH bands appear violet-
blue).A highlyluminous zone (brightyellow) indicatesthe thermal emission of burning carbon
particles.This luminous zone becomes yellow,then orange, and thenred and dark red toward the
boundary of the visibleregion,as the temperature of the unburned soot decreases. The reddish-
orange color of the flame isdue to the soot at cooler temperatures than would bc expected for
typicalburn-offconditions.
The colorof the radiatingsoot,inconjunctionwith Wien's law, can be used as an indicator
of the approximate localflame temperature. The cloud of burning sootparticlesisyellow, i.e.,
--0.58-l.tmwavelength (1370 K<T< 1670 K, where 1670 K is the temperature of a white hot
12
body). As the temperature decreases, the soot particles become orange red (-1370 K, --0.6 gin),
then cherry red (-I 170 K, 0.6-0.65 }gin), and finally dull red (-970 K, 0.65-0.70 _tm). These
effects are shown clearly in Figure 4, which indicate cooling by pyrolysis and enhanced radiation
due to increased soot formation.
Flame radiation is mainly due to the presence of soot particles, and the interaction between
kinetics and radiation is directly influenced by soot generation and bum-off. These mechanisms
are accentuated in the absence of buoyancy. The orange-reddish appearance of the microgravity
flame in Figure 4 is an indication of pyrolysis in the hot fuel-rich portions of the flame which
results in appreciable amounts of solid carbon. Studies of microgravity flames have shown that
flame temperature is reduced due to the large globular flame surface and continuum radiation fi'om
soot. Thermal radiation can result in an energy loss of up to 40% of the heat input which augments
the kinetic effects that can contribute to flame extinguishment [10]. The studies also suggest that
pyrolysis and soot formation are of potential importance in terms of their effect upon the local
molecular weight (buoyant force).
(b) Ignition, Flame Development, and Extinction
In previous studies [e.g., 14, 15], flames were ignited in normal gravity and then subjected
to the microgravity condition. As a result, a transient period due to the sudden removal of the
gravitational acceleration was imposed on the flame, which affected its characteristics and
development toward steady state. Immediately after the release of the apparatus, the (steady-state,
normal-gravity) flame height dec'teased and reached a minimum value in times on the order of 0.05
sec; see Figure 5(a). The flame height then continuously increased leading to either (reported)
extinguishment, (apparent) steady state, or a transient situation where the flame needed more time
to show its final behavior. The transitional behavior is due to the accumulation of hot products of
combustion attendant with the sudden loss of buoyancy-driven convective flow. Such an
occurrence was believed to lead to quenching in some cases or possibly a slow readjustment to a
steady-state microgravity flame (see Figure 5).
The ignition approach previously used in the drop-tower experiments [14, 15] exposes an
established normal-gravity flame to a sudden change in the gravity level. The reported micro-
gravity flame behavior has been due to this step change in the gravity level. The normal-gravity
ignition method also suggests that the microgravity flame behavior may be affected by the
flickering normal-gravity flame at the instant the package is subjected to the microgravity condition.
However, poor photography has resulted in erroneous conclusions on extinction of some of these
13
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microgravity flames [14, 15]; seeFigure 5(b). Recently, by improving the photographic
technique,flamestestedin the 5.18-SecondZero-Gravity Facility under identical conditionsto
thosereportedasextinguished,continuedto burn throughoutheavailabletimeof 5 seconds.As a
matterof fact,noneof thetestsconductedto dateunderthecurrentprogramhaveresultedin flame
extinction in microgravity. In addition to the improvedphotography,theseflameswereignited
after thereleaseof thepackage,thereforeeliminating thecomplicationsarising from subjectinga
normal-gravityflameto microgravitycondition.
Figure6 showsthebehaviorof a set of methane and propane flames following ignition in
microgravity. The data have shown that most of the flames do not reach steady state in the 2.2
second available time. This prompted the use of the 5.18-Second Zero-Gravity Facility, the results
of such tests will be discussed later.
Figure 7 shows a frame-by-frame analysis of a propane flame ignited in microgravity [11].
Frame number 35 shows the flame during rapid deceleration as the experiment package is brought
to rest at the end of the drop. The high level of induced convection causes blowoff within <0.1
second. After the impact, re-ignition can be seen due to the spark pulses (in this case, the ignitor
was active throughout the 3.0 seconds of experiment duration), resulting in normal-gravity
behavior, i.e., flame flicker.
In order to theoreticaUy study the development and behavior of a flame following ignition
in microgravity, a model was developed in the course of the current program for transient, laminar
jet diffusion flames in zero gravity [6]. The model includes axial diffusion, and the solution yields
the development of the flame boundary from ignition toward steady state, and reduces smoothly to
the classical solution of laminar diffusion flames as, independently, axial diffusion becomes
negligible, and steady state is approached. Figure 8 compares the theory with results of the
experimental work reported elsewhere [14, 15], and shows satisfactory agreement for the increase
in flame height with time.
(c) Effects of Pressure and Oxygen Concentration
In order to study the effects of oxygen concentration and pressure on microgravity flames,
tests have been conducted under various oxygen/pressure conditions. The results show that
environmental conditions have a much more pronounced effect on flame characteristics, color,
luminosity, and sooting behavior in microgravity compared to normal gravity. Sooting was
eliminated in microgravity hydrocarbon flames at 18% 02-0.5 atm, and the flames were entirely
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blue (see Figure 9), whereas theu" normal-gravity counterparts were yellow, luminous, and very
similar to normal-gravity flames under atmospheric, or even high-pressure/high-oxygen-
concentration conditions. This has a very important implication, namely, reduced radiation loss
and reduced hazard of flame spread to surrounding combustible materials by reducing oxygen
concentration and/or pressure in microgravity environments. In addition, there is a possibility that
flammability limits may be quite different in microgravity and normal-gravity flames under these
reduced oxygen-concentration and pressure conditions.
Figures 10 and 11 show, respectively, methane- and propane-flame heights as a function of
oxygen concentration for different flow rates under both normal-gravity and microgravity
conditions. The flames are taller and significantly wider in microgravity, the reason being that the
accumulation of combustion products in the vicinity of the flame due to the absence of buoyant
force (and hence, reduction in entrainment and mixing) makes diffusion the dominant mechanism
of transport and results in longer residence time for fuel to burn. The normal-gravity heights are
the averages of minimum and maximum flickering-flame height. In general, the lower the oxygen
concentration, the taller the flame, regardless of gravity level. This is obvious since the residence
time for burning the fuel is related to the level of oxygen in the environment.
Figure 10 shows that at some high-enough oxygen concentration, the normal-gravity and
microgravity flame lengths may become equal. This indicates that oxygen may be so abundant that
accumulation of the combustion products in the vicinity of the microgravity-flame front may have
no effect on the diffusion of oxygen toward the flame. This phenomena has not been observed for
propane flames (see Figure I I), probably due to massive sooting, tip opening, and quenching at
the tip even at high oxygen concentrations.
Significant changes in flame color and luminosity occur in the absence of buoyancy for
different oxygen levels. In microgravity, the oxygen concentration has a strong effect on methane
flame heights, whereas color is more significantly changed in propane flames (see Figures 10 and
11). In addition, reduced buoyancy makes the flames wider compared.to normal-gravity flames.
This is due to the lack of entrainment, continuous release of products, and dominance of diffusion,
which are responsible for the adjustment of the flame to the location of stoichiomen),. However,
in normal gravity, the buoyant force aids the arrival of oxygen to the flame front causing the flame
to be pencil-like.
The various colors observed in microgravity have significant physical implications. In
general, methane flames do not change drastically in color upon the removal of buoyancy, although
18
Fig. 9. Effects of pressure and oxygen concentration on microgravity laminar propane diffusion flames burning in
quiescent oxygen-nitrogen environments. Here, the nozzle has a diamemr of 0.15 cm, and the fuel flow rate
corresponds to 1.0 cc/s under the standard conditions of I au_ and 294 K; the cold jet Reynolds number
based on thc fuel propcrtics and nozzle radius is 98. Silicon carbide fibers (15 p.m in diametcr) wcrc
stretched across some of the flames to identify the flame location and approximate level of tempcraturc.
Note that the normal.gravity counterparts of _es¢ flames were almost identical in color (i.e., were yellow),
had a closed tip, and were flickering. The extensive red observed in the flame of 30% O2-0.5 arm is
reflection from the chamber wall. Reproduction has increased the color intensity for yellow and rod, and has
reduced the inmnsity for blue.
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they become dimmer due to the larger flame surface, resulting in more radiative loss, and hence,
cooler flames. However, the propane flames in microgravity change remarkably in both color and
characteristics. Referring to Figure 9, the dim, large blue flame of propane at 18% oxygen
concentration shows a cooler overall flame temperature with little or no soot formation. In
addition, the intense yellow/orange/red/duLl red colors observed at higher oxygen concentrations
show that extensive soot formation, burn-off and quenching occur with flames appearing
underventflated even in the 30% - 0 2 environment. Recent tests with 50% oxygen have still
shown massive sooting with open tips (apparent underventilation), indicating that soot quenching
may not be avoided in microgravity by merely increasing the oxygen level.
The unique underventilated behavior of microgravity propane flames shows that extensive
soot formation due to pyrolysis, increased residence time, and radiation cooling is a characteristic
of microgravity flames. Indeed, the films show that soot escapes through the tip of the flame.
This tip-quenching is believed to be due to limited oxygen-fuel mixing, radiative loss from the hot
combustion products and soot particles, and, possibly, unburned fuel escaping through the flame
tip. The low-oxygen-concentration flames of propane (Figures 9 and 11) show that near-limit
extinction may have been approached, and that the limit and mechanism may be different in micro-
gravity compared to normal gravity. It seems that at low-enough oxygen concentrations, we may
observe a flame of the same size but so cool and dim indicating that heat release due to reaction can
no longer compete with heat loss, causing flame extinction in microgravity, but not in normal
gravity.
The 18% - 0 2, 1-atm flames of propane in Figures 9 and 11 look different, i.e., Figure 9
shows some red developing inside the flame. These tests were conducted in the 2.2-Second Drop
Tower, and show a transient behavior in terms of a change in color but not shape and height.
Recent 5.18-second microgravity tests of this flame have shown that during the first 2 seconds of
microgravity, the flame is entirely blue. After 2 seconds, red (quenched soot emission) starts to
develop inside the blue boundary, and increases in intensity throughout the rest of the drop period.
This unusual behavior occurs slowly such that 5 seconds of microgravity is not sufficient to
quantify the behavior of these low-oxygen-concentration and/or low-pressure flames. The
increased residence time in microgravity flames affects the rate processes of soot formation,
agglomeration, and bum-off, delaying the approach of the flame toward steady state. This subject
will be discussed in more detail later.
In order to study the effects of pressure on microgravity flames, tests were conducted at
different oxygen concentrations for the range of 0.5-1.5 atm in pressure. Propane flames burning
22
in air are shown in Figure 12 as a function of pressure. Observations on the color of microgravity
flames show the suong effects of pressure on sooting, flame length, and flame diameter.
Microgravity flame heights are plotted as a function of both pressure and fuel Reynolds
number in Figure 13. It appears from these data that the flame height correlates linearly with
Reynolds number, but reaches an apparent minimum between 0.5 and 1.5 arm. The flame height
in all of these tests was based on the location where red soot changes color into dull red, indicating
local flame extinction (as can be seen in Figure 12). Experimental studies have shown that soot
ceases to burn near 1300 K. The red to dull-red transition seems to roughly correspond to this
temperature (as was discussed in Section Ill.a). It is believed that rexi/dull-red boundary gives a
more accurate measure of flame height.
Figure 14 shows the soot quench region (defined as the length of the red zone at the flame
tip), which increases with both pressure and fuel Reynolds number, indicating enhanced soot
formation. This requires a longer residence time for soot to quench. The lowest Reynolds number
at 0.5 atm shows no quench length since the flame tip is closed.
In Figure 15, the blue-base height (i.e., soot inception and agglomeration period prior to
emission and bum-off') is plotted for both microgravity and normal-gravity flames as a function of
fuel Reynolds number at different pressures. As the pressure increases, both normal-gravity and
microgravity soot-inception heights decrease with little dependence on flow rate.
Figure 16 shows the microgravityflame-tip diameter vs. Reynolds number. Due to the
uncertainty in the beginning of tip opening at 0.5 arm, no attempt has been made to connect the
three data points. The 1.5-atm and 1.0-atm flames show an asymptotic type of convergence,
indicating that beyond a certain Reynolds number, the flame tip has a fixed diameter. Therefore,
regardless of pressure (and hence, availability of oxygen), jet momentum and fuel-mass flow rate
dominate the flame adjustment to the location of stoichiometry.
These results show the unique characteristics of sooting microgravity flames. In general,
for both normal-gravity and microgravity flames, the soot inception period and the regions of
burning CO. C 2 emission and CH emission (blue region at the base) decrease as the pressure
increases. This indicates that formation, burn-off and emission of soot is facilitated by pressure
increase. Normal-gravity studies of hydrocarbon flames have shown that a pressure increase
results in an increase in soot formation and a decrease in soot removal by oxidation. This agrees
with the present observations of the normal-gravity flames, since brightness increases due to more
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soot, and hence, more emission in normal-gravity flames. In microgravity, as the pressure
increases, the length of the yellow region decreases, but orange, red and dull red regions increase
in length (see Figure 12), indicating that more soot has been fonxe, A.
The complex processes of fuel pyrolysis and soot formation, agglomeration and burn-off
are all pressure-dependent. A pressure increase results in an increase in collision frequency of the
particles, and hence, growth due to agglomeration. Also, collision frequency depends on the
particle size, which is a determining factor in particle burn-off. But particle burn-off is oxygen-
dependent. Therefore, there exist different, oxygen-dependent, competitive rates of fuel pyrolysis
and particle agglomeration and burn-off, which suggest the importance of the relative effects of
these rate processes. The competition between these rate processes may be responsible for the
non-monotonic behavior of the flame height with pressure in both normal gravity [19] and
microgravity (see Figure 13). It seems that there exists a pressure in the range 0.5 atm < P < 1.5
atm for any Reynolds number, at which the flame attains its minimum height due to the most
efficient burning caused by the competing effects of oxygen availability, pressure, and the rate
processes mentioned earlier. This phenomena is exacerbated by increasing Reynolds number.
Hence, at low-enough Reynolds numbers, the flame heights may become equal regardless of
pressure (see Figure 13).
(d) Radiation Measurements
Flame-radiation studies are being conducted in the 5.18-Second Zero-Gravity Facility for
both methane and propane flames. In addition, normal-gravity counterparts of these flames are
being studied simultaneously. Using a wide-view-angle, thermopile-detector radiometer, data is
collected in terms of radiance (W/cm2-sr). Figure 17 shows a typical set of data (in mV) for flame
radiation in both normal-gravity and microgravity environments. The results have shown that
radiative loss (in terms of radiance) is generally 6-10 ames larger in microgravity. This is due to
the larger flame size and extensive sooting. In addition, examination of the data shows that
radiation does not reach steady state in 5 seconds of microgravity. This is apparently due to the
accumulation and slow transport of combustion products in the vicinity of the flame. The
luminous region does not appear to increase in size (from visualization). However, the diffusion
of non-luminous hot gases in the surrounding causes the volume of the hot gas to increase, which
is reflected through the continuous increase in radiation. This has a direct impact on the approach
toward steady state in microgravity flames, indicating that reduced-gravity earthbound facilities do
not provide enough time to obtain the true steady-state data.
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The data presented here is the first demonstration of flame-radiation measurement in
microgravity environments. One important finding is that radiative loss may become a very crucial
factor in radiative ignition in low-gravity environments, namely, a small fire may spread much
more rapidly in microgravity because of the significantly higher levels of radiation. The data of
Figure 18 support this argument. In normal gravity, a large fraction of heat release is removed
rapidly via the convection of hot products of combustion, and therefore, does not contribute to the
process of radiative loss from the flame zone. In microgravity, practically all of the released heat is
accumulated around the flame through the combustion products, which causes radiative loss of up
to an order of magnitude higher compared to normal gravity condition.
Pressure and oxygen concentration also show a very significant effect on radiative loss in
microgravity. Figure 19 shows radiation from methane flames in both normal-gravity and micro-
gravity environments under different conditions of pressure and oxygen content. The normal-
gravity data show no sensitivity to the environmental condition, whereas radiation levels from
microgravity flames are strongly affected by pressure and oxygen concentration. Figures 20 and
21 show these effects in more detail.
One interesting f'mding from the radiation data is that low-pressure/low-oxygen-concentra-
tion flames show near-steady-state radiation levels by the end of the available 5 seconds of micro-
gravity, whereas high-pressure/high-oxygen-concentration flames show a continuous increase in
radiative loss all the way to the end of the drop, indicating that 5 seconds of microgravity is not
sufficient to obtain steady-state data in these flames. Figures 22 and 23 show the effects.
Figures 22 and 23 also show that the low-pressure/low-oxygen-concentration flames that
are entirely blue (and therefore essentially soot-free), show appreciable amounts of radiation which
would normally be associated with CO 2 and H20 bands. Therefore, the radiation contribution
from gas-phase combustion products is as important as that of soot in microgravity flames.
Figure 24 shows thateven at 15% oxygen, a very faint,blue microgravity flame of
methane stillradiatesappreciably.However, itisnot obvious what longer testtimes would show
forthesevery weak flames.
(e) Temperature Measurements
Quantitative data including the temperature field (using a fixed rake of nine thermocouples)
have also been obtained in the 5.18-Second Zero-Gravity Facility for methane and propane
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diffusion flamesburning in quiescentoxidizing environmentsof various pressureand oxygen
concentrations.
Figure 25showsthesize,shape, and color of some of the flames studied in addition to the
position of the th_uple rake with respect to the flame. The microgravity flames shown in this
figure correspond to the shapes and colors observed just prior to the deceleration of the package.
Figure 26 shows a typical set of temperature data for the propane flame burning in 19%-O2/
81%-N 2 environment at 1 atm, under both normal-gravity and microgravity conditions. The
lowest row of thermocouples is 10 cm above the nozzle tip. An initial overshoot in temperature is
observed in both cases due to the presence of excess fuel at ignition. This figure presents some
useful information not only in relation to the temperature field, but also for other flame
characteristics. The normal-gravity data show that the temperature drops quickly to the ambient
somewhere between the radial locations of 0.75 and 2.75 cm. This is due to the effect of buoyant
force which carries and removes the combustion products in a narrow column determined by the
maximum flame radius. In addition, the strong buoyancy-driven portion of the flame causes the
three thermocouples near the centerline to show roughly equal temperatures, which essentially
reach steady state approximately 3 seconds after the start of the experiment.
The data presented in Figure 26 for microgravity flames show that far above and away
from the flame, the gas is still experiencing a temperature rise due to the continuous release of the
combustion products in the vicinity of the flame and their subsequent diffusion. This figure also
shows that the gas temperature does not reach a steady value anywhere in the field during the 5
seconds of microgravity, again due to the continuous dilution and heating of the environment
caused by the combustion products. In addition, large temperature gradients exist in the axial
direction for the microgravity flame, and the variation of temperature in the radial direction is
significant all the way to the far field.
Figure 27 shows the temperature data at t -- 5 seconds as a function of the axial location of
the thermocouples for fixed radial locations. Both normal-gravity and microgravity data are shown
in this figure. All of the normal-gravity data indicate that the second and third columns of
thermocouples (see Figure 25) register a temperature of 300 K. The fu'st column (closest to the
centerline) shows a constant and small decrease in temperature with an increase in height for more
diffuse flame due to the lower pressure. The microgravity flames A and B of Figure 27 show
almost identical temperature distributions. Significant differences in temperature levels are
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Fig. 25. Flames of propane at 1..5 cm3/sec for both normal-gravity and microgravity conditions. The colors are as
follows: B (blue), D (dark), DB (dark blue), DR (dull red), O (orange), P (pink), R (red), W (white),
Y (yellow). The flicker range, f, is shown for the normal-gravity flames. L is the distance between the
nozzle tip and the lowest row of thermocouples. The columns of thermocouples arc, respectively,
0.'/5 cm away from the centerline, and then 2 cm apart. The rows of thermocouples are 3 cm apart.
diagrams _ to scale; tcpttxiuc_ fnam [21].
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observed between microgravity flames C and D, with the 0.5-atm flame being taller and wider.
The combination of larger flame size and reduced pressure is responsible for this behavior.
Figure 28 shows the temperature data as a function of the radial location of the thermo-
couples for fixed axial locations in the microgravity flames. The normal-gravity data is not
presented in this figure, since the temperature drops to ambient somewhere between the first two
columns of thermocouples. Due to the uncertainty in the monotonic behavior of temperature
between the first and second the_uples of the lowest row, the plots have not been extended to
the temperature at the first thermocouple. It is possible that there is a peak in temperature between
the innermost thermocouples due to the presence of the flame zone, especially for flames C and D.
The temperature data, which like radiation-measurement results, are the first demonstration
of the ability to map the far field in a microgravity combustion study, do not only provide
quantitative data for comparison with the predictions, but also are a means of gaining insight into
the characteristics of flames in addition to their behavior in microgravity environments. The data
presented here show that 5 seconds of microgravity are not sufficient to obtain information on the
flame structure, since the thermal field is continuously changing, at least in the available time of
five seconds. In addition, the data suffers from the lack of capability to obtain a map of the near-
field temperatures including the flame front. Longer test times provided by a space experiment
would allow the complete mapping of the temperature field.
(f) Predictions
The mathematical model of [10] is under modification to obtain solutions for laminar jet
diffusion flames. The approach involves a finite-difference solution of the partial differential equa-
tions for mass, momentum, elements, and energy, which are in their boundary-layer form. The
effects included are diffusion, viscosity, inertia, kinetics, gravity, and radiation. The current
chemistry assumed is that of shifting equilibrium.
In thisaxisymmetric,steady-state,verticalaminar-jetconfiguration,the fuel is injected ata
finite velocity into the quiescent surroundings. The effects upon the velocity field are shear or
molecular diffusion of momentum, pressure gradient, and gravity. The buoyant force is a
combination of gravity and pressure gradient. In the vertical-jet problem, convection of energy,
heat release rate, heat conduction, and the energy transported due to diffusion of species affect the
temperature field through the velocity field and the concentration field. The concentration field is,
in turn, affected by the convection of species through the flow and therefore by the velocity field.
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Chemical production rate and diffusion are the mechanisms which directly cause changes in the
species field. The diffusional gradients produce an air/fuel ratio distribution ranging from fuel rich
to fuel lean in the mixing region. The surface upon which the equivalence ratio is unity is referred
to as the "flame front", which corresponds to the maximum temperature. The assumptions made
are: (a) diffusive processes are important only in the radial direction, (b) combustion is diffusion-
controlled, and (c) flow is steady and axisymmetric. The equations of continuity, momentum,
diffusion of elements, and energy are nondimensionalized with respect to the state of the flow at
the maximum flame width point. The equations of state are used to complete the analysis, and
radiation has recently been incorporated to include water and carbon-dioxide contributions via the
approximation of optically thin medium.
The governing flow-field conservation equations are transformed into the von Mises plane,
which eliminates the global continuity equation, and then solved numerically by employing an
explicit finite-difference technique. The details of the flow field, i.e., velocity, temperature, and
species fields along with the gross characteristics including combustion lengths and flow
deflectiorrs are obtained by the solution of the system of conservation equations.
The model is currently being modified to incorporate the effects of: (a) soot formation and
burn-off, (b) radiation from soot in addition to gas-phase radiation by incorporating the radiative-
transfer equation in the formulation, (c) thermophoretic effects, which become significant in
microgravity, (d) quasi-global kinetics, (e) multi-component diffusion in the presence of soot, and
(f) elliptic effects due to the significance of axial diffusion in microgravity.
Experimental results have revealed the non-uniform heat-release mechanism throughout the
flow field; partial combustion and soot formation dominate in the near-jet region, while the soot
burn-off process is facilitated downstream due to increased residence time and continued heating.
The kinetics of the combustion process under microgravity conditions significantly influence the
accuracy of the predictions as can be seen in Figure 29, which shows the effect of heat release on
flame shape and its comparison with the experimental data. The partial oxidation analysis shows
smaller flame radii and shorter flame lengths. Further results arc compared with the experimental
data in Figure 30; they show substantially improved agreement with respect to the results obtained
assuming complete combustion model. This conf'n'ms the potential role of chemical kinetics in
microgravity flames.
Figures 31-33 show other examples of application of the model, where predicted micro-
gravity flame heights are compared with experimental data [11]. A satisfactory trend in the
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behavior of the flames is demonstrated. However, the propane flames (Figure 31) are slightly
longer and the methane flames (Figure 32) are shorter than the predicted flames. One explanation
is the absence of soot and associated radiation in the model in contrast to the high concentrations of
soot observed in most of the microgravity flames. In addition, the absence of elliptic effects (axial
diffusion) and the relatively simple predictions for the molecular transport rates (i.e., species,
momentum, and energy) may contribute to the differences between the predicted and measured
flame heights.
Figure 33 shows a comparison between different theoretical and experimental results. The
data points correspond to the steady-state flame heights of [11], [15], and [16]. The predictions
are those presented in Figures 31 and 32 as well as the results of another theoretical modeling
effort [12]. The two numerical models show a good agreement with each other and with the data.
The propylene flame heights of the previous studies [ 15] do not agree with the predictions of [12].
This is surprising since propylene and propane are very close in chemical slructure, and
satisfactory agreement has been obtained for methane, ethylene, and propane. However, the
present study does not deal with highly sooting fuels such as propylene and ethylene.
Application of this model to a family of methane flames under different gravitational levels
shows the important role of convective effects ('Figure 34). It can be seen that centerline velocity
does not play a major role in diffusion flames under gravitational accelerations of <10 -3 g.
(g) Summary of Observations and Conclusions
• Flames in microgravity are taller, wider, sootier, and more diffuse than their normal-
gravity counterparts.
* Low-pressure and/or low-oxygen-concentration tiaraes in microgravity are entirely blue,
unlike those in normal gravity.
• High-pressure and/or high-oxygen-concentration times show massive sooting in
microgravity.
• Flame-tip opening (underventilated-like behavior) has been observed in all of the
microgravity propane flames studied to date.
• Most of the methane flames do not have open tips in microgravity.
• Radiative loss for all of the normal-gravity times studied falls in the range of
0.0-1.0 W/cm2-sr.
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• Microgravity flamesshowaradianceof 6-10timeslargerthanthosein normalgravity.
Faint, blue flames of low-oxygen/low-pressure environments show appreciable amount
of radiative loss compared to their normal-gravity counterparts.
Pressure and oxygen concentration have a significant effect on radiation from
microgravity flames, but not from normal-gravity flames.
Radiation does reach near-steady state for low-oxygen/low-pressure flames in
microgravity, however, other flames show a continuous rise in radiative loss during the
5 seconds of microgravity.
Continuous change in color with time is observed for atmospheric-pressure, low-
oxygen-concentration flames in microgravity; the color is blue at the beginning of the test
followed by a steady buildup of red inside the flame up to the 5 seconds of the available
test time.
Appreciable temperature rise has been measured in the far-field of microgravity flames.
Much steeper temperature gradients exist along the flame centerline in microgravity due
to the lack of buoyancy.
Temperature data do not show an approach toward steady state in 5 seconds of
microgravity.
Of these observations, the most significant is the effects that pressure, oxygen
concentration, and fuel type have on microgravity flames in contrast to the effects of these para-
meters on their normal-gravity counterparts, and that thermophoretic effects, diffusive processes,
radiative loss, soot formation and oxidation, and gas-phase kinetics are critical to the description of
these microgravity flames.
Based on this conclusion, the specific objectives for the continued work have been defined.
IV. OBJECTIVES
The overall objective of this program is to study the effects of pressure, oxygen
concentration, and fuel type on the characteristics and structure of laminar gas-jet diffusion flames
in the absence of buoyancy.
As described in detail in the previous section, the data from recent ground-based
experiments have enhanced our understanding of laminar diffusion flames in microgravity
/,4
environments. However, unexpected characteristics have also been observed, raising new
questions on transport _. :.cesses in diffusion flames in the absence of buoyancy.
The
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
questions that need to be answered are:
What are the steady-state characteristics of the microgravity flame, and given enough
time, do the weak flames extinguish by virtue of their size, radiative loss, and
associated transport processes?
Why does the removal of buoyancy result in underventilated-like behavior in some
otherwiseovcrventilatediffusionflames?
Why does microgravity flame length vary nonrnonotonically with pressure, and what
are the roles of buoyancy and oxygen concentration in defining this behavior?
Why are sooting characteristics sensitive to oxygen concentration in microgravity
flames?
V. HYPOTHESES AND DATA REQUIREMENTS
This section discusses hypotheses for each of the questions raised in the prior objectives
section, and identifies the data required to validate the hypotheses.
(a) What are the steady-state characteristics of the microgravity flame, and given enough
time, do the weak flames extinguish by virtue of their size, radiative loss, and
associated transport processes?
Hvoothesis: The continuous release and slow transport of the combustion products
v -
creates a transient field in the vicinity of the flame during the early stages of burning
(as is evident from the 5-second microgravity tests). However, a quasi-equilibrium
state can be reached for both temperature and species fields, such that the flame
approaches steady state, and the far field will not have an effect on the near-field (of
the flame). This quasi-steady-state will persist for a period of time, and will then be
followed by a transient state, in which oxygen arrival to the flame becomes more
difficult, and the flame starts its transient approach toward extinction. On the other
hand, for the weak microgravity flames of low-oxygen-concentration/low-pressure
environments, there are two possibilities. The first is that radiative loss cannot
compete with the heat release and consequent increase in temperature of the near-field
region of the flame, again, resulting from the slow transport of the combustion
products. In this case, given enough time, the flame may behave like the 18%-O 2 ,
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1-atmflame (seeSectionHI) resulting in the formation and subsequentglowing of
soot,andleadingto a bright, sootyflame. However,thesecondpossibility is thatthe
heatlossby radiationexceedstheheatinput to thenear-field,and the flame becomes
incapable of sustaining combustion, undergoing a rather slow extinction process.
(b) Why does the removal of buoyancy result in underventilated-like behavior in some
otherwise overventilated diffusion flames?
Hypothesis: The removal of buoyancy increases the residence time available for soot
formation within the flame zone. This increased residence time augments the pyrolysis
of the fuel, leading to increased soot nuclei and growth. Larger soot and more soot
formation result in slower oxidation and persistence of the soot. All of the soot is
formed within the flame, and these larger particles (unlike gas-phase species) virtually
do not diffuse. But these particles being inside the flame, are forced to move toward
the flame centerline through the process of thermophoresis which is caused by
temperature gradient. As a result, the particles core up and stay within a column
defined by the width of the flame at its open tip, impede oxygen transport to the center
of the flame, and prevent the flame from closing on its axis. It is interesting to note
that microgravity methane flames do not show this underventilated-like behavior,
whereas all of the propane flames studied to date (except very small flames, -1-2 cm
in height) have open tips.
(c) Why does microgravity flame length vary nonmonotonically with pressure, and what
are the roles of buoyancy and oxygen concentration in defining this behavior?
Hypothesis: The observed increase in length with pressure is due to increasing
amounts of glowing and burning soot rather than a change in the gas-phase flame
height. At low pressures, kinetics effects tend to lengthen the apparent gas-phase
flame zone. As the pressure increases, reaction rate increases and flame length
decreases. As the pressure is increased further, soot levels increase, and this heated,
glowing and burning soot persists beyond the gas-phase flame front. This gives the
indication (through direct photography) of an apparent longer flame. Although the
normal-gravity counterparts of these flames show the same non-monotonic behavior
for (the average between minimum and maximum flickering) flame height, no
conclusive information can be obtained from these normal-gravity flames. The reason
is the high degree of flicker, in addition to the (generally) continuous decrease in
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maximumflameheightwith increasein pressureandthenon-monotonicbehaviorof
theminimum flameheightasafunction of pressure [19]. However, the microgravity
flames are flicker-free, and provide the opportunity to substantiate the above
hypothesis in relation to this non-monotonic fiame-height behavior.
(d) Why are sooting characteristics sensitive to oxygen concentration in microgravity
flames?
Hypothesis: The microgravity environment provides longer residence times, resulting
in prolific sooting. Higher concentrations of oxygen facilitate the burning of soot,
causing higher temperatures. On the other hand, lower oxygen concentrations produce
relatively cooler flames, reduced pyrolysis and soot formation, and reduced heat and
mass transfer. The competing effects of increased residence time and relative u'ansport
rates of mass and heat due to Schmidt-number and Lewis-number effects will enhance
the influence of oxygen concenu'ation on these processes.
To substantiate the hypotheses presented in this section, certain measurements are
oritical. These measurements arc referred to as "required" measurements in the follow-
ing discussion. In addition, there are measurements which greatly enhance the science
return of this experiment, and each one helps in further validation of one or more of
the hypotheses. These measurements are referred to as "desired" measurements.
The following measurements are "required" for this experiment:
(i_ Temperature Field- Mapping of the temperature field is required for hypotheses
(a), (b), (c), and (d). The temperature field must be defined because it is essential to
fuel pyrolysis and thermophoretic transport of the soot particles. In addition, regions
of soot quenching, exact flame location, far-field temperature map, and quantitative
approach to steady-state flame characteristics will be obtained through temperature
measurements. Also, understanding of the degree of completion of combustion and
quantification of the radiative u'ansfer of energy out of the flame will be accomplished
by mapping the temperature field. When combined with the "desired" measurements
for species field and soot size and concentration, the temperature field provides a map
of effective emissivities and absorptivities which are essential to the modeling of
radiative transfer. The mapping of temperature field also provides a means of
validating the theoretical model.
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(ii) Flame Visualization (Cinematom'at_hv) - Visualization via cinematography is
essential to monitor the behavior, color, luminosity, tip characteristics, development,
and approach to steady state for all of the flames, regardless of the nature of the
hypothesis presented in this section.
(iii_ Radiation Measurement - Flame radiation is an integral part of the
measurements. It provides quantitative information on the flame development and
approach toward steady state in addition to the variation of the thermal field with time.
Through simultaneous measurements of overall radiation, and CO 2, H20, and soot
radiation, a complete breakdown of contribution of gas-phase combustion products
and particulates to radiative uansfer can be obtained. This measurement is required for
all of the hypotheses (a)-(d). In addition, radiation data help in developing the
radiation submodel and validating the mtmerical model for flame characteristics.
(iv_ Pressure Measurement - Measurement of pressure is needed to monitor any
pressure rise that may occur due to the burning process, and to obtain estimates of the
overall heat-release rate. This measurement is required for all of the hypotheses
(a)-(d).
The following measurements are "desired" since they enhance the data and help in
further substantiation of the hypotheses. In addition, they provide unique data in
characterizing the structure of microgravity diffusion flames.
fv'_ Acceleration Data - Measurements of acceleration are desired to obtain the
flame response to any residual acceleration or g-jitter effects during the experiment.
These data will be used as input to the theoretical model for the prediction of flame
characteristics. The acceleration data are equally important for hypotheses (a)-(d). In
addition, theoretical analyses have shown that acceleration levels less than 10 -3 g do
not significantly affect the flame behavior. To validate these findings, acceleration
measurements are desired.
(vi_ Species Field - Measurements of the gas-phase species are desired to provide
distributions of major combustion products, oxidizer, and any unburned hydrocarbon.
This is important especially for hypotheses (b) and (¢), since it not only provides
information on the distribution of combustion products, but helps to delineate the
characteristics of the underventilated-type behavior (hypothesis b). In addition, the
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influence of oxygenconcentrationon the burning process in microgravity will be
quantified through the measurement of distributions of oxidizer and gas-phase
combustion products (hypothesis d).
(vii) Infrared Imaging for Species - This measurement is desired because a
complete map of CO 2 and/or H20 throughout the test period will be obtained. It not
only identifies the flame location (locus of maximum products concentration) for
hypotheses (a) to (d), but quantifies the development and transport of the field of
products, thereby helping in validation of hypothesis (a). The issue of masking of the
flame tip by soot will be addressed. In addition, for blue flames, the question of open
or closed tip (given enough time for the flame to develop) will be answered.
(viii) Density-Gradient Field Imaging - This measurement technique is desired
since a map of density gradient (and therefore, location of the flame) and qualitative
field of temperature will be obtained. In addition, the flame response to disturbances
caused by intrusive probes will be identified. It also provides a map of any large-scale
structures which cannot be obtained through direct visualization. This method
provides information for hypotheses (a) to (d).
(i_) Velocity Field - This measurement is desired since it provides a map of the
gas-phase velocity, helps to quantify the convective effects due to the initial jet
momentum, and defines the nature of any stagnation region at the flame tip that may be
contributing to soot accumulation and underventilated-type behavior. It is most
important for hypotheses (a), (b), and (d). Model validation will benefit from
velocity-field measurement.
- This desired measurement provides the soot size at various
locations in the flame. It helps in validation of hypotheses (a), (c), and (d). It
provides information on soot processes (formation, agglomeration, burn-off) and
thcrmophorctic effects, in addition to soot build-up at the flame tip.
(xi) Soot Concentration - This method is desired to obtain the field of soot
concentration, to quantify the thermophorctic process, and to obtain information on the
build-up and coring effect of soot (as described before). It helps to validate
hypotheses (a) to (d). The data will also be used to improve the soot-processes and
radiation submodels in the numerical model.
In the next section, justification for a space experiment is prcscnte, d.
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VI. JUSTIFICATION FOR LONGER-DURATION EXPERIMENTS
Observations, measurements, and theoretical analyses show that five seconds is not
sufficient to quantify the steady-state characteristics of microgravity laminar diffusion flames.
Specifically:
(1) Observations on the flame behavior show that although flame shape appears to reach
near-steady-state, flame color continuously changes throughout the five seconds of
available time. This indicates a continuous change in transport and chemical
processes.
(2) Temperature data show a continuous increase in the five seconds of microgravity, and
that even the far field is being affected by the temperature rise, indicating a continuous
release and show transport of the combustion products in the vicinity of the flame.
(3) Radiation data show that although very weak (i.e., blue)flames show an approach
toward steady state for radiative transfer in the five seconds of microgravity, brighter
and sootier flames show a continuous increase in radiation loss, needing more time to
reach steady state.
(4) The results of a transient, analytical model for laminar diffusion flames in micrograviry
show that the flames need more than five seconds to reach near-steady-state. This is in
direct agreement with the radiation and temperature data, and even with observations
through visualization.
In addition to the need for longer test times based on the results obtained to date from the
5-second tests and analyses, longer-duration experiments are needed for each objective of the
program presented in Section IV, as shown below.
(i) In relation to Objective (a), i.e., the question of steady-state characteristics and the
behavior of weak flames in microgravity, five seconds is not sufficient to allow the
bright flames to approach steady-state, or the weak flames to show either steady-state
approach or extinction process.
(i.i) In relation to Objective (b), i.e., the underventilated behavior of mierogravity flames,
it is possible that soot formation and subsequent quenching and accumulation at the
5O
tip of theflamewill ultimatelyresult in extinction. Thisprocessmay happen i.f soot
stays at the tip, does not diffuse away from the flame, and results in reducing the
flame height. In this case, the flame may get shorter in time until abundance of soot
causes flame extinction. This requires longer microgravity test times. In addition, it
is possible that some of the flames which had a closed tip in the 5-second tests may
open given longer test times.
(_) In relation to Objective (c), i.e., the nonmonotonic behavior of micro-g flame height
with pressure, it is conceivable that at longer times, this behavior may correct itself
due to the interplay between the soot formation and accumulation, and the build-up
and transport of gas-phase products. Longer times may result in abundance of soot at
the tip of the flame, changing the nonmonotonic behavior.
(iv) In relation to Objective (d), i.e., the sensitivity of sooting characteristics to oxygen
concentration in microgravity flames, as the products of combustion continuously
diffuse toward the far field, the effect of oxygen partial pressure may become less
significant in the near-field, resulting in a different behavior of the flame compared to
what has been observed in five seconds of microgravity.
In the course of the current program, observations from the 2.2-second tests have led to the
conclusion that 5-second microgravity tests should be conducted. However, measurements and
observations from the 5-second tests have shown that still longer test times are needed. The results
of theoretical modeling (see Figure 34), a separate analysis for the g-jitter effects on laminar
flames, and recent tests of both bolted-down (-10 .2 g) and free-float (-10 .3 g) configurations of
the frame for this experiment in the KC-135 aircraft, all point out to the fact that g-jitter and g levels
in the aircraft will probably affect the flame, and that available times are not sufficient to
characterize the flame. In the immediate future, we arc planning to conduct tests in the KC-135,
but based on the g-jitter analyses, the results are uncertain. The mac understanding of the behavior
and structtu_ of these flames needs a combined set of advanced diagnostics for an extended period
of time (of the order of 1-2 minutes). Regardless of whether these diagnostics can be used in the
available earthbound facilities, the time constraint does not allow achieving the objectives of this
program and substantiating the associated hypotheses.
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VII. IDENTIFICATION OF EXPERIMENTS
A total program of space-based experiments for laminar gas-jet diffusion flames is given in
Table 2. The parameters that will be varied are the type of fuel, chamber pressure, and chamber
oxidizer (i.e., O2fN 2 ratio). The number of tests in the matrix will provide a highly productive
experimental program. The fundamental effects to be studied are: transient behavior, steady-state
flame structure, kinetics effects, soot processes, radiation, and the influences of fuel reactivity and
environmental conditions.
Hydrocarbons (methane and propane) are selected as fuels because of the available
background and theory. Methane is selected because of the base of data that already exists.
Propane is selected to examine a heavier-than-air fuel, and because it is a representative of a wide
range of higher-molecular-weight hydrocarbons. With these fuels, the effects of reactivity,
molecular weight, stoichiometry, and diffusivity on the flame structure and behavior, kinetics,
sooting characteristics, heat release, and radiative wansfer will be studied.
The effects of pressure and oxygen concentration on flames will be studied for a range of
pressures (0.5, 1.0, and 1.5 arm) and oxygen-nitrogen mixtures (15%, 21%, and 30% 02). Air at
1.0 atm will be the baseline oxidizing environment. Reduced pressure and/or oxygen
concentration will be used to approach the near-limit behavior, and to enhance the kinetics effects,
vary the partial pressure of oxygen, and reduce sooting and radiative loss. High pressure and/or
high--oxygen-concentration will enhance sooting and subsequent bumoff, in addition to increasing
the radiative loss and combustion intensity. The combination of various pressures and oxygen
levels will provide a complete set of data for the effects of environmental conditions on the
behavior and characteristics of flames in microgravity.
As described in Section V, certain diagnostics are necessary to provide the data. Of critical
importance are the temperature map, visualization via cinematography, flame radiation (both overall
radiation and CO 2, H20, and soot radiation), and chamber pressure. These are identified in
Table 3 as the "required" diagnostics. In addition to these essential diagnostics, the following are
highly desired because they significantly enhance the database and provide important information
on flame characteristics: visualization (both Schlieren and infrared imaging of H20 and/or CO 2
fields), species field, velocity field, acceleration data, soot samples (via thermophoretic sampling),
and soot concenwation (via light absorption/extinction method). These diagnostics are identified in
Table 3 as "desired." Table 3 also provides the rationale for these diagnostics and application of
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Table 2. Test Matrix.
OPE_TING CONDITIONS j NO. OF LXP£R:ME_rT$ J sPrcIrIC$ AJ_ R£QUI_J_h_S
I I
Fuei 2 Methane and Pfol_ne.
Fuel Flow Rail 1 xed but 01fferent mass _lOV race for
.ffere_t fuels. When converted to
a;mosp_erlc condition, 1.0 _l/leC for propane
ant2 2.0 _l/leC Sol m_hane.
Nozzle RaG'.us 1 T•pe_ed-tlp nozzle. Innez r•alu• - 0.0825 a_.
OxL_lzer 3 OxyQer_/nlt£c_en mixtures; O_/N I volume ratio -
0.15/0.85, 0.21/0.7t), and 0.)0/0.?0.
C_.am.ce: Pressu:e 3 P - 0.5, 1.0, •nd 1.5 atE.
Total No. o_ Flames 11
V_:ABL£
P:ame St _uct u_e
an_
Table 3. Diagnostics Requirements.
R[C_KND_ _IAGNOSTICS RATIONA_r/&PPLIC_TION$ TO NoorL D[VK_OPIOE)PT I NCYTr
i
SchZleren system To obtain qualitative tLeld of density g:•dlent. D
Visualization
ClnemacoQzap_y (usln; O_talnlng tiaelresolveo vii;slit•ties 4st• on
movie camera or video lg_Atlon, flasm dlveloperdn_, color, l_inlno•lty,
camera) looting, and quenchlnq, rl_e shape• can De t
compiled directly vL_h Imdel predictions.
Array Of _h•_co_plel OD_aLnln e _e_per•_u_e dls_tAbu_ionl Lh _he flo_
fill=. They can _e competed dLrec_ly vtt_ _he R
mod•l p_edlc_ion• o! t_e th•_Jd_ _leld.
i
A_riy O_ _al sampllnQ ODt•l_lne i_ecl•s distribution• vhlch can _l
p_oc.II and Is=pie CO_J_B_ed vlth the IodeZ predl_'_loh of _he •peele/ D
bot_es f_eld.
P_essu:e _4ns_ucer HonA_oEl_g any Increase An chaJ_/_ p_elsu_e du• to
_he Dunning process, lhlch yLelds littlest• of _hl R
eve=all hes_ _elees• rite.
Slag:e-component _alir Cen:•zlln• and Eadl•l velocities can _e obelised. PI"V: D
Doppll= 9eloclmet:y Velocity _lalu_l_tn_l v111 De deep, Fed directly
(LDV), or particle _lth the Imdel p_eOlctlon• Of the flOV field. O_
_qe ve_ocl_e_ (PIV) IJ_Y: D
T_pe_a_ure
Coa_u|tlon
am_ Fuel
Decomposition
P_o_.cts
P_es$u_e
_as Velocity
Flame Radiation Radiometry
G_avlta_onal Accele_oleLe_
Acclll_atlo_
Species %aagln9 Znf=a_ed Imaging
So0_ VOI_•_I LlqhL adsorption
rr•¢:lon and
Slze
Theraopno:ecLc Sam_llnQ
ef_•ct of _'_a_lan o_ riK_UC_i_n _A_ tlll_
a_At_on to _o1_tsd _at_o_ fr_l _t, C02, -
and _70 cam be --uu_ed. _deA I_.l_ct*o,w
C'l_,Um:l ",rJ._ lUu._d radAacAon, provide ctm
cont._xbmJc_.orw fz_m •oo_ and llu.-pt_m waclw.
lelalurenent o_ qr•vltatlonal •desist•ties enables
_• CO lnterpre_ t l_e 4st• thlC COUld De l_ecCed _y
9:avlLeclon•l level• greets: _hen 10" g. P=ovl_ee
direct c_p•rl•oh• vlth anti p_edlc_lono on _lwle
char•c':.e_t•tl¢• and behevlo_ el • fumct_on of
qr•vtLaLlonal level.
To lp _:ec_Le• rased _ splx'og_.ate opr.AcaA
f_cars v_th m/razed clara. Pettily wmA'ul
for K20 end/or CO 2 fAeAda.
This 1• • convenient non-lnt_ullve lthO4 _o ln_er
sooL volu_e ftac_.lon in4 nuaib4_ 4en•lty (_novlng
soot ilia). When com/)lne4 vltfl radlaLlon 4eta,
species lealurellen_i, e_d Iodel predict Aerie,
provl4e• lltoEaaLlon on CR@ eUtlC1_etll(_ ll_J
Lnfluence o! •dOt In a_c=ogr•vlty.
Soot r._n k.,, collec_e_ and ll•e di•tr/bution can be
o_tained. Hoverer, collected soot no_• Lo be
rmioved _roa the Chd_J_ i_tl£ the LO•L 0£ • NELOI
Ot tOltl.
E: required. D: De•lreO.
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the data to model development and validation. For any flame of the test matrix of Table 2, the
"required" diagnostics are essential, and the "desired" diagnostics provide significant data.
VIII. APPARATUS, CONDITIONS, AND EXPERIMENT TIMELINE
Experimental conditions, components of apparatus, ranges, requirements, and specifica-
tions are presented in Table 4 (Experiment Requirements) and Table 5 (Measurement Require-
ments). The existing chamber for the ground-based microgravity tests is shown in Figure 3,
which may be used as a guide in designing the new chamber. Assuming that all of the diagnostics
methods presented in Table 3 are incorporated in the chamber, Table 6 presents a very preliminary
experiment timeline to obtain a comprehensive set of data on each flame of the test matrix.
IX. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN DATA AND MODELING
The numerical model described in Section ITI (0 is in the parabolic form of the partial
differential equations for mass, momentum, elements, and energy. The effects included are
diffusion, viscosity, inertia, kinetics, gravity, and radiation, with a shifting-equilibrium chemistry
model.
The model is currently being modified to incorporate the effects of: (a) soot formation and
burn-off, (b) radiation from soot in addition to gas-phase radiation by incorporating the radiative-
transfer equation in the formulation, (c) thermophoretic effects, which become significant in
microgravity, (d) quasi-global kinetics, (e) multi-component diffusion in the presence of soot, and
(f) elliptic effects due to the significance of axial diffusion in microgravity.
The relationship between data and modeling is presented in Table 3 and in the next section
on data analysis.
X. DATA ANALYSIS
The films from standard flame imaging will be developed and analyzed using a motion-
picture analyzer. Flame development, height, radius, shape, and color will be obtained as a
function of time. The data will provide information on the overall characteristics of flames.
Comparisons of flame shapes and dimensions will be made with the predicted results.
Observations on color and luminosity will provide information on particulate formation, various
species, and approach toward steady state.
Table 4. Experiment Requirements.
COMPONENT
Experiment
Chamber
£nvlro_ent
Nozzle
Fuel
ComDustlon
Time
Ignitor
lll_u_inatlon
AllowaDle
Acceleration
Levels
G£NEEA.L REQUIR£MENTS
Closed, cylindrical chamDer. Minlmm,
helght/dlameter - 1.5. Wall reflectlvl-
ty less than 0.05. Burned gas
reclrculatlon should be minimized at the
top of the charM_er. Recommend mounting
• mesh at • TBD location near the
cham_er top. ChamJoer should be sealed
during the test.
Initial conditions ere as follows.
Oxidizer: 15t to 30t (by volume) of
oxygen in nitrogen. Pressure: 0.5 to
1.5 arm. Before each test, the gas
tlmi_mrature should be 295 +/- 5 K
(iNllluremlnt accuracy Is +/- 10 K),
pressure should be P +/- O.02P aim, end
oxygen concentration should be st +/-
0.5t on s volume basis (e.g., for the
1St case, between 14.51 and 15.$%).
However, these values must be accurately
known before each test (accuracy: +/-
0.05 t).
Tapered-tip, stainless-steel nozzle
along the centerllns of the cylindrical
chamber. Minimum distance from wall -
20 cm. Protruding 15 +I- 2 cm inside
the chamber. Minimum distance from
nozzle exit to top of the chamber - 35
cm. The last 4 cm (at least) of the
nozzle tube (Including the tip section)
must have a constant inner radius.
MaximUm wall thickness is i mm for the
last 4.0 c_ of nozzle length. Details
of the tip Including tapering angle TBD.
High-quality, commercially available,
mznimum purity gg.g%-pure fuel.
Methane and propane. Fuel mass-flow
rate should remazn vlthin the
tolerance throughout the burn.
The last I0 seconds of the test must
have no probes inside the flame (minimum
4 cm away from the nozzle centerline).
Ignitor must be in excess of 1200 K be-
fore the fuel flow starts. Barracking,
nlcl_rome, hot-wire ignitor is
recammended. Must be It least 4.0 am
away from the nozzle axis when not
inside the fl_e. Ignition occurs
immediately following the start of fuel
flow. Ignitor should r_aln In the
flame for approximately 2.0 sec afte:
ignition, end then removed in less thin
2.0 sic without extinguishing the flame.
Illumination prior to test is desired to
be able to locate the nozzle end probes
on the film. It must be turned off
before ignition.
Accelerations less than or lqui| to l0 _
g ere desirable. Frequency should De
above 10 Hr.
MINIF_J_
REOUIR£M_NT5
Minimum volume - 0.035
m' (critical); 0.050 m'
(desired).
Oxidizer: 15% to 30%
of oxygen In nitrogen.
Pressure: 0.5 to &-S
arm.
Inner radius - 0.0825
ca.
Methane and propane.
Single mass-flow rate
for each fuel In the
whole matrix. Volume
flow rate when
converted to
atmospheric condition
(1 arm) Is 1.0 cc/sec
for propane and 2.0
cc/sec for methane_
tolerance: ÷/- I%,
Experiment time: 30 -
60 sac, depending on
carrier, chamtber
VOlgllte, extent of
diagnostics, and
particular flame.
SIMI IS General
Requirements.
Same am General
Requirements.
SiJSe as GeneEel
Requirements.
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Table 5. Measurement Requirements.
MLASU R_M_NT
Acceleration
Char_er
Pressure
Overall
chamber
Temperature
Flame
Radiation
Soot Size
Soot Volume
Fraction
Gas-Phase
Temperature
Field
GENERAL RE_UIIL_24£_TE
Acceleration (3 axes) should De recorded continuously
during the experiment. Data collection rate: minimum of
]O/sec-axls. Accelerometer in the vicinity of the
chamber. Range of measurement: I0£-5 to 10E-2 g. One
axis aligned wlth the nozzle. Frequency range of
interest: 0 - 25 Hz.
Chamber pressure should be monitored throughout the
conduct of the experiment at one location on the chamber
wall. Measurement precision: I%. Measurement rate:
i/let. Reading: 0.05 to 3.0 arm.
The overall gas-phase temperature should be monitored
during and between tests. Range: 270 - 1500 K. Collec-
tion rate: 10/sac. Accuracy: +/- 10 K. Recommend a
thermocouple located along the nozzle centerllne, inside
the chamber, and 5 - 10 cm away from the chamber top.
Screen {mesh) is between thermocouple and chamber top.
Radiation should be measured throughout the test.
Require measurements of the entire range 0.3 to 9.0
micrometers, with at least 954 of incident radiation
being recorded. In addition, two discrete bands in the IR
range [TBD) should be measured. Field of view at the
plane passing through the nozzle centerllne: circle of 20
cm in radius. Must De able to see 5 cm below the nozzle
tip. Data collection rate: 20/set. Precision: 1%.
Four wl0e-vlew-angle, thermoplle-detector radiometers
are recommended: one for overall radiation (entire
wavelength range), one for a water vapor band (IR) TBD,
one for s CO 2 band (i'R} TBD, and ore for so_t (IR) TED.
Soot samples must b_ collected from st least four points
in the flame covering a region 2 cm horizontal (from the
nozzle axis) and 15 cm vertical (along the nozzle axis).
Collection duration: less than 30 msec at a specified
time toward the end of the test. If a flame-perturbing
mechanism is used, it should be at least 6 am away from
nozzle centerllne when not in the flame. A retracting,
thermophoretic-ssmpllng mechanism Is recommended. The
collection mechanism should have at least four arms and
at least two grids per arm. Mechanlzm activation: going
in the flame, up to the nozzle centerllne, and out of the
flame in no more than 30 meet. Note that samples must be
removed from the champer at the end of the test (Phase
IS) and after return to Earth (Phase I). Locations,
specifics, and mechanism TBD.
Measurement of soot volume fraction in a 10-cm-dlameter
field and centered 10 cm above the nozzle tip at the
centerllne of the nozzle. Light absorption/extinction
method is recommended. A beam of light, passing through
the flame at a specified time, and collected with a
detector. Requires (preferably) a monochromatic beam.
Speclf_cs TED. Detector collection rate: 201sec.
Detector specifics: TBD.
Radial temperature distributions at 6-| TBD axial
locations must be measured. Upper limit: le00 K.
Sampling rate: lO/iec. Measurement accuracy: +/- 10 K.
Measurements at TBD locations in a plane passlng through
the nozzle axis. Region of interest Is 5 cm horizontally
outward from the nozzle axis and 20 cm vertical (along
nozzle axis). It Is recommended to use a rake of 6-8
thermocouplez on a single line parallel to the nozzle
axis which can be moved in the radial direction (to 4-5
cm from the axis) at a controlled rate (1-2 am/met).
Separation between thermocouples: TBD (2-4 am).
Tolerance on the location of the TC tip Is +1- 0.5 ,m.
Type, wire diameter, and bead size: TED. It Is preferred
to move the rake in a direction perpendicular to the
thermocouple axis; if not possible, then along the axis.
There are other polelbilltlee, e.g., turning the
mechanlsm along In arc going in the flame and continuing
out of the flame. Controlling factors for the selection
of mechanism are: experiment duration, minimum flame
perturbation, rate of movement of the mechanlmm, and
local flame quenching by the_couple anH.
MINIMUM
REQUIREMENTS
Sa_e aS
General
Requirements.
Same as
General
Requirements.
Same iS
General
Requirements.
Same as
General
Requirements.
For a selected
number of
tests (TBD) .
Same as
General
Requirements.
same ea
General
Requirements.
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Table 5. Cont.
ML_SU_M_NT
Concentration
of Specie•
Velocity
Measurement
Flame Imaglng
(S_•ndard)
Infrared
Imaging for
Species
Density-
Gradient
Field
Im•glng
GEN£P.AL REQUIREMENTS
Concentration measurements of CO,, H,O, CO, H,,
O,, N,, formaldehyde, unburned hydrocarbon•,
etc. Will analyze the samples •ft•r teat• are
done. Location: TBD; separation: TBD. Rake of
gas-sampling probes and associated sample
bottles •re recommended. Quenching quartz
microprobe•. At • specified time, and
pref•r•bly, for • specified period during the
teat, they will remove gas samples from the
flow field by suction into vacuum teflon-lined
sampling bottles of •ppro•lmately 10 cc In
volume. A rake of 3x3 is recommended. Region
of intere•t is 5 am radially outward from, and
20 c:_ vertical •long, the nozzle axi•. One
extreme column to wlthdr•w samples •t the
centerllne. Separ•tlons and ioc•tlon• TBD.
Should not effect or interfere with temi>er•ture
measurement. PruDes inside the flame for •
specified time only.
Gas-phase velocity measurement in and •round
the flame. Range of velocities: 0.i to 500
cm/•ec. Point measurements are preferred if
velocity can be me••ured at several (TBD)
points; otherwise, field measurement•. Point
measurements: axial velocities at TBD locations
In the flame region in a plane pa••ing through
the nozzle axl•. Field measurements: 2-D
velocity vector field, in • plane passing
through the nozzle axis. The entire region of
interest is 15 _m horlzont•l by 25 cm vertical,
• t•rt lng at 0.2 - 0.4 cm above the nozzle tip.
Spatial re•olutlon; I mm. Measurement •ccur•-
cy: */- 5t of reading. S•mpllng rate: 30/•ec.
Side view of the flame to be imaged in color.
Field of view: 15 cm horizontal by 25 cm verti-
cal (must see 2 cm of the nozzle tip]. A
timing system should be provided to recoEd
accurate time intervals on the film (approx.
0.1 sec]. If a mirror Is used, should not pro-
duce double-imaglng on the film. Framing rate
of 30 fps Is desired. Camer• should see the
perturbation of the flame by thermocouple• and
sampling probes (approx. 90 degrees to probe
arms). Resolution: 0.5 mm.
Water vapor and/or c•rbon-dloxlae imaging.
Field of view: 20 cm horizontal by 30 cm
vertical. View must see 2 cm of the nozzle
tip. Focus on nozzle axis. Resolution: 0.5
mm. Im•glng throughout the test. Dep;h of
field: 2-4 cm. Infrared camera i• recommended.
Filters (wavelength• of interest to be
specified) •re needed to identify the C_ and
H,O fields. Framing rate: 30 fps.
Imaging of density gradient to see the entire
flame and region •boys lt. Minimum field of
view is • circle 15 cm In diameter, and
centered on the flame axis; center of the
circle Is 7.0 c= from the nozzle tlp. Desired
resolution: 0.5 _. Schlieren system is
recommended. Frame rate: 30 fpe. Either color
or B/W; color preferred.
MINIMUM
P_OOI_M_NT5
A• • mlnlm_,
three sa_mpllng
probes: one at 3
cm away from the
nozzle centerllne
and 5 om above the
nozzle tip; one
above and one
below the flame
tip (locations
TED] •t the
centerllne. All
three measurements
simult•neou•ly at
• specified time.
Same as General
Requirements.
Single-comport•net
laser Doppler
veloclmetry (t_V]
Is recommended if
point measure-
ments; particle
image velocimetry
(FLY) if field
measurements.
Same as General
Requirement•.
Same as General
Requirements.
Same •s General
Requirements.
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Table 6. Preliminary Timeline for Each Test.
(Times are in Seconds)
t<O:
t=O:
t= 1-2:
t= 10:
t -30:
t = 34:
t = 35:
t = 36:
t= 40:
t= 42:
t = 46:
t = 55:
t = 65:
t = 70:
The_ouples are at nozzle centedine. Ignitor is above the nozzle tip.
Start recording: accelerometer, movie camera, thermocouples, pressure transducer, infrared
camera, radiometers. Ignitor heat-up starts. Fuel-flow starts.
Ignitor is moved away from nozzle centerline.
Thermocouple rake starts to move away (rate: 1.5 mrrVsec). Light absorptiorVextinc_onstarts
Light absorptiorvextinctionstops. Schlieren starts. Soot-sampling mechanism starts to move
toward the flame.
Soot-sampling mechanism stops near the flame (at least 5-6 cm away from nozzle centertine).
Soot sampling is conducted.
Soot-sampling mechanism starts to move toward its rest position. Gas-sampling mechan/sm
starts to move toward and into the flame.
Thermocouple rake stops moving. Soot-sampling mechanism amves al its rest position. Gas-
sampling probes are now inside the flame. Gas sampling starts,
Gas sampling stops, Gas-sampling probes start to move out of the flame and toward their rest
position.
Sampling probes get to their rest posit_on. Sohlieren system Stops.
Particle-Image Velocimetry (PIV) system is activated.
Fuel flow stops.
PIV system is turned off. Infrared and c_nernatographycameras stop. Then'nocouples,
accelerometer, radiometers, and pressure transducer stop recording. Experiment is ended.
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Acceleration data will be reduced to obtain the flame behavior as a function of any small
variations in gravity level. These data combined with the results of film analysis will provide
information on the response of the flame to any g-jitter effects. These acceleration data will be
used as input to the computer programs for prediction of flame characteristics.
The gas samples withdrawn from various locations inside and outside the flame will be
analyzed. Concentrations of O 2, CO, CO 2, N 2, H 2, and unburned hydrocarbons will be obtained,
which provide species distributions. The data will be compared with the predicted values of
species field, and will specifically provide information on any potential escape of unburned fuel
through the tip of the open flames.
Radiation data will be analyzed to obtain heat loss as a function of time. Any approach
toward steady state will be compared with the results of flame visualization data. The measured
overall radiative loss combined with the data from discrete-radiation measurements on CO 2, H20,
and soot will provide a complete breakdown of radiation contribution from these stable products
and from particulates. The radiation model in the numerical code will be validated using these
measurements.
The data from temperature-field measurements will provide the distribution of temperature
in both axial and radial directions. In addition, flame temperature and location, far-field
temperature as a function of time, and the overall gas-phase temperature will be obtained. These
data will help quantify tip-quenching due to the presence of soot. When combined with the
radiation data, species measurements, and the predicted species field, the temperature data will
provide a complete map of effective emissivities and absorptivities.
The chamber-pressure data will be used to deduce the overall heat-release rate and
combustion efficiency.
The data from velocity measurements will be analyzed, and a complete map of the velocity
field will be constructed. The tip-opening phenomena in microgravity flames will be better
understood through the mapping of velocity field at the flame tip. These data together with the
theoretical model will quantify the thermophoretic effects.
The collected soot samples will be analyzed to obtain soot size and overall soot distribution
in the flame. Once the soot size and soot concentration are measu_, the input from soot contribu-
tion in the submodels for radiation and soot formation/agglomeration/burn-off will be quantified.
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Thedatafrom concentrationmeasurementsfor sootwill beanalyzedto constructa mapof
sootconcentration,and to bettercharacterizetheeffectsof thermophoresis,soot blockageand
coring effects, and soot quenching,which contribute to flame extinction at the tip. When
combinedwith thesoot-collectiondata,acompleteset of information on soot size, number density,
and cot entration will be obtained.
The infrared-imaging data for CO 2 and/or H20 will provide the local relative intensities of
contributions from stable combustion products. The field of products will be monitored through-
out the test which will help to define the location of the flame and the extent of the field during the
experiment.
The films of the density-gradient field imaging will be analyzed to obtain information on
flame structure, the fields of temperature and density, and help to define the perturbations caused
by the presence of probes in the flame.
Theoretical predictions will be used to support the analysis and interpretation of the data-
base developed from these experiments. The results of individual measurements, when combined,
provide both quantitative and qualitative information to validate and improve the theoretical
analyses.
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Introduction
and
Background
Laminar Gas-Jet Diffusion Flames
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• Jet diffusion flames embody nearly all the mechanisms found in natural
fires relevant to fire safety and to controlled combustion processes
• Simple, basic, and easy to control
• Need better understanding
• A step toward understanding the more complex turbulent diffusion flame
r
Laminar Gas-Jet Diffusion Flames (Cont.)
0 ",.... -V-.... iT-
0 Volume flow rite {or Reynolds number)
Understanding laminar flames is basic to the physics of the
broader, more general turbulent combustion process
The transition process to turbulent flames is governed, in part,
by the characteristics of laminar flames
Laminar flames are inherent In the detailed structure of
turbulent flames from the molecular point of view
5AIC.
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Approach
• Isolate the effects of buoyancy by eliminating gravity
• Experimental (2.2-sec. tower, 5.18-sec. facility, KC-135 aircraft, and
space experiment)
• Theoretical (analytical and numerical modeling)
Results applicable to the fundamental understanding of combustion in
space and earth environments
5AIC.
Previous Research - 2.2-Second Drop-Tower Experiments*
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Extinguished microgravity methane diffusion flame
Nozzle radius = 0.186 cm
Flow rate = 2.8 cm3/sec
Flow volooty ,, 25.44 cm/sec
Reynolds no. - 28.4
• Cochran, Masica, Haggard, Edelman (1970-1974).
Hydrocarbon flames were ignited in
normal gravity and then subjected to
microgravity condition
• Some flames extinguished
• Some were in transition between
extinguishment and steady-state
(lack of enough time)
• Others reached (an apparent)
steady-state with flame-height
fluctuations
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Previous Research - Theoretical Analysis
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ANALYSIS
Required
Steady flow
Axisymmetric,2-D conservationequations
for mass, momentum, and energy
Parabolic form of governing equations
Infinitely fast reactions with shifting equilibrium
chemistry, in addition to partial oxidation
Mutticomponent diffusion
• Kinetic effectsinthe presenceof sootprocesses
• Flameradiation
• Transienteffects, ignition,andextinction
- Axialdiffusion
5AE
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Current Ground-Based Program
• 2.2-Second Drop-Tower Tests
• 5.18-Sec0nd Microgravity Tests
• KC-135 Tests
° Theoretical Analyses
Background Summary
• Buoyancy significantly alters the flame structure
• Pressure and oxygen concentration have a more dramatic effect in
microgravity than in normal gravity
Prolific sooting results from absence of buoyancy, and is strongly
pressure- and oxygen-dependent
Radiation and temperature data show that longer test times are
needed to substantiate the observed behavior of these flames at
steady-state
• Chemical kinetics - radiation - transient interactions are important in
reduced-gravity environments
• Extinction limits may be different in microgravity and normal gravity
r
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Transition from Ground-Based to Space Program
Past Effort
(1970-1974)
Current Ground-Based Proposed Space Program
Program (1987-1991) (1992- )
•Lack of quantitative
data
•Need for longer
test times
•Improvement in models
Observations and Data. observations, and
predictions from: I I predictions from:
hypotheses I I,
•22 sec. tests _ ,22 sec. teats
•Modeling I I 518 sec. tests
J I .KC-135 teats
I _ .Modeling
Results have shown: I
Results have shown:
•Significant effects of pressure
fuel, and oxid zer in
microgravity
•Need for longer test times
•Need for higher-fidelity data
•More advanced diagnostics
•Improvement in models
•Overall and Specific Oblectives
.Hypotheses
•Well.defined test matrix
• "Required" diagnostics
• "Desired" di_gnoat)cs
•Experimental duration
and tlmellne
•Supporting ground-based effort
•Associated modeling
•Post.flight data analysis
Results will significantly enhance
our understanding of gas-jet
diffusion flames In microgravlty
5A/ 
Is Space Necessary?
Requirement Criticality
G-level has to be _10-3 Critical
Time Requirement:
•Achieve steady state (>5sec,)
•Obtain quantitative data (conventional
or advanced diagnostics -60sec.)
Critical
Quantitative data via advanced diagnostics Desirable
Current Ground-Based Program
Current Ground-Based Program. 2.2-Second
Drop- Tower Experiments
• Approximately 100 tests were conducted
• Flames were ignited in microgravity (using a newly developed spark
ignitor)
• Flame extinction was not observed (unlike previous works), once the
flames were ignited in Iow-g and the photographic technique was
improved
• Studied methane and propane flames under various environmental
conditions of pressure (0.5-1.5 atm) and oxygen concentration
(18%-50%02)
• Defined and revised the test matrix for the 5.18-second microgravity
experiments, based on findings from the 2.2-second tests
• Observed some new and unique characteristics of microgravity
flames (e.g., transient effects, blue flames, prolific sooting,
tip-opening)
Representative results will follow
r
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Current Program - 5.18 Second Microgravity Tests
• Approximately 45 successful tests were conducted
• Flames were ignited in microgravity (originally with a spark ignitor,
and later with a more reliable, retracting hot-wire ignitor)
• Studied methane and propane flames in different pressure (0.5-1.5
atm) and oxygen-concentration (15%-30% 02) environments
• Employed flame visualization using movie camera
• Measured flame radiation
• Obtained temperature distributions at various locations
• .Observed new and unexpected phenomena
• Defined the test matrix for KC-135 experiments
• Species distributions via gas sampling will be obtained
• Representative results will follow
5A/C
Current Ground-Based Program - KC-135 Tests
• Testing has begun (first week of flights: visualization only, oxidyzing
environment: air at I arm]
• Test matrix is selected based on 5.18-second microgravity results
• Flame visualization via video camera and movie camera
• Chamber pressure has been recorded
• Temperature distributions will be obtained
• Flame radiation will be measured
• Acceleration dala will be recorded and compared wlth flame behavior
• Both attached (-102g) and free-float (-10_g) tests
Results from the first flight will follow
r
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Ground-Based Test Matrix- Current Program
5.18-Second Microgravity Tests
Fuel CH4 and C3H8
Oxidizer 18% 02, 21% 02 , and30% 02 in N 2
Nozzle radius 0.0825 cm
Fuel flow rate
Pressure
Methane: 1.0, 2.0, and 3.0 cc/s
Propane: 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5 c_s
0.5, 1.0. and 1.5 atm
I Total:
KC-135 Tests
Fuel CH4 and C3H 8
Oxidizer 15% O2, 21% O2, and30% 02 in N2
Nozzle radius 0.0825 cm
Fuel flow rate Methane: 2.0 c_s; propane: 1.0 ¢c/s
Pressure 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5 arm
Total:
2
3
1
3
3
2
3
1
1
3
Hardware - 5.18-Second and KC- 135 Tests
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• Radiometer
• Rake of 9 thermocouples
• Rake of 9 sampling probes
• Pressure transducer
• Movie camera and video camera
• Accelerometer
5AIC. j
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Observations from Current Ground-Based
Gas-Jet Experiments
Under reduced-gravity conditions, flames exhibit distinctive characteristics
relative to normal-gravity flames
• Flame flicker disappears
• Flames become taller and wider
• Take much longer time to reach steady-state
• Drastically change in color and luminosity
• Removal of buoyancy results in prolific sooting
• Tip-opening and soot escape is observed for higher hydrocarbons
• Show significant radiative loss
• Results have helped to clarify what was previously believed to be
quenching of gas-jet diffusion flames in microgravity
5A/C.
Results from Current
Ground-Based Program
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Ignition Behavior and Flame Development
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Effects of Oxygen Concentration*
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Most of the Iow-O 2 flames are blue and cool
• Apparently soot-free
• Contrary to what was expected
May be able to control the soot process
by the environment
Open tip (underventilated-type behavior) is
atmbuted to:
• Enhanced radiative loss due to larger
flame size
• Extensive soot and cooling at the tip
• Thermophoretic effects, which become
more important in microgravity
Even at 50% Oz, open tip and massive soot
escape through the tip were observed in
microgravity
• Soot quenching may not be avoided in
microgravity by merely increasing the
oxygen level
• Reproduced from Bahadori and Stocker, 1989 [4] 5AIC.
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Effects of Oxygen Concentration (Cont.)*
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Methane Propane
o The difference between normal-gravity flame heights decreases as oxygen
concentration increases
o However, color, luminosity, and soot formation are different
o Quantitative data Is helping to characterize these processes Including extinction
limits in terms of oxygen concentration
•Reproduced from Bahadorl and Stocker, 1989 [4]
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Effects of Pressure*
• Increase in pressure has a
significant effect on tip opening and
increased soot in microgravity
• Flame radius decreases with
increase in pressure
• Blue-base region (soot inception
zone) decreases in length with
increase in pressure
• At low pressures, less-efficient
burning and broader flame zone
exist due to the kinetics effects
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Effects of Pressure (Cont.)*
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• For the range of pressures studied, there exists an intermediate pressure at which flame height is
minimized
• Competition between the different pressure-dependent gas-phase combustion rates and soot
processes may be responsible for this non-monotonic behavior
• Flame-tip diameter has an asymptotic type of convergence with increasing Reynolds number
• Regardless of pressure (and hence, availability of oxygen), flame tip has a fixed diameter
beyond a certain Reynolds number
* Reproduced from Bahadori, et al., 1990 [5] 5A/C.
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Effects of Pressure (Cont.)*
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Soot quench length (at the tip) increases with both pressure and
Reynolds number, indicating enhanced soot formation
As pressure increases, both microgravity and normal-gravity
soot-inception regions (i.e., blue-base region) decrease in length
with little dependence on flow rate
• Reproduced from Bahadori, et al., 1990 [5]
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Flame Radiation - Comparison Between
Normal Gravity and Microgravity
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Propane flames burning in quiescent air at 1 atm; nozzle radius = 0.0825 cm; fuel-flow rate = 1.5
cm 3/sec; recent 5.18-second microgravity tests
• Radiative loss is constant for normal-gravity flames throughout the test;
this is largely due to
• Instantaneous removal of the hot combustion products under the
influence of buoyancy
• Immediate flame establishment following ignition
• In 5-second microgravity environments, a continuous development of the
flame is observed
• Radiation increases continuously; more than 5 seconds is needed to
reach steady-state (verified both visually by examining the films and
through radiation data)
• This is due to the continuous accumulation and slow transl_o_rLof the
combustion products in the vicinity of the flame ..¢¢!/C
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Flame Radiation - Effects of Pressure
0
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Methane flames burning inquiescentair;nozzle radius- 0.0825 cm;fuel-flow
rate = 3.0 cm3/sec; recent5.18-secondmicrogravity tests
• Pressure has a significant effect on radiative loss in microgravity
• Normal-gravity flames do not show this magnitude of difference
5AIC.
Propane
1.0 atm
Flame Radiation - Effects of Oxygen Concentration
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Oxygen concentration has a significant effect on radiative loss in
microgravity j
Normal-gravity flames do not show this effect due to the presence
of buoyancy
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Flame Radiation. Effects of Fuel-Flow Rate*
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Radiance as a function of fuel
volume-flow rate for propane flames
burning in quiescent air at 1 atm. The
radiance data are the average values
between 40-sec. and 5.0-sec. after
ignition in the 5.18-Second Zero
Gravity Facility
• Fuel flow rate has a much more
pronounced effect on the level of
radiation from microgravity flames
compared to those in normal gravity
• Radiance varies almost linearly with
flow rate under both microgravity and
normal-gravity conditions, but radiation
in microgravity can be up to 10 times
larger than in normal gravity
• In addition to larger flame size and
extensive soot formation, CO2 and
H 20 appear to contribute dramatically
to radiative loss from microgravity
flame due to the accumulation and
slow transport of these products
• The data suggests that radiative
ignition of nearby materials may be
promoted in low-gravity environments
due to the increased radiative loss
from fires
* Reproduced from Bahadori, el al., 1991 [10] 5AIC.
Temperature Measurement- Normal-Gravity Tests
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• The middle- and outer-columns of thermocouples do not register any
temperature rise due to the pencil-like character of the flame
• The three centerline thermocouples show almost the same temperature
levels due to the presence of buoyancy
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Temperature Measurement- Microgravity Tests
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• Data show the existence of taller and wider flames in microgravity
• Steep temperature gradients exist in the axial direction
• Far field shows temperature rise
• 5 seconds of microgravity is not sufficient to obtain information on
steady-state behavior, since the field is continuously changing due to the
release and slow transport of combustion products
5AIC.
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Overriding Observation
Quantitative measurements show that steady-state has not
been achieved in the ground-based experiments
The applicability of the previously cited observations
hinges on this issue
Results to-date have clearly demonstrated the
significance of quantitative data which can be
augmented with the time available in a space
experiment
.5"A/C.
Theoretical Analyses
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Theoretical Methods for Gas-Jet Diffusion Flames
Planned
• To-date
• Model for filling process in evacuated bottles (for sampling)
• G-jitter analysis for acceptable g-levels
• Transient, elliptic analytical model for flame development
• Parabolic, steady-state numerical model
• Radiation from CO 2 and H.O
• Inverted-flame (negative-g_studies
• Detailed transport processes
• Multicomponent diffusion
• In progress
• Parabolic, steady-state numerical model
• Detailed radiation (absorption/emission) model
Quasiglobal kinetics
Soot processes and thermophoresis
Radiation from soot
Detailed kinetics
Elliptic, 2-D, steady-state numerical model
• Submodels developed from application of parabolic model
Transient, 2-D, Navier-Stokes model
Analytical modeling
.,5"A]C ...j
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Predictions - Theoretical and Experimental Flame Heights
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Open Issues
• Non-steady-state
• Effects of P
• Effects of 0 2
• Fuel type
• Analysis and theoretical methods
r
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Proposed Program
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Program Objectives
• Specific Objectives
The questions that need to be answered are:
(a) What are the steady-state characteristics of the microgravity flame, and given
enough time, do the weak flames extinguish by vidue of their size, radiative
loss, and associated transport processes?
(b) Why does the removal of buoyancy result in the underventilated-llke
behavior in some otherwise overventilated diffusion flames?
(c) Why does microgravity flame length vary non-monotonically with pressure,
and what are the roles of buoyancy and oxygen concentration in defining
this behavior?.
(d) Why are the sooting characteristics sensitive to oxygen concentration in
microgravity flames?
.5#.=c.____j
Program Objectives- Specific Objective (a)
What are the steady-state characteristics of the microgravity flame, and given
enough time, do the weak flames extinguish by virtue of their size, radiative loss, and
associated transport processes?
• Continuous release and slow transport of products creates a transient field in the
early stages of buming.
• A quasi-equilibrium state can be reached for both temperature and species fields.
• The flame approaches steady state, and the far-field will not have an effect on the
near-field.
• This quasi-steady-state persists for a pedod of time, and will then be followed by
a transient approach toward extinction due to depletion of oxygen.
• Which one of the following processes occurs in longer test times?
• Radiative loss can not compete with the heat release, leading to bdght, sooty
flames.
• Radiative loss exceeds the heat input, leading to extinction.
Originally blue,..._ Q,_. < _ Brighter, sootier flame,
weak flame __Q,_. > ultimately reaching steady stateSlow extinction proce_
Program Objectives- Specific Objective (b)
Why does the removal of buoyancy result in undervenlilafed-like behavior in some
otherwise overventilated diffusion flames?
• Removal of buoyancy increases the residence time for soot formation.
• Fuel pyrolysis is therefore augmented, leading to increased soot nuclei and growth.
• Larger soot and more soot formation result in slower oxidation and persistence of
the soot.
• Soot is formed within the flame and unlike gas-phase species, virtually does not
diffuse.
• Thermophoresis, caused by temperature gradient, forces the soot toward the flame
centerline.
• As a result, the particles core up and stay within a column at the tip of the flame.
• The tip opens, oxygen transport is impeded from reaching the center, and the
flame is prevented from closing on the axis.
• What happens to this core of soot in longer test times?
5AIC
Program Objectives - Specific Objectives (c)
Why does microgravity flame length vary non-monotonically with pressure, and what
are the roles of buoyancy and oxygen concentrations in defining this behavior?
• Observed Increase in length with pressure is due to increasing amounts of soot
rather than a change in the gas-phase flame height.
• At low-P, kinetic effects lengthen the gas-phase flame height.
• As the pressure Increases, reaction rate increases and flame length decreases.
• As the pressure increases further, soot levels increase, and perslst beyond
the gas-phase flame front.
This gives an Indication (through visualization) of an apparently longer flame.
Does this non-monotonic behavior tend to correct itself In longer test times,
or is the effect aggrevated?
e
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Program Objectives - Specific Objectives (d)
Why are sooting characteristics sensitive to oxygen concentration in
microgravity flames?
• Microgrovity environment provides longer residence times.
• This results in prolific sooting.
• Higher O= concentrations facilitate the soot oxidation, causing higher temperatures.
• Lower oxygen concentrations produce cooler flames, reduced pyrolysis and soot
formation, and reduced heat and mass transfer.
• The competing effects of increased residence time with Lewis-number and
Schmidt-number effects need to be clarified through longer test times.
Program Objectives (Cont.)
5AIC.
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The overall and specific objectives of the program will be achieved through the
following measurements and associated modefing:
e Measurements (R: Required; D: Desired):
• Temperature field (R)
• Flame visualization (R)
• Flame radiation (R)
• Chamber pressure (R)
• Accelerati.on (D)
• Gas-phase species concentrations (D)
• Infrared imaging for species (D)
• Denslty-gradient field imaging (D)
• Velocity field (D)
• Soot size and distribution (D)
• Soot volume fraction and number density (D)
• Modeling that includes:
• Multicomponent diffusion
• Thermophoretic effects
• Kinetics
• Soot formation and padlculate radiation
• Axial diffusion effects
• Transient effects
Justification for Space Experiment
• Flame shope and color change continuously in 5 seconds of available time
• Temperature data show a continuous increase in the 5 seconds of micgrogrovity
• Sooty flames show o continuous increose in radiation loss
• Analytical predictions consistent with these observations
• G-levels less thon 10_ ore needed
• The following (based on objectives of the program) need longer duration experiments
• Steady-store characteristics
• Weak-flame behavior
• Underventiloted-like phenomena
• Non-monotonic fiome-height variation with pressure
• Effects of oxygen on the sensitivity of sooting characteristics
 A1C. j
Concept Design
5AIC. •
Experimental Options
All objectives require: Temperature field, Flame visualization, Radiation, and Pressure measurements
Desired Measurements
Ac¢_l. Species
lleld
Velocity
lild
InirarKl Density-
Imaging gradient
lleld
X X
X X
X X
X X
Sool slze Sool oorc.
X X X X X
X x X X
X X X X
X X X XX
Concept Design - Middeck
---SALE';
Concept Design - CEM
f
Test Matrix for Space Experiment
Operating Conditions
Fue_
Fuel-flow rate
Nozzle radius
Oxidizer
Chamber pressure
Total no. of flames
No. of
Experiments
3
18
Note
Methane; propane
Fixed mass-flow rate. When
converted to atmospheric condition,
1.0 cm3/sec for propane and 2.0
cm3/sec for methane
Tapered-tip nozzle; inner radius =
0.0825 cm
Oxygen/nitrogen mixtures; O2/N 2 -
0.15/0.85, 0.21/0.79, and 0.30/0.70
P = 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5 atm
" Limited to one Reynolds number for each fuel. 5AIC. •
Diagnostics Requirements
Variable
F!ame
SLruclure
Temperature
ComOustlon
and fuet
decomposKJOn
producLS
Chamber
pressure
Gas velocity
Diagnostics Rationale/Applications to Model Development
Vtdeo camera Enaoles Ihe exbenmenter to mom[(x I_e ILame behavTor
during the expe?,men!
C_nematogra_'_y
(using movie camera)
Obta,n brae-reSolved v=suahzahon Uata on K:jnibon, flame
development, cot(x, tum_nosdy, soollng, and QueRChll_.
Frame ShaDes can be compate_ d,rectly with model
p_edltttons
Schh_en camera TO odta=n quahtattve temperatureldens_ly field
Array of Obtalntr_ temperature Olstnbut=on$ Jn the flow INHd Tt'tey
_ermo(::ot._e$ can De comperm:_ directly wtbh the mod_ prethcbons Of the
Inerma held
Row of gas saml_mg
probes [3) and array
of probes (3 x 3)
Pressure t ransclucer
S_ngle.,component
veloometry (LDV), oq
partK;le-image
veloometry (PIV)
Ol:xmn=n 0 _S OistnbuhoP.S whch can be comparKl v.th
the model predtbons of the speoes held. _rned
hyclrocar130n$ are extremely u,nportan|
Mon=tonng any increase m ct_mber pressure due to
burn=ng process, whcJ_ yields estimates of b_e overall heal
release rate: also use¢l I(x safety Oetecbon
CenterSne and _¢hal velocities can be oOtaine¢l using
traver_ng mechen,sms; LDV needs seeO=ng Compmcl
_sers are becoming avada_e, Velooty measurements mtl
be compared directly wtlh the model pred=cbons of I_e flow
held
,/
,/
,/
..,=AIC.
tm_cwmorl m C,_w_w_
Diagnostics Requirements (Cont.)
Vlrlabll OtlgnOllttCl R|tionall/_lionl to Model I_,velopmlN
Flame Radiomeb'y Isolation of t_ RKl_lt_O_l, and betetmll'la_on of _ effect
raO_atlon of radiation On refuel)on m temparalure w_thin _ flame.
Polenttal ez,=ts for _ll:erminatmon of soot concentration.
Predcto'tS can be _rectty comlcarKI w_ measurememl
Grawtat=onal Accelerometer Measurements of acte(erat]on enal3tes us to inteq_et the
accelerabon data b_at could be affecte_ by low grawtat_onal levels
SpeofK: I_Jg_ntert_fied To _entr_y spaces ,=lng alo_Opnate Ol:XCa_ filters;
s,pec_es a_ career'4 paroculady uselul I(x H20, CO z . arid CO f_l_ll m
non-sooting (blue) f_11eS, aS well as sooty flames
Soot number Light al0_orp(ion/ A con.,m_ml, no_-in_mve mel/_od to mf_ soot numb_
den_ly and ext_nc_on ckmldy: when combned w_ rad_tion and speou
s_ze measurements, prov¢les mlorma_ on SOOt be_av_ a_l
cttaractenstics
Thermol_(xetic Soot can be co.reel ariel s_ze dis_'_o_t_n can be o_.
sami_ng ColleCt_KI soot r_ to Oe romo_Kf from b_ chambo_ Ifter
Shuttle t_¢l_',,g (in miOo'ec_), and after te_ '_ clone (in
,/
,/
j
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